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Abstract 

Few studies have focused on drafting a pattern block for women with unique physical builds 

to produce balanced and well-fitting garments. This research is based on the practice in the 

clothing industry, where a pattern is made according to a measurement system with 

proportional expectations. Patterns then often need to be adjusted and fitted individually 

post draft, especially for those with figures divergent from the standard form. Spending time 

effort, and materials on making the adjustments required reduces the efficiency of the 

overall pattern engineering process. This research developed a novel methodology for 

creating a bodice pattern draft based upon anthropometric data to efficiently produce well-

fitting garments which consider non-standard body shapes in the draft, removing the need 

for post drafting adjustment. 

This research is split into a three-stage process: stage 1 which investigates how applicable 

the current methods of pattern-drafting are. This phase began with the selection of six 

methods of producing pattern blocks for women’s bodices and the conducting of 

comparative analysis. The main finding of this investigations is that the existing established 

methods are problematic due to limited measurements and the prevalence of proportions 

in drafting. The findings from this initial process made it possible to develop a new method 

of drafting by understanding the relationship between patterns and the human form to 

ensure that the final patterns produced are well balanced and well-fitting. Stage 2 explores 

and develops an innovative method for creating a basic pattern block for women that has 

sufficient data driving it to accommodate diverse figure types. This novel method is 

grounded in established pattern-drafting principles but advances the approach to, and the 

theory of, pattern-drafting by removing the reliance on proportional relationships between 

some measurements and sections of the body. This new approach produces balanced and 

well-fitting garments for the upper body that reflect better individual figure variations, and is 

better able to respond to divergent figure types. The third stage involved analysing and 

comparing the measurements produced by the body scanner and those required for pattern-

drafting methods. It was then possible to identify the measurements that body scanners 

must take for direct application when constructing patterns using the novel method 

developed.  

While this study focuses primarily on the bodice draft, the similarities between the different 

methods for creating other patterns (skirts, trousers, sleeves etc.) mean the findings are 

applicable to pattern-drafting techniques used for other garment types. This study makes 

several contributions to current knowledge, by improving the pattern-drafting system to 

allow for the development of a computer-aided custom garment pattern-drafting process 

that is quick, reliable and accurate as well as the advancement of practices that promote 

apparel mass customization. The main finding of this research is that the current pattern 

theories do not reflect and respond to torso shape differences. For a solution, it would be 

necessary to using the numerous body measurements and establish explicit pattern 

equations and formulations of darts and ease distribution. These equations should be 

derived from the related population’s anthropometric reference.   
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List of Terms  

The following subsections provide definitions for the terminology as it is used within 

the context of this research. 

General Terms 

Anthropometric Data 

Anthropometric data is related to dimensional measurements or weights of the 

human body. Anthropometric data is a key to any garment sizing system (Gupta and 

Zakaria, 2019). Anthropometric data is also a requirement for construction of a 

garment pattern. 

Basic pattern or block 

The basic block is a plain, two-dimensional interpretation of an individual’s body 

shape based on measurements with a small allowance added to ensure the wearer 

benefits from the comfort of an ease allowance when moving and this also allows 

for a degree of expansion (Koh et al., 1995). 

Diverse figure type of woman body shapes 

The vast differences between the body shapes in the population. Females have 

several figure shapes depending on their body structures. There are so many factors 

that can influence body shape: genetics, lifestyle, and age. 

Ease Allowances  

The ease allowance can be either positive or negative and it governed by various 

factors such as the type of fabric being used, the functional that the wearer of the 

garment is expected to engage in and the need for comfort when wearing the item 

(Gill, 2011). 

JBlockCreator for Pattern Drafting 

JBlockCreator is a technologically assisted application that automatically drafts 

customized pattern blocks. JBlockCreator offers the ability for pattern blocks to be 

batch-generated utilising many individuals’ measurements to create output that is 

CAD-ready specific for the individual wearer. Measurements for hundreds of people 

can be added to the system yet the entire process is complete within a few seconds 

(Harwood et al., 2020).  

Parametric pattern-drafting technology 

The technology that underpins parametric pattern drafting draws upon a number of 

variables and is affected by numerous constraints and represents the design model 

for a collection of different graphics (Liu, Zhu, et al., 2019). These are all associated 
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with the same limitations including equations, relationship formulas and geometric 

constraints. 

This technologically can generate a unique, bespoke pattern for an individual 

automatically by editing the measurements in the size chart because they are 

linked with the dimensions and outlines of the pattern. 

Sizing System 

Sizing systems are essentially tabulated data referring to the dimensions of the 

human form and it based on this that bodies are classified for the sizing of garments. 

Sizing systems are agreed by effectively dividing the population into groups that 

share broadly similar measurements. The sizes are set using similar methods and 

theories (Petrova, 2007; Petrova and Ashdown, 2012). 

Standard Body Shape 

A standard body shape is one that is in proportion without exaggerating any 

particular area. It is the standard body shape that is typically utilised when producing 

patterns or designing items of clothing (Elizabith and Rasband, 2005). Body 

measurement standards utilised in the clothing industry are derived from practices 

that assume that all people have body shapes that are in proportion and all people 

grow in a proportional manner (Simmons et al., 2004). 

Three-Dimensional (3D) Body Scanning 

3D Body scanning is a technology is used to create a 3D model by scanning. A 

person stands in the scanners view, while it captures his body image and creates 

three-dimensional images in seconds. The image of the body is captured in the three 

dimensions of x, y, and z (width, height, and depth) by using a series of light sensors. 

Apart from innovation in the 3D industry, it focuses on providing services to several 

markets including apparel (Size Stream, 2020). 

Well-fitted Garment 

A garment is regarded as offering a good fit when it conforms to the shape of the 

human form, offers sufficient ease when moving, does not pucker and has been cut 

so that it gives the impression it is part of the person wearing it (Elizabith et al., 

1992). 

 

Abbreviations 

ALD Aldrich method 

ARM Armstrong method 
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B&B Beazley and Bond method 

B Bust  

Bk Back 

BP Bust point 

CAD Computer-Aided Design 

CB Centre back 

CF Centre front  

Circ Circumference  

Fr Front  

HOL Holman method 

ISO The International Standards Organization 

KHA Khalil method 

MSMNT Measurement  

Nk Neck 

THA Thatha method 

SNP Side neck point 

UK United Kingdom 

USA United States of America 

W Waist 

X  Across 

3D Three dimensional  

2D Two dimensional 

1D One dimensional 
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Background to the Study 

1.1. Introduction 

For a garment to fit well, it must have been produced using reliable pattern-drafting 

practices. The initial process when applying traditional pattern-drafting methods is 

to produce a series of template patterns which are referred to as ‘basic block’ 

patterns. These basic block patterns help to achieve a good fit and can be adjusted 

to produce any style imaginable (Hulme, 1945; Aldrich, 2015). The style content of 

block patterns is relatively basic, with necessary parts of suppression such as darts 

being deliberately sited to ensure that the block pattern closely fits with the contours 

of the human form. It would normally be the case that designers would use a 

computer-aided design (CAD) system to create garment patterns (Beazley and 

Bond, 2003). Producing accurate patterns requires practitioner skills and experience 

in pattern drafting and fitting which is a time-consuming process (Liu et al., 2018). 

Furthermore, the process is based on a series of drafting instructions as well as 

construction formulae. These formulas are extrapolated from just a handful of 

traditional measurements of the body and predicated on the heuristic learning of the 

practitioner/method developer (Ahmed et al., 2019). To achieve a good fit, traditional 

approaches to block drafting include ‘garment ease’ (Beazley and Bond, 2003; 

Aldrich, 2004; Armstrong, 2010), which can alternatively be referred to as ‘wearing 

ease’; this creates a sufficient difference between the body and a garment to enable 

the body to move unconstrained and ensure that the garment is comfortable to wear. 

The traditional methods applied in basic block drafting draw upon the knowledge 

passed down through the generations by tailors. Tailors rely on a series of 

assumptions about the body’s configuration, with the parameters for patterns being 

correlated with just a few useful body measurements (Huang et al., 2012) often 

reflecting the limitation of their methods of measurement capture. 

However, this reliance on correlations and approximations for the dimensions of 

garments means that this approach to drafting patterns produces generic blocks that 

will produce ill-fitting garments for many body shapes. These methods typically 

produce garments that fit the standard figure relatively well, but in most cases, a 

series of adjustments will be necessary to achieve a good fit (Huang et al., 2012). A 

significant proportion of the empirical literature relating to pattern construction 

considers attempts to devise methods for amending patterns so that the resulting 
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garments offer a better fit for the wearer (Hernández, 2000; Tsakalidou, 2016). 

However, assessments of these methods reveal them to be highly complex, 

laborious and time-consuming (Thorén, 1996).  

Any major alteration to the basic block pattern should be avoided (Fayoomy and 

Tahan, 2014). At present, any discrepancies between the pattern and the human 

form can only be addressed during the fitting process; but ideally, they would be 

corrected at an earlier stage (McKinney et al., 2017). Consequently, there is a need 

to adopt a new approach to pattern-drafting (McKinney et al., 2017; Alrushaydan et 

al., 2020). If it were possible to enable basic blocks to fit different body types, this 

would significantly reduce the need for alterations or reduce the time taken to 

complete alterations.  

The drafting system is ultimately governed by the number of measurements that are 

taken into consideration. There are two types of systems used in drafting, 

proportionate and direct (Heisey et al., 1988). Proportionate systems rely on 

traditional assumptions about the proportions of the human form. This entails most 

measurements used in pattern construction being arrived at using predetermined 

body proportion formulae (Gill, 2015). Therefore, this approach requires relatively 

few measurements to be taken from the body of the wearer. This has the 

advantages of being time-efficient and modest because taking direct measurements 

from a human body is both time-consuming and intrusive (Beazley, 1997; Berry, 

2011).  

In contrast, direct measurement systems rely on measurements being taken directly 

from the body of the wearer (Heisey et al., 1988). In the case of a custom-made 

item, measurements are taken from the individual who will wear the garment. 

Alternatively, an anthropometric survey can be conducted whereby numerous 

individuals are measured to produce garments that are suitable for the mass market, 

ready-to-wear sector. Both approaches help to generate an interpretation of the 

actual dimensions of the human form based on real people. Direct measurements 

were initially developed by master tailors and artisan garment producers, whose 

output is renowned for being well-fitted, giving rise to the term ‘tailor-made.’ Direct 

measurement systems are beneficial because the precise measurements taken 

from the human form are then applied for drafting (Aldrich, 2007; Berry, 2011). This 

approach does not rely on assumptions regarding the shape or size of the body. 
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Moreover, this approach is suitable for any type of figure and is also able to cater to 

changing fashions.  

However, no system is truly direct owing to the reliance on proportions to a greater 

or lesser extent. Indeed, except for draping, the majority of systems can most 

accurately be referred to as combination systems, making use of proportions and 

measurements to varying degrees. Direct systems indeed make greater use of 

measurements taken from the human form when producing a pattern, whereas 

significantly fewer measurements are required for the proportional system. 

Proportional systems are more dependent on assumptions regarding relationships 

between the various dimensions of the body. As such, there is less need for 

assumptions about the human form when applying the direct system than when 

utilising the proportional system (Heisey et al., 1988). 

The number of measurements that need to be taken from the body is considerably 

greater when using the direct system to produce a pattern. There is widespread 

agreement that the dimensions used in patterns with the direct system are derived 

from measurements taken from a human body. This suggests that there is less need 

to rely on assumptions about the human form than when using the proportional 

system (Kim et al., 2020). However, this is not the case. Whilst it is true that direct 

systems make greater use of measurements taken from the body when arriving at 

pattern dimensions, it is not the case that the shape of the pattern is exclusively a 

function of the human form. Only a small number of measurements are taken and, 

consequently, only a small number of points on a pattern can be directly plotted 

based on these figures. All other points required for the pattern are based on the 

patternmaker drawing straight or curved lines. The choice of how the line should be 

drawn between the measured points and, in some cases, how the points are plotted, 

rely on assumptions about the drafting process. The failure to recognise the reliance 

on assumptions or the misunderstanding that any assumptions are insignificant has 

resulted in the mistaken belief among many that the direct system does not rely on 

assumptions (Ahmed et al., 2019; Alrushaydan et al., 2020). Drafting systems are 

essentially categorised based on how the data are obtained and the number of 

measurements required when pattern drafting. Surprisingly, how the data are 

utilised has seemingly been overlooked (Heisey et al., 1988). 

Many different industries use Computer-Aided Design (CAD) for modelling, product 

design, construction and manufacturing (Kim and Kang, 2003). In the garment 
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industry, CAD is used extensively owing to the benefits it affords in terms of making 

product development more efficient. This development has coincided with the use 

of 3D body scanners, which can take a large number of measurements of the human 

form and present the data in a point cloud in just a few seconds. 3D garment CAD 

has been recognised as a highly efficient and reliable means of producing 2D 

patterns for garments that fit exceptionally well (Kim and Kang, 2003; Huang et al., 

2010). Despite such technological advances, however, the majority of patterns 

continue to be produced using manual processes, although guidance has now been 

offered regarding how they can be adjusted using CAD (Beazley and Bond, 2003). 

Having transferred a pattern into a digital format, it becomes considerably easier to 

alter the dimensions as required, although the accuracy of such changes ultimately 

depends on the skill of the person making the changes. Whereas body scanners 

can produce a highly accurate 3D image of the human form, the process of 

producing 2D patterns remains challenging due to the need for complex garment 

information to be conveyed to the user as well as the use of specific sewing 

definitions.  

The current study has been undertaken because it is clear from previous studies 

that the patterns used to produce garments are merely approximations of the human 

form and this is especially true of block patterns (Kang et al., 2014; McKinney et al., 

2017). The human body is a 3D shape and it is not easy to be flattened to produce 

a garment pattern. Moreover, there has been remarkably little research into how 

pattern blocks should be drafted to reflect the unique builds of women so that the 

garments produced can achieve a better fit. Therefore, underlying the current study 

is the notion that garment patterns produced based on proportional expectations 

typically require adjustments and individual fitting, especially if the wearer’s body is 

not a standard figure.  

The purpose of the current study, therefore, is to devise a means of drafting patterns 

that is not only more efficient but also produces better fitting garments with less need 

for pattern blocks to be adjusted to accommodate non-standard body shapes. The 

outcome will be a new method for producing pattern blocks specifically for the 

female form, making use of sufficient measurements to ensure that the patterns 

produced are suitable for diverse body types. Ultimately based on established 

pattern-drafting principles, the new method will ensure that garments made for the 
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upper body better reflect the diverse figure variations of women, whilst being 

accessible to current practitioners.  

Although the current study is primarily concerned with drafting patterns for the 

bodice, similar methods could be applied when producing patterns for other 

garments such as skirts, dresses, trousers or sleeves. The findings will therefore 

prove useful for those drafting patterns for other garments.  

There are several ways in which the current study will enhance the existing body of 

knowledge. For instance, the pattern-drafting system will be enhanced, making it 

less time-consuming, more efficient, more reliable and more accurate by utilising 

computer technology when taking body measurements and drafting the patterns. 

Furthermore, knowledge will be developed, helping to customise the mass apparel 

sector (McKinney et al., 2017; Liu, Zhu, et al., 2019).  

1.2. Aim and objectives 

The main aim of this research is to develop a block pattern construction method for 

women’s bodice blocks for physically divergent females, using flat pattern drafting.  

Hence, the objectives of this research are: 

• To understand the clothing experience among consumers who have body 

figure types considered to be divergent from the standard form, including their 

needs, requirements and satisfaction. 

• To determine the applicability of current pattern drafting methods of clothing 

and identify key aspects that can be improved to advance pattern drafting. 

• To develop and evaluate a new method of drafting a bodice pattern for the 

upper female torso for those with figures divergent from the standard form, 

utilising appropriate advanced technologies. 

• To determine if body scanning can be used to inform existing techniques of 

pattern-drafting and highlight areas where measurements are needed, or 

whether a more consideration of measurement definitions would enable the 

body scanners to provide more appropriate measurements to help pattern 

drafting methods. 
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1.3. Research method 

This study reviews and builds on methods that conform to the traditional tailoring 

approaches focused on two-dimensional flat pattern-drafting from one-dimensional 

measurements. The study does not consider draping and is grounded in Western 

methods. Three methodological phases were applied in this research to guide the 

understanding and navigation of the research and to help to achieve the research 

objectives (see Table 1 and Figure 17 in Section 3.8). The applicability of existing 

pattern-drafting methods was the first phase. This assessment occurred using a 

comparative analysis of six different methods for drafting women's bodice blocks. In 

the second phase, the researcher was be able to develop and test a new method of 

constructing bodice blocks for different body types based on the results of the first 

phase. The third stage analysed and compared the body scanner's measurements 

with those required for pattern-drafting methods (more details are presented in the 

methodology chapter). 

The research is grounded in the philosophy of positivism because it involves 

processes that can be observed using human senses and the merits of the 

underlying science will be appraised by logic alone (Creswell, 2013; Dudovskiy, 

2016). The scientific methods applied in the current study are free from bias and 

based on experimentation. Rather than relying on the researcher’s perceptions, the 

study draws upon empirical data, thereby making it a deductive study because it is 

concerned with the development of theories that will be tested experimentally in 

different settings to determine whether the stated propositions should be upheld or 

disregarded (Dudovskiy, 2016). For data collection, a mixed-methods approach has 

been selected, making use of quantitative as well as qualitative methods. This 

approach is considered to be appropriate because it not only yields information 

based on the wearer’s feedback about what they look for in a garment but also the 

mathematical underpinnings of the geometric block. 

1.4. Purpose of the study  

The current study seeks to systemise rules for the creation of pattern blocks that 

produce better fitting garments, thereby removing the need for trial-and-error fitting 

processes. It is only possible to produce well-fitting garments if they have been 

created using accurate patterns. The pattern-drafting process starts with the 

production of a basic block pattern and this template must then be adjusted to 
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achieve the desired fit or style (Bukhari, 2007). The styles used in block patterns are 

simplistic with darts and lines provided to help the finished garment to fit the contours 

of the wearer’s body. Consequently, there is a need for a series of well-fitting block 

patterns and the current study sets out to utilise a combination of primary and 

secondary research to identify the most appropriate fit criteria.  

In the process, the researcher provides a better understanding of pattern theory and 

how the wearer’s shape, size and proportions are taken into consideration when 

creating the pattern outline. By advancing the existing theory, and conducting 

detailed analysis, it is possible to integrate the system into existing approaches 

widely used by the garment industry.  

It would be beneficial if both practitioners and teachers had a better understanding 

of the theory underlying body-to-pattern relationships and related matters. If more 

reliable pattern-drafting methods were adopted, this would significantly reduce the 

time required for such processes. CAD could provide the means to produce highly 

accurate patterns if it were possible to fully clarify the rules and methods required to 

ensure that garments fit well at the first attempt. For progress to be made in garment 

manufacture, it is necessary to acquire greater knowledge of pattern-drafting theory, 

thereby helping to reduce the time and cost associated with such processes.  

The main purpose of the current study is to focus on the various areas requiring 

measurements for pattern drafting to be defined as outputs when using body 

scanning technology. By doing so, it is possible to ensure that the most important 

measurements are used with the body scanning technology to improve pattern 

drafting processes (Ahmed et al., 2019). The current research also considers 

landmarking to help identify suitable placements for taking measurements. The main 

contribution of the research is to map the manual measurements for the draft to the 

scan measurements from the 3D body scanner and to allow its auto drafts to be 

driven by body scanning. Moreover, the study will highlight where the body scanner 

does not provide the measurements that are required and will later make 

recommendations for the requirements.  

1.5. Thesis structure 

A structure has been agreed for the current research that presents the content in a 

logical and easy-to-understand format. The various chapters will help to explain how 
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the findings were developed and provide appropriate support for the arguments 

made. This research is organised into five chapters as follows: 

The study is introduced in Chapter 1 by presenting the research background and 

identifying a gap in the extant research. This chapter also presents the overview, 

focus, aims, objectives and outcomes of the study. 

Chapter 2 reviews the supporting literature relating to the research. The literature 

for this research is assessed in sections. First, anthropometric studies of mature 

female body types and shapes and their effect on garment fitting are reviewed. 

Then, garment fitting and sizing issues are explored. Non-standard body dimensions 

and alterations required for their pattern development are also studied. Other 

sections focus on the development of pattern theory and measurement. A brief 

review of pattern-engineering systems is also undertaken. The final section focuses 

on historical and modern methods of pattern development. 

Chapter 3 describes the methodology adopted in the study, including the research 

philosophy, the approaches and strategies for each stage, the sample selection 

method and the research validity. Three methodological phases guided the 

understanding and navigation of the research and helped to achieve the research 

objectives. The first phase was the applicability of current pattern-drafting 

techniques. Based on the first phase, the researcher developed a new method of 

constructing bodice blocks for different body types and tested this new method on 

a selected sample in the second phase. The third phase was the analysis and 

comparison of measurements between the use of traditional methods and of body 

scanners. 

Chapter 4 focuses on the presentation and analysis of the data collected. The 

chapter includes the main findings of the three research phases. It also explores the 

significance and meanings of research findings. 

Chapter 5 summarises the major findings of the research. It indicates that the 

research objectives have been met, and it provides details on the contributions to 

research and theory, the limitations and the recommendations for further study. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1. Introduction  

This chapter provides a critical review of previous research literature. The primary 

purpose for conducting the literature review is to acknowledgement what data and 

materials that can be used for operational purposes so as to set out the research 

problem in an appropriate context (Kothari, 2004). 

So as to provide a comprehensive assessment of the research inquiry, a wide 

spectrum of the empirical literature is reviewed. The literature for this research is 

assessed in six sections. First, anthropometric studies of mature female body types 

and shapes and their effect on garment fitting are reviewed. Then, garment fit and 

sizing issues are explored. Non-standard body dimensions and alterations required 

for their pattern are also studied. Other sections focus on the development of pattern 

theory and measurement. A brief review of pattern-engineering systems is also 

undertaken. The final section focuses on historical and modern methods of pattern 

development. 

2.2. Anthropometric studies of mature females 

2.2.1. Anthropometric characteristics of females 

Researchers have devoted considerable time and effort to studying the human form 

to provide insights into its structures and functions. Interest in such research grew 

during the 20th century as a result of the exploits of psychologists in the US, including 

William Sheldon (Sheldon., 1954). Sheldon et al. (1940) define the phrase 

‘somatotype’ as referring to a certain quantity of basic components that determine 

a person’s morphological features. Initially, these elements were used to identify 

and classify people’s physiques and body type. Simmons (2002) notes that Sheldon 

devised an innovative model to study the human form based on various shapes and 

the somatotype concept, whereby visual images of the body are analysed. At its 

most basic level, Sheldon’s somatometry approach involved classifying the human 

form into one of three categories based on an individual’s appearance, size and 

shape. People in the endomorph category have a round shape, muscular physique, 

soft texture and light skeletal muscles. Therefore, endomorphs are typically female 

because many women have soft skin, a round form and are less muscular than men. 
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Mesomorphs are the second category and comprise people with considerable 

skeletal development, large and heavy bones, a broad chest and muscles that are 

resilient to impacts. The third category is ectomorphs, which is used to describe 

people with a narrow chest, fragile bonds and a weak skeletal frame. In practice, 

however, it is not normally possible to categorise a body simply by looking at a 

person, with the only exceptions being people who are clearly obese, muscular or 

skinny. Unless a person is one of these extremes, it is difficult to classify them by 

simply observing them.  

Sheldon’s somatometry method for categorising body structures helped to advance 

research on the human form. Based on a person’s stature, somatometry is used to 

analyse the human form according to numerous factors, including the build and 

shape of the body relative to their stature. Douty (1968) states that Sheldon used 

photographs when applying the somatometry method to study the posture of women 

and provide valuable insights into their body structures from what could be 

ascertained from the photos. Using the photos, Douty was able to generate 

silhouetted structures against a screen with grids that helped to classify each 

person’s posture and body size, distinguishing between different female body sizes. 

It was this use of photographs when analysing a person’s form that gave rise to the 

concept of chromatography when classifying bodies based on their size, shape and 

mass. Douty (1968) established the five categories for classifying the human form 

based on posture and build. She specifies the five categories upon which 

somatometry is based when studying the female form as follows: posture, build, the 

shape of the back, the shape of the buttocks and the shape of the shoulders. 

Somatometry provides a useful method for studying the human form, but Simmons 

(2002) recognises the need to consider three dimensions when analysing the body. 

Only by taking this approach can an accurate appreciation of the diversity that exists 

be achieved. In addition, the ability of somatometry to provide insights into the 

nature of the human form has benefited from computer software applied to design 

garments. Notably, Lesko (1982) is among the leading scientists to have utilised the 

somatometry method in digital form to create three-dimensional (3D) images with 

figural variations to appreciate differences in the human form better. Back and profile 

somatographs were taken for a sample of 30 women, and eight were selected based 

on differences in their figural variations. A computer was used to plot and analyse 

each person’s figure. These plots enabled angle measurements to be taken that 

allowed computer techniques to be incorporated with graphic somatometry. This 
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approach entails the body being analysed and a software programme being devised 

that can plot the curves of the body based on the data obtained using the 

somatograph. Alterations to bodice patterns are made based on this approach and 

the angle measurement method. Lesko’s (1982) approach entails using eight 

images representative of figural variations to facilitate the recognition of particular 

shapes and forms evident in the female body. Examples of the distinctions made by 

the somatometry approach include the size of the bust, sloping or square shoulders, 

slumping or erect posture, high or low bust, and underweight or overweight. Having 

made these distinctions, Lesko (1982) produced garments for the different subjects 

using patterns drafted using the approach, incorporating angle measurements 

derived from the computer plots with the unit method. Since Lesko’s research aimed 

to compare the fit of two sets of bodices, the bodice patterns were adjusted using 

two methods of alteration: a traditional method (unit method) that used 

circumference and length measurements, and an experimental method that 

incorporated conventional body measurements, graphing techniques, and body 

angle measurements. Interpreting features of the upper body by taking angle 

measurements enables the production of close-fitting patterns for garments. Angle 

measurements are useful for calculating curved seams and darts used with block 

patterns. She asserted that no single method was superior to the others as the 

traditional method seemed to fit some subjects with a particular figure type better, 

while the patterns with deep body contours represented by angles better fit one 

subject with a different figure type.  

Recognising that the experimental alteration method using angle measurements 

failed to produce garments that were better fitting, Heisey et al. (1986) set about 

changing the method. While doing so, it occurred to them that converting 2D 

patterns based on the somatometry approach could be achieved based on the 

conical relationship between 2D patterns and the 3D shape of the body. The result 

was a conical theory capable of formulating and applying equations for particular 

parts of patterns that could be modelled conically (Heisey et al., 1986). However, it 

was not until 1993 that conical theory was applied to the human form, when Shen 

and Huck (1993) created a number of basic garments. Computer software was used 

in conjunction with photographic images to produce bodice patterns, thereby 

providing insight into the geometry of the female upper body as well as the 

necessary measurements (Shen and Huck, 1993). Photographic images taken of 

the front and side of the 12 participants were utilised along with their measurements. 
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Based on these sources of information, an innovative methodology was devised 

along with computer software for the production of block patterns. When comparing 

how well garments produced using this innovative approach fitted with those made 

using conventional drafting methods, a traditional means of pattern-drafting was 

employed (i.e., Armstrong). Over time, an evaluation scale that incorporated 25 

separate fitting criteria was devised. Subsequent analysis indicated that many items 

achieved a better fit than when relying on the conventional hand-drafted approach. 

As such, this innovative approach offers benefits in terms of the speed of production 

but also accuracy.  

To summarise, it used to be the case that studies of the human body relied upon 

photos when taking measurements and gauging the angles of the body to produce 

garments that are appropriate for a person’s posture and shape. Attempts to 

improve the fit of garments for females has proven challenging, however, because 

of the diversity of their body shapes (Chen, 2006). The emergence of innovative 

technologies, including computer-aided design (CAD) systems and 3D body 

scanners, has progressed what is possible when designing patterns for garments. 

Scanning technology has considerable advances in the variety and accuracy of 

taking body measurement methods, such as angles. But we continue to struggle 

with the relationships and applications to garments (Bye et al., 2006). Despite this, 

remarkably little research has been conducted to ensure that the opportunities 

presented by these technologies are fully realised so that garments can be produced 

that accurately fit each person’s form. This lack is evident in even the new pattern-

drafting methods proposed, which retain simple 2D outlines developed from 1D 

measurements. 

2.2.2. Figure-type classifications by clothing industry 

In order to sell ready-to-wear garments, manufacturers have sought to calculate the 

body dimensions of the population, and this has resulted in forecasts about the 

popularity of certain styles (Petrova, 2007).  It used to be the case that an item of 

clothing would be made especially for a particular person, but the advent of ready-

to-wear manufacturing required dimensions to be estimated in an attempt to ensure 

a suitably good fit (Aldrich, 2007). Manufacturers assumed that if they could get this 

process right, purchasers will be satisfied with how well their garments fit and make 

repeat purchases in the future from the same manufacturer (Petrova, 2007). The 

approach that has been adopted is based on a sizing system for ready-to-wear items 
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whereby the entire population is categorised into groups with similar body 

measurements and their average sizes. As such, the fact that people’s postures 

differ has seemingly been overlooked or given little consideration. Bougourd (2007) 

emphasised the need to take into consideration not only people’s size and 

proportions but also their body shape and posture in order to ensure that garments 

fit well. By categorising people on the basis of the human form, clothing retailers 

have been able to target specific consumers.  

Simmons (2002) mentions the use of various terms in the fashion industry to refer 

to the different shapes of the female form, such as pear, apple, oval and triangle, as 

well as junior, missy, half-size and women’s. However, the use of different and 

overlapping terminologies can easily confuse the consumer. For instance, one 

source of confusion is that some terms appear to refer to a person’s age. Traditional 

classification categories in pattern-drafting (Armstrong, 2014) include terms such as 

body type, chest type, posture, back type, shoulder type A, and shoulder type B (see 

Figures 1–4). To help achieve accurate results and well-fitted garments, the 

classifications focus on key measures, including the waist, hips, shoulders and bust 

(see Figures 1–6).  

 

Figure 1: Composite of pattern industry figure types 

Source: (Armstrong, 2014) 
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Figure 2: Shoulder types: ideal, sloped shoulder, square shoulder, muscular and bony 

Source: (Armstrong, 2014, p.32) 

 

Figure 3: Figure stance 

Source: (Armstrong, 2014) 

 

Figure 4: Back types: ideal, flat, rounded and dowagers hump 

Source: (Armstrong, 2014) 
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Figure 5: Shoulder/hip relationship 

Source: (Armstrong, 2014) 

 

Figure 6: Back/bust/chest relationship: ideal, narrow back/large bust, full back/small bust, hollow inward chest, 

and pigeon “a dominant chest bone” 

Source: (Armstrong, 2014) 

Other ways in which body shapes have been categorised include numbers, letters, 

shapes and foodstuffs (e.g., pears and apples). These are summarised by Simmons 

(Simmons, 2002) in the following table: 
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Figure 7: Characteristics of different figure types: terminology 

Source: (Simmons, 2002)  

Simmons, Istook and Devarajan (2004) posit that, irrespective of the means of 

categorising body types, they are all fundamentally based on a person’s height and 

proportions. The three main body types are top-heavy, hip heavy and normal. These 

are then classified further using a series of numbers or letters, shapes, or the names 

of fruits or vegetables.  

2.2.3. Importance of three-dimensional body-scanning technology 

Three-dimensional body scanning is a relatively new technology that presents 

exciting opportunities for the classification of body types and the manufacture of 

well-fitting garments. Chen (2011) employed a 3D body scanner to measure the 

upper-body features of female students, including the slope of their shoulders, the 

curvature of their back, the prominence of their bust, and acromion placement. The 

resulting angle data confirm the differences that exist between the definitions of 

landmarks in the fields of anthropometry and apparel. Landmarks are points defined 
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on a body's surface relative to its structure (Gupta and Zakaria, 2019). Apparel has 

specific landmarks relative to garment production that may differ from those used in 

medical or sports assessment (Gupta and Zakaria, 2019).  

The term figure variation refers to differences or deviations in human bodies (Chen, 

2011). Due to physical variations, human bodies vary in relation to one another, and 

these differences may be expressed in terms of height, posture, contours and frame. 

Where the study of the right/ left angles of shoulder slope, back curvature, bust 

prominence, and acromion placement indicates that using these angle variables is 

a suitable approach to measure body shapes and standing posture that are critical 

to clothing fit (Chen, 2011). Moreover, these different features are interrelated, so 

that women have numerous figure variations. Chen (2011) suggests that 

researchers should investigate the possibility of utilising angle measurements to 

study different body forms and to anticipate suitable intake for back, waist and bust 

darts when developing block patterns and determining how a person’s posture 

impacts the fit of a garment.  

Relative to conventional measuring methods, 3D body scanning affords numerous 

benefits (Song and Ashdown, 2013). For instance, such scanning saves time and 

can take over 100 measurements in a matter of seconds, reducing the cost of 

conducting large-scale anthropometric surveys. In addition, 3D body scanners can 

be used by manufacturers of ready-to-wear garments to assess changing body 

shapes and proportions, better showing them how to size their clothes to ensure a 

better fit and improve customer satisfaction (Song and Ashdown, 2013). As such, 

the use of 3D body scanners provides garment manufacturers with the ability to 

appreciate accurately the dimensions of their client base.  

2.2.4. Female figure identification technique 

Data obtained using 3D body scanners have also helped to categorise body shapes 

by means of female figure identification techniques (FFIT). The FFIT system was 

devised in the US as a method for the classification of body shapes based on the 

output from 3D body scanners, and the process is described in several studies 

(Simmons et al., 2004; Yim Lee et al., 2007). Having searched numerous clothing-

related sources, nine female body shapes are referred to in the empirical literature: 

spoon, oval, hourglass, bottom hourglass, top hourglass, rectangle, triangle, 

inverted triangle, and diamond (Simmons et al., 2004). Three-dimensional body 
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scan output from the TC2 body scanner relating to the waist, bust, hip and top hip 

has been used to expand upon the FFIT system, and the results were authenticated 

based on 253 scans of different women (Devarajan and Istook, 2004; Simmons et 

al., 2004). However, it is important to note that the accompanying descriptions of 

the method employed lack detail regarding the definitions of the measurements 

taken, making it impossible to replicate reliably the approach taken. This issue helps 

to demonstrate the difficulties associated with the use of different definitions and the 

failure to agree standardised measurements. Despite this, and because the FFIT 

system essentially relies on just four circumferences without considering arcs, it 

remains among the most highly developed and accessible classification methods. 

Moreover, FFIT is a straightforward system for categorising body shapes and helps 

to eliminate the subjective measures previously relied upon, albeit that such 

problems persist regarding its validation (Gill, 2015).  

2.2.5. Historical aspects of human body proportion 

There is no consensus regarding how the proportions of the human body have 

changed over time. For instance, Ruff (2002) asserts that technological 

developments explain why the human body is currently smaller than during the 

Pleistocene period. This difference suggests that technology has reduced the 

advantage afforded by larger body proportions. Adaptation to a changing climate is 

also likely to have had a significant effect on these gradients, with changes in 

nutrition only relatively recently having an impact. Aldersey-Williams (2014) 

suggests that the proportion system for the human body dates to the exploits of the 

Roman architect Marcus Vitruvius, who devised a template for the human form. 

Vitruvius asserted that simple ratios underpinned the core attributes of the human 

body. For instance, there are four digits to a palm, six palms to a cubit, and a 

person’s height is given by four cubits. Despite its age, the Vitruvius system remains 

applicable to this day (Aldersey-Williams, 2014). 

2.2.5.1. Philosophy of the Proportionate System 

According to Murtinho (2015), Leonardo da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man offers a good 

depiction of the human proportionate system (see Figure 8). Vitruvian Man reflects 

the underlying basis of the proportions of the human form and is named after 

Vitruvius. In essence, the illustration is a depiction of the Renaissance idea that the 

human body is a symbolic microcosm at the heart of the universe. Murtinho (2015) 
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also notes that parts of the human body were used as units of measure in ancient 

Greece. It is this observation upon which the Protagoras principle is grounded that 

humankind is the basis used to measure all objects.  

 
Figure 8: Human proportions in the manner of Vitruvius 

Source: (Murtinho, 2015, p.508) 

Nakamura (2016), in his study of theories of human body proportion, reported that 

numerous theories have been advanced relating to the proportions of the human 

form, and while each is different, they are all based on mathematical mechanisms. 

These theories are derived from the relationship between mathematics and art (see 

Figure 9). Arguably, the three most widely supported models are the geometric, 

modulus and fractional models (Nakamura, 2016). Geometric construction theory 

concerns the structure of the human form and its outline in terms of geometric 

construction. For example, a triangle construction can be used to establish the 

location of the knees and the width of the shoulders. Modulus theory states that the 

height of a person is divided into separate measurements to provide the dimensions 

of each body part. Finally, fractional theory states that each part of the human form 

is a fraction of a person’s height (Nakamura, 2016). 
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Figure 9: Three types of mathematical method employed in the theory of human proportion 

Source: (Nakamura, 2016, p.24) 

2.3. Clothing sizing and standardisation 

It was during the late-nineteenth century that the first mass-produced clothing began 

to be manufactured in the US. In contrast, garments continued to be made for the 

individual wearer in the UK at this time (Aldrich, 2007). The mass manufacture of 

clothing was slow to take off in Europe, which is attributed to the effects of the First 

and Second World Wars (Tamburrino, 1992). It is for this reason that the US led the 

world in terms of developing mass manufacturing sizing systems (Tamburrino, 

1992). When these sizing systems were being devised, it was necessary to strike a 

balance between restricting the number of sizes available (to minimise cost) and 

providing purchasers with garments they would consider suitable (Ashdown, 1998). 

The ready-to-wear sizing systems currently in use throughout the world were arrived 

at via a combination of complex statistical methods and trial-and-error (Ashdown, 

1998).  

Individual manufacturers and retailers have devised their own sizing systems, and 

this lack of standardisation has resulted in widespread dissatisfaction among 

consumers (Miell, 2018). When communicating a garment’s size to a potential 

purchaser, size coding is used, but this can exacerbate inconsistencies. Differences 

can arise owing to the increments in sizes and how sizing is communicated to 

customers (Winks, 1997).  

Retailing ready-to-wear garments requires the population to be compartmentalised 

into different groups based on their sizes, so that garment ranges can effectively be 
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offered for sale. The primary and secondary sizing dimensions are specified by the 

ISO standards (BSI, 2001, 2002, 2004; ISO, 2017), and these are now firmly 

established as the basis of sizing systems in the ready-to-wear category. Winks 

(1997) chronicled how efforts at sizing evolved over time, while Kemsley (1957) 

describes the initial approaches. Both Kemsley (1957) and Kunick (1967) note the 

need to hold one dimension constant (e.g., the hip) while varying the others (e.g., 

the bust and waist). By doing so, it is possible to instil notions of shape into sizing 

systems and achieve maximum coverage of the population. It is necessary to decide 

whether it is the hip, bust or waist that should be held constant. Arguably, the hip is 

the best choice because it is least likely to be affected by adiposity or how an 

individual’s body changes as they age. Product development methods typically 

require a large number of measurements to be taken (Gill, 2015), but sizing is 

primarily based on an individual’s hip, waist and bust circumferences as well as their 

height. Using these measurements, sizing principles can be mapped out, and it is 

then possible to reflect on how suitable this is for the target population. Sizing 

systems differ from the product development requirements, which is a matter that 

needs further investigation because of the issues that result regarding the 

consumers’ experience of wearing garments.  

Even if the sizing of women’s clothing is constrained to just the hip, waist and bust 

measurements, the resulting sizing system is still highly complex. For instance, it is 

necessary to consider drop values, which refer to how each circumference differs 

for a particular size. Similarly, allowance must be made for grade increments that 

distinguish one size from another relative to a base size. It is apparent how complex 

the process of sizing becomes on the basis of increments, drop values and the key 

dimensions.  

When determining a suitable sizing system, the intention is to manufacture items of 

clothing that meet the population’s expectations (Otieno, 2008). This aim is only 

possible by analysing the target population’s anthropometric data. It is necessary to 

consider numerous variables when attempting to devise a reliable sizing system. 

For instance, the anthropometric data should be accurate, consistent and current, 

having been acquired using a suitable method. The data should reflect the 

population’s various sizing inconsistencies, such as different body shapes. 

Furthermore, appropriate size coding is required for the chosen sizing system to be 

communicated to consumers. 
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2.4. Garment fit and size system issues 

Various sizing and fit issues are discussed in this section with reference to the 

empirical literature, including difficulties with body proportions and sizing systems.  

According to the American Society for Testing and Materials (1994), the 

measurements upon which the current standard is based were taken from O‘Brien 

and Shelton (1941) anthropometric investigation. Subsequent revisions were made 

over the intervening period based on insight provided by clothing designers as well 

as market observations that were checked against various databases. Therefore, 

amendments were made to the 1940s data without conducting a new 

anthropometric survey. Labat (2007) also claims that the revisions made to O’Brien 

and Shelton’s (1941) anthropometric investigation entailed simply increasing the 

bust girth by one grade interval per size code irrespective of the type of figure 

(Devarajan et al., 2002). 

The majority of sizing systems used in the garment industry are based on just a 

couple of body dimensions with assumptions regarding the body’s proportions relied 

upon to extrapolate the remaining dimensions to produce the complete pattern. 

Therefore, if there is considerable variation in the body proportions of the target 

population, the garments produced using these sizing systems often will not fit well 

( Ashdown, 1998; Petrova and Ashdown, 2012).  

Anikweze (2013) and Narang (2015), in their PhD studies produced menswear suit 

patterns for industrial use. They found most participants claimed that standard 

patterns for garments did not offer a good fit. Consequently, these suit patterns 

would need to be altered to accommodate body proportions that did not accord with 

norms set in the drafts. This finding helps to demonstrate that the proportions used 

in pattern-drafting and the agreed standards can lead to problems for those whose 

bodies do not conform to this stereotype. 

Many retailers and manufacturers deliberately adopt a single sizing system, which 

they use as a marketing tool to differentiate their products in a highly competitive 

marketplace. However, all these diverse systems are grounded on the mistaken 

belief that people’s bodies are proportional and they grow in a way that is 

proportional. This situation is further complicated by the fact that the proportions 

(and shapes) of people in the 21st century are far removed from those of people in 

previous generations (Simmons et al., 2004). Unsurprisingly, therefore, numerous 
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variables dictate the ability to design garments that truly fit people today (Simmons 

et al., 2004). This finding is supported by Berry (2001), who studied the size and 

shape of women in Australia. These findings added further weight to the argument 

that at that time women were taller than they used to be, and they also weighed 

more. Interestingly, it was also observed that Australian women were not the same 

size as their counterparts in the UK or the USA. As such, reliance on standard size 

charts do not necessarily achieve a good fit or reflect the actual measurements of 

the population. One possible solution to this issue could be mass customisation 

methods that enable people to purchase garments with a customised fit. Mass 

customisation is defined as a business strategy, one that utilises advanced 

information and production technology and relies on customer involvement to 

develop, produce and distribute garments, helping to ensure the final product is 

suitable for the customer and is available at the right time (Loker, 2007). However, 

any attempt to adjust the fit of a garment based on a standard product will be 

problematic, and extreme alterations are unlikely to achieve the desired effect 

(Simmons et al., 2004). This issue arises because although it is not difficult to create 

alterations for smaller adjustments to the length or circumference, for those with 

body figures that are far removed from the standard measurements, major 

adjustments are required, which can prove considerably more challenging. 

Experience in this specific area is required. When significant alterations are 

required, this is likely to affect the proportions of the garment adversely. An example 

of this issue would be if a jacket only needed to be shortened at the hemline. For 

the waist of a fitted jacket to be appropriately positioned, the pattern must be 

shortened between the armpit and waist (Hernández, 2018). Therefore, 

customisation is only successful when starting with a garment approximately suited 

to the individual’s figure (Simmons et al., 2004).  

There are ‘best practices’ to help improve the sizing and fit of a garment but these 

standards are not usually applied by those in the industry. Instead, individual 

companies devise their own unique proportions and sizing systems for marketing 

purposes that continue to rely on the false assumption that all people have body 

shapes that are in proportion and all people grow in a proportional manner 

(Simmons et al., 2004). Flaws in the sizing and fit of garments require customers to 

have their clothes altered to ensure a good fit (Hernández, 2018). However, if these 

alterations are extreme, it is likely that the garment will not retain its intended fit.  
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If a person wears clothes that are well fitted, they will look their best because such 

a look is appealing to the eye. Satisfaction with the fit of garments was investigated 

by Shin (2013) using a qualitative-dominant mixed-methods approach. The study 

revealed that young people are typically satisfied with the fit of their clothes. The 

main source of dissatisfaction concerned the sizing of clothes (inconsistencies), 

which had a knock-on effect on fit. More specifically, inconsistent sizing was 

responsible for functional, psychological, physical and social discomfort, and it is 

this degree of discomfort that determines the likelihood of a repeat purchase. This 

issue is because the physical fit of each clothing brand differs, offering customers 

different lengths and degrees of tightness. This lack of consistency between brands 

significantly increases the likelihood that customers will be dissatisfied with the fit of 

their clothing (Shin, 2013). Another factor that can lead to inconsistencies is the 

reliance on size coding used to inform consumers about the size of a garment. Each 

brand has its own size coding because it is not based on a universal set of 

standardised measurements (Labat, 2007). Consequently, sizes can be 

communicated in different ways, and the increments between sizes can also vary 

markedly (Winks, 1997). Therefore, the success and profitability of a clothing 

manufacturer is largely governed by the sizing and fit of the garments it produces.  

In reality, people’s bodies vary considerably in terms of proportionality, and this 

makes it very difficult for ready-to-wear clothing to achieve a good fit if based on a 

standardised sizing system. For instance, Sindicich and Black (2011) revealed 

several issues with the sizing and fit of business clothing for men in the US. Applying 

data from 322 males aged 20–55 years old in a functional design, the study revealed 

evidence of the problems associated with ready-to-wear sizing dimensions. Instead 

of relying on sizes, a large proportion of customers select garments based on their 

ability to accommodate their shape. As such, it is highly unlikely that a particular 

sizing system will be appropriate for all customers of a particular manufacturer. 

Ultimately, people’s bodies vary considerably in terms of size and proportions, and 

any attempt to standardise clothing production will be less than ideal. Similar results 

were observed by Ojha and Sharma (2018) when studying the fit of traditional ready-

to-wear garment on men. Ojha and Sharma noted that most of the participants 

struggled to find garments that fitted well because there was considerable variation 

in the body proportions of the participants. If these problems appear in men's 

clothing, it is clear this problem becomes more complicated and noticeable in 

females due to the physical characteristics of their bodies. For example, women's 
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bodies have more curves than men's (such as protruding breasts), meaning their 

clothes need more shaping and more darts. 

Notable problems are experienced by plus-size women when seeking to purchase 

ready-to-wear garments to fit their size and proportions. A descriptive study 

undertaken by Nkambule (2010) specifically investigated the issues encountered by 

249 plus-size women in Swaziland when selecting clothing to serve emotional, 

sensual and functional needs. These women found it very difficult to purchase 

fashionable garments of an appropriate size and fit. There were also problems with 

proportionality when attempting to achieve a good fit, especially regarding their hips, 

buttocks upper arms and abdomen. The women also noted that ready-to-wear 

clothing was typically the wrong length. This issue relates to the failings of the 

standardised sizing system, which assumes that all people’s bodies are in 

proportion (Nakamura, 2016). People with unconventional body shapes find it 

difficult to purchase well-fitted, fashionable garments if clothes are routinely 

designed to fit an ideal form. It is therefore important that well-fitted clothes appear 

aesthetically to meet the functional and emotional needs of the consumer. 

For mass production to be efficient, it is necessary to produce large quantities of 

standardised products, typically by means of a production line or some other form 

of automated technology process. An early example of the garments to be 

standardised and mass produced was military uniforms (Aldrich, 2007). Clothing 

manufacturers face a clear quandary because they want to satisfy their customers’ 

aesthetic and functional requirements (Hernández, 2018), but this is impossible 

when mass manufacture demands that garments are standardised. Nevertheless, 

Hernández (2018) attempted to deliver viable solutions to this issue, including the 

use of a systematic model to improve the fit or reliance on made-to-measure 

approaches. Hernández developed a systematic model to anticipate garments’ 

proportions and size ranges for a specific target group of people. The model utilises 

fit intervals and measurement charts to produce a series of output values that help 

to confirm how accurately items of clothing will fit the target group. Analysing a 

garment measurement chart with the systematic model enables improvements in 

how well garments fit, helping to cover the target group at the outset of the product 

development process (Hernández, 2018). This attempt revealed that the systematic 

model proposed offers an effective approach to enhance the fit of an item of clothing 

for people with unconventional body shapes or proportions.  
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Gill (2015) also indicates that garment fit can be improved through technological 

developments such as virtual fit innovations that can help to customise garments for 

consumers to meet their preferences. Virtual fitting enables the spatial relationship 

between the body and worn product to be defined mathematically. Usually, this 

relationship is visualised using a colour map, which helps the user assess actual fit 

in a virtual environment (Gill, 2015). This process reduces iterative sampling, 

allowing the product developer to use virtual tools in place of physical samples. 

Manufacturers can incorporate these technological advances into their sizing 

system to eliminate the sizing issues observed in the apparel industry. Data 

collected through advanced technologies such as 3D body scanning can help 

manufacturers redefine the measurements and patterns for various sizes. Standard 

sizes obtained through proportional theories of constructing patterns should 

incorporate new engineering principles to ensure garment fit.  

In brief, the sizing systems applied vary from one manufacturer to another and from 

one region of the world to another. There are associated problems with the fit of the 

resulting garments and their sizing when relying on standard sizing systems. These 

issues arise because proportional norms are used to determine the dimensions, 

which are typically based on key circumference ratios. Proportional scaling (grading) 

is used in an attempt to generate the closest sizes based on the key dimensions, 

which are further modified to fit an individual (Hulme, 1945). Some people's bodies 

may comply with standard proportions but there are many exceptions, and these 

people can experience considerable problems when attempting to purchase well-

fitting ready-to-wear clothing. These people will only be truly satisfied with their 

purchases when steps are taken to address the problems reported regarding the 

sizing and proportion of ready-to-wear clothing. For instance, Gill (2015) asserts that 

modern technology offers possible solutions to improve the fit of garments. Kim and 

Lee (2016) emphasised the importance of collaborative product design processes 

in industrial and engineering design for consumer product companies. This was one 

of the results of their study that aimed to elucidate how industrial and engineering 

designers collaborate, and how such an alliance is reflected in the design process. 

Constant contact between designers and pattern makers is required for the 

production of a satisfactory garment (Liu et al., 2019). It seems communication 

would help address some difficulties identified with how well garments fit. To date, 

there is no consensus regarding a universal-fit language among the research 

community. A scale is required for the measurement of fit to be applied in the 
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research and compared (Miell, 2018). Future development should focus on 

identifying effective technologies that can enhance the efficiency of the sizing 

system to apply measurements that better suit the various body types that exist in 

terms of their size, proportion and shape. For instance, body scanners open up 

interesting opportunities whereby the pattern better represents the wearer’s body 

size, proportions and shape. In contrast, when relying on traditional methods of 

measuring and pattern-making, it is usually necessary to estimate any 

measurements that are not readily obtained using a tape. This method is one way 

in which reliance on proportional rules can lead to marked differences between the 

pattern and the true body measurements (Gill and McKinney, 2016). 

2.5. Landmarking the body for measurements 

Accurate measurements require various landmarks to be placed on the human body 

(Armstrong, 2014). Landmarks, such as the nape of the neck and the shoulder point, 

are located on the body, between which measurements are obtained. In addition, 

landmarks can be used to specify the longitudinal level of a circumference 

measurement (Beazley, 1996).  

Vincent (1899) noted that certain limbs movements and certain parts of the human 

skeleton always remain near to the body's surface. For instance, the bones of a thin 

woman can easily be identified in certain parts of the body, but even in a fat person 

these locations are only covered by a thin layer of skin in comparison with the rest 

of their body (Vincent, 1899). As such, these landmarks are likely to provide the 

most reliable markers upon which a measuring system can be based. 

A number of researchers conducted earlier surveys that measure manually have 

developed and published procedures for identifying landmarks (O'Brian and 

Sheldon 1941; Beazley 1996). The approach developed by Beazley (1997) entailed 

locating groups of landmarks that collectively specify the regions that need to be 

considered when producing patterns. For instance, there are four neck landmarks 

needed to provide the circumference of the base of the neck (the centre front, right 

neck point, left neck point and nape).  

Better knowledge of how anthropometry translates to morphology would enable 

patterns to be produced for all body shapes. Nevertheless, it is difficult to locate 

accurately all of the necessary landmarks (Gill et al., 2014). In contrast to identifying 

landmarks manually, body scanners allow the entire body to be mapped, enabling 
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all points to be assigned and extracted. However, it is often necessary to combine 

the landmarks identified by the body scanner with those obtained using manual 

methods owing to the difficulties experienced when attempting to correlate the two 

(Koo et al., 2015).  

Landmarking is vital if accurate measurements of the human body are to be taken, 

but the approach requires measurement locations to be carefully defined. To date, 

no guidelines have been issued regarding how best to palpate manually for either 

surface or skeletal landmarks (Gill, 2009). Careful consideration of such matters is 

required when attempting to obtain data for individuals to produce garments. As 

such, there is a need for landmarks to be accurately identified, and for the landmark 

methods to be standardised. Great care is required to ensure the accurate siting of 

landmarks to produce reliable measurements that can be used to create patterns 

(Beazley, 1996; Simmons and Istook, 2003). 

2.6. Body measurement and pattern-drafting methods 

Pattern-drafting is the technique of converting 3D design onto 2D constituent flat 

pattern pieces. The traditional approach to pattern-making entails using a tape 

measure to obtain the necessary linear measurements and then applying these 

measurements to a series of mathematical processes and approximations to draft a 

pattern (Kwong, 2004).The objective for modern pattern-drafting systems is to save 

time for tailors and dressmakers as these systems do not require the same level of 

detail in terms of measurements to create the initial block. One change is that 

modern methods focus on creating basic blocks that can then be styled, in contrast 

to historical methods in which blocks were created directly for each styled garment 

(Gill, 2015). These methods also factor in figure variations during the fitting process; 

historically, patterns were drafted individually, including allowances for noted figure 

variations, as seen in Regal (1924).  

To develop pattern-drafting concepts and formulae, it is imperative to understand 

the relationship of each pattern parameter with its corresponding body 

measurement. Ease allowance, which is required for the comfortable movement of 

each body part, should also be understood (Gill and Chadwick, 2009). Ease 

amounts were calculated by Gill and Chadwick (2009) using a bodice block for a 

USA size 10 Alvanon form using five separate methods of pattern-drafting. Ease 

method suggested different ease amounts. Therefore, even when applying the 
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same measurements, the patterns produced different outcomes. Importantly, 

certain areas of garments had positive ease when using a particular pattern-drafting 

method but this became negative ease when using an alternative method.  

All pattern-drafting methods utilise measurements based upon anthropometric data, 

as well as proportions based on expected relationships between key dimensions 

(Gill and McKinney, 2016). The size and fit of a garment depend upon the accuracy 

of these data. The two main techniques for taking measurements are manual 

measuring (by traditional tape measure) and computerised scanning or a 

photographic system (Beazley and Bond, 2003). 

Manually measuring the human body is not an easy task; much is left to the 

measurer’s judgement, such as landmarking the body, the positioning of equipment 

and the tension of the tape measure. Measuring errors can be minimised with 

training, practice and precision (Beazley, 1997). However, measuring with 3D body 

scanning has many advantages over manual methods. The main advantages are 

that body scanners allow for a greater depth of body data and provide results more 

quickly than manual methods (Bye et al., 2006; Daanen and Ter Haar, 2013; Gill, 

2015). Moreover, electronic measuring is a non-contact process that takes place in 

a private cubicle, and it can capture shape data and measurements (Association of 

Suppliers to the British Clothing Industry, 2015). 

The characteristics of the body dimensions measured with 3D body scans differ from 

those measured manually for several reasons. Measurements from scanners are 

purely surface measurements. With manual measurements, it is difficult to take 

measurements without compressing the flesh, and it is not easy to hold a tape 

measure horizontally to the floor. Therefore, scanned and manual measuring are 

two separate measuring systems and the data from the two should not be combined 

(Association of Suppliers to the British Clothing Industry, 2015). This difference 

creates advantages in terms of consistency with body scanning, with which 

measurements can also be created in a measurement network that is more similar 

to how the garment relates to the body (Gill, 2015), but which require consideration 

as to how these measurements embed in existing practices.  

It can be clearly understood that taking measurements manually is time-consuming 

and not cost-effective for mass production. There have been recent advances in the 

capturing of data with body scanning (Gill, 2015) and some indications of how it may 
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enhance pattern-drafting (Huang et al., 2012; Hlaing et al., 2013; McKinney et al., 

2017). Three-dimensional body scans are being used increasingly worldwide and 

are becoming more affordable and accessible. These systems can record the shape 

and posture of a body in 3D by saving data as a set of X, Y and Z coordinates, which 

can then be used to calculate body measurements (Beazley, 1999; Ashdown et al., 

2004).  

Body-scanning measurement extraction methods and terminology were compared 

with traditional anthropometric methods by Simmons and Istook (2003). A list of 

measurements was selected, and three-body scanners were analysed for the 

availability of information, the willingness to cooperate with the company and the 

relevance for applications in the clothing industry. The incompatibility of 

measurement methods between the scanners was an important finding. Although 

there is an increasing number of scanners currently available, there is considerable 

variation among the scanners in terms of how each scanner captures individual 

body dimensions and the terms used. Another significant problem with body-

scanning technologies is that there are no standards, published or unpublished, 

regarding interpreting measurements or measurement terms.  

Bye et al. (2006) reviewed and evaluated historical and  some existing methods of 

capturing body measurements. Body scanning is important not only because it 

allows capturing enhanced measurements and depth of data, but also because it 

allows for a better understanding of the body, its proportions, and how they relate to 

the garment. Body scanning can also capture more data than other measurement 

systems, including point, surface, length, and volume (Bye et al., 2006). 

Currently, there are only very few methods capable of developing patterns based 

on data derived from body scanners that can be applied in commercial applications. 

As such, commercial processes for producing pattern blocks remain reliant on 

manual methods involving published materials or alternatively based on blocks 

produced using published sources. This infers that when it comes to product 

development, measurements taken manually are comparable to those taken using 

a body scanner (Gill, 2015). 

2.7. Pattern alteration for non-standard body dimensions  

Pattern alteration is defined as the changing of the size or shape of pattern pieces 

to make the pattern conform more closely to the body of the individual 
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(Vanderpoorten, 1973). To determine the amount of alteration needed, pattern 

measurements should be compared with body measurements plus ease (Lesko, 

1982).  

Typically, clothing companies design with the use of standard figures, which are 

based on a company's background as well as the statistical average of many figures. 

Such standards are considered ‘ideal’ regarding posture, proportions, symmetry and 

contours (Elizabith et al., 1992). The ideal body shape is one that is in proportion 

without exaggerating any particular area. It is the standard body shape that is 

typically utilised when producing patterns or designing items of clothing (Elizabith 

and Rasband, 2005). An individual’s figure, however, might differ from the standard 

due to ethnicity, geographic regions, disease or accident, as well as differences in 

the way different populations stand, sit and move that are shaped by culture, 

environment and training (Ashdown, 2011). Therefore, pattern modifications are 

needed to create garments that fit well because human figures vary in size and 

shape (Lesko, 1982).  

Traditionally, pattern alteration is a primary step when producing garments with 

appropriate fitting patterns that already exist. Many experts and tailors have 

publications on how to alter garment patterns for various figures (Elizabith et al., 

1992; Beazley and Bond, 2003; Armstrong, 2014; Aldrich, 2015). 

Experienced pattern practitioners have developed a range of techniques that allow 

them to make pattern changes quickly (Kwong, 2004). Computer systems, however, 

lack the 'experience' or background knowledge that expert pattern markers have in 

order to make quick changes (Kwong, 2004). CAD systems cannot learn via 

experience, but once heuristics are developed, they can analyse data and perform 

operations faster, more accurately, and consistently than even the most 

experienced pattern marker (Istook, 2002). Most apparel CAD systems (Lectra 

Systems, Gerber Technologies, Assyst, and Optitex) have many common 

preparatory activities that allow patterns to be altered automatically based on 

individual measurements. Although each system has its own interface that may 

differ from others, the underlying theory is the same (Istook, 2002). 

Some traditional methods of bodice pattern alteration produce poorly fitted garments 

because they treat symptoms and evident problems instead of addressing the real 

causes of the ill fit. These approaches tend to neglect the body figure. For instance, 
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Figures 10 and 11, below, illustrate some methods used to alter shoulder length. 

When adjustments are made in Figure 10, the width of the chest and back are 

neglected, and the shape of the armhole is destroyed. It is difficult to change a 

certain amount in the pattern without incorporating the other changes that may be 

needed. Based on Figure 11, if the shoulder length is altered in this way, this will 

produce a poorly fitted garment. This is because this technique might cause ill-fit on 

across chest or back and changes the position of the shape of armhole causing 

horizontal wrinkle, bubble or bulge in upper chest or back areas. This method fails 

as it addresses change through a wider region than the shoulder and it treats 

symptoms and evident problems instead of correcting the real cause of ill-fitting. 

 

  

Figure 10: Some traditional methods of bodice pattern alteration to shorten the length of the shoulder  

Source: (Thornton, 1990, p.90) 

 

Figure 11: Some traditional methods of bodice pattern alteration to increase the length of shoulder  

Source: (Minott, 1978, p.46) 

 

Another alteration technique used is the slash-and-spread method (Minott, 1978). 

This technique slashes and spreads or laps patterns to increase or decrease 

circumferences or lengths, using an adjustment technique based on squared lines. 

These lines are drawn perpendicular and parallel to centre front and centre back to 
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divide each pattern into six parts. To increase or decrease the width and length, 

sections are moved in and out, or up and down, (Figure 12). 

 

 

Figure 12: Adjustment lines and sections in the Minott method 

Source: (Minott, 1978) 

The method of alteration may differ slightly from one method to the next.; however, 

the most common areas for bodice modifications is centre front length, bust level, 

shoulder length, centre back length, bust circumference, side seam length, front 

bust width, chest width and waistline (Hernández, 2000; Lesko, 1982). 

Individuals with figures that are physically divergent from the standard, such as 

disabled people, tend to have a problem with standard garments as they do not fit 

their body shape properly. For example, a wearer with a curved spine and an 

asymmetrical body will have problems with garment fit because the asymmetric 

body part or area does not fit the garment (Thornton, 1990). This issue may mean 

having to select a garment with a larger size. Although the physical problem might 

then be accommodated by the garment, the larger size may make the garment too 

big in other areas (Meinander and Varheenmaa, 2002), affecting the way it looks. 

Thornton (1990) suggests some solutions and alterations required for patterns of 

non-standard body dimensions. One example of such a dimension is the condition 

scoliosis, which is a twist of the spine that creates an asymmetrical figure (somewhat 

S-shaped), meaning the distance from the armhole to the waist is shorter on one 

side, and longer from the waistline to the hem on the same side as it passes over 

the protruding hip. The waist is, thus, at an angle. Clothing style for scoliosis 
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sufferers should, therefore, seek to camouflage the angle of the waist, diverting eyes 

away from the deformity (Thornton, 1990).  

Tsakalidou (2016) focused on female adolescents with scoliosis. The author 

highlighted that the asymmetrical shape of their bodies often made it difficult to 

modify a ready-made garment. Furthermore, any alterations to existing garments 

could not be made as the fabric had already been cut. These individuals, therefore, 

required tailor-made garments, which are very expensive and require special 

tailoring skills. 

Kyphos is another type of physical imperfection, in which a hunched back requires 

extra fabric across the back and extra length between the neck and waist. Garments 

bought to the correct bust or chest measurement feel tight, restricting the wearer by 

placing a strain on the armhole seams, with the waistline and hemlines being lifted 

because there is not enough length. The best or most appropriate style of garment, 

in this case, is one that has gathers or plats from the neckline, shoulder line or from 

a high yoke, as this best accommodates the condition (Thornton, 1990).  

Empirical work on and the development of alteration methods were conducted by 

Hernández's (2000) project. Hernández developed Lectra’s software programs to 

include adaptations for individuals with extensive disfigurements. The study covered 

people with scoliosis, kyphosis and short-stature, as well as people in wheelchairs 

with deformed arms and legs, and paraplegics. 

It is worth noting that most previous pattern-drafting methods representing a pattern-

design approach for human bodies with a disfigurement designed the pattern for the 

specific individual after a few adaptations. However, this is a painstaking, time-

consuming process. Furthermore, the results are not likely to be as accurate as if, 

for example, the actual pattern for the specific individual was designed from the 

beginning with the same dimensions and measurements of the body. This method 

would be easier than trying to alter an existing pattern. 

Most of patternmakers working in the garment industry are instructed to produce 

garments in accordance with their employer’s specific sizing system which is based 

on the basic block (Kwong, 2004). As such, they are not concerned with how their 

garments fit any particular individual customer and, therefore, it is not necessary for 

them to have the knowledge of how patterns are altered to suit unique requirements. 

Indeed, many patternmakers are unaware of the direct relationship between an 
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individual’s body measurements and how well a particular garment fits (Istook, 

2002). At a time when the need to ensure garments offer the wearer a good fit is 

increasingly being recognised, a sizeable proportion of those responsible for 

producing garments lack the knowledge to be able to provide such service. 

Commercially available CAD alteration systems are highly complex and, therefore, 

the operators of these systems require extensive training. Little attention has been 

paid to the process of using existing technology to alter garment patterns in the 

empirical literature (Istook, 2002). 

2.8. Pattern-engineering systems  

2.8.1. Basics of pattern-drafting 

Hulme (1945) describes patterns as a replica of the garment made in full size from 

either paper or cardboard. All drafting methods provide some means to create or 

adjust a pattern shape based on body measurements (Armstrong, 2010; Aldrich, 

2015). It is usually the case that there is a pattern piece for each section of the 

garment. These patterns may include seams, upturns and inlays to enable the 

various parts to be sewn together.  

Fashions change over time, but the underlying methods used in pattern-drafting 

persist, as evidenced through analyses of pattern-drafting methods over the past 

century (Kang et al., 2014; Alrushaydan et al., 2020). Irrespective of the style, size, 

or fit of a garment, the design and drafting of pattern pieces require adherence to 

the same rules and the application of the same methods (Koh et al., 1995).  

Garment patterns are often referred to as templates, whereby the various elements 

of a garment are imprinted onto fabric before the component parts are cut out and 

assembled (Armstrong, 2014). There are three main pattern-drafting methods, the 

first of which is pattern-drafting. This method entails taking precise measurements 

from either a person’s body or a mannequin, with an allowance for ease of 

movement being made. These dimensions are then indicated on a piece of paper 

to produce basic, style-specific, foundation and fashion patterns (Armstrong, 2014). 

The pattern-drafting method was developed during the 15th century and is typically 

applied when producing either basic or foundation patterns (Aldrich, 2007a). The 

second approach is referred to as the pattern-draping method. Unlike the previous 

2D method, this is a 3D approach that involves muslin (lightweight calico type fabric) 
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being draped and shaped over either the human form or a mannequin. In effect, a 

2D piece of muslin is draped over the body to produce a 3D pattern, with pencil 

marks typically being used to indicate where to cut (Mesuda et al., 2018). It is 

important to note, however, that this approach is considerably more costly and time-

consuming than the pattern-drafting approach. As such, pattern-drafting is regarded 

as being a quicker and more efficient approach despite modelling ultimately being 

the basis for all methods of pattern construction (Kunick, 1967). The third approach 

is the flat pattern-drafting method, which is a pattern-making method based on the 

manipulation of a basic block. This basic pattern block is produced by using either 

the direct drafting method or draping and has already been fitted and modified for a 

good fit. Comparing with previously produced patterns, this approach is the most 

efficient and also the easiest. 

2.8.2. Historical approaches to pattern-block creation 

The approach applied when making patterns has evolved over time, resulting in the 

tailored, modern styles typical in Western countries (Emery, 2014). It used to be that 

only professional tailors would have access to patterns, but then patterns were 

mass-produced on a commercial basis, enabling members of the public to purchase 

them relatively cheaply. The popularity of these patterns resulted in numerous 

manufacturers servicing the market with patterns packaged in paper envelopes 

carrying images of what could be made using the pattern within in addition to 

detailed instructions of how to cut and sew the fabric of choice (Emery, 2014). 

Notable advances were made in the drafting of patterns around the turn of the 19th 

century. Various authorities devised unique pattern-drafting systems, and it was 

usual for these to be published in magazines (Aldrich, 2015). These advances were 

helped by the creation of the tape measure, which enabled measurements to be 

taken directly from the body for application in pattern-drafting systems for 

dressmaking. However, the uptake of such pattern-drafting systems was far from 

universal because many seamstresses could not afford the necessary implements, 

nor could they pay for training in these new methods (Xia and Istook, 2017).  

As early as the 14th century, tailors were publishing books advising how best to cut 

cloth and construct garments (Seligman, 1996). However, it was not until the early 

19th century that pattern-drafting as a system was devised. This was an era of 

considerable progress, with each new publication representing an improvement on 
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those of the past. Importantly, this development came at a time when fashion 

magazines and periodicals started to be published and became readily available. 

Many of these publications included scaled-down or full-size patterns as a 

promotional tool (Seligman, 1996). Scaled-down patterns were typically used to 

promote the latest styles. French and German publishers experimented with scaled 

patterns during the 1840s, and these could be developed into full-size patterns 

(Prieto, 2018). Such patterns were offered as gifts to encourage sales of the 

publication, but later they were replaced by full-size versions that could be used by 

anybody, from an amateur at home to a skilled tailor.  

As the popularity of patterns spread, companies produced them for sale as 

standalone items on a commercial basis. Fashion magazines helped to make 

patterns popular among the general public by including them as supplements, which 

was regarded as a considerable improvement on the small sketches previously 

offered. Despite this, scaling proved to be a notable issue because patterns were 

only offered in a single size, requiring the seamstress the arduous task of adjusting 

the patterns to fit (Carufel, 2019). A significant advance was made by Ebenezer 

Butterick in the 20th century when he developed the first tissue-paper pattern (Prieto, 

2018). Cardboard patterns were relatively costly to transport and difficult to fold, but 

using tissue paper opened up the possibility of offering affordable patterns for sale 

via the postal system.  

During the early 20th century, the majority of women would make their own garments 

for economic reasons, rather than paying for commercially produced clothing. Such 

practices became a necessity during World War I and World War II as resources 

were directed to the war effort, resulting in a lack of ready-to-wear garments. This 

situation helped to drive demand for patterns and greatly expanded the pattern-

drafting industry. Such was the need to conserve paper and fabric that this 

influenced clothing designs, resulting in jackets and skirts becoming shorter 

(Bukhari, 2007). Over time, unmarked and pre-cut patterns became obsolete, with 

manufacturers printing designs onto tissue paper, which was not only more user-

friendly, but also cheaper at a time when more people could afford to purchase 

garments. The efficiency of pattern-drafting procedures improved considerably 

during the latter half of the 20th century when computerised pattern-drafting systems 

were developed (Lu et al., 2017). This development coincided with a period when 

fewer people were making their own clothes and retailers effectively assumed 
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command of the fashion market. Retailers took advantage of mass production to 

drive down the cost of garments, making them affordable to the majority of the 

population.  

2.9. Human measurement for developing body-worn products  

Anthropometrics is the term used to refer to the science behind the taking of human 

measurements. According to Zakaria and Gupta (2019), anthropometrics is the 

initial step in the process of producing garments. When producing high-performance 

garments, it is necessary to focus on specific requirements, but it is also necessary 

to address the measurement issues. Traditionally, measurements required for 

pattern-drafting would be taken manually using a measuring tape or some other 

measurement system, but over time, concerted efforts have been made to clarify 

the standards associated with these processes. Advice on how to conduct an 

anthropometric survey using suitable equipment is offered by Beazley (1997). The 

process entails measuring the width and depth of certain body parts, which had not 

previously been considered necessary. Furthermore, she notes the difficulty of 

measuring the human body and held out hope that technology would make the 

process easier in the future.  

Historical analysis of pattern production provides clues as to why patterns are not 

fitted well to the target population in the current market (Kidwell and Christman, 

1974). All clothing was custom-made before the industrial revolution made ready-

made apparel available and affordable. Tailors analysed the shapes and 

movements of their customers’ bodies to create clothing that was well fitting (Kidwell 

and Christman, 1974; Aldrich, 2007). 

The shift from custom to ready-made garments required a reconsideration of the 

pattern-drafting process. Thus, direct and proportional drafting techniques were 

created by tailors and dressmakers. Direct measurement systems rely on 

measurements being taken directly from the body of the wearer. By contrast, 

proportional systems are based on the idea that the human body is proportionate 

and that a single measurement can predict the remainder (Kidwell and Christman, 

1974; Bye et al., 2006). If a garment fits its target population, the complexity of body 

shape must be considered during the pattern-making process, creating a need for 

research that experimentally assesses the relationships between body and 

garment. 
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Modern approaches to anthropometrics entail the application of technologically 

advanced equipment to collect additional measurements such as widths, 

circumferences, depths, mass, surface area and even the thickness of skin folds, all 

of which help to improve product development and classify individuals  (McLoughlin 

and Sabir, 2018). Circumferential measurements, as they are currently taken, are 

not the complete answer, nor solution, to the technical challenge of accurately 

determining the shape of a 3D human body. It has been argued that circumferential 

and length measurements obtained from a human body and then applied to a 

pattern do not guarantee that the garment will match perfectly since they cannot 

properly establish the human body shape (Efrat, 1982). For example, various 

individual bodies may have comparable circumferential dimensions in the bust and 

waist, but their depth and form are completely different, requiring the use of different 

shaped clothing to provide a proper fit. 

The fit of clothing is an important factor when defining a garment's quality, and 

thereby wearer satisfaction (Shin, 2013). Clothing fit is primarily determined by the 

body measurements of  wearer, such as body shape, width, depth and posture, all 

of which must be considered to obtain a proper fit (Jintu Fan et al., 2004). Body-

scanning machines can take most of these measurements in a matter of seconds, 

and the availability of such technology has improved considerably. Therefore, the 

use of body-scanning technologies is likely to increase considerably in the future.  

The need for clearly defined measurement placements has intensified as a result of 

the advances made in body-scanning technology, because the underlying software 

would benefit from there being agreed practices. Therefore, it is imperative that 

agreement is reached regarding the definitions of body positions to benefit 

landmarking. For instance, it would be beneficial to adopt the virtual skeletal 

landmarks applied by Sint Jan (2007). In contrast, there are explicit guides available 

for taking manual measurements that define landmarks. Therefore, for the best 

possible use to be made of body-scanning technology, the basic foundation of 

widely agreed definitions is needed to improve future practice. It is necessary to 

acknowledge that the existing standards associated with taking measurements 

using body-scanning technology are unclear in terms of landmarks, the siting of 

landmarks and the definition of landmarks because different systems require 

different approaches. Therefore, when taking measurements, landmarks must be 

clearly defined with careful consideration of how those measurements will be 
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applied in the garment manufacturing process. Sadly, such definitions have not 

been realised to date and have been roundly overlooked by the empirical research. 

Even subtle discrepancies in the definitions of measurements can have a profound 

effect on placement and garment construction (Gill et al., 2017; Ahmed et al., 2019). 

2.10. Developing pattern-construction practices 

The approaches taken when applying 2D pattern-construction techniques are little-

changed since the 20th century, but considerable progress continues to be made in 

terms of making patterns directly from a 3D body surface (Gill, 2018). This progress 

is largely attributable to the availability of body-scanning technologies, which have 

enabled 3D figures to be transposed into a virtual realm. Considerable advances in 

this area have been made by Yunchu and Weiyuan (2007), who demonstrated the 

potential for 3D models to be panelled and divided as a result of landmarking, before 

being converted into a 2D image. Such research had a notable effect on the Bunka 

pattern system, which is a drafting method popularised by pattern books and 

developed by the Bunka Fashion College in Japan because it requires just a few 

measurements to create a flat bodice block. However, it is not formally stated by the 

researchers how the block is produced to reflect the specifics of individual bodies. 

Their work may have unique aspects but is unlikely to be followed by the apparel 

industry because of its complexity. 

 A further notable advance made in pattern construction is the shift away from 

relying on portions to form pattern shapes. In their place, real body dimensions are 

used thanks to the application of automated systems. However, despite these 

advances, it would be preferable for this development to occur because of a shift in 

practices rather than an over-reliance on automated systems. Currently available 

automated pattern-making software is unable to produce custom garments that fit 

well (Song and Ashdown, 2012). This is because commercial custom CAD systems 

are not only complex but also demand a high level of practical experience (Istook, 

2002). The programmes are capable of manipulating standard-type clothing with 

basic features but not more complicated styles like asymmetric designs (Song and 

Ashdown, 2012). 

While a variety of methods have been created for constructing 2D pattern shapes 

from 3D forms, further understanding of existing pattern production techniques and 

how they might guide automation is still needed. There are currently no methods 
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that can directly translate body scans into accurate pattern shapes (Gill, 2015). 

Although some principles for doing so have been outlined in published research 

(Yunchu and Weiyuan, 2007), they have yet to be adopted in commercial processes; 

in order to achieve full automation, more thought must be given to existing pattern 

construction methods (and the role of human measurement in them).  

2.11. Pattern theory and the methods of clothing product development 

Fashion designers and patternmakers use two different pattern-drafting methods: 

draping and flat pattern-drafting (drafting). Because it is more abstracted from the 

immediate body surface, flat drafting requires more theoretical development 

(McKinney et al., 2012). Pattern theory has been documented in several recent 

studies regarding current practices in pattern construction, enabling the 

identification of the underlying relationships that had not previously been explicitly 

specified. This section reviews some studies that sought to develop the method of 

producing patterns to achieve well-fitting garments. The reviewed studies include 

those related to human dimensions and clothing products relationships, the 

flattening of a virtual pattern into a 2D pattern, and the methods of determining ease 

allowances using technology tools such as 3D body scanners and the CAD system.  

To date, the literature has indicated that researchers have attempted to develop 

pattern-drafting to achieve a good fit and make garments with an appropriate 

relationship to the body in terms of both measurement and proportion (Lesko, 1982; 

Shen and Huck, 1993). Earlier studies in this area sought to integrate a 

mathematical-theoretical method into pattern drafting as an alternative to the 

empirical hand-drafted method. Using a technique of photographic data and 

computer technology, Shen and Huck (1993) explored the geometric nature of the 

upper female torso and used four body measurements to develop a bodice pattern 

for them. For each participant, the bodice patterns were drafted using both the 

traditional method and their experimental method, which used measurements taken 

from photographs and the four body measurements. In the experimental group, the 

authors treated the bust area as a cone shape, which was then converted into a 2D 

wedge structure as the basis for modifying darts in patterns. It was observed that 

garments made with the experimental method had a considerably better fit in most 

areas (Shen and Huck, 1993). This finding clearly illustrates that understanding and 

utilising the dimensions of the body and its angles are very important for pattern 

construction.  
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Further attempts have been made to develop pattern-drafting by using technology 

(Chen, 2006). Using 3D body scanners and CAD devices, fit issues on garments 

made for females with figure variations were investigated. Chen (2006) evaluated 

the fit of a basic garment for various figure characteristics by utilising a CAD system 

that used body measurements to draft basic garment block patterns. Chen found 

that many fit problems were related to the variations in body type. This finding was 

based on fit problems becoming complicated when not all of the physical 

characteristics are ideal and when one figure variation is combined with another. 

Therefore, Chen (2006) suggested that more measurements need to be added to 

enhance fitting.  

Limited research has been conducted on developing garment fit by understanding 

body-to-pattern measurement relationships produced by pattern-drafting methods 

(Gill and Chadwick, 2009; McKinney et al., 2012; McKinney et al., 2017). McKinney 

et al. (2012) found that the initial individual draft needs to be adjusted to produce 

patterns that create garments that fit well. This finding is because pattern-drafting 

texts contain undocumented details about the variable relationships between the 

body and the pattern and are based on the unrecorded experience of fit experts in 

fitting a garment to an individual body. Another reason for this adjustment may be 

that the number of measurements is inadequate, making the method rely on 

proportional rules that may result in pattern blocks that produce an unacceptable fit. 

McKinney et al. (2012) add that more accurate pattern-drafting methods could 

significantly reduce the expense and time of the multiple fittings needed to perfect 

a garment pattern. 

McKinney et al. (2017) also explored body-to-pattern measurement and shape 

relationships in drafted patterns for trousers using two common pattern-drafting 

methods. This investigation was undertaken to test how consistent these 

relationships were within and between these methods. The results were 

inconsistent, making them unsuitable for creating custom pattern-drafting by 

computer-aided. One reason for this outcome was that the methods employed a 

proportion of non-corresponding body measurements or standard measurements 

rather than actual body measurements, and they neglected the differences between 

body shapes. This situation was due to pattern-drafting methods stemming from an 

era when obtaining certain measurements was difficult while others were easier. 

However, these difficult measurements are now more easily available through 3D 
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body scanning. Therefore, the authors recommend that a new pattern-drafting 

approach must be developed that uses body shape and measurements to create 

corresponding patterns (McKinney et al., 2017). 

Numerous attempts have been made in the empirical literature to evaluate how well 

garments fit with the help of conventional measuring equipment. However, it is 

possible to improve how well garment fit by utilising body scanners to generate a 

3D interpretation of the surface of the human form (Daanen and Hong, 2008; Han 

et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2012; Tsakalidou, 2016). As such, 

utilising modern measuring methods contributes to advances in relational methods 

and takes us one step closer to realising the automation of block production based 

on data derived from body scanners. For example, estimating the ease allowance 

between the body and a garment by using 3D body-scanning technology and CAD 

software (e.g., TC2 and Size Stream scanners) can be calculated by comparing 

clothed and unclothed scans to determine the distance between the garment and 

the body surface (Thomassey and Bruniaux, 2013; Gu et al., 2017). 

Furthermore, some research has demonstrated that using parameterised surfaces 

and curves to model and flatten a 3D garment pattern can lead to the development 

of a new methodology for generating basic patterns (Kim and Park, 2007). Kim and 

Park (2007) developed a basic garment-pattern-generation method to facilitate 

pattern generation with defined fit and fashion zones. A multi-joint coordinate 

measuring technique was used to capture the surface of a physical dress form, and 

the topography of the dress form was reconstructed on a computer (see Figure 13). 

In the fashion zone, they used CAD technology without considering body geometry. 

One drawback with this approach, however, was that the modelling of the zones 

was a manual process which meant that the quality of the resulting patterns was 

largely governed by the skill and experience of the operator. Therefore, relying on a 

multi-joint measuring system to design garments is less than ideal from the 

perspective of a clothing designer. Yang and Zhang (2007) used a 3D virtual dummy 

to produce a flattened pattern. This entailed segmenting a dress form into a total of 

ten sections. These sections were then modelled with the use of developable strips 

according to feature points that had been manually defined. However, it is important 

to note that flattening complex three-dimensional body surfaces into two-

dimensional patterns might result in distortions and errors. 
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Figure 13: Fit zone modelling technique followed by Kim and Park  

source: (Kim and Park, 2007, p.9) 

Huang et al. (2012) generated 2D block patterns using a 3D scanned body to 

produce accurate 2D patterns with appropriate ease distribution. Using this 

approach, they created a network of points that replicated the surface of the body. 

Proper ease was then distributed into important feature lines to establish a 3D virtual 

wireframe to achieve the desired fit. The simulated 3D garment was finally flattened 

into a 2D block patterns based on the defined wireframe (Huang et al., 2012). Some 

approaches have achieved a good understanding of variations in the fit of patterns 

for the lower body, an example of this being the proposals of Hlaing et al. (2013). In 

their study, the authors evaluated and classified female 3D scan data and created 

scalable 3D virtual models to develop an innovative 3D construction method for 

loose-fitting garments. The results reveal that the 3D modelling approach based on 

the draping technique produced garments that well-fitted and matched the body 

shape of the wearer according to the expert observation. 

It is acknowledged that all the mentioned methods that use virtual draping have 

some fairly significant limitations. Although these methods contribute to the 

understanding of the direct relationship between the garment and body, it is 

important to make a clear distinction between ease and offset. Gu et al (2017) used 

comparisons of unclothed and clothed scans to determine the distance ease at the 

crotch curves between the unclothed dress form and pants. In Figure 14, methods 
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for comparison scans and pants can be seen, which displays offset as the physical 

difference between crotch curves of female pants and the body of dress form. In 

their work ease was determined as an offset; which does not translate to existing 

methods where ease refers to the difference between body circumferences and the 

garment (Gill, 2015), while offset refers to the distance between two surfaces. It is 

important, therefore, to know the appropriate ease to achieve a good fit. 

 

Figure 14: Ease distance at the crotch curves between the unclothed dress form and pants 

Source: (Gu et al., 2017, p.54) 

2.12. Summary  

Although there is a fundamental body of research and development in the field of 

garment pattern-drafting, there are many unresolved issues in the field of 

womenswear and numerous concerns that are yet to be addressed or have only 

been partially addressed. A summary of the remaining problems and issues 

following the literature review, above,  is as follows: The flat pattern design approach 

is traditionally a point-to-point drawing instruction that defines the linear dimensions 

on the body. Although the body-to-pattern variable relationships are stated in 

pattern-drafting texts, but they are not well documented. Experts utilise their 

practical experience but there is no detailed description, clarifications or 

justifications of their knowledge. As a consequence, flat pattern design relies on a 
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trial-and-error approach to garment pattern adjustments. In the past few years, 

several studies have proposed systematic approaches to developing the method of 

adopting and manipulating garment patterns for womenswear to be more fitted. 

However, assessments of these methods reveal them to be highly complex, 

laborious, and require practitioner skills and experience in pattern drafting and fitting 

which is a time-consuming process time-consuming (Thorén, 1996; Meng et al., 

2012). 

On the other hand,  different methods for virtual draping have been explored for the 

creation of pattern blocks. Nevertheless, there are no credible examples of these 

methods’ wider commercial use, and the promised automation of block generation 

remains elusive (Gill, 2015) due, in part, to the difficulties involved in the 

mathematical modelling of fabric material (Kim and Park, 2007). Furthermore, these 

virtual techniques typically focus on animation, which makes them resource-

intensive and overly complicated for the apparel industry (Li and Chen, 2009). 

Hence, new pattern drafting methods need to be established based on the 

relationships between body shape and body dimensions, as well as data derived 

from 3D body scans (Wren, 2017; Alrushaydan et al., 2020). 

In conclusion, very little research has been conducted to identify and address issues 

of pattern construction to improve the method of drafting based on individual body 

shape and measurements. 

To fill the research gap, the following key issues are discussed in this study:  

- Determine the limitation of current pattern-drafting methods of clothing 

- Determine the suitability of body-scanning measurement in existing pattern-

drafting methods  

- Develop a womenswear block using pattern-drafting techniques that are not 

only more efficient, but also produce better-fitting garments with less need 

for pattern blocks to be adjusted to accommodate non-standard body shapes 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

3.1. Introduction  

The methodology is defined as the theory of how the research is carried out 

(Saunders et al., 2009). This chapter outlines the methodology adopted for this 

study. It also describes the methods employed to provide findings that support the 

progression of this work. 

This research is split into a three-stage process: Stage 1 investigated how 

applicable the current methods of pattern-drafting are. This phase began with the 

selection of six methods (Khalil, 1985; Thatha, 1995; Holman, 1997; Beazley and 

Bond, 2003; Armstrong, 2014; Aldrich, 2015) of producing pattern blocks for 

women’s bodices and the conducting of comparative analysis. The findings from this 

initial process made it possible to develop a new method of drafting by 

understanding the relationship between patterns and the human form to ensure the 

final patterns produced could be engineered to be well balanced and well-fitting. 

Stage 2 explored and developed a new method for creating a basic pattern block 

for women that has sufficient data driving it to accommodate diverse figure types. 

This developed method is grounded in established pattern-drafting principles but 

advances the approach to, and the theory of, pattern-drafting by removing the 

reliance on proportional relationships between some measurements and sections 

of the body. The third stage involved analysing and comparing the measurements 

produced by the body scanner and those required for pattern-drafting methods. It 

was then possible to identify the measurements that body scanners must take for 

direct application when constructing patterns using the new method developed. A 

more detailed explanation, research methodology and overview of the three phases 

methods are supplied in this chapter. 

3.2. Research philosophy  

Figure 15 illustrates the different stages (highlighted by circles and linked by arrows) 

followed in this study when designing the research methodology using the Research 

Onion scheme developed by Saunders et al. (Saunders et al., 2009). 
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Figure 15: Research onion  

Source: adopted from (Saunders et al., 2009) 

There are four main research philosophies: pragmatism, positivism, realism, and 

interpretivism. Positivism, in its essence, is based on the idea that science is the 

only way to learn about the truth (Guba and Lincoln, 1994; Creswell, 2013; John 

Dudovskiy, 2016).  

Dudovskiy (2016) states that the main principles of positivism are that research 

should be empirically observable by human senses, and that science must be value-

free and judged only by logic. This has already been done since the research relies 

on empirical data, the perception of the researcher plays no role. Therefore, the 

research is based on scientific methods as it is based on experimentation. The 

present study follows the positivist philosophy since it is deductive. 

This study seeks to evolve pattern drafting for women’s bodice blocks, based on 

analysis of existing drafting methods, identification of core aspects and practice and 

adopting CAD techniques to produce a drafting method which better considers the 

body within the draft process. Most drafts are reliant upon what might be considered 

a standard body, requiring post-draft amendments to suit an individual. This novel 

approach seeks to ensure that non-standard bodies are factored into the draft 

process. 

3.3. Research approach 

A research approach can be divided into three types: deductive, inductive, and 

abductive. The approach concerns the way in which the research is to be 
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undertaken, from the data to the theory or vice versa. The deductive approach sets 

out by considering established theories and the data are then related to those 

theories. In contrast, inductive approaches gather the data and then devise theories 

accordingly (Saunders et al., 2009). The current study adopted a deductive 

methodology, but it is important to stress that the established theories serve merely 

as a starting point. This present study followed the deductive approach, since it 

deals with the development of theories that will be established by being tested in a 

controlled setting and a field setting through the process of experimentation. The 

existing methods of pattern drafting needed to be studied to obtain an understanding 

of the common elements that exist among them and to develop a new approach that 

can cater better to non-standard bodies. The probable method can then be worked 

out scientifically and will be grounded in existing practice and therefore accessible 

to existing practitioners in terms of skills and tools.  

3.4. Research strategies 

As the goal of an experiment is to test a hypothesis based on evidence, this strategy 

is consistent with the deductive approach (Kothari, 2004; Creswell, 2013; 

Dudovskiy, 2016). The approach follows a highly structured process that requires 

the definition of a theoretical hypothesis, the selection of samples and the design of 

the study, with great control over the variables and context (Saunders et al., 2012). 

Then, the experiments are conducted, which should be very helpful for establishing 

both theory and strategy, as the process as a whole requires continuous 

experimentation, evaluation, and modification.  

The other strategy of research adopted for the purposes of the study is termed case 

study in order to build knowledge of existing pattern-drafting practices for bodice. 

The purpose of case studies is to interpret a particular issue in the context of a 

particular situation (Yin, 2014; Dudovskiy, 2016). Moreover, case studies set out to 

arrive at answers to questions of ‘what’ and there are often supplementary methods 

for collecting data including questionnaires, interviews or experiments (Dudovskiy, 

2016). Case studies have been shown to be highly useful and are able to effectively 

link theory to practice (Breslin and Buchanan, 2008; Yin, 2014). The medical and 

legal professions made extensive use of case studies to relate practice to theory 

and establish professional principles (Breslin and Buchanan, 2008). Case studies 

can be used when research is based on practice and they are well-suited for 

application when studying design (Breslin and Buchanan, 2008). Moreover, case 
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studies can be applied when testing how variables are related to each other. For 

instance, McKinney et al. (2012) employed a case study approach when comparing 

the ease specifications in published patterns, crotch curves and shaping devices 

with patterns for pants that were custom-made by professionals.  

It is often the case that the time available to undertake a research study will 

determine the approach adopted to planning and performing the study. For instance, 

it is necessary to decide whether the research will be longitudinal or cross-sectional. 

Longitudinal studies involve repeatedly conducting surveys to identify changes over 

time, whereas cross-sectional approaches are conducted only once (Easterby-

Smith et al., 2015; Dudovskiy, 2016). For the current study, a cross-sectional 

approach was selected due to the minimal impact of time-lapse on the processes 

being assessed.  

3.5. Data collection methods 

Secondary data are information that has already been published in books, 

newspapers, magazines, journals, and online portals ( Dudovskiy, 2016). Selecting 

appropriate secondary data raises the validity and reliability of the research (Kothari, 

2004). The literature review provided a detailed account of the secondary data, 

helping to establish a solid knowledge base before embarking on the primary 

research (Dudovskiy, 2016). A limitation associated with the use of secondary data 

is that it is unlikely to be able to offer direct answers to particular questions posed. 

This is because the data were collected for a different purpose and for this reason 

it is best used to support research findings rather than to lead the findings (Ghauri 

and Gronhaug, 2010). In addition, it is important to evaluate the quality and reliability 

of any secondary research and once the secondary data have been exhausted, then 

the primary data should be collected (Malhotra et al., 2017). Primary data are 

required for the current study because the required data could not be obtained from 

the available secondary data (Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2010). Collecting primary data 

enables the researcher to become actively involved in observing, comparing, 

analysing through questionnaire such as with this research. 

Primary data and secondary data were used in the study. Before performing the 

primary research, the related literature review has provided an overview of the 

secondary data for the research collected. Moreover, Phase 1, 2 and 3 all obtained 

primary data. The sources referred to in the literature review were obtained from 
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journal articles, conference papers, and books accessed either in hardcopy or 

online. To obtain an understanding and to achieve the objectives of this research, 

secondary research was necessary. The current study started with an extensive 

literature review and the insight gained provided a solid foundation for selecting the 

direction that the study would take and the methodology that would be adopted. 

Initially focusing on analysis of literature related pattern construction, 

anthropometric measurements, ease allowances, and evaluation of garment fit. 

These secondary data enabled the researcher to obtain an in-depth understanding 

of pattern construction and the needs of consumers with non-standard bodies. 

There are two types of primary data collection methods: quantitative and qualitative. 

Methods for collecting quantitative data are based on mathematical calculations in 

various formats (Guba and Lincoln, 1994; Creswell, 2013; Dudovskiy, 2016). 

Qualitative research methods, on the other hand, do not involve numbers or 

mathematical calculations. Qualitative research is associated with words, sounds, 

feeling, thoughts, colours, and other elements that are non-quantifiable (Guba and 

Lincoln, 1994; Creswell, 2013; Dudovskiy, 2016). A mixed-methods approach using 

both the quantitative method and the qualitative method was employed for the data 

collection. Phases 1 and 2 obtained primary data via observation and the 

questionnaires to assess the overall impression of fit for the six methods plus the 

developed method that were cut and sewn. This approach was taken to better 

understand the methodologies and theories used for the drafting of patterns as well 

as to solve problems encountered in terms of fitting that resulted from the variations 

in body types and body proportions (Denzin and Lincoln, 2013). Quantitative data 

was also used in statistical analysis; this is achieved by employing SPSS software 

which makes it possible to establish how the variables are correlated.  

3.6. Sampling 

Purposive sampling is a non-probability sampling technique in which the researcher 

chooses members of the population to engage in their sample based on their 

judgement (Dudovskiy, 2016). 

This study employed a purposive sampling technique since the target group consists 

of adult women aged between 18 and 50 years old with non-standard body 

morphologies (Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2010). This age was chosen as those over 18 

can participate in research because they are mature enough to consent but not so 
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old that their bodies would deviate considerably from the norms imposed in pattern-

drafting techniques. The body morphology of over-50s recognisably changes from 

that expected or imposed in pattern-drafting methods (Jintu Fan et al., 2004). 

Regarding the ‘non-standard body’ in this study, this term means those with 

measurements that do not match the sizing systems used in the apparel industry; 

measurements based on only a few actual body dimensions, with the remaining 

dimensions being assumptions. In other words, Non-standard is about not aligning 

to norms set within retailers sizing, pattern drafting guidance and presentations of 

the body either visually or as measurements. Non-standard bodies were selected 

as they require garments that are cut to match their non-standard postures and 

proportions, which provides an opportunity to understand the limitations of the 

current pattern-drafting methods that often seek to adjust a block post-draft to fit 

non-standard body variations as is evident in existing pattern practice (Berry, 2011; 

McKinney et al., 2017; Lim and Cassidy, 2017). 

3.7. Research validity 

Although validation of the findings occurred throughout the steps in the process of 

the research, this section reviews and summarises the procedures for validating the 

findings that have been undertaken in the study. 

The validity of research concerns the extent to which the requirements of scientific 

research methods have been followed during the process of generating the research 

findings (Dudovskiy, 2016). It also concerns the degree to which the results arrived 

at by researchers truly reflect the reality of the situation they are reporting on 

(Easterby-Smith et al., 2015).This study based on experimental methods which 

means it makes a concerted effort to ensure the findings offer a true representation 

of what actually occurs (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). 

There are many strategies that can be deployed to verify the accuracy of the results, 

thereby providing reassurance for both those conducting the research and those 

reading the report (Creswell, 2013). One of the strategies  utilised in this research 

was to use a detailed description to convey the research methods and findings. The 

description provided helps to give the reader a true impression of the setting, 

thereby ensuring that the discussion offers an aspect of shared experiences. 

Indeed, providing detailed descriptions of the research method and findings makes 

the results become more realistic and richer. Doing so helps to enhance the validity 
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of the conclusions arrived at (Creswell, 2013). According to Yin (2014), when using 

case studies for qualitative research, it is necessary to specify the approach taken 

in as much detail as possible and it is advisable to establish a comprehensive 

protocol and database for the case study to ensure that the steps can be replicated 

in future by other researchers. This is what was achieved in the current study. 

A close-fitting bodice pattern was chosen to test and validate the theory using 

modern methods of drafting because it provided an opportunity to demonstrate the 

full range of principles associated with the production of garments. It is also often 

the primary block many methods used to start women’s upper body garments. 

Patterns for the developed methods were tested with data being recorded at each 

stage of the process. The items of clothing were made up using appropriate types 

of fabric and appraised by experts in terms of how well they fit and the comfort they 

offer the wearer – their comments were documented for analysis. Garments were 

created based on the methods advised by experts in the form of their subjective 

ratings in a developed questionnaire. The evaluation instrument developed for this 

study was based on previous studies (Lesko, 1982; Narang, 2015; Shen and Huck, 

1993). Different experts with experience and training in pattern construction and fit 

served as judges. The order in which the garments were shown to the judges was 

randomised in order to obtain unbiased findings. The assumption is that the 

contribution of the experts regarding analysis and objective fit testing should achieve 

reliable results.  

In the traditional method of evaluating garment fit, researchers observe a live model 

who performs a normally expected range of body movements while wearing clothing 

(Ashdown et al., 2004). Experts visually appraise the fit appearance and question 

the model regarding fit perception to determine fit satisfaction. Instead of a live 

model, some researchers use a static dress form to assess fit and appearance. 

Often, pictures of the dresses from the front, side and back are used. More recently, 

researchers have performed fit analysis using 3D scanning technology focused on 

visual fit (Ashdown et al., 2004). Body scanners have the advantage of capturing 

3D images, allowing the evaluator to assess many aspects of fit visually (Ashdown 

& Loker, 2010). In the first phase of this research, the patterns were tested on the 

dress form as this provides a consistent way to obtain measurements. The dress 

form was used as it has stable measurements, landmarks and provides a 

symmetrical figure that meets the imposed symmetry in pattern-drafting methods 
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(McKinney et al., 2017).  In the second phase, the traditional evaluation method was 

used when the professionals evaluated the fit of the developed bodice on the 

participants. The traditional method of evaluating how well bodices fit was used 

instead of the scanner. This choice was because previous studies have concluded 

that body scanners record and visually present data differently from manual 

methods, meaning their suitability for assessing how well a garment fits is limited 

due to the large number of surface cloud points (Leong et al., 2013). As such, it is 

possible that the images captured will not be of a suitable quality to enable the fit to 

be determined. Moreover, the underarm area and other regions that are out of sight 

cannot be scanned yet they are of great importance when assessing how well a 

garment fit. This problem can often be seen in overweight cases; for example, 

Figure 16 shows the scan for an overweight woman. It can be seen that the armpit 

point (where the arm and torso intersect) is often occluded in the underarm area. 

  

Figure 16: Image captured by Size Stream Studio software for an overweight woman 

3.8. Methodology followed  

The research methods, based on the research objectives of this study, are divided 

into three phases to aid understanding and navigation of the work. They are 

presented in the methodology flow chart (see Table 1 and Figure 17). Whilst each 

phase is described in more detail the broad stages consider: The first phase was 

the applicability of current pattern-drafting techniques. This was performed using a 

comparative analysis of six methods for creating women’s bodice blocks. Based on 

Phase 1, the researcher developed a new method of constructing bodice blocks for 

different body types and tested this new method on selected sample in the second 

phase. The third phase was the analysis and comparison of measurements between 

the methods and the body scanners, then those areas in which measurements are 
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required for pattern construction were highlighted and defined as outputs in body 

scanner systems. More details are provided in the following sections.  

 Table 1: Research methods overview  

Research objective Research method 

Objective 1 

To understand the clothing experience 

among consumers who have a body 

figure type considered to be ‘non-

standard’, including their needs, 

requirements and satisfaction. 

 

Phase 1 

To achieve the first research objective, the 

researcher explored different figure problems and 

reviewed the different clothing alterations these 

problems required from previous studies. 

Accordingly, some measurements were suggested 

to avoid these problems. 

Objective 2 

To determine the applicability of current 

pattern-drafting methods of clothing and 

identify key aspects that can be 

improved to advance pattern-drafting 

Phase 1 

To achieve the second research objective, and prior 

to developing a new method of pattern-drafting of 

clothing, a comparative analysis of six methods for 

creating women’s bodice blocks was performed. 

Objective 3 

To develop and evaluate a new method 

of drafting a bodice pattern for the upper 

female torso of basic women, utilising 

appropriate advanced technologies. 

 

Phase 2 

Based on the previous analysis and studies, the 

researcher was able to develop a new method of 

constructing bodice blocks for different body types 

and tested this new method on different sized dress 

forms and then on selected samples. Analysis and 

validation of the method were conducted. 

Objective 4 

To determine if body scanning can be 

used to inform existing techniques of 

pattern-drafting and highlight areas 

where measurements are needed, or 

whether a more consideration of 

measurement definitions would enable 

the body scanners to provide more 

appropriate measurements to help 

pattern-drafting methods 

Phase 3 

Pattern-making techniques for bodices were 

assessed, and the measurements needed for these 

techniques and ISO standards were compared with 

the measurements generated by a body-scanning 

system. 

Based on analysing pattern constructions in the first 

two phases of this study, it was possible to suggest 

alternative measurements that could be used to 

produce patterns that are better fitted. 
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Figure 17: Research method flow chart 

3.9. Phase 1: The applicability of current pattern-drafting techniques 

3.9.1. Introduction  

To achieve the second research objective, which is to determine the applicability of 

current pattern-drafting techniques and improve recorded knowledge regarding 

these methods, the researcher reviewed and explored the literature relating to the 

most common issues in fitting bodice patterns for different figure faults in women’s 
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bodies and then analysed the different figure problems and the different clothing 

alterations these problems required. The objective of these procedures was to 

establish existing method limitations and then suggest measurements that might 

help to avoid these problems when developing a new method of drafting.  

To achieve the second research objective, and prior to developing a new method of 

pattern-drafting for clothing, a comparative analysis of six methods for creating 

women’s bodice blocks was conducted. Evaluation, comparison and analysis of the 

methods were undertaken for several aspects, including the following. The number 

of direct measurements required and the drafting methods of bodice patterns were 

analysed and compared. Analysis and comparisons were also made for each 

drafting formulae for bodice patterns, as well as the additional ease amounts in 

pattern blocks. 

To provide a stable reference for the drafts, and similar to previous research (Gill 

and Chadwick, 2009), an Alvanon size 12 dress form was used in this phase. The 

rationale behind the decision of choosing a body form rather than an actual person 

was because the industry often fits on forms and they are non-changeable over time 

and during measurements (McKinney et al., 2017). Furthermore, the test on a real 

person was performed later in the second phase of this research.  

The appearances of the garments produced using the different methods were also 

evaluated. Six bodice patterns were cut and sewn for the body form size 12. 

Photographs were taken and a bodice evaluation questionnaire was developed to 

distribute to experts with experience in garment construction and fit. This approach 

helped to determine the limitations of the existing pattern-drafting methods and then 

develop the new method.  

3.9.2. Reviewing fitting problems from previous studies 

To achieve the first research objective, the researcher reviewed and explored body 

figure shapes and their problems regarding garment fit from previous literature 

(Minott, 1978; Khalil, 1985a; Elizabith et al., 1992; Thatha, 1995; Holman, 1997; 

Beazley and Bond, 2003; Jintu Fan et al., 2004; Armstrong, 2014; Aldrich, 2015).  It 

was possible to establish key areas of focus and common fit issues within the 

literature which would focus further work. 
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Various sources of empirical literature have studied the human body figure and 

described how to alter patterns to achieve fit for a range of body types, emphasising 

the particular problems associated with different body types (Minott, 1978; Elizabith 

et al., 1992; Jintu Fan et al., 2004; Armstrong, 2014). Common fit issues were 

identified in the shoulders and the neck, width, depth and curve, all areas typically 

driven by proportions or fixed amounts in pattern-drafting. The literature concerning 

body figure problems and the alterations required for non-standard torsos illustrated 

clearly these and other areas to be addressed. Analysis of these sources helped to 

identify which body areas and subsequent measurements might help avoid the need 

for fit adjustments in the pattern. Measurements that were identified to consider the 

non-standard body in the draft were recorded in tables to support research 

development. The tables recorded the measurement name, measurement definition 

and tools of capture to enable comparison and consideration in method 

development (Appendix A). The tables were then developed to record landmark 

locations on the body from standard definitions to gain a more detailed 

understanding and support best-fit outcomes in the draft (Appendix T). 

3.9.3. Selection of pattern-cutting methods 

To achieve the second objective, the researcher compared and analysed specific 

current women’s bodice pattern-drafting methods. Six women’s bodice pattern-

drafting methods were selected (Khalil, 1985; Thatha, 1995; Holman, 1997; Beazley 

and Bond, 2003; Armstrong, 2014; Aldrich, 2015) that are used in both academic 

and commercial environments. These methods broadly represent the different 

approaches that currently exist for creating the bodice block in different geographical 

locations. Each method provides the instructions necessary to draft a bodice block, 

as well as some guidance for collecting the measurements required (see Table 2). 

Table 2: Pattern-drafting methods selected 

Method 
Draft process 

selected 
Overview of method 

(Aldrich, 2015) 

Close-fitting bodice 

block (pp. 214–215) 

Close waist shaping 

(pp. 62–63) 

Mainly used in the UK, Aldrich is frequently used as a core 

book when learning how to draft patterns. The method 

process is broken down into several steps, with illustrations 

of the completed pattern. 

(Armstrong, 

2014) 

Basic pattern set  

(pp. 34–39, 46–49) 

 

The method is commonly used in the USA. The Armstrong 

method is frequently used as a core book when learning 

how to draft patterns. Imperial measurements are used with 
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a sequential process. Contrasted with other methods, the 

measurement guidance focuses on the measurements of a 

dress form. 

Beazley and 

Bond, 2003 

Fitted bodice block (pp. 

2–5, 33–37) 

Originally developed in the UK, this method offers a 

relatively direct approach to producing a pattern block. It is 

based on Beazley’s considerable experience in the field of 

Size and Fit  (Beazley, 1997). The dimensions of the 

pattern are defined directly based on measurements and 

an allowance for ease.  

Holman, 1997 
Fitted bodice block (pp. 

38–41) 

Another approach devised in the UK, the Holman method is 

relatively simple and produces a pattern block using easy-

to-follow directions alongside an illustration of the finished 

block.  

Khalil, 1985  

Bodice draft for 

individual (pp. 145–

160) 

This simple method was devised in Egypt and uses a 

series of illustrated descriptions alongside numbered 

instructions to produce a draft. Images are also used to 

show how to manipulate bust darts and alter patterns to 

accommodate various body types.  

Thatha, 1995 
The basic flat bodice 

block (pp. 18–30) 

Derived from the Profili (Italy) method, the Thatha approach 

offers a simple set of instructions that relies heavily on 

illustrations to describe what to do. It has been published 

by educational institutions in various Arabic countries for 

academic purposes.  

3.9.4. Measurements required for the drafts 

As mentioned in the previous section, this study began with the selection of six 

similar methods of pattern-drafting for women’s bodices. Each method provides 

details of the process for drafting a bodice block and includes instructions on how 

to collect the required measurements. Different methods have variations in 

measurement technique (see Figure 18). The different drafts do not define 

measurements in the same way. Therefore, it was necessary to take the 

measurements by following the definitions provided by each pattern-drafting method 

(for further comparison and details, see Appendices B and C, which contain the 

measurements required for the different pattern-construction methods, in addition 

to their definitions and figures).  

A common size specification was used to guarantee that the blocks were of the 

same size. Because each drafting method needed a different number of 

measurements, they were usually defined differently. As a result, size charts for 

each drafting were created, guided by the construction process and measurement 

definitions that accompanied them. In line with each set of definitions, 
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measurements were manually taken from a size 12 Alvanon body form. In the 

industry, a UK size 12 is commonly used as a standard. 

Different sheets in an Excel file were created for each method in order to determine 

the required measurements with their definitions in accordance with advice in the 

pattern-construction guides on their placement and method of taking. All 

measurements in each method were manually collected from a size 12 Alvanon 

body form and then were recorded. An example of listing and recording the required 

measurements for each method is given below in Table 3. After that, a new sheet 

was used to group the definitions of the measurements and comparisons were made 

between these methods for use in the third phase of the study (further details were 

covered in Section 3.11.2) 

Table 3: An example of listing the required measurements in the Thatha method and recording the 

measurements 

No Bodice Measurements Measurement Definition 
Alvanon 
 size 12 

note 

1 Bust circumference  

A horizontal measurement 
is taken around the fullest 

part of the bust and 
approximately parallel to 

the floor to incorporate the 
shoulder blades 

89.8 cm 
put three fingers under 
the tape at the middle 

bust prominence 

2 Waist circumference 
A horizontal measurement 

is taken around the 
narrowest part of the waist  

71.8 cm 

The measurements 
can be taken more 

accurately if the string 
is tightly tied around 

the waist 

3 Bust length 

 The tape measure is 
poisoned from the neck 

joint over the prominence of 
the right, then continue 
down to the waist level 

44.2 cm   

4  Back length  
Measure from the nape to 
the string tied around the 

waist 
41.6 cm   

5 Shoulder length 
Measure from the neck to 

the shoulder 
12.9 cm   

 

Typically, conventional equipment, such as a tape measure, is relied on to take 

measurements of straight lines and contours. In some instances, it is necessary to 

use very thin, sticky tape on the dress form to establish the level of certain 

landmarks, such as the armhole level. The measurements are documented using 

pen and paper. When taking horizontal and girth measurements, these must be 

made in close proximity to the body’s contours. Similarly, the majority of the vertical 

and length measurements are again made close to the body, but a small number 
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are taken in a manner that is vertical to the ground. Measurements should ideally 

be taken twice to avoid errors (Kennedy, 2015). However, reliance on manual 

processes means that the accuracy achieved is unlikely to be perfect (Beazley, 

1997). For instance, it can be difficult to measure girth accurately because this not 

only requires the tape to be positioned correctly, but also for the ideal tension to be 

applied.  

 

 Figure 18: The measurements required for the six methods visualised on the dress form 

3.9.5. The drafting processes 

Six bodice patterns were drafted for the size 12 dress form, using each of the 

selected methods. To ensure that an accurate pattern would be produced with fine 

lines, a sharp, hard, black propelling pencil was used to mark tracing paper. In 

addition, straight edge, grading and grid rulers were all used to achieve perfectly 

straight lines. This technique helped to ensure that lines would be parallel where 

necessary and also that any right angles would be perfectly square. Accurate curves 

and angles were achieved using a protractor and a triangular ruler (Kennedy, 2015). 

The measurements were recorded in centimetres to the nearest millimetre (mm), 

rounding up when 0.05 cm or above, and down when 0.04 cm or below (this 

occurred when measurements were calculated as a fraction of a centimetre). Each 

pattern was created following the instructions for each method as described by the 

author (16 years’ experience of pattern drafting in an education environment). To 

check the drafts for errors, each draft was double-checked against the methods by 

a professional textile researcher with over 20 years’ experience in block creation for 

industry and teaching. If errors occurred in the draft, amendments were made 

directly to the pattern, which were subsequently signed off as correct. During this 
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process, it became apparent that some drafts contained errors in the methods for 

instance there is a mistake in Beazley and Bond’s (2003) method in Instruction 5 

(p.34). The equation for constructing the side seam is given as ¼ of the body-bust 

measurement +1 cm from the centre back. Having calculated the equation using the 

example, there is a mistake: it should be +1.5 cm rather than +1 cm. Analysis of the 

waist-shaping step in the instructions clarifies this is where the error is, though it can 

only be determined by careful analysis (see Appendix G). Further examples can be 

found in appendices D to G). All six methods were analysed, compared, reviewed 

and checked for mistakes to validate the method application and the resulting 

pattern. These errors were identified, and, after some discussion with the 

professional researcher, the correct application of the method was agreed and 

adopted. Identification of mistakes in the methods and their correct application was 

guided by analysis, trial and determination of which approach achieved the outcome 

that was expected by the draft. 

3.9.6. Digital drafts 

Lectra Modaris software was used in order to create digital patterns. Lectra Modaris 

helps patternmakers to accelerate their product development process by enabling 

them to organise, store, retrieve and leverage essential digital assets of the garment 

development process with ease (Lectra Modaris, 2021). There are many benefits 

and reasons for using CAD pattern-making and digitising technologies in this 

research. First, the technology helps to make the necessary adjustments to the 

pattern and saves the pattern for later access. Furthermore, adding seam 

allowances to the pattern pieces is quicker and more accurate than the traditional 

paper-pattern-making method (Lectra Modaris, 2021). It was also easy to capture 

digital images for use in analysis and communicating the methods.  

The same six bodice patterns were drafted using the Lectra Modaris V7R2 CAD 

system (see Appendix H). The draft process was modified to use the tools within 

Lectra Modaris to create the pattern. The difference between manual drafting and 

the CAD interface meant that it was necessary to interpret the draft to achieve the 

same results. This process required skilled knowledge of pattern-drafting, but it also 

highlighted the common tools used in the creation of patterns.  The next step was 

the comparison between the manual and digital drafts. For accuracy, the electronic 

patterns were printed and checked against the (manually drafted) originals. Similar 

to other pattern research (McKinney et al., 2017; Gill and Chadwick, 2009), patterns 
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were accepted as suitably accurate if the manual and CAD printed patterns did not 

differ by more than +/- 2 mm at any point. If larger differences occurred, 

amendments would be made to the CAD patterns so they matched the originals. If 

necessary, the digital patterns were then modified within Modaris and rechecked 

against the validated manual drafts. Less error was noticeable here, as CAD 

patterns were drafted using Lectra Modaris, rather than being digitised from the 

manual drafts. 

3.9.7. Comparative analysis of the drafting methods of bodices 

There is a need to have a thorough grasp of the principles upon which pattern theory 

is based, because otherwise, it will not be possible to develop fully and evaluate 

new methods that emerge over time (Gill and McKinney, 2016). Moreover, a sound 

appreciation of pattern-drafting methods makes it possible to recognise the 

limitations associated with proportional theories of pattern-drafting. These methods 

offer exciting possibilities for improving the fit and size of garments (Gill, 2015). 

Therefore, a comparative analysis was undertaken to compare and reflect upon the 

six methods, revealing the following identified from the analysis and previous 

studies. 

3.9.7.1. The number of direct measurements  

Drafting systems are typically based on the number of measurements used to derive 

a pattern. The measurements were divided into two categories: proportional and 

direct (Bye et al., 2006). It is assumed that the human form has established 

proportions, meaning a proportional approach requires fewer measurements to be 

taken manually. In contrast, producing a pattern using the direct-measure approach 

requires a great deal more measurements of the body to be taken (Bye et al., 2006). 

The usages of proportional and direct measurements were compared between the 

methods. 

The number of actual direct measurements could be determined by analysing the 

steps involved in each method (see Table 4). The table lists the number of actual 

measurements used in each method. There are variations between different pattern-

drafting methods regarding the number of direct measurements required. The 

“Proportional measurements or fixed values” columns contain the measurements 

derived from other sizes and are based on proportional rules to determine the 

pattern dimensions or the method used a fixed amount for all sizes in that 
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measurement. The columns “Direct measurements” contain the number of actual 

measurements used.  

Table 4: Comparison of the usage of measurements according to bodice in different methods 

Measurements Proportional measurements or 
fixed values  

Direct measurements 

  

No Description ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA 

B
o

d
ic

e
 w

id
th

s
 

1 Bust       √ √ √ √ √ √ 

2 Waist    √   √ √ √  √ √ 

3 Across chest     √  √ √  √   

4 Across back      √ √ √ √ √ √  

5 Across front shoulder        √     

6 Across back shoulder        √   √  

7 Armhole width      √   √    

8 Shoulder length       √ √ √ √ √ √ 

9 Back neck width      √ √ √ √ √ √  

10 Front neck width      √ √  √ √ √  

11 Front waist dart 
placement 

√  √ √ √ √  √     

12 Back waist dart 
placement 

√  √  √ √  √     

13 Bust points width (X-
axis) 

√   √    √ √  √  

B
o

d
ic

e
 l
e
n

g
th

s
 

14 Centre front neck to 

waist        √     

15 Centre back neck to 
waist       √ √ √  √ √ 

16 Side neck point to front 
waist        √ √  √ √ 

17 Side neck point to back 
waist        √  √   

18 Shoulder slope √  √ √ √   √     

19 Bust point position (Y-
axis) 

√   √    √ √  √  

20 Armhole depth     √ √ √ √ √ √   

21 Side seam length  √           

22 waist dart long 
(front/back) 

√ √ √ √ √ √       

23 Back neck depth √ √ √ √ √ √       
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Measurements Proportional measurements or 
fixed values  

Direct measurements 

24 Front neck depth √ √ √ √ √ √       

Total measurements 8 4 6 8 8 10 9 18 12 8 11 5 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha. 

3.9.7.2. Drafting and calculating formulas of bodice patterns 

The methods of determining the widths, lengths, circumferences, and shoulder 

slopes among different drafting methods were compared and analysed. They were 

tabulated in tables and then similarities identified (see Table 5). The analysis also 

focused on the bust, shoulder and waist darts regarding their widths, lengths, and 

positions.  

Table 5: Drafting and calculating formulas of bodice patterns 

              

Methods 

 

Description   

ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA 

Bust 

circumference/2 
B/2+5 

Fr B arc/2 

+0.6 
(B+6) /2 +1.5 

(B +5:6) / 

2 

 B/4 +3 

B/2+3 
Bk B arc/2 

+1.9 
 B/4 

Waist 

circumference/2 
W/2 +3 

W arc/2 + 0.6 

W +4 /2 B\2 -6 W /2 W /2 

W arc/2 + 0.6 

Across chest/2 

Half chest 

+ half 

width of 

dart 

Half X chest 

+0.6 
- 

Half X 

chest +1 

ease + 2 

width of 

dart 

W/16 - 

Across back/2 
Half X 

back +0.5 

Half X back + 

0.6 
X back+2 /2 

X back+2 

/2 

Actual 

MSMNT 
3 B /16 

Across front 

shoulder/2 
- 

X shoulder – 

0.3 
- - - - 

Across back 

shoulder/2 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- - 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- 

Armhole width - - 
Armhole 

width +1.5 
- - B/8 

Shoulder length Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Back-neck 

width 

Nk Circ /5 

- 0.2 

Actual 

MSMNT 
Nk Circ /5  

Nk Circ/5 

+0.4 
Nk Circ /5 (B/16) + 1 
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Methods 

 

Description   

ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA 

Front-neck 

width 

Nk Circ /5 

- 0.7 
- 

Nk Circ/5 

- 1 

Nk Circ\5 

– 0.6 
Nk Circ /5 (B/16) + 1 

Front-waist dart 

placement 

(X chest+ 

dart 

width)/ 4 

Actual 

MSMNT BP width/2 
X chest/4 

+ 1.5 
BP width/2 

The same 

level as 

BP 

Back-waist dart 

placement 

X back/4 

+0.25 

Actual 

MSMNT 

(X back +2) 

/4 
- X back /4 B /12 

Half-bust-points 

width (X-axis) 

X chest+ 

dart 

width)/ 4 

Half-bust 

width+ 0.6 

Actual 

MSMNT 

X chest/4 

+ 1.5 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- 

Front-waist dart 

width  

37.5% of 

waist-

shaping 

amount 

* 4 cm 3 cm 
B\8 - W/8+ 

0.5 
2 cm 

Back-waist dart 

width  

29.2% of 

waist-

shaping 

amount 

3.8 cm 4 cm 3 cm B\8 -W/8- 0.5 3 cm 

Centre front-

neck to waist 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- - - - 

Centre back-

neck to waist 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Side-neck point 

to front waist 
- 

SNk to W+ 

0.3 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Side-neck point 

to back waist 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 
-  

Back-shoulder 

slope 

Armhole 

depth/5 

+ 0.8 

Shoulder 

slope + 0.3 
6 cm 4.5 cm 4 cm - 

Front-shoulder 

slope 

Under 

back-

shoulder 

slope by 

1.5 

Shoulder 

slope + 0.3 
6 cm 

The same 

level as 

the middle 

of the Fr-

Nk curve 

Under CF-Nk 

level by 2 cm 
- 

Bust-point 

position (Y-

axis) 

 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT  
Actual 

MSMNT 
- 

Armhole depth 

Armhole 

depth size 

+0.5 

Pattern 

length – side-

seam length 

Armhole 

depth size +3 

Armhole 

depth size 

+2 

Half nape to 

W +2 

Half nape 

to W 

Side-seam 

length 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- - - - 
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Methods 

 

Description   

ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA 

Front-waist dart 

length 
 - 

Under the BP 

by 3 cm 

Under the 

armhole 

line by 3 

cm 

Under the BP 

by 3 cm 
10 cm 

Back-waist dart 

length 

From W to 

armhole 

line 

Less than 

side length 

by 2.5 cm 

From W to 

armhole line 

From W to 

armhole 

line 

Under 

armhole line 

by 3 

12 cm 

Back-neck 

depth 
1.5 cm 

Pattern 

length-CB 

length 

2 cm 2 cm 1.5 cm 1.5 cm 

Front-neck 

depth 

Nk Circ /5 

- 0.2 

Pattern 

length-CF 

length 

(Nk Circ+2) 

/5 

Fr-Nk 

width +1.5 

Nk Circ /5 

 
B/16 + 1 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, B= Bust, Bk= Back, BP= Bust point, CB= Centre back, CF= Centre front, Circ= Circumference, 

Fr= Front, Msmnt= measurement, Nk= Neck, SNP= Side neck point, W= Waist, X= Across. 

3.9.7.3. The comparison of additional ease amounts 

Ease is defined as the difference between body measurements and those of the 

garment (Gill, 2011). Before measuring the ease levels within the bodice, the 

measurements to be compared in the dress forms and patterns had to be located 

and defined (Gill and Chadwick, 2009). Once comparable measurements were 

defined, each block was measured at the same placement as the measurements 

taken from the form (Taken manually and by CAD). The manual method was 

adopted because some areas in the pattern need to be folded, such as bust darts, 

to measure the width of the chest. Then, the measurements were taken and input 

into Microsoft Excel spreadsheets for statistical analysis (see Appendix I). 

3.9.8. Evaluation of garment fit and statistical analysis 

Six different bodice patterns were cut and sewn in cotton calico for the body form 

size 12 (i.e., Alvanon). Then, photographs were taken of three views (front, back 

and profile) of the body form. These photographs were used for the questionnaire 

given to the experts to evaluate the appearances of the garments produced from 

the different methods (see Appendix J). The next stage in research was developing 

the bodice evaluation questionnaire. The purpose of rating each section of the 

bodice (front, back and sides) was to assess the overall impression of fit for the six 
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methods that were cut and sewn. This assessment helps determine the limitations 

of the existing pattern-drafting methods. The evaluation instrument developed for 

this study was based on previous studies (Lesko, 1982; Narang, 2015; Shen and 

Huck, 1993). First, a list of items was developed that can influence bodice fit. This 

list was compiled from good fit descriptions in several pattern-fitting books as well 

as a rating scale developed in a previous research on bodice fit (Brown and Jannett, 

2014; Fan, Yu and Hunter, 2004; Veblen, 2012). Nine responses were possible, 

varying from one extreme of fit criteria to the other for each item (i.e., ‘Too Tight’ to 

‘Too Loose’). A number ranging from -4 to +4 was assigned to each item on the fit 

evaluation scale (see Appendix K). ‘Good Fit' was indicated by the middle position 

for each fit criterion. (i.e., the garment was not ‘Too Tight’ or ‘Too Loose’; see 

Appendices J and K).  

Six experts with experience and training in pattern construction and fit served as 

judges. Without consulting the other judges, all of the judges completed an 

evaluation questionnaire for each subject. The order in which the garments were 

shown to the judges was randomised in order to obtain unbiased findings. 

Brief description of statistical tools used 

The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) program was used. 

Descriptive statistics are used to describe the basic features of the data in the 

study, such as:  

1) Frequencies and Percentages 

2) Total mean score for all items computed, and standard deviation 

3) Graphical chart 

The following inferential statistics were used to test the difference between groups 

in the study:  

4) Analyses of variance (ANOVA) test was applied to test whether the groups (six 

methods of bodice patterns) have different mean values. Analyses of variance 

(ANOVA) test will be applied to test whether groups (6 Methods of Bodice) have 

different mean values or not. Because it is not sure that whether the six samples 

have any relationship with each other or not, therefore one-way ANOVA test is 

performed (Celik, 2020). For analyse the data whose correlation information is not 

available and it is not possible to analyse correlation in the samples due to the 

size, one-way ANOVA test is performed for them (Alexander et al., 2019). 

5) Fisher's least significant difference (LSD) tests were used for mean separation 
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when the analyses of variance (ANOVA) procedures indicated significant 

differences between means (Meier, 2006; Baguley, 2012). 

Study tools 

Directional items were evaluated in the same way as overall items were. For 

instance, the width of the front bodice at the waist was a directional item, rated as 

either ‘Too Tight’ or ‘Too Loose’. Ratings ranged from -4 to +4, with 0 indicating 

‘Good Fit’. Transformed ratings ranged from 1 to 9 as: (1=-4) to (9=4) with (5=0) 

indicating ‘Good Fit’ at the interval mean [4.56 : 5.44] (Pimentel, 2010) (see Table 

6). 

Table 6: Scale interval 

Scale Code Interval Length Mean Interval 

-4 1 0.89 [1.00: 1.89] 

-3 2 0.89 [1.89: 2.78] 

-2 3 0.89 [2.78: 3.67] 

-1 4 0.89 [3.67: 4.56] 

0 (Good Fit) 5 0.89 [4.56: 5.44] 

1 6 0.89 [5.44: 6.33] 

2 7 0.89 [6.33: 7.22] 

3 8 0.89 [7.22: 8.11] 

4 9 0.89 [8.11: 9.00] 

 

3.10. Phase 2: Developing a new method for pattern drafting 

3.10.1. Introduction  

To achieve the third research objective, which is to develop and evaluate a new 

method of drafting a bodice pattern, the researcher proposed the developed method 

of constructing bodice blocks for different body types based on the analysis and 

studies conducted in Phase 1. In this section, the methods used to develop a new 

system for drafting patterns were presented. This includes proposing formulations 

for the construction of the bodice block, the method of drafting, and then using 

JBlock and the bodice parametric draft and creation of the bodice block for selected 

scans. After that, the evaluation of fit, modifications, and analysis of pattern 

problems are performed. 
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3.10.2. Selection of dress forms  

To provide a stable reference for the drafts, and similar to previous research (Gill 

and Chadwick, 2009), an Alvanon size 12 dress form was used in this study, as well 

as a slim Asian figure and a UK size 24 (see Figure 19). The rationale behind this 

decision was that such a system provides a consistent way to obtain measurements 

because of the stable measurement landmarks regarding both the forms and their 

symmetry. A body form was chosen rather than an actual person (McKinney, et al., 

2017) as the industry often fits on forms and they are non-changeable over time and 

during measurements. Furthermore, it was decided that using dress forms reflected 

real body dimensions, such as size M, and have some fitting problems, such as 

dress form size 24. These issues help ensure that the blocks are more pragmatic 

and practical. Alvanon dress forms were developed based on data from thousands 

of body scans, and they are now used by hundreds of clothing brand companies 

worldwide (Alvanon Inc., 2020).  

 

Figure 19: Alavanon dress forms of different sizes and shapes used to explore pattern-drafting and population 

variation in a controlled measurement required for the draft 

To reduce the alterations required for non-standard bodies, the researcher listed 

and defined the measurements required for the new method based on the analysis 

of the six different methods (the measurements required and the limitations), 

reviewing some research on a survey of body measurements (Beazley, 1997) and 
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the analysis of figure-type problems and their fitting problems (see Appendix A and 

J). As many measurements as possible were taken  from the three selected dress 

forms, but some of the necessary measurements could not be taken, either because 

they were unavailable and difficult to obtain from scanners, or because of the lack 

of theories that clarify how to apply them; for example, the size of projections of the 

scapula and the shoulder blade. This measurement is important to calculate and to 

determine the dart amount in the back shoulder and the shaping requirements. 

3.10.3. Proposed formulations to construct the bodice block for diverse figure 

types 

Based on the draping techniques, skills, knowledge, observations, analysis and 

comparison among the methods, the researcher proposed a new system to 

construct bodice blocks for the different female body figure types (see Section 

4.4.1). 

To measure accurately, different landmarks must be placed on the body and 

identified point to point for specific locations (Armstrong, 2014). Some landmarks 

are placed on both sides of the body and can be marked with a pen or small round 

stickers (Choi and Ashdown, 2011). Several authors have delineated the landmarks 

on the body to determine where specific measurements should be taken 

(Armstrong, 2014; Beazley and Bond, 2003; Hernández, 2000; Thatha, 1995). The 

body landmarks that identified to take measurements of the proposed method were 

listed in Appendix T.  

For the bodice pattern, there is a different set of measurements (either a 

circumference or a linear measurement) required for each drafting method. The 

measurements for the proposed method were listed in Section 4.4.1. They are 

defined based on how they are measured generally, and which tools are appropriate 

to use. 

3.10.4. Evaluation of fit and modifications 

The produced patterns were cut and sewn in cotton calico for the three body forms 

to test fitting (the ease and the position of the garment on the dress forms). The 

researcher used an interpretation of objective fit criteria to ensure comparability of 

results. The researcher then analysed the causes of all of the fitting deviations to 
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make the necessary adjustments to the patterns and recheck the parameters that 

have been modified.  

The test fit was redone, and corrective action was taken, with amendments made to 

the drafting system (see Appendix L). There were challenges determining some of 

the formulations. Subsequently, the researcher read more of the other methods to 

make the necessary improvements (Bray, 1974; Evans, 1986; Hawkins, 1986; 

Stanley, 1991; ESMOD, 2009; Choppin et al., 2013). 

The researcher encountered some challenges in determining the amount of bust 

dart which required consultation with studies that established a conical theory for 

formulating equations and applying them to the areas in patterns that can be 

modelled as cones, such as the bust area (Efrat, 1982; Lesko, 1982; Shen and 

Huck, 1993). This study also tested conical theory (see Appendix L2). The results 

of this experiment are discussed in detail in Section 4.2.2. 

After the initial version of proposed method was completed, the researcher selected 

and invited a textile professional in the design, development and fit of garments to 

test the method. The expert has been teaching in the department of fashion design 

for 21 years focus on the technical subjects of pattern construction and grading, 

draping, and sewing. Currently, she is doing her Doctoral research in the field of 

pattern practices and sizing system for development of women’s wear. The aim of 

this meeting was to test initial proposed method version and get feedback. Based 

on her feedback and comments, the researcher identified the limitations then made 

some more improvements to the proposed method (see Appendix L3).  

3.10.5. Selection of scan sample for pattern-drafting 

The second and third objectives of this study are to determine the applicability of 

existing pattern-drafting methods and evaluate the newly developed method of 

drafting a bodice pattern for those with non-standard body dimensions by utilising 

appropriate advanced technologies. Since these objectives require testing produced 

patterns on a sample, this section discusses how the data collection phase for these 

objectives and how the participants' data were collected, as well as the basis for 

selecting the sample. 

The following steps and procedures were taken to determine the research sample. 
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3.10.5.1. The method of obtaining the scans and data collection 

This study analysed 516 body scans captured using a Size Stream scanner between 

2014 and 2017 at a number of scanning events at the University of Manchester. 

Prior to conducting the scans, it was necessary to obtain approval from the ethics 

committee of the University of Manchester. Only then could the scanning process 

(see Appendix M) be initiated. Before the scans were taken, each participant was 

issued with an image of what the scanning process would entail, together with a 

written description (see Appendix M). In addition, it was made clear that the 

participants were free to withdraw from the process at any time. Upon arriving for 

the scan, this information was also conveyed orally. A password-protected 

electronic record was made of the participants’ personal details, and this database 

provided each participant with a code by which they could be referred to, thereby 

preserving their anonymity. Before they could be scanned, each participant had to 

sign the consent form, and these were kept in a safe. The database used was on a 

different computer to that used for the Size Stream scanning program, providing 

greater security. The participants wore their own underwear and were told how and 

where to stand while being scanned. When they had put their clothes back on, they 

were offered the option to view their scan on the monitor, and offered a printout to 

take home with them. At the time of the body-scan capture, height and weight were 

recorded for each participant, as well as their key characteristics (age, ethnicity). 

Body scans were captured in the regular scan posture (the participant standing 

upright in a relaxed normal posture while holding the handholds with their feet 

approximately 20 cm apart). 

3.10.5.2. Scan validation and modification process 

All captured scans were evaluated and validated to ensure measurements and 

landmarks were placed correctly, and then adjusted if necessary. This visual 

evaluation for each landmark made it possible to be double-check for accuracy of 

placement as well as for the correction of landmarking errors when they could be 

easily identified and manual adjustment was possible. Any scans with considerable 

gaps of data were excluded. This prudent approach was to ensure incorrect data 

were isolated so that any future analysis of the results is not skewed. 

Once completed, the modified and original scans were saved to different folders. To 

validate landmark placement, each scan was double-checked against the originals 

by a professional researcher with experience in 3D body scan software. The expert 
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accessed both versions of the file (original and modified scans), along with brief 

notes indicating which landmarks had been moved. By allowing the member to see 

both unmodified and modified scans, he was able to evaluate each work and come 

to an agreement on landmark modification. 

3.10.5.3. Selection of the sample based on their physical characteristics  

Following previous process, the number of participants was reduced to fifty after 

their body characteristics and figure problems were analysed. To classify the 

subjects’ body characteristics, their bodies were categorised based on the analysis 

of the literature concerning body figure problems and the alterations required for 

non-standard torsos (Aldrich, 2015; Armstrong, 2014; Beazley and Bond, 2003; 

Elizabith, Rasband, and Pottberg, 1992; Khalil, 1985; Minott, 1978; Thatha, 1995) 

The physical characteristics of the subjects were categorised as follows: 

The size of the bust was chosen as a variable; for example, whether the bust is 

(small/full) or whether the bust point distance is (narrow/wide). This is because the 

pattern width is constructed based on this measurement in most methods. When 

testing the fit of a garment, there can be  many issues, such as the fabric being too 

taut or loose across the fullest area  or gaping at the lower third of the front armhole, 

which does not lay flat against the body. The bust width, which helps to determine 

the vertex of the bust dart angle, often requires examining and adjusting so the bust 

point in the pattern can be located correctly. 

The dimension and shape of the shoulders were also observed; for example, 

whether they are (broad/narrow) or (square/sloping). Measuring the width of the 

shoulders and the amount of slope is important because most fitting issues are in 

this region. In some cases, wrinkles emerge from the outer shoulder or there are 

sag lines at the side of the armhole. It has also been observed that the shoulder 

seam sides were not located at the side neck point or at the shoulder tip. This is 

because most methods of drafting do not take the actual measurements of the 

shoulder; they only suggest a specific dimension derived from the proportion of 

others. Thus, it was necessary to select bodies that have sloping or squared 

shoulders to examine the limitations of current methods. 

Length of torso, and whether it is too (short/long), was also considered. The lower 

ribs vertebra may be (heavier/lighter) than average. The spacing between the ribs 

may be (greater/less) or the spine may be (longer/shorter) than average in the area 
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between the waist and the lower rib cage. These factors (increase/decrease) the 

body length between the waist and the bust and blade areas. This issue can cause 

the garment to be (taut/saggy) at the waistline and the fabric to form (tight/loose) 

horizontal (wrinkles/fold) at the waistline. 

Regarding the bust-to-waist drop and ratio, the body indents (more/less) than 

average at the waist, either because the muscles are (more/less) taut, the posture 

is (overly erect/slumped), or the deposits of soft tissues are (smaller/larger) than 

average. The circumference of the waist is noticeably (less than/equal to) that of the 

bust. For a small waist, this can cause the fabric at the waistline to form loose vertical 

folds. For a large waist, the fabric pulls taut horizontal wrinkles near the waist, which 

may cause the garment to rise. As a result, the bodice may appear to be too long, 

and the lengthwise ease cannot distribute itself properly below the bust level. 

Within an Excel spreadsheet containing all the selected measurements for the 516 

participants, the variables selected were ordered from smallest to largest, and the 

ten most extreme values at each end were marked up. This process allowed for a 

subsection of the data to be classified. Once all the data were marked up, those 

without evident figure variations against the selected criteria were removed. Next, 

the number of figure variations in each scan was totalled, and this was used to sort 

the scans so that those with the most figure variations were identified. The 50 scans 

with the most figure variations were then selected, and this sample was extracted 

from the existing set of female scan data. Further checking showed that some scans 

had erroneous placement of LMs, putting them into this category, and they were 

removed. The number of variables for each scan was then calculated and ordered 

from highest to lowest. The top 50 scans with the most variables were chosen (see 

Appendix N).  

This sample, which consists of 50 scans, was used to test and evaluate the 

produced patterns by JBlockCreator (see Section 3.10.6). To evaluate and analyse 

the fit of patterns produced by the parametric pattern tool in Lectra Modaris Expert 

(see Section 3.10.7), the number of 50 scans was reduced to 13 after their body 

characteristics and figure problems were analysed. The reasons for reducing the 

sample are discussed in Section 4.4.2. 
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3.10.6. Draft pattern using JBlock for the Beazley and Bond method  

JBlockCreator is a software application and API based on the Java programming 

language that enables pattern blocks to be generated automatically when data for 

body measurements are added. JBlockCreator provides a clean user interface for 

use by professional tailors. In addition, it offers developers a proven, extensible 

class framework to expand the existing range of drafting methods (Harwood et al., 

2020).  

JBlockCreator offers plotting tools to enable complex measurement data to be 

displayed in a way that helps when studying the theory of pattern-drafting and 

establishing relationships between measurements so as to benefit the practice. A 

further advantage afforded by JBlockCreator is that it helps to automate the 

production of custom clothing using digital means. It is possible to link body 

scanners, CAD software and plotters to JBlockCreator, thereby producing a linked 

production facility for clothing that is made-to-measure (Harwood et al., 2020). When 

using JBlock Creator with the Beazley and Bond (B&B) approach, the 50 scans of 

sample had a number of patterns made for it (see Appendix O). It is the custom 

combinations of default measurements that scanning software export that result in 

experimental patterns. The B&B approach was chosen to compare the control test 

draft because this method is particularly clear regarding the production of a pattern 

block for which the pattern dimensions are defined based on the measurements and 

ease of application. Every measurement associated with the draft is precisely 

defined by the B&B approach. In addition, this approach is especially good at 

documenting the measurements used when making patterns.  

The resulting patterns were critically assessed so that any problems could be 

identified, and the practical implications were contemplated. The researcher was, 

thus, able to define and attempt to address the problems associated with the 

previous method and effectively devise the new developed method.  

3.10.7. Bodice parametric draft and creation of the bodice block for selected 

scans 

The technology that underpins parametric pattern-drafting draws upon a number of 

variables, is affected by numerous constraints and represents the design model for 

a collection of different graphics (Liu et al., 2019). These are all associated with the 

same limitations, including equations, relationship formulas and geometric 
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constraints. This technology can automatically generate a unique, bespoke pattern 

for an individual by editing the measurements in the size chart because they are 

linked with the dimensions and outlines of the pattern. 

Lectra Modaris’ pattern-cutting software is a key tool in pattern production, and 

Modaris Expert is the most advanced version of Lectra’s pattern-making technology 

(Lectra, 2022). It has tools allowing one to draft a parametric pattern, which means 

it is possible to generate a unique, bespoke pattern for an individual automatically 

by editing the measurements in the size chart because they are linked with the 

dimensions and outlines of the pattern.  

This is a process that replicates individual drafting and, thus, provides a block as if 

it were drafted. This method can generate a set of individual patterns from a group 

of specific values of individual body measurements. Figure 20 shows parametric 

patterns in Lectra Modaris Expert. Pattern blocks are set up so that it only takes 

minutes to adjust them to be nearly identical to a manual draft using individual 

dimensions. 

 

Figure 20: Parametric Patterns in Lectra Modaris Expert 

The different methods were tested on 13 of the selected scans to compare their 

validity and the pattern-design construction strategies developed by the researcher. 
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The aim was to test the consistency of different pattern-drafting methods for subjects 

with diverse figure types. 

The researcher used her knowledge of pattern-drafting, the documents for each 

selected drafting method and training in parametric drafting within the ADE group to 

construct pattern blocks. Using Lectra Modaris Expert, parametric pattern blocks 

were created for each of the six selected methods (Khalil, 1985; Thatha, 1995; 

Holman, 1997; Beazley and Bond, 2003; Armstrong, 2014; Aldrich, 2015), and a 

further block combining the most suitable aspects of each draft was also developed 

to provide a test case for improving the context of the body in the draft. Then, to 

create an individual custom pattern block for each scan of the sample, the digital 

patterns using pattern-cutting software (i.e., Parametric Patterns in Lectra Modaris 

Expert) were generated for the six selected methods, in addition to the proposed 

method using body-scan data. The measurements required for each method were 

taken of the scanned bodies using the Size Stream software. The 3D body-scan 

data were derived from combinations of manual, custom and default measurements 

exported from the scanning software.  

On completion of all the construction blocks, the final blocks were extracted as DXF 

formats, then to JPGs for a visual and comprehensive comparison and analysis of 

the final produced patterns. Appendix P contains a completed draft for different 

pattern methods for the sample. 

3.10.8. Analysis of pattern problems and modifications 

After the patterns were produced in different pattern methods for the sample bodies, 

they were analysed to identify their problems and limitations. During the process of 

carrying out the comparative analysis, the pattern looked like there are unbalanced 

or have many problems with them as shown in Appendix P, which demonstrates the 

existence of limitations with some existing methods for draft patterns, as well as the 

proposed method. There are certain reasons for this result.  One reason is that the 

researcher deliberately chose a sample with bodies that have exaggerated 

dimensions in certain aspects, such as the size and shape of the shoulders, bust 

and waist, as mentioned when discussing the selection of the scan sample (see 

section 3.10.7 chapter 3). Hence, some measurements and method of drafting were 

tested and tried in the proposed method, after some difficulties appeared in 

obtaining or applying some measurements during the draft. The researcher tested 
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several methods to choose the best available method of measurements and 

drafting, based on her experience in drafting pattern. 

On the basis of the analysis, a number of recommendations were suggested for how 

the individual systems could be altered when the ability to cater for particular forms 

of the human body is limited or the ability to efficiently produce pattern blocks is 

constrained. The research provides an opportunity for the researcher to advance 

suggestions for how to develop an innovative system of pattern construction. It is 

the researcher’s understanding that limitations with the theory of drafting and 

measuring the human form, there is no viable way to produce a range of patterns 

that are suitable for the diverse configurations of the human body that exist. The 

research indicates that whilst there has been a series of improvements to CAD 

systems, there remains considerable scope for further enhancements in the 

absence of a details system of pattern construction. 

3.10.9. Test proposed method by professional  

To test the newly developed method, a subjective scale was developed (see 

Appendix Q). The scale's items were divided into four categories: bodice front fit, 

bodice back fit, bodice side fit and overall fit, which represent key parts relating to 

areas of the pattern and the draft. The evaluation tool developed for this study was 

based on Shen and Huck (1993). First, a list of items was developed that can 

influence the fit of the bodice. This list was compiled from good fit descriptions in 

several pattern-fitting books as well as a rating scale developed in a previous 

research on upper garment fit (Shen and Huck, 1993; Jintu Fan et al., 2004; Veblen, 

2012; Brown and Jannett, 2014). The purpose of rating each section of the bodice 

(front, back and sides) was to assess the overall impression of the fit for the 

proposed method that was cut and sewn. For each item, nine responses were 

possible. A number ranging from -4 to +4 was assigned to each item on the fit 

evaluation scale. The number 0 indicated the best possible fit for each item fit (i.e., 

the garment was not ‘too tight’ or ‘too loose’; see Table 7, below).  

Table 7. An example of scoring bodices for fit 

 

Strain/ looseness at bust level  

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Front is too tight, 
causes strain 

  Good fit   Front is too loose, 
causes folds 
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After scale development, four experts with experience and training in garment 

construction and fit were selected and invited to participate as judges in a one-day 

workshop in which the pattern blocks produced by body scanning were tested. This 

workshop aimed to test the proposed method and one existing method, namely the 

B&B method, and then to identify the limitations of these methods. All four judges 

were experienced pattern practitioners involved in training in complex pattern 

methods. One was a lecturer teaching advanced pattern methods, and the other 

three members varied in experience but were engaged in master’s level training in 

advanced pattern construction. 

At the start of the session, two of the students were scanned, and then their scan 

measurements and landmarks were checked and corrected if needed (see the 

process of the session in Figure 21). Subsequently, the scan data were used to 

create individual custom pattern blocks (see Appendix R). Patterns are derived from 

combinations of default, custom measurements exported from scanning software 

and some manual measurement that cannot be accurately obtained automatically 

using the software. For each individual, two bodice patterns were created and sewn: 

one using the B&B method, and the other using the proposed method. After sewing 

and creating the bodices, the researcher asked the judges to read the cover sheet 

for the he rating scale for evaluating the fit of bodice appearance and the instructions 

for the judges and if they had questions about them, they were answered. 

The next step involved evaluating a bodice. The judges then rated the fit of a bodice 

on two of the students. The subject remained perfectly still while the judges moved 

around to assess the front, back and both sides. In addition to moving around the 

subject, the judges were permitted to touch the bodice and request she lift and lower 

her arms. Importantly, it was the judges who moved, not the subject, because this 

ensured that the bodice would not become creased over time. When assessing the 

fit of the bodice, each judge took the opportunity to touch it. Regarding the ratings 

applied to the bodice, the judges discussed any discrepancies with the ratings until 

agreement was reached in terms of how well each item fitted.  
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Figure 21: the process of testing proposed method session 

3.10.10. Statistical analysis 

The SPSS V.25 program (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) was used in this 

study. Descriptive statistics are used to describe the basic features of the data in 

the study, such as maximum, minimum, mean, standard deviation and the 

coefficient of variation (CV), which is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation 
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to the mean. Inferential statistics are used as Mann–Whitney U to test the difference 

between the two methods (proposed method and B&B Bodice method), since the 

sample size is small (n < 20).  

The Mann–Whitney U test is a nonparametric test, since the analysis is performed 

on the basis of the rank order of the scores and thus it does not require the 

assumptions of a parametric test. Wilcoxon (1945) proposed it for equal sample 

sizes, however, in 1947, Mann and Whitney (1947) extended it to unequal sample 

sizes (and also provided probability values for the distribution of U, the test statistic).  

Data code 

A number ranging from -4 to +4 was assigned for each of the 13 items on the fit 

rating scale. For each item, a zero meant the best possible fit (see Table 8). A total 

mean score was computed and coded for all items on each scale from 1 to 9: (1= - 

4) up to (9= 4) with (5= 0) indicating (Good Fit) in the interval mean score [4.56: 

5.44] (Pimentel, 2010).  

Table 8: Scale with equal interval length  

Scale Interval Length Mean Interval Fit 

1 0.89 [1.00: 1.89] -4 

2 0.89 [1.89: 2.78] -3 

3 0.89 [2.78: 3.67] -2 

4 0.89 [ 3.67: 4.56] -1 

5 0.89 [ 4.56: 5.44] Good Fit 

6 0.89 [ 5.44: 6.33] 1 

7 0.89 [ 6.33: 7.22] 2 

8 0.89 [ 7.22: 8.11] 3 

9 0.89 [ 8.11: 9.00] 4 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

Table 9 lists the descriptive statistics ratings of the three raters for all items for the 

two methods developed (Proposed method and B&B). On average, one item out of 

13 (Strain/ looseness at the upper back) was rated as good fit in both methods. The 

Proposed method was rated four times as good fit vs. twice for the B&B method 

(see Table 9 and Figure 22). 
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Table 9: Descriptive Statistics 

Items Method N Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

Coefficient of 

Variation 
Fit 

Strain/ looseness at 

bust level 

proposed 3 5 6 5.17 .408 7.89 Good Fit 

B & B 3 5 8 6.17 .983 15.93 1 

Front neck 

circumference 

proposed 3 2 3 2.67 0.516 19.33 -3 

B & B 3 3 4 3.83 0.408 10.65 -1 

Front neck position 

proposed 3 2 3 2.67 0.516 19.33 -3 

B & B 3 2 4 3 0.632 21.07 -2 

Bodice length front 

 

proposed 3 1 5 3.33 1.862 55.92 -2 

B & B 3 3 5 4 1.095 27.38 -1 

Strain/ looseness at 

the upper back 

proposed 3 5 6 5.17 0.408 7.89 Good Fit 

B & B 3 5 5 5 0 0.00 Good Fit 

Neck circumference 

(back) 

proposed 3 5 5 5 0 0.00 Good Fit 

B & B 3 5 7 5.67 0.816 14.39 1 

Neckline position 

(back) 

proposed 3 5 7 5.67 0.816 14.39 1 

B & B 3 4 5 4.50 0.548 12.18 -1 

Bodice length 

(back) 

proposed 3 2 5 3.83 1.329 34.70 -1 

B & B 3 2 4 3.17 0.753 23.75 -2 

Shoulder seam 

position 

proposed 3 8 8 8 0 0.00 3 

B & B 3 4 5 4.33 0.516 11.92 -1 

Armhole 

proposed 3 8 9 8.33 0.516 6.19 4 

B & B 3 6 7 6.67 0.516 7.74 2 

Bustline 

circumference 

proposed 3 5 7 5.67 0.816 14.39 1 

B & B 3 5 8 6.50 1.049 16.14 2 

Waistline 

circumference 

proposed 3 5 5 5 0 0.00 Good Fit 

B & B 3 5 7 5.83 0.753 12.92 1 

Shoulder slope 

proposed 3 5 6 5.67 0.516 9.10 1 

B & B 3 5 5 5 0 0.00 Good Fit 

 

 

Figure 22: Mean score for items 
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3.11. Phase 3: The measurements required and three-dimensional body-

scanning technology 

3.11.1. Introduction 

To achieve the fourth research objective, which concerns in the determination of the 

suitability of body scanning measurement in the pattern drafting methods, his phase 

explains how the challenges associated with matching the measurements from the 

Size Stream scanner with those necessary to produce patterns for garments can be 

overcome. This is done in accordance with the six pattern-drafting methods chosen 

in this study for drafting women’s bodices, as well as the proposed method.  

Body scanning involves the application of image-capture technology to create a 3D 

body (Daanen and Ter Haar, 2013). Size Streams SS14 utilises Prime Sense IR 

depth sensors to produce a point cloud that can then form a mesh of the human 

body. The analysis of this mesh by the software is then used to arrive at accurate 

body measurements. Similar to the process when using traditional manual methods, 

it is necessary to landmark the 3D avatar, and it is these landmarks that are used 

when measurements are extracted.  

Technological advances have enabled greater data to be captured when body 

scanning (Bye et al., 2006; Gill, 2015) than with traditional methods, and it is now 

possible to produce patterns using simple scan data (Sayem et al., 2012; Hlaing et 

al., 2013; Tao and Bruniaux, 2013). Despite this, the vast majority of pattern blocks 

are produced manually based on traditional 1D measurements. Careful thought also 

needs to be given to how proportional rules are applied when producing a draft (Gill, 

2015; Gill and McKinney, 2016; McKinney et al., 2017). This can be utilised to 

replace the need to take difficult measurements. Therefore, one advantage 

associated with body scanning is the ability to take such measurements accurately 

to improve the accuracy of pattern blocks as proportional rules are not required.  

However, it is important to note that measurements generated using body scanning 

may differ from those taken manually. Nevertheless, body scanning generates 

considerably more data than manual processes and can transform how patterns are 

produced for the better. 
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3.11.2. Analysis and comparison of measurements between the methods and 

the body scanner 

First, a systematic analysis of the measurements required for pattern-drafting was 

conducted to establish the various measurements necessary for the different 

pattern-drafting methods. Measurements that had different definitions were 

separated, whereas those with a common definition were grouped collectively (see 

Table 10).  

The measurements defined by the most recent ISO standard (ISO, 2017) were then 

compared, and these measurements were categorised under collective headings 

where possible.  

The next step of the third phase concerned the comparison of measurements 

between the methods and the body scanner. Microsoft Excel was used to group the 

definitions of the measurements in accordance with advice in the pattern-

construction guides on their placement and method of taking. Comparisons were 

then made between these measurements and listed as core measurements by Size 

Stream Studio version 5.2.4.1 (SizeStream, 2017).  

Careful consideration was given to the possibility of defining measurements based 

on the software when they were not present or when there was a considerable 

difference from the measurements needed for the pattern draft. An analysis was 

conducted to clarify why the measurements are taken manually and those using the 

body scanner sometimes differ. Based on the results, recommendations were 

issued regarding the changes that should be made to the body-scanner 

measurements to ensure they are suitable for pattern-drafting. In addition, the 

possibility of including additional measurements to improve the capabilities of body 

scanning was considered (Bye et al., 2006; Gill, 2015) to improve the pattern blocks. 

In this current study, it is important to note that measurements were obtained for the 

subjects based on a universal and static scanning protocol, so that the results of the 

scans are compatible (Gill et al., 2016; Gill and Parker, 2017).  
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Table 10: Measurements required for pattern blocks and those provided by standards and the Size Stream 

body scanner 

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
Name 

ISO 
8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size Stream 
Msmnt   

Bust Bust arc  
Bust 
girth 

Bust 
Bust 
girth 

Bust 
girth 

Front 
bust arc 

Bust 
  

 Bust 
girth 

(5.3.4) 

Chest / Bust 
Circumference 
(& Fr Arc) 

  Back arc         
Back 

bust arc 
  

Chest / Bust 
Circumference 
Bk Arc 

Waist 
Front 

waist arc 
Waist Waist Waist Waist 

Front 
waist arc 

Waist 
  

Waist 
girth 
(5.3.10) 

OPT Waist 
Circ & Fr Arc 

  
Back 

waist arc 
        

Back 
waist arc 

  
OPT Waist 
Circ Bk Arc 

Back 
width 

    
Cross 
Back 

  

  
  

Across 
back Across 

Back 
  

Across 
back 
width 
(5.4.4)   

  
Across 
back 

Across 
back 

  
Half 
back 
width 

   
Across Back 
Tape 
Measurement 

Chest       

  
  
  

  
  
  

 

Across 
Front 

  
  

    

  
Across 
chest 

  
Cross 
Chest 

Across 
chest 

  
  

    
Across 
front 

   

Across 
front 
width 
(5.4.7) 

Across Chest 
Arm to Arm 
Length 

Shoulder 
Shoulder 

length 
Shoulder 

length 
Shoulder 

length 
Shoulder 

length 

Should
er 

length 

Shoulder 
length 

Shoulder 
Length 

Shoulder 
length 
(5.4.1) 

Shoulder 
Length Right 

Neck 
size 

  
Neck 
girth 

Neck 
Neck 

circumfe
rence  

  
  

  

Neck Base 
Measurem

ent 
  

Neck 
base 
girth 
(5.3.3) 

Neck 
Circumference 

  
Back 
neck 

        
  

  
CF 

length 
  

Centre 
Front 

Bodice 
    

Centre 
front 

neck to 
waist 

Centre 
Front Neck 

to Waist 

Front 
neck 
point to 
waist 
(5.4.8)   

Nape to 
Waist 

CB 
Length  

Nape to 
waist  

Centre 
Back 

Bodice 

 Back 
length  

 Back 
length  

Centre 
back 

neck to 
waist 

Centre 
Back Neck 

to Waist 

Back 
neck 
point to 
waist 
(5.4.5) 

Half Back 
Centre Tape 
Measure 

  
Bust 
span 

Bust 
promine

nce 
width 

  

Bust 
promine

nce 
width 

  
Bust 
Width 

Bust Width 

Bust 
point 
width 
(5.2.3) 

Bust-to-Bust 
Length 
(Custom) 

  
Across 

shoulder 
(front) 

         

Centre 
Front Neck 

to 
Shoulder  

  
Front Shoulder 
Width 

  
Across 

shoulder 
(back) 

    

Shoulder 
width 
from 
nape 

   
Centre 

Back Neck 
to shoulder 

Back 
shoulder 
width 
(5.4.2) 

Back Shoulder 
Width 

  
Dart 

placeme
nt front 

         
Waist Dart 
placement 

(front) 
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Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
Name 

ISO 
8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size Stream 
Msmnt   

  
Dart 

placeme
nt back 

         
Waist Dart 
placement 

(back) 
  

  

    
Front 

length to 
bust 

       
Centre 

Back Neck 
to BP 

Back 
neck 
point to 
bust 
point 
(5.4.12) 

Cervical to 
Bust Length 

    
Front 
waist 
level 

       

Centre 
Back Neck 

to Waist 
(pass BP) 

Back 
neck 
point to 
waist 
level 
(5.4.13)   

    

Front 
neck 

point to 
bust 
point 

  
Bust 
point 
length 

  

Side 
neck 

point to 
bust 
point 

 Side Neck 
Point to 

BP 

Side 
neck 
point to 
bust 
point 
(5.4.10) 

Side Neck to 
Bust Length 
Right 

    

Front 
neck 

point to 
waist 

  
Bust 

length 
Bust 

length 

Side 
Neck 

Point to 
waist 
(pass 
BP) 

Side Neck 
Point to 

waist 
(pass BP) 

Side 
neck 
point to 
waist 
level 
(5.4.11)   

  
Full 

length 
(front) 

  
Shoulder 
to Waist 

    
Side 

neck to 
Fr waist 

Side Neck 
Point to 
Front 
Waist 

  

  

  
Full 

length 
(back) 

  
Back 

shoulder 
to waist 

 Back 
length  

   

Side Neck 
Point to 

Back 
Waist 

  

  

  Strap          
Side Neck 

Point to 
Side Seam  

  

  

Front 
shoulder 
to waist 

           
Middle 

Shoulder 
to Waist 

  

  

Armscye 
Depth 

  
Armhole 
Depth 

Armhole 
Depth 

    
Armhole 

depth 
Armhole 
Depth 

Scye 
depth 
length 
(5.4.6) 

Back Neck to 
Back Chest 

  
shoulder 

slope 
(front) 

         
Shoulder 
Tip to CF 

Waist  
  

  

  
shoulder 

slope 
(back) 

         
Shoulder 
Tip to CB 

Waist  
  

  

  
Bust 
depth 

         Shoulder 
Tip to BP 

  
  

  
side 

length 
        

Side 
seam 
length 

Side Seam 
Length  

Side 
waist 
length 
(5.4.9)   

    
Width of 
Armhole 

       Width of 
Armhole 

Armscye 
front to 
back 
width 
(5.2.4)   

            
Bk waist 

dart 
length 

Back waist 
dart length 

  

  

            
Shoulder 

dart 
length 

Shoulder 
dart length 

  

  

            
Bk neck 

width 
Back neck 

width 
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* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization, Bk= Back, BP= Bust 

point, CB= Centre back, CF= Centre front, Circ= Circumference, Fr= Front, Msmnt= measurement, Nk= Neck, 

X= Across. 

  
Measurement is incorporated into another measurement or 
a similar measurement is taken 

  Measurement not required within the guidance 

  Measurement not currently available from scanner 

  

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
Name 

ISO 
8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size Stream 
Msmnt   

            
Fr neck 
width 

Front neck 
width 

  
  

            
Bk neck 
depth 

Back neck 
depth 

  
  

            
Fr neck 
depth 

Front neck 
depth 
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Chapter 4 Results and discussion of findings 

4.1. Introduction  

To achieve the research objectives, this chapter focuses on the presentation and 

analysis of the data collected. The chapter presents the main findings of the 

research and explores the significance and meanings of them. It also includes the 

summary and recommendations for further research. This chapter first presents the 

results from Phase 1, concerning the applicability of the current systems of pattern 

construction from the technical viewpoint of the pattern-drafting of bodice blocks. 

Then, the results of Phase 2 are presented: evaluating the newly developed method 

of constructing bodice blocks for different body types. Finally, the results of Phase 

3 are discussed: the measurements required for pattern construction and 3D body-

scanning technology.  

4.2. Findings and discussion of Phase 1  :The applicability of current 

pattern-drafting techniques 

Prior to develop a new method of pattern-drafting of clothing, a comparative analysis 

of six methods for creating women’s bodice blocks was performed in the first phase. 

With reference to the six systems of pattern construction (Khalil, 1985; Thatha, 

1995; Holman, 1997; Beazley and Bond, 2003; Armstrong, 2010; Aldrich, 2015) and 

from the technical viewpoint of the pattern construction of bodice blocks, this section 

discusses the comparative analysis and the results of the first phase of this 

research.  

4.2.1. The number of direct measurements and drafting methods of bodice 

patterns 

The results of the comparative analysis of the method of drafting, the landmarks and 

the method of taking measurements for the six pattern-drafting methods reveal that 

they are inconsistent and differ in the detail provided in each method (see Tables 

11 and 12).  
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Table 11: Drafting and calculating formulas of bodice patterns 

              

Methods 

 

Description   

ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA 

Bust 

circumference/2 
B/2+5 

Fr B arc/2 

+0.6 
(B+6) /2 +1.5 

(B +5:6) / 

2 

 B/4 +3 

B/2+3 
Bk B arc/2 

+1.9 
 B/4 

Waist 

circumference/2 
W/2 +3 

W arc/2 + 0.6 

W +4 /2 B\2 -6 W /2 W /2 

W arc/2 + 0.6 

Across chest/2 

Half chest 

+ half 

width of 

dart 

Half X chest 

+0.6 
- 

Half X 

chest +1 

ease + 2 

width of 

dart 

W/16 - 

Across back/2 
Half X 

back +0.5 

Half X back + 

0.6 
X back+2 /2 

X back+2 

/2 

Actual 

MSMNT 
3 B /16 

Across front 

shoulder/2 
- 

X shoulder – 

0.3 
- - - - 

Across back 

shoulder/2 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- - 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- 

Armhole width - - 
Armhole 

width +1.5 
- - B/8 

Shoulder length Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Back-neck 

width 

Nk Circ /5 

- 0.2 

Actual 

MSMNT 
Nk Circ /5  

Nk Circ/5 

+0.4 
Nk Circ /5 (B/16) + 1 

Front-neck 

width 

Nk Circ /5 

- 0.7 
- 

Nk Circ/5 

- 1 

Nk Circ\5 

– 0.6 
Nk Circ /5 (B/16) + 1 

Front-waist dart 

placement 

(X chest+ 

dart width)/ 

4 

Actual 

MSMNT BP width/2 
X chest/4 

+ 1.5 
BP width/2 

The same 

level as 

BP 

Back-waist dart 

placement 

X back/4 

+0.25 

Actual 

MSMNT 

(X back +2) 

/4 
- X back /4 B /12 

Half-bust-points 

width (X-axis) 

X chest+ 

dart width)/ 

4 

Half-bust 

width+ 0.6 

Actual 

MSMNT 

X chest/4 

+ 1.5 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- 

Front-waist dart 

width  

37.5% of 

waist-
* 4 cm 3 cm 

B\8 - W/8+ 

0.5 
2 cm 
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Methods 

 

Description   

ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA 

shaping 

amount 

Back-waist dart 

width  

29.2% of 

waist-

shaping 

amount 

3.8 cm 4 cm 3 cm B\8 -W/8- 0.5 3 cm 

Centre front-

neck to waist 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- - - - 

Centre back-

neck to waist 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Side-neck point 

to front waist 
- 

SNk to W+ 

0.3 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Side-neck point 

to back waist 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 
-  

Back-shoulder 

slope 

Armhole 

depth/5 

+ 0.8 

Shoulder 

slope + 0.3 
6 cm 4.5 cm 4 cm - 

Front-shoulder 

slope 

Under 

back-

shoulder 

slope by 

1.5 

Shoulder 

slope + 0.3 
6 cm 

The same 

level as 

the middle 

of the Fr-

Nk curve 

Under CF-Nk 

level by 2 cm 
- 

Bust-point 

position (Y-

axis) 

 

Actual 

MSMNT 

Actual 

MSMNT  
Actual 

MSMNT 
- 

Armhole depth 

Armhole 

depth size 

+0.5 

Pattern 

length – side-

seam length 

Armhole 

depth size +3 

Armhole 

depth size 

+2 

Half nape to 

W +2 

Half nape 

to W 

Side-seam 

length 
- 

Actual 

MSMNT 
- - - - 

Front-waist dart 

length 
 - 

Under the BP 

by 3 cm 

Under the 

armhole 

line by 3 

cm 

Under the BP 

by 3 cm 
10 cm 

Back-waist dart 

length 

From W to 

armhole 

line 

Less than 

side length 

by 2.5 cm 

From W to 

armhole line 

From W to 

armhole 

line 

Under 

armhole line 

by 3 

12 cm 

Back-neck 

depth 
1.5 cm 

Pattern 

length-CB 

length 

2 cm 2 cm 1.5 cm 1.5 cm 
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Methods 

 

Description   

ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA 

Front-neck 

depth 

Nk Circ /5 

- 0.2 

Pattern 

length-CF 

length 

(Nk Circ+2) 

/5 

Fr-Nk 

width +1.5 

Nk Circ /5 

 
B/16 + 1 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, B= Bust, Bk= Back, BP= Bust point, CB= Centre back, CF= Centre front, Circ= Circumference, 

Fr= Front, Msmnt= measurement, Nk= Neck, SNP= Side neck point, W= Waist, X= Across. 

Key to cell classification 

Fixed amount for all sizes 

Using equation to generate measurement derived from other direct measurements  

Measurement calculated as remaining distance from other direct measurement 

Actual body measurement with using equation 

Actual measurement  

Table 12: Comparison of usage of measurements according to bodice in different methods 

Measurements Proportional measurements or 

fixed values  
Direct measurements 

  No Description ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA 

B
o

d
ic

e
 w

id
th

s
 

1 Bust       √ √ √ √ √ √ 

2 Waist    √   √ √ √  √ √ 

3 Across chest     √  √ √  √   

4 Across back      √ √ √ √ √ √  

5 Across front shoulder        √     

6 Across back shoulder        √   √  

7 Armhole width      √   √    

8 Shoulder length       √ √ √ √ √ √ 

9 Back-neck width      √ √ √ √ √ √  

10 Front-neck width      √ √  √ √ √  

11 Front-waist dart 

placement 
√  √ √ √ √  √     

12 Back-waist dart 

placement 
√  √  √ √  √     

13 Bust-points width (X-

axis) 
√   √    √ √  √  

B
o

d
ic

e
 l
e
n

g
th

s
 

14 Centre front-neck to 

waist 
       √     

15 Centre back-neck to 

waist 
      √ √ √  √ √ 
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Measurements Proportional measurements or 

fixed values  
Direct measurements 

16 Side-neck point to front 

waist 
       √ √  √ √ 

17 Side-neck point to 

back waist 
       √  √   

18 Shoulder slope √  √ √ √   √     

19 Bust-point position (Y-

axis) 
√   √    √ √  √  

20 Armhole depth  √   √ √ √  √ √   

21 Side-seam length        √     

22 Waist dart long 

(front/back) 
√ √ √ √ √ √       

23 Back-neck depth √ √ √ √ √ √       

24 Front-neck depth √ √ √ √ √ √       

Total measurements 8 4 6 8 8 10 9 18 12 8 11 5 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 
THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement 

Key to cell classification 

Fixed amount for all sizes 

Using equation to generate measurement derived from other direct measurements  

Measurement calculated as remaining distance from other direct measurement 

Actual body measurement with using equation 

Actual measurement  

 

In Table 11, consideration was given to similarities between the methods, which are 

shaded similarly. For example, the methods that determine the dimensions of the 

pattern based on the actual measurements (whether with added ease or not) are 

shaded in grey. The methods that used a fixed amount for all sizes are shaded in 

green. Some methods that derived the dimensions of the body that relate to one 

another are shaded in yellow or orange. Table 12 is classified into two main columns 

(proportion system and direct system) and five colours (green, blue, yellow, grey 

and orange) containing the following information: The ‘proportion measurements or 

fixed values’ columns show the measurements derived from other sizes and based 

on proportional rules to determine the pattern dimensions (yellow shading). Green 

shading means the method used a fixed amount for all sizes in that measurement. 

For instance, the back-neck depth measurement is a fixed number (between 1.5 cm 
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and 2 cm) for all sizes in most methods, which means individual variations will not 

be accommodated and variations in body dimension are not considered when 

making a pattern for an individual (see Tables 13 and 14). There is, however, a 

study on anthropometry for clothing and garment fitting (Beazley, 1997) that 

illustrate the procedure of taking the measurement of the neck depth and width by 

actual dimensions of the body, though few studies used this technique effectively. 

Orange shading means the method of extracting the actual size from relevant 

measurements, such as the depth of the back neck in Armstrong's method, in which 

the size is obtained by subtracting side neck to waist length from nape-to-waist 

length, which may be considered as using the actual size but indirectly since the 

measurement has been calculated as remaining distance from two direct 

measurements (see Table 14). 

Table 13: Comparison of neck depth measurement among methods  

Measurements 

Proportion measurements or using a fixed 
amount  

direct measurements 

ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA 

Back-neck depth √ √ √ √ √ √       

Front-neck 
depth 

√ √ √ √ √ √       

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 
THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement. 

Table 14: Comparison of drafting calculating formulas of neck depth  

Measurement ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA 

Back-neck 
depth 

1.5 cm 
SNK to Bk waist – 

CB length 
2 cm 2 cm 1.5 cm 1.5 cm 

Front-neck 
depth 

Neck size 
/5 - 0.2 

SNK to Fr waist – 
CF length 

(Neck 
size+2) /5 

Front-neck 
width +1.5 

Neck 
size /5 

Bust/16 + 
1 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 
THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement. 

The ‘direct measurements’ columns contain cells shaded in grey and blue. These 

show the number of actual measurements used. For example, in Tables 14 and 15, 

both of shoulder-length and the across chest measurements, are shaded grey 

because the methods apply the actual size of body when drafting pattern (whether 

with added ease or not). The blue shading means the methods use the actual body 

measurement with using equation as in the size of neck width. Most methods use a 

percentage of the neck size (uses one-fifth of its circumference in most methods) 

(see Table 16). 

Table 15: Comparison of some measurement used among methods  
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Measurements 

Proportion measurements or using a fixed 
amount  

direct measurements 

ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA 

Front-neck 
width 

     √ √  √ √ √  

Across chest     √  √ √  √   

Shoulder length       √ √ √ √ √ √ 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 
THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement 

Table 16: Comparison of drafting calculating formulas of some measurement among methods 

Measurement ALD ARM B&B HOL KHA THA 

Front-neck 
width 

Neck circ /5 
- 0.7 

- 
Neck 
circ/5 

- 1 
Neck circ\5 – 0.6 

Neck circ 
/5 

(Bust/16) 
+ 1 

Across chest/2 
Half chest + 
half width of 

dart 

Half across 
chest+0.6 

- 
Half across 

chest+1 ease + 2 
width of dart 

Waist/16 - 

Shoulder 
length 

Actual 
MSMNT 

Actual 
MSMNT 

Actual 
MSMNT 

Actual MSMNT 
Actual 

MSMNT 
Actual 

MSMNT 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 
THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement. 

It is clear there are variations between different pattern-drafting methods in terms of 

the number of direct measurements required. The method used by Thatha (1995), 

for example, requires only five measurements, reflecting an insufficient grounding 

of the body in the body-to-pattern relationship. Tables 17 shows that the across the 

front and back measurement definitions have considerable variation within the 

pattern-drafting methods. Pattern drafting methods vary in the amount of detail given 

for measurements and do not use consistent measurements between them (for 

more discussion, examples and details of the analysis and comparison of 

measurements as well as definitions of measurements and their application were 

provided in the findings and discussion of Phase 3 in Section 4.5 and Appendix B). 

Table 17: The definitions of across back and front measurement  

Measurement 
Name 

Ald 2004 Arm 2010 B&B 2003 Hol 1997 Kha 1985 

Across back 

Back width: 
measure the 
back width 15 
cm down from 
the neck bone 
at the centre 

back. Measure 
from armscye 
to the armscye 

    

Cross back: 
measurement is 

taken 
horizontally 

across the back 
at the middle of 
back armhole 

level. 

  

    

Across 
back: 

Centre 
back to the 

mid-
armhole 
level at 

Across back: 
Across back, it is 

taken 
horizontally and 

gauged just 
above the skin 
folds where the 

  

Half-back width: 
Measurement is 

taken horizontally 
across the back 
at the middle of 
back armhole 

level 
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Measurement 
Name 

Ald 2004 Arm 2010 B&B 2003 Hol 1997 Kha 1985 

ridge of 
pinhead 

arms connect to 
the torso 

 

Chest: 
Measure the 
chest 7 cm 

down from the 
neck point at 

the centre 
front (armscye 
to armscye). 

      

  
  
  

 Across Front   

Across 
chest: 
Centre 
front to 

mid-
armhole 

level 
(pinhead 
mark). 

  

Cross chest: 
Measurement is 

taken 
horizontally 

across the front 
at the middle of 
front armhole 

level. 

      

Across front: 
Taken 

horizontally 
between the 

centre front-neck 
and bust level. 

The width is 
gauged at the 

skin folds where 
the arms connect 

to the torso. 

  

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil. 

The measurement and pattern-construction processes clearly show that a large 

proportion of measurements used to calculate block dimensions are calculated as 

a proportion of the relative dimensions. Armstrong (2014) suggests that a large 

number of direct measurements may be employed, but these are derived from the 

dress form, not a human model; therefore, they are easier to take as, in comparison 

with a human body, the dress form is often marked up by seam lines and other 

marks denoting certain measurements. The use of dress forms with artificial 

divisions is an illustration of imposed proportions which abstract a draft from any 

individual measurements and build in idealism which needs addressing at the fit 

stage. 

The results match those observed in the earlier study by Gill and Chadwick (2009). 

Gill and Chadwick (Gill and Chadwick, 2009) indicated that a comparison of the 

guides demonstrated that they employed various measurement nomenclatures 

(naming conventions). Thus, measurements made with the same names might not 

be usable when employed in another method as the names might refer to 

measurements not taken in an identical manner. The differences between how 

measurements are defined in disciplines of anthropometry and how they could be 
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applied in product development is a crucial factor to consider (Gill et al., 2017; 

Ahmed et al., 2019). It may be important to follow the progress of measurement 

application through the garment-pattern development process in order to gain a 

better understanding of the impact of differences in measurements between their 

definition and the method by which they were determined; in addition to analysis of 

the final produced garment, this tracking can help in getting a deeper understanding 

of both measurement definitions and the effect of any variation. 

With no clear relationship between the measurements and construction processes, 

there will be difficulties employing existing size charts correctly as a guide to pattern 

construction. It also becomes clear during pattern construction that there are very 

few measurements employed in the draft in isolation; most are applied relative to 

others. This makes it crucial for there to be linkages between every measurement; 

knowing the required distance to at least one other measurement makes it more 

feasible to create purely direct pattern-construction methodologies (Gill and 

Chadwick, 2009; Fujii et al., 2016).  

More discussion, examples and details of the analysis and comparison of 

measurements as well as definitions of measurements and their application were 

provided in the findings and discussion of Phase 3 in Section 4.5, Chapter 4. 

4.2.2. Drafting calculating formulas of bodice patterns 

The use of formulas in creating patterns is well established. This might be because 

of the idea that the physical process of fitting a garment can be modelled by using 

mapping and mathematical procedures. Indeed, a pattern drafter needs more than 

one science or knowledge in order to produce well-fitted garments. It requires a 

combination of experiences in anatomy, geometry, and mathematics (Thornton, 

n.d.). The results of the analysis (as presented in Tables 11 and 12) provide a means 

to discuss the significance of these formulas. For a better understanding, and before 

discussing the findings in this study, it is useful to see Figure 23, which illustrates 

the basic anatomy of a bodice block and the key landmarks of body-to-pattern 

relationship for bodice. Figure 24 to 29 show the figures of the final patterns for the 

six selected methods with their formulas.  
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Figure 23: Relationship between the garment patterns and the body landmarks 

 

Figure 24: formulas of bodice in Aldrich method 
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Figure 25: formulas of bodice in Armstrong method 

 

Figure 26: formulas of bodice in Beazley and bond method 
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Figure 27: formulas of bodice in Holman method 

 

Figure 28: formulas of bodice in Khalil method 
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Figure 29: formulas of bodice in Thatha method 

4.2.2.1. Pattern width 

When garments are designed to fit the human body, the body is divided into two 

parts, front and back, which are again divided into two vertical sections resulting in 

half-front and half-back panels (Efrat, 1982). The authors of most methods draft 

basic patterns for one side of the body only, as the body is assumed to be 

symmetrical along the vertical plane that divides it into the left and right sides, and 

the left side of the rectangle represents the centre back. Therefore, if the body is 

asymmetrical, the pattern should be drafted for the full body as opposed to just one 

side (Tsakalidou, 2016; Hong et al., 2017). 

Most selected methods draw the pattern as a rectangle and then begin with divisions 

and produce guidelines for drawing all parts of the pattern. However, some methods 

(e.g., Armstrong) use a technique similar to building scaffolding. For example, the 

line of half of the back is drawn first, then extended from the waistline, which then 

determines the line of the side seam (see Figure 30).  
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Figure 30: The process of drafting the basic back bodice in Armstrong method 

Resource: (Armstrong, 2014) 

Table 11 shows the pattern width for all bodices is based on the half-bust 

circumference, which is the greatest horizontal girth. In most methods, this 

measurement is used to calculate the horizontal dimension of the basic rectangle. 

The six methods used bust circumference plus a specific amount of ease. These 

fixed amounts were based on the practical experiences of the authors. However, 

the measurements of ease allowance stated in the methods were different to the 

ease allowances measured in the blocks. The average ease added was about 7cm, 

which is close to some previous studies that found the average ease that should be 

added to the bust circumference for a close-fitting garment was about 8cm (Lesko, 

1982; Gill, 2015). 

No method explains how to determine side-seam placement. Most methods divide 

the bust arc equally. Only the Armstrong method takes the bust and waist 

measurements as arcs, though these are taken from a dress form, with no indication 
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of how to place measurements on the body. This might be because of the difficulties 

of side-seam placement as highlighted by Ashdown, Choi and Milke (2008).  

Since there are no theories about how to determine the location of the side seam or 

division of arcs and there is also no agreement about the average of ease 

allowances. Therefore, taking bust measurements as arcs from scanner plus the 

average ease guided side-seam placement, and this was selected and tested in the 

proposed method of this research. 

4.2.2.2. Pattern length 

 In most of the methods, the pattern length is based on the nape-to-waist 

measurement plus the specific amount (i.e., standardised amount of back-neck 

depth). This means the vertical dimension of the pattern is based on the combined 

depth of the neck and nape-to-waist measurements. Kunick (1984) explains that 

when manipulating a pattern, the basic objective is the retention of balance, which 

is the relationship between the vertical dimensions of the front and back patterns. 

Other methods (i.e., Holman and Armstrong) use the measurement of the side-neck 

to back-waist level. However, using side-neck point to back waist might lead to 

misplacement of the centre back-neck. Similarly, adding predicted back-neck depth 

to the measurement of centre back-neck to waist might also lead to error in side-

neck point placement, which might cause more of an issue in balance. Therefore, 

the pattern length would be better when the nape-to-waist measurement plus the 

actual back-neck depth measurement is used. The suggested method in this study 

determines the length of pattern separately for each of the front and back sections. 

Due to the difficulty of measuring centre front-neck to waist using a scanner, the 

front length was the side neck to front waist because it was easier to obtain. More 

details on the validity and availability of measurements are discussed in the Phase 

3 findings (see Section 4.5). While the back pattern length was the nape-to-waist 

measurement plus the back-neck depth measurement, this can help avoid using 

proportions or assumptions that have occurred in previous methods.  

4.2.2.3. Back-shoulder dart 

Darts are essentially a wedge extending from an apex to the edge of the pattern. 

Although they eliminate unnecessary fullness, they preserve the body 

measurements (Bray, 1974). Darts release fullness along their length and end 

around the apex of the bust, buttocks, shoulder blades or abdomen. Crucially, darts 
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add an element of creativity and can transform a 2D pattern into a 3D item of clothing 

(Armstrong, 2014). The back-shoulder dart always points toward the shoulder 

blades in order to form the back piece around the projection of the blades 

(Hernández, 2000; Figure 31). It should be noted that, for those with a hunchback 

(i.e. a projection of the back), the upper back may be needs adding more than one 

dart (Hernández, 2000). This is because a lack of sufficient dart intake causes 

wrinkles to emerge from the neckline or armholes because the fabric is dropped 

from these areas to accommodate the curve of the shoulder blades (Brown and 

Jannett, 2014). Although previous researchers (Lesko, 1982; Hernández, 2000) 

recommended that the width and number of the back shoulder dart should be based 

on the projection of the back, but they did not explain how this could be applied 

during pattern drafting process. Instead, they postponed it to be during the fitting 

test stage.  

 

Figure 31: Back shoulder and back-bodice waist darts point toward the shoulder blades 

In most of the methods studied, the placement of the back dart is in the middle of 

the shoulder line, with a length of 5–8 cm and a width of 1–1.5 cm. This 

standardisation of approach, without recourse to a theory related to the body, means 

individual variations are not accommodated in any drafting methods observed. The 

width of all darts among methods are inconsistent. These measurements have been 

determined through the practice and experience of the authors who developed the 

drafts. Unfortunately, this information is rarely recorded and shared, although an 

explanation of why things are done is important to develop the methods. 

Furthermore, as technology (body scanning) enhances our ability to study the body, 

without explanations of practice there are no means to adjust methods to suit greater 

insights or benefit from technology. 
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The dart length in this study was the measurement from the middle of the shoulder 

to the back-shoulder curve, subtracting 2.5 cm. This is because a well-fitted dart 

should point toward the fullest part of the crown or the body curve it is intended to 

fit. The tip of the dart should end about 2.5 cm before the fullest part of the body 

curve or crown (Lesko, 1982; Brown and Jannett, 2014). This allows the fabric to 

form to the body without the dart tip poking. This study used the average width of a 

shoulder dart according to the methods, which is 1 cm. The fixed amount is 

inaccurate, especially for those with prominent shoulder blades, but calculating the 

amount of dart is not an easy task. It requires knowledge of the 3D measurement 

between the middle of the shoulder line and the shoulder blades, then an estimation 

of the necessary width. Therefore, future studies on determining the amount of dart 

required and the theories between body shape and shoulder dart size and position 

are recommended. 

4.2.2.4. Front- and back-shoulder slope 

 Most methods estimate a specific amount for all sizes, and some derive it from 

other measurements, such as armhole depth (Aldrich, 2015). It is assumed these 

values are based on practical experience and that they might facilitate any variation 

in the shape and posture of the figure. It is also possible that  the values reflect the 

fashionable silhouette for the shoulders of that period when the draft method was 

developed. Styling evidently impacts on bodice shape, which is notable when 

looking at Khalil bodice compared to others. The Armstrong method is the only one 

of the six to consider the direct shoulder slope. Armstrong takes this measurement 

from the landmark at the centre front waist, diagonally up over the bust to the 

shoulder-tip point (see Figure 32). However, thanks to technology, this 

measurement can be taken easily and accurately by measuring the angle or drop of 

the shoulder from the side-neck point to the shoulder tip via a 3D body scan (see 

Figure 33). 
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Figure 32: Shoulder slope measurement and its application in the pattern 

 

 

Figure 33: Shoulder drop measurement and its application in the pattern 

Two options were used in this study: a shoulder slope of +0.3 cm, as in the 

Armstrong method, and the drop of the shoulder. Since the measurements were 

taken from the scanned sample, measuring shoulder slope after Armstrong was 

difficult. This  is because when using Size Stream, this measurement can be arrived 

at by taking a multi-point line and following the contoured body surface, which is not 

regarded as accurate. Moreover, measuring shoulder slop as Armstrong method 

(that is taken on the front, from the landmark at centre front waist, diagonally up over 

the bust to each shoulder tip point) in cases of prominent bust leads to taking a very 

long length that may affect the balance of the pattern (see below Figure 34). This 

study, therefore, suggests using shoulder drop instead of the Armstrong method. In 

the 3D body scan, shoulder drop can be calculated by the differences between 

landmarks of the side neck point and shoulder point level. 
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Figure 34: Front bodice block for a participant by Armstrong method 

4.2.2.5. Back\front-neck width\depth  

Most selected methods in this study use a proportion of the base of the neck 

circumference (one-fifth plus a specific amount of ease) to derive the back- and the 

front-neck widths. Armstrong takes the back-neck measurement as a curve, but 

when applying this size to the pattern she uses the measurement as a neck width 

plus ease (straight line), which  means increasing the size of the back-neck (see 

Figure 35). This illustrates a mismatch between the body and the application of the 

measurements and illustrates an area where better consideration of the body to 

pattern relationship are necessary.  
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Figure 35: Back-neck measurement in Armstrong method  

Source:(Armstrong, 2014) 

The back-neck depth measurement is a fixed amount (between 1.5 and 2cm) for all 

sizes. The error in determining the back-neck width and depth could affect the 

position of other body measurements, such as the centre front, back point, side-

neck point, shoulder-tip point, etc. A garment can be considered well-fitting if it fits 

the body perfectly between the horizontal line at the lowest level of the armhole and 

the neck (Narang, 2015). Hulme (1945) and Gill (2015) support this view and 

emphasise that the neck-to-breast area is the control section of a pattern created 

for the upper body (see Figure 36). Accordingly, this study followed the Beazley 

(1997) method, which illustrates the procedure of taking a neck width and depth 

measurement using the actual dimensions of the body (see Figure 37). 
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Figure 36: Control sections on the upper and lower of the female body 

Source: (Gill, 2015, p.70) 

 

Figure 37: Neck measurements 

Source: (Beazley, 1997) 

4.2.2.6. Across the front and back  

Only three methods (Holman, 1997; Armstrong, 2014; Aldrich, 2015) use the chest-

width measurement. This is an important measurement as it is used to determine 

the armhole position that affects arm movement.  

In most methods, the upper-back width is based on the actual measurement plus 

the specific amount of ease. The current study followed the same equation (half 

across front/back + average ease). 
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4.2.2.7. Armhole depth and width 

In most methods, the armhole depth is based on the actual measurement plus the 

specific amount of ease. This research followed the same equation. There are three 

techniques in the methods studied to determine the armhole width and the drawing 

of the curves: 

• Using the proportion of the bust circumference (Khalil, 1985; Thatha, 1995) 

• Using the difference between the pattern width (based on bust circumference 

plus ease) and chest and back widths (Holman, 1997; Armstrong, 2014; 

Aldrich, 2015) 

• Using the actual measurement (Beazley and Bond, 2003) 

Using the actual measurement does not necessarily mean the drafting will be 

accurate. For instance, the Beazley and Bond method, which uses the actual 

armhole width, leads to mistakes in drawing the armhole curve, especially in plus 

sizes (see Figure 38) because of the fixed dart intake and not applying across chest 

size. It might be difficult to quantify this measurement because the process is 

complex and depends on many factors, such as the amount of ease in the pattern 

width and the widths of the chest and back, as well as the width of the bust dart. 

Beazley positions the armhole by a set distance from the centre back, then adds the 

armhole, with the remainder as the centre front. This method stacks the widths from 

the centre back. In contrast, Aldrich pinches the armhole by defining the back 

armhole as Beazley, but defining the front by width from the centre front. Therefore, 

it seems better to use the second method, which leaves the remaining distance of 

the pattern width between the chest width (across the front) plus ease and the width 

across the back plus ease (see Figure 39). 
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Figure 38: The stacked armhole method in Beasley and Bond  

 

 

Figure 39: Armhole width using the Aldrich method  

Source: (Aldrich, 2015, p.63) 

 

4.2.2.8. Bust dart  

Regarding the bust-dart point position, the methods use either bust-prominence 

width or chest-width measurements to determine its placement. This study used the 

half- Bust-to-Bust Length that produced by scanner in order to locate the bust dart 

point. 
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To determine the width of the bust dart, the previous studies followed many 

methods:  

• Some methods used a fixed amount for the width of bust darts (e.g.Holman, 

1997), which is not accurate because it neglects differences in breast sizes 

and prominences. 

• Some methods used the bust circumference to determine the width (Khalil, 

1985). However, the width of the bust dart is based on breast prominence, 

not on bust girth. Analysis of the torso at the bustline by scanners in previous 

studies indicated that there are variations in the bust fullness between women 

from very small, small, average, and very full (Chen, 2011; Carufel and Bye, 

2020). Bearing in mind that the greater the prominence, the greater the dart 

width, and vice versa, to accommodate the size of the area it covers (Bukhari, 

2007). 

• Some studies established a conical theory for formulating equations and 

applying them to the areas in patterns that can be modelled as cones, such 

as the bust area (Efrat, 1982; Lesko, 1982; Shen and Huck, 1993). This 

means that if the cone surface area is known, this area can be taken away 

from the total circle area. Then, the area of the dart and its angle can be 

obtained, which represents the size of the bust dart (see Figure 40). Two half 

cones, one below and one above the bust point, will more accurately describe 

the bust. Using angles determined from side view photographs of each 

subject, the degree of the angle of the dart at the shoulder of the front bodice 

pattern corresponds to the angle involved in the upper cone. While the 

degree of the angle in the lower cone corresponds to the angle of the dart at 

the waist of the front bodice pattern (Shen and Huck, 1993). This study tested 

conical theory and, even though this method considers breast prominence, 

using breast size to determine the width of the dart was found to be 

inadequate (see Appendix L2). This is because the body stance affects 

breast prominence and, thus, the sizes of the dart required (see Figure 41). 

In practice, these parameters are difficult to measure manually and always 

need modifications because areas of protrusion in the body, such as the 

breast area, cannot be regarded as true cones. The breast area is convex 

and has a curvature. In some cases, such as plus size, the degree of the 

angle is very large, which makes the dart too big in one location (see 

Appendix L2). Therefore, an alternative method needs to be developed to 
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calculate the accurate amount of dart that is required to have the pattern 

shaped to fit the body (Ahmed, Gill, et al., 2019; Almalki et al., 2020). 

 

Figure 40: The bust area of the body was treated as a conical shape. 

Source: (Shen and Huck, 1993) 

 

 

Figure 41: Effect of body stance on breast prominence 

Source: www.musely.com 

• Some studies use standard measurements based on bust circumferences 

(see Table 18). This method has some drawbacks; for example, the width 

between the dart legs will vary depending on the distance from the dart point 

http://www.musely.com/
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to the end of the dart legs. This means there will be a difference in the angle 

from size to size. 

Table 18: Bust-dart width from guidance in each method across the sizes 

Size 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 

Aldrich 5.2 5.8 6.4 7 7.6 8.2 8.8 9.4 10 10.6 11.2 

Hawkins 5.2 5.8 6.4 7 7.6 8.2 8.8 9.4 10 10.6 11.2 

Stanley 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 

Evans 5 5.7 6.3 7 7.6 8.3 8.9 9.5 10.1 10.8 11.4 

Bray 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 

Khalil 6.3 6.6 7 7.3 7.6 8 8.3 8.6 9 9.3 9.6 

Average 5.5 6.0 6.5 7 7.6 8.1 8.6 9.2 9.7 10.2 10.7 

Edited average 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 

 

The angle of the dart must not change in order to maintain the fit of the garment. 

Thus, it is suggested that the width is converted to an angle. 

Owing to the lack of theories based on a proper scientific approach regarding bust-

dart width, standard measurements are used in the current study using the average 

width of previous studies (see below Table 19). 

Table 19: average width of bust dart width 

Size 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 

Bust size 76 80 84 88 92 97 102 106 110 115 119 

Bust-dart 

width 
5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 

 

Waist darts: 

Width: To determine the width of the waist darts, the previous studies followed many 

methods:  

• Calculating the differences between the bust and waist, then distributing them 

in certain proportions between the front, back and side seam (Khalil, 1985).  

• Using a proportion of the waist circumference to distribute suppression 

(Khalil, 1985; Aldrich, 2015) 

• Using a fixed amount and standard measurement (Thatha, 1995; Holman, 

1997) 
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Number: Most methods use one waist dart for the front and back. However, when 

there is a large difference between the bust and waist, it is better to distribute it into 

many darts (Bukhari, 2007). 

Length: For the front dart, most methods use the armhole or bust-point landmark to 

locate the dart apex, and they use the armhole landmark to locate the dart apex of 

the back dart (i.e., Aldrich, Armstrong, Beazley and Bond, and Holman). The reason 

for this technique might be because the level of armhole depth is usually the same 

as the lowest point of the shoulder blade, which is the fullest part of the body curve 

in the back. Therefore, the back-waist dart length in this study was the measurement 

from the lowest point of the shoulder blade to the waist level, subtracting 2.5 cm (the 

tip of the dart should end before the fullest part). 

Placement: For the front-waist dart, there is an agreement that its placement is the 

same distance as the half-bust-point widths. This might be because the front-waist 

darts shape both the bust and the waist; therefore, the current study used the same 

technique. For the back-waist dart, there are two methods to locate it: using the 

proportion of the bust or upper-back width, or taking the actual measurement, as in 

the Armstrong method. However, Armstrong defines the location at the princess line, 

which is easy and clear to see in the dress form but difficult to see on a real model. 

In this study, the back-waist dart was placed at ¼ back-waist arc measurement of 

the length from centre back to side seam. The reason for this is that it is possible to 

take the size of the back-waist arc by scanner, and the middle of this size usually 

points toward the shoulder blades, thereby achieving the aim of accommodating 

their curves. 

Side-seam length: Only the Armstrong method uses an actual measurement for 

the side-seam length. The appropriate placement of this measurement is important 

to determine the level of armhole depth and, consequently, the creation of well-fitted 

garments. The current study used the actual measurement of the side seam, as 

used in the Armstrong method.  

The results of the comparative analysis performed to understand current methods 

and features of existing pattern construction for bodices and other block types 

revealed there are only a few theories of key principles in the methods enacted in 

practice. 
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4.2.3. The validity and ease of application of the methods 

The methods of Khalil (1985) and Thatha (Thatha, 1995) provide clear layouts, 

including several visual descriptions and numbered step-by-step instructions. In 

Thatha’s (Thatha, 1995) method, however, most dimensions are estimated 

illogically. For example, there is no logical relationship between the method of 

determination of the width of the bust dart and the distance from the nape to the 

depth of the front armhole (see Appendix D). This is due to an attempt to simplify 

the method by taking the lowest number of measurements and estimating the rest 

of the measurements and landmarks. Accordingly, this method can be considered 

to be the weakest method of the other selected methods based on observation and 

experimentation.  

Holman’s (Holman, 1997) method also provides step-by-step techniques of pattern-

cutting for fashion students and amateur dressmakers. This method has several 

drawbacks. First, it provides no definitions of or details about taking measurements, 

only illustrative images. It is not clear from this method how to take some 

measurements, such as the armhole depth figure. It appears as if it is a horizontal 

measurement, although it is known to be vertical (see Appendix E). Second, despite 

this method requiring 12 measurements, only seven are actually used. This means 

that most dimensions are estimated and derived from other measurements, which 

means the method contains potential inaccuracies. Third, Holman only mentions 

that ease must be added to horizontal measurements; however, she adds ease for 

vertical measurements (lengths). Lengths rarely need ease allowances. 

Furthermore, while the waist measurement is taken, and ease added to it, it is, 

nevertheless, not used during the waist-shaping phase at all. Thus, this method 

ignores the waist suppression. The waist is shaped by subtracting 9cm from the 

pattern width (6 cm for waist darts and 3 cm for side seams). Finally, the line 

separating the front from the back at the side seam divides the back and front pattern 

into two equal parts, but the front should be wider because of the bust and abdomen. 

Thus, there is no balance between the front and back sides in this method. 

Aldrich’s (2015) work is well-written and clarifies why and how the approaches 

proposed. It offers a variety of good basic blocks, as well as an introduction to 

pattern-cutting principles and many examples of their application to garments. 

However, some measurements (such as the shoulder slopes, bust-point position, 

and waist-dart positions) are derived from other measurements that are inaccurate. 
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Furthermore, the writer does not explain that bust-dart legs should be equal lengths 

and similar to Holman, Aldrich neglects the differences between front- and back-

bodice lengths. There is also a crucial error in Aldrich’s work of 2004 (pp. 14–15, 

Instructions 3–4). The measurement in Instructions 3–4 is not applicable to the draft 

because, if followed, the point would be too high. This mistake is corrected in the 

2015 edition (see Appendix F).  

Beazley and Bond’s (2003) method is one of the most straightforward for creating a 

pattern block in which measurements and ease are used directly to define the 

pattern dimensions. Ease allowances are stated within the text, in addition to 

guidance on the levels of ease required for different measurements. However, they 

provide definitions for some measurements that are not used. In addition, they do 

not define some measurements required for drafting, and there is a mistake in 

Instruction 5 (p.34). The equation for constructing the side seam is given as ¼ of 

the body-bust measurement +1 cm from the centre back. Having calculated the 

equation using the example, there is a mistake: it should be +1.5cm rather than +1 

cm. Analysis of the waist-shaping step in the instructions clarifies this is where the 

error is, though it can only be determined by careful analysis. The waist-shaping 

instructions are also confusing because it is unclear how to distribute the amount of 

waist-shaping (see Appendix G).  

Armstrong’s (2014) method requires taking the largest number of actual 

measurements, which means Armstrong believes the body-to-pattern relationship is 

better understood through contact with the body shape. One disadvantage of this 

method is that it merges both bust and waist darts into one dart, which makes the 

dart too concentrated in one location, rather than distributing suppression around 

the bust. Another drawback is that the distribution of ease around the bust 

circumferences can be considered defective because the ease is split differently for 

the back and front (1.2 cm for the front and around 3.8 cm for the back). Thus, the 

back’s appearance may be too loose compared with the front. 

4.2.4. The comparison of additional ease amounts in the pattern blocks  

‘Ease’ is a term used to refer to the difference between the measurements of the 

garment relative to the measurements of the person (Gill, 2009). When making a 

pattern, it is necessary to allow for ease. However, despite all patternmakers making 
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allowance for ease, many would benefit from clear guidance regarding how best to 

determine ease and how to apply it when constructing a pattern (Gill, 2010). 

After similar bodice patterns from the six selected methods were constructed for the 

dress-form size 12, these patterns were compared with the original body 

measurements, and ease levels were established. The measurements were taken 

and input into Microsoft Excel spreadsheets for statistical analysis. The amount of 

ease incorporated into the methods was determined. Then, the average ease value 

was calculated, as well as the average of positive values only.  

Only positive values were taken to determine the average ease value that should 

be incorporated into the pattern blocks for the proposed method (see Figure 42 and 

the chart in Appendix I). Negative values were excluded because these may not be 

acceptable in some sizes, such as circumferences and widths in a bodice. Negative 

ease is restrictive for any movements that cause increases. This is particularly 

problematic with woven garments, as it has implications for sizing, comfort and 

garment balance (Gill and Chadwick, 2009). 

Figure 42 and Appendix I demonstrates how ease differs depending on the choice 

of method, suggesting that fit can vary significantly on the same model. Although 

there is agreement on adding ease in some areas in the basic pattern, few methods 

state the level of ease in their text. Furthermore, the levels of ease incorporated into 

block-pattern construction among the methods are varied and inconsistent. This 

finding agrees with Gill and Chadwick’s (2009) study. There is also no accessible 

guidance on typical ease allowances or robust theory on its purpose, though there 

are some details starting to address this issue (Gill, 2011). 
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Figure 42: The comparison and analysis of average ease in total and average ease positive values only 

included in the pattern blocks 

When the measurements were taken using the patterns to measure ease, they were 

not referenced or measured from the methods written in the books but were defined 

using them from a specific reference (Beazley and Bond, 2003), with some 

modifications if necessary, so they can be compared and unified. This approach 

was taken for several reasons: First, the measurements in the methods are different, 

and not all methods define and explain how to take the required measurements or 

specify the amount of ease (Khalil, 1985; Thatha, 1995). Second, even in the 

methods that define and explain the size and amount of ease, the measurements 

after the drafting turned out to be different. The reason for this discrepancy may be 

because those methods do not take all sizes and do not connect with each other, 

which means that the measurements taken from the body, when applied during the 

construction process, could be located in different places.  

In Appendix I, it is evident that, in certain cases, there is no allowance for ease. The 

failure to allow for ease adversely affects not only how well a garment fits, but also 

its practical use when performing various tasks. The lack of ease can prove 

restrictive in woven garments, and issues can arise when there is a change to the 

balance of the garment (Gill, 2011). It may be a deliberate decision not to allow for 

ease, however, possibly because that is the current fashion. Certain garments (e.g. 
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trousers) require negative ease to achieve a good fit at the waist (McKinney et al., 

2012). However, failing to allow for ease when producing garments for the upper 

body is likely to restrict the wearer’s movements and could cause the garment to 

become stretched, adversely affecting its comfort and sizing.  

While there is consensus regarding the need to allow for ease in certain aspects of 

patterns, it is only the Beazley and Bond (Beazley and Bond, 2003) method that 

stipulates the required ease levels. Moreover, it is apparent that the amount of ease 

recommended when using the six methods to construct pattern blocks varies 

significantly, which causes inconsistencies. Khalil (1985) and Thatha (Thatha, 1995) 

are among those who seemingly overlook the need to allow for ease. Holman’s 

(Holman, 1997) method only requires an allowance for ease for the horizontal 

measurements, but she goes further by including vertical measurements as well. It 

is evident also that several measurements that incorporate an allowance for ease 

are not needed when pattern-drafting, and this could confuse those who try to apply 

a certain pattern-construction method.  

Given that there is only limited guidance regarding the degree of ease required to 

achieve a certain fit for the garment being produced (e.g. loose fitted, semi-fitted), 

future research should seek to establish suitable levels of ease that could become 

the industry standard (Gill and Chadwick, 2009; Kim et al., 2020).  

Guidance for ease allowances is sorely limited, indicating a need for agreed 

allowances for each classification of fit to achieve the desired proximity between the 

garment and the human form consistently. A solid grasp of ease and the associated 

allowances is required to make the most of the new technologies being developed. 

Failure to acquire such an understanding could conceivably prevent workers from 

acquiring the new skills needed to utilise fully the technology and to enable pattern 

theory to advance (Gill, 2015).  

To summarise, the current study demonstrated how the allowance for ease varies 

considerably depending on the choice of method applied when constructing a 

pattern block. It would be beneficial if the text clearly specified the amount of ease 

to allow, as is the case with the Beazley and Bond method (2003). There appears 

to be consensus in terms of the areas in which ease is required but none regarding 

the amount of ease. Nevertheless, it is possible to identify the range of ease 

allowance for each area and to use this as a guide when constructing a pattern 
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block. The range of ease allowance provided presents an opportunity for greater 

objectivity when determining what constitutes the most suitable pattern block. This 

point is important if innovative technologies are to be applied to measure the human 

form and then to automate the creation of pattern blocks. The results of this study 

will prove useful for those training people to work in the garment industry and for the 

industry itself by helping to overcome known issues with constructing patterns and 

allowing an appropriate amount of ease. Methods can be devised to determine 

suitable allowance of ease, and these can then be consistently applied. There is not 

one single pattern that can be identified as the most appropriate because this 

decision is based on a wide range of factors (Gill and Chadwick, 2009). Rather, it is 

possible to offer indications of what constitutes suitable ease allowances to facilitate 

further discussion of pattern-construction methods.  

4.2.5. Questionnaire and descriptive statistics 

In the first phase, six different bodice patterns were cut and sewn. Then, 

photographs were taken of three views of the body form. These photographs were 

used for the questionnaire given to the experts to evaluate the appearances of the 

garments produced using the different methods. The purpose of rating each section 

of the bodice was to assess the overall impression of fit for the six methods. This 

assessment helps determine the limitations of the existing pattern-drafting methods 

(see Appendices J and K).  

The focus of this section is the statistical analysis of data and the interpretation and 

explanation of the findings of the study regarding the stated research objectives in 

the first phase of this study. Analysis of variance and an examination of the means 

were used to analyse the data. The findings are reported and discussed in the 

following section. 

Table 20 and Figure 43 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the bust circumference fits comfortably at the bust level was 

verified in Bodice 1 and Bodice 6, with mean scores of 4.83 and 3.141, respectively, 

corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 
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Table 20: Does the bust circumference fit comfortably at the bust level? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 3 6 4.83 1.169 24.20 Good Fit 

Bodice 2 6 6 7 6.67 .516 7.74 
 

Bodice 3 6 5 6 5.50 .548 9.96 
 

Bodice 4 6 4 8 5.83 1.722 29.54 
 

Bodice 5 6 2 5 3.33 1.366 41.02 
 

Bodice 6 6 1 9 4.67 3.141 67.26 Good Fit 

 

 

Figure 43: Does the bust circumference fit comfortably at the bust level? 

Table 21 and Figure 44 reveals that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the waist circumference fits comfortably at the waistline was 

verified in Bodice 6, with a mean score of 5 = 0, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 

5.44]). 

Table 21: Does the waist circumference fit comfortably at the waistline? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 6 5.50 .548 9.96 - 

Bodice 2 6 4 5 4.50 .548 12.18 - 

Bodice 3 6 5 6 5.50 .548 9.96 - 

Bodice 4 6 6 7 6.33 .516 8.15 - 

Bodice 5 6 5 7 6.17 .753 12.20 - 

Bodice 6 6 4 6 5.00 .632 12.64 Good Fit 
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Figure 44: Does the waist circumference fit comfortably at the waistline? 

Table 22 and Figure 45 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning the width of the chest (8 cm down from the centre front neck point) was 

verified in Bodice 6, with a mean score 5.33, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 

5.44]). 

Table 22: Is the width of the chest (8 cm down from the centre front neck point) sufficient? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 8 6.17 .983 15.93 - 

Bodice 2 6 5 8 6.33 1.211 19.13 - 

Bodice 3 6 5 6 5.50 .548 9.96 - 

Bodice 4 6 6 8 6.67 .816 12.23 - 

Bodice 5 6 4 5 4.50 .548 12.18 - 

Bodice 6 6 3 9 5.33 2.160 40.53 Good Fit 

 

 

Figure 45: Is the width of the chest (8 cm down from the centre front neck point) sufficient ? 
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Table 23 and Figure 46 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the neck circumference fits comfortably around the base of the 

neck was not verified in any bodice, with a mean score > 5.44 for five methods and 

< 4.56 for one method. 

Table 23: Does the neck circumference fit comfortably around the base of the neck ? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 4 6 5.50 .837 15.22 - 

Bodice 2 6 5 6 5.50 .548 9.96 - 

Bodice 3 6 5 7 6.33 .816 12.89 - 

Bodice 4 6 5 7 6.17 .983 15.93 - 

Bodice 5 6 5 6 5.50 .548 9.96 - 

Bodice 6 6 2 5 3.50 1.049 29.97 - 

 

 

Figure 46: Does the neck circumference fit comfortably around the base of the neck? 

Table 24 and Figure 47 reveals that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the centre front bodice neck matches the base of the centre 

front neck of the dress form was verified in Bodices 1, 5 and 6 by mean scores of 

4.67, 5 and 4.83, respectively, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 24: Does the centre front bodice neck match the base of the centre front neck of the dress form? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 4 6 4.67 .816 17.47 Good Fit 

Bodice 2 6 3 6 4.50 1.049 23.31 - 
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Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 3 6 2 7 4.33 1.966 45.40 - 

Bodice 4 6 2 7 4.17 2.137 51.25 - 

Bodice 5 6 4 6 5.00 .632 12.64 Good Fit 

Bodice 6 6 4 6 4.83 .753 15.59 Good Fit 

 

 

Figure 47: Does the centre front bodice neck match the base of the centre front neck of the dress form? 

Table 25 and Figure 48 reveals that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the front bodice length at centre front comes to the waistline 

was verified in Bodice 1 and Bodice 3 with mean scores of 4.67 and 5, respectively, 

corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 25: Does the front bodice length at centre front come to the waistline? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 4 5 4.67 .516 11.05 Good Fit 

Bodice 2 6 5 6 5.50 .548 9.96 - 

Bodice 3 6 5 5 5.00 0.000 0.00 Good Fit 

Bodice 4 6 5 6 5.67 .516 9.10 - 

Bodice 5 6 3 5 3.67 .816 22.23 - 

Bodice 6 6 3 6 4.33 1.033 23.86 - 
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Figure 48: Does the front bodice length at centre front come to the waistline? 

Table 26 and Figure 49 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the bust dart length points to the fullest part was verified in 

Bodice 2 by a mean score 5.33, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 26: Does the bust dart length point to the fullest part? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 8 5.50 1.225 22.27 - 

Bodice 2 6 4 6 5.33 .816 15.31 Good Fit 

Bodice 3 6 5 8 6.17 .983 15.93 - 

Bodice 4 6 4 9 6.33 1.862 29.42 - 

Bodice 5 6 5 8 6.50 1.225 18.85 - 

Bodice 6 6 5 6 5.50 .548 9.96 - 

 

 

Figure 49: Does the bust dart length point to the fullest part? 
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Table 27 and Figure 50 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the waist darts sit where expected (at the princess lines) was 

verified in Bodices 1, 2, 3 and 4 by mean scores of 4.83, 5.17, 5.3, and 4.83, 

respectively, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 27: Do the waist darts sit where expected (at the princess lines)? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 3 6 4.83 1.169 24.20 Good Fit 

Bodice 2 6 4 6 5.17 .753 14.56 Good Fit 

Bodice 3 6 5 6 5.33 .516 9.68 Good Fit 

Bodice 4 6 4 6 4.83 .753 15.59 Good Fit 

Bodice 5 6 5 7 5.67 .816 14.39 - 

Bodice 6 6 5 7 5.50 .837 15.22 - 

 

 

Figure 50: Do the waist darts sit where expected (at the princess lines)? 

Table 28 and Figure 51 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the waist dart length points toward the body curve it is intended 

to fit was not verified in any bodice, with a mean score > 5.44 in five methods and < 

4.56 in the final method. 
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Table 28: Does the waist dart length point toward the body curve it is intended to fit? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 9 6.50 1.378 21.20 - 

Bodice 2 6 5 9 6.50 1.378 21.20 - 

Bodice 3 6 5 9 5.83 1.602 27.48 - 

Bodice 4 6 5 9 7.00 1.414 20.20 - 

Bodice 5 6 6 9 7.33 1.211 16.52 - 

Bodice 6 6 3 7 4.33 1.506 34.78 - 

 

 

Figure 51: Does the waist dart length point toward the body curve it is intended to fit? 

Table 29 and Figure 52 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the shoulder length is sufficient at the side neck point was not 

verified in any bodice, with a mean score of > 5.44 in two methods and < 4.56 in 

four methods. 

Table 29: Is the shoulder-length sufficient at the side neck point? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 3 5 3.67 .816 22.23 - 

Bodice 2 6 4 5 4.50 .548 12.18 - 

Bodice 3 6 5 7 5.50 .837 15.22 - 

Bodice 4 6 2 6 3.67 1.633 44.50 - 

Bodice 5 6 3 4 3.83 .408 10.65 - 

Bodice 6 6 5 7 6.00 .894 14.90 - 
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Figure 52: Is the shoulder length sufficient at the side neck point? 

Table 30 and Figure 53 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the shoulder length is sufficient at the shoulder end was verified 

in Bodice 5 by a mean score of 4.83, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 30: Is the shoulder-length sufficient at the shoulder end? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 3 9 6.00 2.098 34.97 - 

Bodice 2 6 2 5 4.50 1.225 27.22 - 

Bodice 3 6 3 5 4.33 .816 18.85 - 

Bodice 4 6 5 8 6.17 1.329 21.54 - 

Bodice 5 6 4 6 4.83 .753 15.59 Good Fit 

Bodice 6 6 3 4 3.83 .408 10.65 - 

 

 

Figure 53: Is the shoulder length sufficient at the shoulder end? 
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Table 31 and Figure 54 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the shoulder seam at the neck matches the shoulder of the 

dress form was verified in Bodice 3 and Bodice 6, with mean scores of 5 and 5.33, 

respectively, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 31: Does the shoulder seam at the neck match the shoulder of the dress form? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 6 5.67 .516 9.10 - 

Bodice 2 6 5 6 5.50 .548 9.96 - 

Bodice 3 6 5 5 5.00 0.000 0.00 Good Fit 

Bodice 4 6 4 7 5.83 1.169 20.05 - 

Bodice 5 6 3 8 6.00 1.789 29.82 - 

Bodice 6 6 4 6 5.33 .816 15.31 Good Fit 

 

 

Figure 54: Does the shoulder seam at the neck match the shoulder of the dress form? 

Table 32 and Figure 55 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the shoulder seam at the shoulder end matches the shoulder 

tip of the dress form was verified in Bodice 2 and Bodice 6, with mean scores of 

4.83 for both, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 32:  Does the shoulder seam at the shoulder end match the shoulder tip of the dress form? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 7 6.33 1.033 16.32 - 

Bodice 2 6 4 5 4.83 .408 8.45 Good Fit 

Bodice 3 6 5 7 6.00 .632 10.53 - 

Bodice 4 6 5 7 6.33 .816 12.89 - 
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Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 5 6 5 6 5.83 .408 7.00 - 

Bodice 6 6 4 6 4.83 .753 15.59 Good Fit 

 

 

Figure 55: Does the shoulder seam at the shoulder end match the shoulder tip of the dress form? 

Table 33 and Figure 56 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the shoulder slope (angle) matches the shoulder of the dress 

form was verified in Bodice 6, with a mean score of 5.17, corresponding to 0 (Good 

Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 33: Does the shoulder slope (angle) match the shoulder of the dress form? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 2 5 3.33 1.211 36.37 - 

Bodice 2 6 5 8 5.50 1.225 22.27 - 

Bodice 3 6 2 6 4.17 1.329 31.87 - 

Bodice 4 6 1 6 4.00 1.789 44.73 - 

Bodice 5 6 5 6 5.67 .516 9.10 - 

Bodice 6 6 5 6 5.17 .408 7.89 Good Fit 
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Figure 56: Does the shoulder slope (angle) match the shoulder of the dress form? 

Table 34 and Figure 57 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the size of the shoulder dart is sufficient to accommodate the 

curve of the shoulder blades was verified in Bodices 2, 4, 5 and 6, with mean scores 

of 5, 4.67, 5 and 5.17, respectively, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 34: Is the size of the shoulder dart sufficient to accommodate the curve of the shoulder blades? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 3 5 4.00 .894 22.35 - 

Bodice 2 6 3 8 5.00 1.897 37.94 Good Fit 

Bodice 3 6 2 6 4.17 1.472 35.30 - 

Bodice 4 6 1 6 4.67 1.862 39.87 Good Fit 

Bodice 5 6 4 6 5.00 .894 17.88 Good Fit 

Bodice 6 6 4 6 5.17 .753 14.56 Good Fit 

 

 

Figure 57: Is the size of the shoulder dart sufficient to accommodate the curve of the shoulder blades? 
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Table 35 and Figure 58 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the side seam length is sufficient at the waistline was not 

verified in any bodice, with a mean score < 4.56 for all six methods. 

Table 35: Is side seam length sufficient at the waistline?  

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 3 5 4.33 .816 18.85 - 

Bodice 2 6 3 4 3.83 .408 10.65 - 

Bodice 3 6 2 4 3.00 .632 21.07 - 

Bodice 4 6 3 5 4.50 .837 18.60 - 

Bodice 5 6 3 5 4.00 .632 15.80 - 

Bodice 6 6 1 4 3.00 1.095 36.50 - 

 

 

Figure 58: Is side seam length sufficient at the waistline? 

Table 36 and Figure 59 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the side seam length is sufficient at the underarm was verified 

in Bodice 5 and Bodice 6, with mean scores of 4.67 and 4.83, respectively, 

corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 
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Table 36: Is side seam length sufficient at the underarm? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 2 6 4.00 1.673 41.83 - 

Bodice 2 6 2 5 3.83 1.169 30.52 - 

Bodice 3 6 1 4 3.00 1.265 42.17 - 

Bodice 4 6 1 4 2.33 1.211 51.97 - 

Bodice 5 6 3 6 4.67 1.033 22.12 Good Fit 

Bodice 6 6 4 6 4.83 .753 15.59 Good Fit 

 

 

Figure 59: Is side seam length sufficient at the underarm? 

Table 37 and Figure 60 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the side seam of the bodice matches the side seam of the dress 

form at the waistline was verified in Bodice 1, with a mean score of 5.17, 

corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 37: Does the side seam of the bodice match the side seam of the dress form at the waistline? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 6 5.17 .408 7.89 Good Fit 

Bodice 2 6 6 7 6.17 .408 6.61 - 

Bodice 3 6 3 4 3.67 .516 14.06 - 

Bodice 4 6 3 4 3.17 .408 12.87 - 

Bodice 5 6 4 5 4.33 .516 11.92 - 

Bodice 6 6 3 7 5.50 1.378 25.05 - 
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Figure 60: Does the side seam of the bodice match the side seam of the dress form at the waistline? 

Table 38 and Figure 61 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the side seam of the bodice matches the side seam of the dress 

form at the underarm was verified in Bodices 1, 2, 5 and 6, with mean scores of 5, 

4.83, 5 and 5.17, respectively, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 38: Does the side seam of the bodice match the side seam of the dress form at the underarm? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 5 5.00 0.000 0.00 Good Fit 

Bodice 2 6 4 5 4.83 .408 8.45 Good Fit 

Bodice 3 6 3 4 3.83 .408 10.65 - 

Bodice 4 6 3 4 3.50 .548 15.66 - 

Bodice 5 6 4 6 5.00 .632 12.64 Good Fit 

Bodice 6 6 5 6 5.17 .408 7.89 Good Fit 

 

 

Figure 61: Does the side seam of the bodice match the side seam of the dress form at the underarm? 
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Table 39 and Figure 62 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the armhole depth is sufficient was verified in Bodice 5 and 

Bodice 6, with mean scores of 4.83 and 5, respectively, corresponding to 0 (Good 

Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 39:  Is the armhole depth sufficient? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 6 5.50 .548 9.96 - 

Bodice 2 6 5 8 6.33 1.033 16.32 - 

Bodice 3 6 6 8 6.83 .753 11.02 - 

Bodice 4 6 6 9 7.17 1.169 16.30 - 

Bodice 5 6 4 5 4.83 .408 8.45 Good Fit 

Bodice 6 6 4 6 5.00 .894 17.88 Good Fit 

 

 

Figure 62: Is the armhole depth sufficient? 

Table 40 and Figure 63 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the armhole width is sufficient was verified in Bodice 3, with a 

mean score of 5.33, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 40: Is the armhole width sufficient? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 9 5.83 1.602 27.48 - 

Bodice 2 6 4 9 6.33 1.966 31.06 - 

Bodice 3 6 3 7 5.33 1.366 25.63 Good Fit 

Bodice 4 6 3 8 5.83 1.941 33.29 - 

Bodice 5 6 3 5 4.33 .816 18.85 - 
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Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 6 6 4 7 5.67 1.211 21.36 - 

 

 

Figure 63: Is the armhole width sufficient? 

Table 41 and Figure 64 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the bust circumference fits comfortably at the bust level was 

verified in all methods, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]), except Bodice 1, 

with a mean score of >5.44. 

Table 41: Does the bust circumference fit comfortably at the bust level? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Coefficient of variation Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 6 5.50 .548 9.96 - 

Bodice 2 6 4 6 5.17 .753 14.56 Good Fit 

Bodice 3 6 3 7 5.17 1.472 28.47 Good Fit 

Bodice 4 6 3 7 5.17 1.329 25.71 Good Fit 

Bodice 5 6 4 6 4.67 .816 17.47 Good Fit 

Bodice 6 6 2 7 4.83 1.722 35.65 Good Fit 
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Figure 64: Does the bust circumference fit comfortably at the bust level? 

Table 42 and Figure 65 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the waist circumference fits comfortably at the waistline was 

verified in Bodices 1, 2, 3 and 6, with mean scores of 5.17, 4.83, 4.67 and 5, 

respectively, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 42: Does the waist circumference fit comfortably at the waistline? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 6 5.17 .408 7.89 Good Fit 

Bodice 2 6 4 5 4.83 .408 8.45 Good Fit 

Bodice 3 6 4 5 4.67 .516 11.05 Good Fit 

Bodice 4 6 6 7 6.17 .408 6.61 - 

Bodice 5 6 4 5 4.33 .516 11.92 - 

Bodice 6 6 4 6 5.00 .632 12.64 Good Fit 
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Figure 65: Does the waist circumference fit comfortably at the waistline? 

Table 43 and Figure 66 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the width of the upper back (about 13 cm down from the centre 

back neck point) is sufficient was verified in Bodice 2 and Bodice 3, with mean 

scores of 4.83 and 4.67, respectively, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 43: Is the width of the upper back (about 13 cm down from the centre back neck point) sufficient? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 7 5.83 .753 12.92 - 

Bodice 2 6 4 6 4.83 .753 15.59 Good Fit 

Bodice 3 6 3 6 4.67 1.033 22.12 Good Fit 

Bodice 4 6 2 7 4.50 1.643 36.51 - 

Bodice 5 6 1 5 3.67 1.366 37.22 - 

Bodice 6 6 3 6 4.50 1.049 23.31 - 
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Figure 66: Is the width of the upper back (about 13 cm down from the centre back neck point) sufficient? 

Table 44 and Figure 67 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the back bodice length at the centre back comes to the waistline 

was verified in Bodice 1 and Bodice 4, with mean scores of 4.83 and 5.17, 

respectively, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 44: Does the back bodice length at the centre back come to the waistline? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 4 5 4.83 .408 8.45 Good Fit 

Bodice 2 6 4 4 4.00 0.000 0.00 - 

Bodice 3 6 3 4 3.17 .408 12.87 - 

Bodice 4 6 5 6 5.17 .408 7.89 Good Fit 

Bodice 5 6 4 5 4.17 .408 9.78 - 

Bodice 6 6 1 3 2.33 .816 35.02 - 
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Figure 67: Does the back bodice length at the centre back come to the waistline? 

Table 45 and Figure 68 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the neck circumference fits comfortably around the base of the 

neck was verified in Bodice 3, with a mean score of 4.83, corresponding to 0 (Good 

Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 45: Does the neck circumference fit comfortably around the base of the neck? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 3 5 4.33 .816 18.85 - 

Bodice 2 6 6 8 7.00 .894 12.77 - 

Bodice 3 6 4 5 4.83 .408 8.45 Good Fit 

Bodice 4 6 5 6 5.50 .548 9.96 - 

Bodice 5 6 6 7 6.17 .408 6.61 - 

Bodice 6 6 2 5 4.00 1.095 27.38 - 

 

 

Figure 68: Does the neck circumference fit comfortably around the base of the neck? 
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Table 46 and Figure 69 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the centre back neck bodice matches the base of the centre 

back neck of the dress form was verified in Bodice 2 and Bodice 4, with mean scores 

of 5.33 and 5.17, respectively, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 46: Does the centre back neck bodice match the base of the centre back neck of the dress form? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 6 5.50 .548 9.96 - 

Bodice 2 6 4 6 5.33 .816 15.31 Good Fit 

Bodice 3 6 5 7 5.83 .753 12.92 - 

Bodice 4 6 5 6 5.17 .408 7.89 Good Fit 

Bodice 5 6 5 8 5.50 1.225 22.27 - 

Bodice 6 6 5 7 6.17 .753 12.20 - 

 

 

Figure 69: Does the centre back neck bodice match the base of the centre back neck of the dress form? 

Table 47 and Figure 70 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the waist darts sit where expected (at the princess lines) was 

verified in Bodices 1, 2 and 5, with mean scores of 4.83, 4.67 and 5.17, respectively, 

corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 
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Table 47: Do the waist darts sit where expected (at the princess lines)? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 4 5 4.83 .408 8.45 Good Fit 

Bodice 2 6 4 5 4.67 .516 11.05 Good Fit 

Bodice 3 6 4 6 5.50 .837 15.22 - 

Bodice 4 6 2 6 3.83 1.472 38.43 - 

Bodice 5 6 5 6 5.17 .408 7.89 Good Fit 

Bodice 6 6 3 7 5.50 1.378 25.05 - 

 

 

Figure 70: Do the waist darts sit where expected (at the princess lines)? 

Table 48 and Figure 71 reveal that the average rating of the six evaluators 

concerning whether the waist dart length points toward the body curve it is intended 

to fit was verified in Bodices 2, 3 and 5, with mean scores of 5, 5 and 5.17, 

respectively, corresponding to 0 (Good Fit, [4.56: 5.44]). 

Table 48: Does the waist dart length point toward the body curve it is intended to fit? 

Method N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Fit 

Bodice 1 6 5 7 6.00 .632 10.53 - 

Bodice 2 6 4 6 5.00 .632 12.64 Good Fit 

Bodice 3 6 4 6 5.00 .632 12.64 Good Fit 

Bodice 4 6 5 7 5.67 .816 14.39 - 

Bodice 5 6 5 6 5.17 .408 7.89 Good Fit 

Bodice 6 6 1 5 3.17 1.472 46.44 - 
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Figure  71 : Does the waist dart length point toward the body curve it is intended to fit? 

Table 49 lists the results of the ANOVA tests, which indicate that there is a 

statistically significant difference in 20 of 29 cases: p < 0.05. Nine cases had no 

statistically significant difference regarding the rating of the evaluators for the six 

methods (p > 0.05). (The LSD results are in Appendix S) 

Table 49: the results of the ANOVA tests 

 

Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Bust Circ. Between 

Groups 
39.139 5 7.828 2.824 .033* 

Within Groups 83.167 30 2.772   

Total 122.306 35    

Waist Circ. Between 

Groups 
14.333 5 2.867 8.063 .000** 

Within Groups 10.667 30 .356   

Total 25.000 35    

Chest Width Between 

Groups 
18.917 5 3.783 2.713 .039* 

Within Groups 41.833 30 1.394   

Total 60.750 35    

Neck Circ. Between 

Groups 
30.583 5 6.117 9.099 .000** 

Within Groups 20.167 30 .672   

Total 50.750 35    

Centre Front Neck Between 

Groups 
2.917 5 .583 .313 .901 

Within Groups 55.833 30 1.861   

Total 58.750 35    
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5 5
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Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Front Bodice Length Between 

Groups 
16.806 5 3.361 7.857 .000** 

Within Groups 12.833 30 .428   

Total 29.639 35    

Bust Dart Length Between 

Groups 
7.556 5 1.511 1.079 .392 

Within Groups 42.000 30 1.400   

Total 49.556 35    

Waist Darts Between 

Groups 
3.556 5 .711 1.032 .417 

Within Groups 20.667 30 .689   

Total 24.222 35    

Waist Dart Length Between 

Groups 
34.250 5 6.850 3.397 .015* 

Within Groups 60.500 30 2.017   

Total 94.750 35    

Shoulder Length Neck Between 

Groups 
30.472 5 6.094 6.899 .000** 

Within Groups 26.500 30 .883   

Total 56.972 35    

Shoulder Length End Between 

Groups 
26.556 5 5.311 3.515 .013* 

Within Groups 45.333 30 1.511   

Total 71.889 35    

Shoulder Seam Neck Between 

Groups 
3.889 5 .778 .805 .555 

Within Groups 29.000 30 .967   

Total 32.889 35    

Shoulder Seam End Between 

Groups 
14.472 5 2.894 5.725 .001** 

Within Groups 15.167 30 .506   

Total 29.639 35    

Shoulder Slope Between 

Groups 
26.472 5 5.294 3.797 .009** 

Within Groups 41.833 30 1.394   

Total 68.306 35    

Shoulder Dart Size Between 

Groups 
7.000 5 1.400 .737 .602 

Within Groups 57.000 30 1.900   

Total 64.000 35    

Side Seam Length 

Waistline 

Between 

Groups 
12.556 5 2.511 4.264 .005** 
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Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Within Groups 17.667 30 .589   

Total 30.222 35    

Side Seam Length 

Underarm 

Between 

Groups 
27.889 5 5.578 3.774 .009** 

Within Groups 44.333 30 1.478   

Total 72.222 35    

Side Seam Waistline Between 

Groups 
39.333 5 7.867 16.091 .000** 

Within Groups 14.667 30 .489   

Total 54.000 35    

Side Seam Underarm Between 

Groups 
14.889 5 2.978 14.889 .000** 

Within Groups 6.000 30 .200   

Total 20.889 35    

Armhole Depth Between 

Groups 
28.556 5 5.711 8.031 .000** 

Within Groups 21.333 30 .711   

Total 49.889 35    

Armhole Width Between 

Groups 
13.889 5 2.778 1.174 .345 

Within Groups 71.000 30 2.367   

Total 84.889 35    

Bust Circ Bust Level Between 

Groups 
2.583 5 .517 .368 .867 

Within Groups 42.167 30 1.406   

Total 44.750 35    

Waist Circ. Waistline Between 

Groups 
11.806 5 2.361 9.884 .000** 

Within Groups 7.167 30 .239   

Total 18.972 35    

Upper Back Width Between 

Groups 
14.667 5 2.933 2.237 .076 

Within Groups 39.333 30 1.311   

Total 54.000 35    

Back Bodice Length Between 

Groups 
33.222 5 6.644 29.900 .000** 

Within Groups 6.667 30 .222   

Total 39.889 35    

Neck Circ. Base Between 

Groups 
39.139 5 7.828 14.232 .000** 

Within Groups 16.500 30 .550   

Total 55.639 35    
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Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Centre Back Neck Between 

Groups 
3.917 5 .783 1.248 .312 

Within Groups 18.833 30 .628   

Total 22.750 35    

Waist Darts Princess Between 

Groups 
11.917 5 2.383 2.665 .042* 

Within Groups 26.833 30 .894   

Total 38.750 35    

Waist Darts Length Between 

Groups 
29.000 5 5.800 8.286 .000** 

Within Groups 21.000 30 .700   

Total 50.000 35    
* Significant at 0.05 

** Significant at 0.01 

The cases of the non-significant differences in the evaluators’ ratings (P > 0.05) are 

as follows: 

1. Centre Front Neck: F = 0.313 and P= 0.901> 0.05 indicate non-significant 

differences among the methods since the mean ranged between 4.17 and 5, 

with good fit for Bodices 1, 5 and 6. 

2. Waist Darts: F = 1.032 and P= 0.417> 0.05 indicate non-significant 

differences among the methods since the mean ranged between 4.83 and 

5.67, with good fit for Bodices 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

3. Shoulder Seam Neck: F = 0.805 and P= 0.555> 0.05 indicate non-significant 

differences among the methods since the mean ranged between 5 and 6, 

with good fit for Bodices 3 and 6. 

4. Shoulder Dart Size: F = 0.737 and P= 0.602> 0.05 indicate non-significant 

differences among the methods since the mean ranged between 4 and 5.17, 

with good fit for Bodices 2, 4, 5 and 6. 

5. Armhole Width: F = 1.174 and P= 0.345> 0.05 indicate non-significant 

differences among the methods since the mean ranged between 4.33 and 

6.33, with good fit for Bodice 3. 

6. Bust Circ. Bust Level: F = 0.368 and P= 0.867> 0.05 indicate non-significant 

differences among the methods since the mean ranged between 4.67 and 

5.50, with good fit for Bodices 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
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7. Upper Back Width: F = 2.237 and P= 0.076> 0.05 indicate non-significant 

differences among the methods since the mean ranged between 3.67 and 

5.83, with good fit for Bodices 2 and 3. 

8. Centre Back Neck: F = 1.248 and P= 0.312> 0.05 indicate non-significant 

differences among the methods since the mean ranged between 5.17 and 

6.17, with good fit for Bodices 2 and 4. 

The most important results of the questionnaire can be summarised as follows. 

There are fitting problems for some measurements, which are caused by not taking 

the actual size from the body. For example, Side seams should extend 

perpendicular to the floor, straight down from the centre of the underarm. They 

should not shift or pull to the front or back. Side seams should appear to intersect 

the waistline at a 90º angle. There was an agreement among the raters that the 

position and length of the side seam had problems in most selected methods, due 

essentially to the dependency on the proportion system when determining body 

arcs.  

There were fitting issues in some measurements despite their actual sizes being 

taken. For instance, all methods took the size of nape to waist from the body and 

then applied it in drafting pattern, but the length was not accurate in most methods. 

This is due to not taking the back neck depth measurement, which is above centre 

back length. The process of drafting patterns requires a series of integrated and 

appropriately sequenced steps.  

Another significant finding was that there appears to be no agreement on the 

amount of ease in most circumference and widths, either among the judges or the 

drafting methods. Further research is required to establish how the garment industry 

applies ease because it is known that ease plays a significant role in determining 

consumers’ perceptions of how well garments fit. As such, there is still no consensus 

regarding a suitable ease allowance for a given area of the body and style of 

garment. There is also a need for a single universal fit system so that manufacturers, 

retailers, and consumers all have a similar notion of how well something fits 

(Ashdown and Loker, 2010). Designers use fit tests that are primarily concerned 

with how other people perceive the garment when it is being worn by others 

(Ashdown and Loker, 2010; Miell et al., 2018). In contrast, wear tests consider the 

opinion of the person who is wearing the garment in terms of how it feels and 

performs. Unsurprisingly, these two approaches can often give different results 
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regarding how well an item of clothing ‘fits’ (Ashdown and Loker, 2010). It seems 

that a common fit system or semantic is required so that retailers, manufacturers, 

and consumers are better able to communicate because this would help address 

some difficulties identified with how well garments fit. To date, there is no consensus 

regarding a universal fit language among the research community. A scale is 

required for the measurement of fit to be applied in the research and compared 

(Miell, 2018).  

4.3. Summary  

This section summarises the main findings from Phase 1 concerning the applicability 

of the current systems of pattern construction from the technical viewpoint of the 

pattern-drafting of bodice blocks. This section also explores the significance and 

meanings of its results and includes recommendations for further research. 

To gain insight into pattern-drafting methods and the use of proportions, a number 

of methods were identified. Methods were selected based upon their differences in 

terms of how they used measurements, which measurements they used, and how 

they constructed the pattern. Consideration was given to the time and location of 

their origination. Initially, methods were analysed and classified from studying the 

text outlining the method, then experimentation was undertaken comparing how the 

patterns were created based on dress form dimensions, which provided a common 

reference point. To ensure that blocks were comparable, dress form was used rather 

than actual people in the first phase as a consistent method of obtaining 

measurements because of the stable measurement landmarks on the forms as well 

as their symmetry and stability when taking measurement. The use of a dress form 

allowed for stability in comparison, as the forms were not subject to movement or 

longer-term change in the way a human model might be. In the second phase of this 

study, different pattern-drafting with a human population was explored based on 

existing body scanning data.  

A key finding of the first phase of this research was that pattern-drafting methods 

are heavily standardised and rely on extensive post-draft development to suit 

individual variations. Evaluating the appearance of the bodices revealed that all the 

patterns required modification. It was also noted there is excessive use of a specific 

proportion of the primary measurements or, sometimes, using a fixed amount to 

draft certain body dimensions on a pattern.  Following these different methods will 
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lead to different pattern blocks for the same individual. These differences indicate 

that body-to-pattern relationships are not standardised, and furthermore, it is 

highlighted that the limitations in existing pattern-drafting methods need to be 

addressed (Gill and Chadwick, 2009; McKinney et al., 2012; Tama and Öndoǧan, 

2014; McKinney et al., 2017). This problem becomes complicated and noticeable 

when the physical characteristics of the individual do not meet imposed ideals. This 

is why current apparel mass customisation methods still undergo test pattern fittings 

and are corrected before the final garment can be produced (Chen, 2006; McKinney 

et al., 2017). However, the fitting process for custom-made garments is expensive 

in terms of both time and materials and could be significantly reduced with more 

robust body-to-pattern theory. 

4.4. Findings and discussion of Phase 2: evaluation of existing and 

proposed methods and their limitations 

This section discusses the analysis and studies conducted in Phase 2 of this 

research.  It includes evaluation of fit and analysis of pattern problems in each of the 

proposed newly developed methods of constructing bodices, the six selected 

methods of drafting, JBlock pattern, and the bodice parametric draft and creation of 

the bodice block for selected scans.  

4.4.1. Proposed formulations to draft the bodice block for diverse figure types 

Often, patternmakers fail to offer any accompanying notes with the patterns they 

produce. They assume that the user will be able to utilise the pattern despite being 

unaware of the underlying logic used in its construction or the correlation used or 

the allowance for movement (Narang, 2015). It is challenging for designers of 

patterns to develop open and creative methods of garment production without 

having a suitable explanation of pattern development that may appear to be 

mathematically complex. This last point poses a particular problem if patterns utilise 

3D coordinate geometry. Empirical research has established that there are known 

problems with the explanations offered with basic patterns and the failure to educate 

designers appropriately (McKinney et al., 2012; Narang, 2015).  

There is a need to retain this theoretical knowledge for future generations so they 

can be trained as patternmakers and designers. This knowledge will effectively help 

to minimise material waste, significantly reduce the time spent achieving a good fit 
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and help with the shift towards automated processes whereby patterns can be 

drafted by computer software. For this to be realised, it is necessary for the intuitive 

knowledge of patternmakers to be recorded, codified and incorporated into 

computer databases regarding the body-pattern relationships for the various body 

proportions (McKinney et al., 2012). 

Based on the previous analysis and comparisons between the methods  in Phase 1, 

the researcher tested several methods to choose the best available method of 

measurements and drafting, based on her experience in drafting pattern (see Figure 

72). After that, the researcher proposed a new system to construct bodice blocks 

with greater consideration of the wearer’s body shape, size, and proportions for the 

different female figure types. In this section, the steps for drafting the proposed basic 

block are listed and explained. The justifications for each step are discussed in the 

previous phase as much as possible. The steps that are not scientifically justified 

are discussed further in Section 4.4.4 in this chapter. 
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Figure 72: Testing different method for drafting bodice pattern 

Body landmarks and measurements: 

The landmarks are utilized as guidelines to indicate where each measurement must 

be taken. They enable the person who measures the wearer to find the correct 

locations of measurement in the same position on different people. For example, 

the beginning and end of a measurement. However, difficulties in correctly 

identifying landmarks are among the main sources of observer error when gathering 

anthropometric data. For there to be agreement regarding measurements of the 

human form in anthropometric studies, there is a need for the common body points 

to be consistently identified (Simmons and Istook, 2003).  

In order to locate the proper placement of the landmarks for proposed method, all 

landmarks were placed based on their definition from previous literature (Beazley, 
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1997; Hernández, 2000; ISO, 2010; Tsakalidou, 2016) that defined them according 

to the anatomy of skeleton and the muscles of the subject (see Appendix T). 

To draft a women’s bodice block with greater consideration of the actual body, at 

least 20 required measurements are suggested (see Table 49). These 

measurements were suggested and chosen based on the research in Section 3.9.2, 

in which the analysis of the measurements required for the six methods of pattern-

drafting was conducted.  

The suggested measurements were also based on the study in Section 3.9.2, in 

which the researcher reviewed and explored body figure shapes and their problems 

regarding garment fit from previous studies. This review aimed to focus on which 

measurements might help to avoid the need for fit adjustments in the pattern. 

The researcher suggested the number of available measurements that can be 

obtained by a 3D body scan, whether the measuring is taken automatically or by a 

manual tool. The suggested measurements are across chest (middle of front 

armhole level), across back (midway between nape and armhole level), front waist 

arc, back waist arc, front bust arc, back bust arc, armhole depth, shoulder length, 

centre back neck to waist, side neck point to bust point, shoulder dart length, 

shoulder drop, back neck width, front neck width, back neck depth, front neck depth, 

side seam length, Bk waist dart length, bust point to centre front (half bust point 

widths), side neck to front waist (see Table 50). 

Table 50: Measurement required to draft the proposed method  

Measurement 

name and 

description 

References 

Figure 

Front bust arc: 

The measurement 

is taken 

horizontally around 

the fullest part of 

the bust (over right 

and left bust 

points), under the 

arms. The tape 

measure runs from 

the front-right bust 

side seam to the 

(Armstrong, 

2014) 
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Measurement 

name and 

description 

References 

Figure 

front-left bust side 

seam. 

Back bust arc  

The measurement 

is taken 

horizontally at bust 

level, under the 

arms. The tape 

measure runs from 

the back-right bust 

side seam to the 

back-left bust side 

seam. 

  

Front waist arc  

At the natural waist 

position, which is 

around the 

narrowest part of 

the abdomen. The 

tape measure runs 

from the front-right 

waist side seam to 

the front-left waist 

side seam. 

(Armstrong, 

2014) 

 
 

Back waist arc  

At the natural waist 

position, which is 

around the 

narrowest part of 

the abdomen. The 

tape measure runs 

from the front-right 

waist side seam to 

the front-left waist 

side seam. 

(Armstrong, 

2014) 
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Measurement 

name and 

description 

References 

Figure 

Back neck width  

The plastic square 

is positioned 

horizontally over 

the nape landmark 

and adjusted to 

touch both right 

and left neck point 

landmarks at an 

equal 

measurement. 

This width 

measurement 

between the neck 

points is recorded. 

(Beazley, 1997) 

 
 

Back neck depth  

The vertical 

measurement from 

the nape level to 

the neck points is 

recorded. 

(Beazley, 1997) 

 

 

 

Front neck width  

The width 

measurement is 

recorded between 

the neck points. 

(Beazley, 1997) 

 

 

Front neck depth  

The vertical 

measurement from 

the centre front 

neck level to the 

neck points is 

recorded. 
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Measurement 

name and 

description 

References 

Figure 

Across back  

The measurement 

is taken 

horizontally across 

the back, midway 

between the nape 

landmark and 

armhole level, and 

over the shoulder 

blades. 

(Holman, 1997) 

(Berry, 2001) 

(Aldrich, 2015) 

(ISO, 2017) 

 

 

Across chest  

This measurement 

is taken 

horizontally across 

the front at the 

middle of front 

armhole level. 

(Holman, 1997) 

(Armstrong, 

2014) 

  

Bust width  

The measurement 

is taken 

horizontally from 

one nipple to the 

other. 

(Khalil, 1985) 

(Beazley, 1997) 

(Berry, 2001) 

(Beazley and 

Bond, 2003) 

(Armstrong, 

2014) 

 
 

Shoulder drop  

The value of the 

vertical distance 

from side neck 

point to shoulder 

point. 

 

  

Back waist dart 

length  

The measurement 

is taken from the 

lowest point of the 

shoulder blade to 

the waist level, 

subtracting 2.5 cm. 
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Measurement 

name and 

description 

References 

Figure 

Back shoulder dart 

length  

The measurement 

is taken from the 

middle of the 

shoulder to the 

back shoulder 

curve (the tip of 

the dart should 

end before fullest 

part of the body 

curve in back 

shoulder) 

 

 
 

Shoulder length  

This measurement 

is taken between 

the side neck point 

and the tip of 

shoulder, on both 

sides of the body 

(Beazley, 1997) 

(Berry, 2001) 

(Armstrong, 

2014) (Aldrich, 

2015) (Holman, 

1997) (Khalil, 

1985) (Thatha, 

1995) (Beazley 

and Bond, 

2003) (ISO, 

2017) 

  

Armhole depth  

The tape measure 

is placed at the 

nape and 

positioned 

vertically down the 

centre back to the 

armhole 

(Beazley and 

Bond, 2003) 

(Beazley, 1997) 

(ISO, 2017) 

  

Side neck point to 

Bust Point  

The measurement 

is taken from the 

landmark at the 

side neck point to 

the bust 

prominence. 

(Berry, 2001) 

(Khalil, 1985) 

(Beazley, 1997) 

(Beazley and 

Bond, 2003) 

(ISO, 2017) 
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Measurement 

name and 

description 

References 

Figure 

Side neck point to 

front waist  

The measurement 

is taken from the 

landmark at the 

side neck to the 

front waist 

landmark. 

(Holman, 1997) 

  

Side seam length  

This measurement 

is taken from the 

midpoint at the 

underarm to the 

waist landmark at 

the side seam. 

(Armstrong, 

2014) (ISO, 

2017) 

 
 

Centre back neck 

to waist  

The measurement 

is taken from the 

nape, vertically 

down the centre 

back to the waist 

landmark. 

(Beazley, 1997) 

(Berry, 2001) 

(Armstrong, 

2014) (Aldrich, 

2015) (Holman, 

1997) (Khalil, 

1985) (Thatha, 

1995) (Beazley 

and Bond, 

2003) (ISO, 

2017)  

 

 

 

The following steps were used to develop the bodice block. These instructions can 

be used either with manual methods or the Lectra Modaris.  

1. Create a rectangle.  

a. Width = (½ back bust arc + 2.5 cm ease+ ½ front bust arc + 1.5 cm ease) 

b. Depth = (nape to waist + back neck depth)  

The total average ease that should be added to the bust circumference for a 

close-fitting garment is about 4 cm (8 cm in total). This has been determined from 

analysis of methods in this research, and concurs with the findings of other studies 
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(Lesko, 1982; Gill, 2015). This ease amount is then distributed to 2.5 cm for the 

back (62.5%) and 1.5 for the front (37.5 %). 

2. Mark the side seam position as a vertical line (½ back bust arc + 2.5 cm) 

from the left vertical edge (centre back CB). 

 

Back pattern  

3. Draw the back neck curved at the upper left corner. 

a. Depth = back neck depth measurement 

b. Width = back neck width measurement  

The French curve ruler can be used for drawing the armhole curve. 

  

 

4. To draw back shoulder line: 

a. Position a back shoulder drop measurement from the left side of the 

rectangle. 

b. Construct the shoulder line from the side neck point (shoulder length 

measurement + 1 cm dart) to intersect the shoulder level line.  
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5. Armhole depth 

Construct the depth of armhole level + 1.7 cm (average ease) vertically from 

the nape, extending from the CB to the CF line. 

 

 

6. Position the half back width measurement vertically from CB midway 

between the nape and depth of the armhole. 

7. Construct the back armhole position horizontally across measurement + 0.5 

cm ease. 

8. Draw the curve of the armhole using the French curve ruler. 

 

9. Waist shaping 

Calculate the distribution of suppression. 
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a. Pattern width – (½ Fr waist arc + 1.5 cm ease + ½ Bk waist arc + 1.5 cm 

ease). The average ease that should be added to the waist circumference 

is about 6 cm based on the comparison and analysis of ease allowances 

that have been done in this study  as well as some previous studies related 

to ease (Gill, 2015). 

b. Distribute the difference (suppression) so (30%) goes to the back waist 

dart, (33%) is split as side seam suppression and (37%) in the front waist 

dart. 

 

10. Back waist dart 

a.  Placement = mark the back waist dart at ¼ back waist arc measurement 

of the length from centre back to side seam.  

b. Length = Bk waist dart length measurement (which is the measurement 

from the lowest point of the shoulder blade to the waist level, subtracting 

2.5 cm). 

Width = (30%) of the waistline suppression. (The dart suppression should 

be equally distributed on either side of the dart opening.) 

11. The length of the back waistline should be ½ Bk waist arc + 1.5 cm + 30% of 

the waistline suppression. 

12. For the side back seam, connect a line from the side waist to the underarm 

point (the length should be the actual side seam length measurement – 1.7 

cm ease of armhole depth). Fold the dart, then curve the waistline. 

  

13. For the back shoulder dart  

a. Placement: mark a point midway on the shoulder line. Connect this point to 

the edge of back waist dart. 

b. Width: 1 cm  

c. Length: the measurement of the shoulder dart length (which is from the 

middle of the shoulder to the back shoulder curve, subtracting 2.5 cm). 
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Raise the legs of the dart up about 0.3 cm and make sure that the dart legs 

are equal.  

  

Front pattern 

14. From the right side of the rectangle at waistline, measure the side neck to 

front waist measurement.  

 At this level, construct a horizontal line. 

15. Draw the front neck curved at this line. 

a. Depth = front neck depth measurement  

b. Width = front neck width measurement  

 

16. Bust dart placement 

a. Construct a line parallel to the CF between the bust and waist level; the 

distance is the half-bust prominence width measurement. 

b. Draw a bust length from the Fr side neck to intersect the bust prominence 

width line for the bust point BP; the bust length measurement. 

17. Bust dart width 

Insert a bust dart width with apex finishing at BP. 

Size 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 

Bust size 76 80 84 88 92 97 102 106 110 115 119 

Bust dart 

width 
5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 
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After drawing the dart legs, make sure they are equal. 

   

 

18. To draw front shoulder line, 

a. Position a front shoulder drop measurement from the left side of the 

rectangle. 

b. Construct the shoulder line (shoulder length measurement) from the tip of 

the second dart's leg to intersect the shoulder level line. 

 

19. Armhole 

a. Position the half front width measurement vertically from CF midway 

between the centre front neck and depth of the armhole. 
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b. Construct the front armhole position horizontally at the half across chest 

measurement + 0.5 ease (folding the dart if the pattern is drafted manually. 

If it is drafted by Lectra, the dart width where the across chest line should 

be excluded). 

c. Draw the curve of the armhole using the French curve ruler. 

  

20. Front waist dart 

a. Placement = extend from BP the line parallel to the CF beyond the right of 

the rectangle.  

b. Length = the apex finishing 2.5 cm from BP 

Width = 37% of the waistline suppression. (The dart suppression should be 

equally distributed on either side of the dart opening.) 

 

21. The length of the front waistline should be ½ Fr waist arc + 0.1.5 cm + 37% 

of the waistline suppression. 

22. For the side front seam, connect a line from the side waist to the underarm 

point (the length should be the actual side seam length measurement – 1.7 

cm ease of armhole depth). Fold the dart, then curve the waistline. 
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Figure 73 illustrates the final bodice block for developed method that describes the 

different parts of the body.  

 

Figure 73: Basic anatomy of a final bodice block for developed method 

4.4.2. Bodice parametric draft 

The seven parametric pattern blocks created (six selected methods and proposed 

method) were tested on the selected scan to compare their validity and the pattern 

design construction strategies developed by the researcher. For several reasons, 

the number of 50 scans was reduced to 13 after their body characteristics and figure 

problems were analysed. First, the time of research was limited, and the method of 

taking measurements was not easy because most measurements were taken 
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manually by the manual tool in 3D body-scan software as there were few required 

sizes available in the scanner. The other main reason is that there are many similar 

and repeated problems, so a sample was taken for each case. For instance, BMI 

was calculated for the participants, and the highest three amounts with the most 

variables were chosen. Furthermore, the participants were arranged based on their 

height, and the highest ten were chosen, then three were chosen based on body 

shape. One was plus-size, and one was thin, and the third was somewhat 

symmetrical. The rest of the scans were chosen based on body figure problems 

(shoulder shape, body posture, asymmetry, scoliosis, etc.). These helped to gain 

instances where individuals provided the most challenging differences from the 

averages often used in developing patterns.  

How well a garment fits is primarily determined by its shape and not only the 

measurements used. This is logical because the body shape is 3D, and by 

producing patterns that are truly representative of this, the likelihood of producing 

garments that fit well improves considerably (Gribbin, 2014). It is quite conceivable 

that two people could have identical body measurements but strikingly different body 

shapes. This is important because it is usually the shape of the body that governs 

how an item of clothing will hang, how comfortable it is to wear, and how well it is 

perceived to fit (Dove, 2018).  

The research results indicated that because there is no standardised body-to-

pattern relationship for various items of clothing, the wearer’s physical form may not 

align with the applied standards or the perfect body form. It will be apparent if the 

two parameters are not aligned, contrary to what is assumed. Two people may have 

the same size measurements, but they will not necessarily find that the ideals of a 

drafted pattern are appropriate owing to differences in their physical features. For 

example, it is quite possible that two people share the same measurements for their 

upper torsos, yet they differ in terms of the shape of their torsos. One of them may 

find that the imposed ideals offer a good fit, but the other could have a different 

physique that is unlike the standardised model. Figure 74 shows two participants 

with the same bust size (both of them have a bust circumference of 95 cm), which 

means that they wear the same size in the upper-body garment. However, it can be 

seen that there are differences in their body shapes, lengths, and proportions.  
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Slice of the bust and 

waist circumferences 

Figure 74: Example of two participants sharing similar key dimensions but with different body shapes 

The research findings confirm that applying different methods can result in markedly 

different pattern blocks being produced for a given person, and this suggests that 

changes will be required in the future in accordance with the selected method 

(Carufel, 2019). The fact that differences are apparent confirms that there is no 

standardisation in body-to-pattern relationships. Moreover, the identified 

shortcomings with the current approaches to pattern-drafting must be rectified. The 

findings demonstrate that differences in people’s physical characteristics are 

responsible for noticeable problems (Gill and Chadwick, 2009). The findings of the 

current study also indicate that many of the measurement and pattern construction 

processes that are used to calculate block dimensions are arrived at using 

proportions of primary dimensions (Kennedy, 2015).  

It is apparent from the measurement and pattern construction methods that many 

of the measurements required to arrive at the block dimensions are determined as 

a proportion of the primary dimensions, and similar observations have been made 

in the empirical literature (Gill, 2015; Gill et al., 2017). Owing to the fact that the 

measurements and construction processes are uncorrelated, it is problematic to rely 

on existing size charts to direct the pattern construction. Moreover, during the 
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pattern construction process, it became apparent that the draft involves only a few 

isolated measurements. The majority of the measurements are utilised in a way 

whereby they are relative to certain other measurements. Consequently, there is a 

need for linkages between the various measurements; if the distance to at least one 

other measurement is known, it becomes possible to develop pattern construction 

techniques that are entirely direct (Gill and Chadwick, 2009).  

The following section provides further details regarding the current methods as well 

as the proposed method and their known limitations.  

4.4.3. Result of statistical analyses of a rating scale to evaluate the fit of 

bodices by experts 

Table 51 shows the results of the Mann-Whitney test, which indicate that (7) out of 

(13) items have a statistically significant difference according to the method (p < 

0.05). While (6) items had no statistically significant difference in rating of the raters 

for the two methods (p > 0.05).  

Table 51: Mann-Whitney test results 

 

Items 

 

Method 

 N 

Mean 

Rank 

Sum of 

Ranks 

Mann-

Whitney  

U  

p-value 

Strain/ looseness at bust 

level 

proposed method 6 4.42 26.50 5.50 0.026* 

B & B Bodice method 6 8.58 51.50 

Front neck circumference proposed method 6 3.83 23.00 2.00 0.006** 

B & B Bodice method 6 9.17 55.00 

Front neck position proposed method 6 5.67 34.00 13.00 0.336 

B & B Bodice method 6 7.33 44.00 

Bodice length front proposed method 6 5.75 34.50 13.50 0.437 

B & B Bodice method 6 7.25 43.50 

Strain/ looseness at the 

upper back 

proposed method 6 7.00 42.00 15.00 0.317 

B & B Bodice method 6 6.00 36.00 

Neck circumference 

(back) 

proposed method 6 5.00 30.00 9.00 0.058 

B & B Bodice method 6 8.00 48.00 

Neckline position (back) proposed method 6 8.75 52.50 4.50 0.020* 

B & B Bodice method 6 4.25 25.50 

Bodice length (back) proposed method 6 7.42 44.50 12.50 0.356 

B & B Bodice method 6 5.58 33.50 

Shoulder seam position proposed method 6 9.50 57.00 0.00 0.002** 

B & B Bodice method 6 3.50 21.00 

Armhole proposed method 6 9.50 57.00 0.00 0.003** 
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Items 

 

Method 

 N 

Mean 

Rank 

Sum of 

Ranks 

Mann-

Whitney  

U  

p-value 

B & B Bodice method 6 3.50 21.00 

Bustline circumference proposed method 6 5.08 30.50 9.50 0.155 

B & B Bodice method 6 7.92 47.50 

Waistline circumference proposed method 6 4.50 27.00 6.00 0.021* 

B & B Bodice method 6 8.50 51.00 

Shoulder slope proposed method 6 8.50 51.00 6.00 0.019* 

B & B Bodice method 6 4.50 27.00 

*: Significant at 0.05 

**: Significant at 0.01 

 

Now, we represent the insignificant items’ differences in rating from raters (P > 0.05), 

which were found for (6) items as follows: 

1- Front neck position (U = 13.00, P = 0.336 > 0.05) indicates that there are no 

significant differences between the two methods, since the proposed method 

had a mean value of 2.67 with a fit scale (-3) and the B & B method had a 

mean value of 3.00 with a fit scale (-2). 

2- Bodice length front (U = 13.50, P = 0.437 > 0.05) indicates that there are no 

significant differences between the two methods, since the proposed method 

had a mean value of 3.33 with a fit scale (-2) and the B & B method had a 

mean value of 4.00 with a fit scale (-1). 

3- Strain/looseness at the upper back (U = 15.00, P = 0.317 > 0.05) indicates 

that there are no significant differences between the two methods, since both 

the proposed and B&B methods had mean values of 5.17 and 5, respectively, 

with fit scale (0 Good Fit). 

4- Neck circumference (back) (U = 9.00, P = 0.058 > 0.05) indicates that there 

is no significant difference between the two methods, since the proposed 

method had a mean value of 5 with the fit scale (0 Good Fit) and the B & B 

method had a mean value of 5.67 with the fit scale (1). 

5- Bodice length (back) (U = 12.50, P = 0.356 > 0.05) indicates that there is no 

significant difference between the two methods, since the proposed method 

had a mean value of 3.83 with a fit scale (-1) and the B & B method had a 

mean value of 3.17 with a fit scale (-2). 
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6- Bustline circumference (U = 9.50, P = 0.155 > 0.05) indicates that there is no 

significant difference between the two methods, since the proposed method 

had a mean value of 5.67 with the fit scale (1) and the B & B method had a 

mean value of 6.50 with the fit scale (2). 

 
The (7) items of significant differences in rating from raters (P < 0.05) were found 

as follows: 

1. Strain/looseness at bust level (U = 5.50, P = 0.026 < 0.05) indicates that there 

is a significant difference between the two methods; since the proposed 

method had a mean value 5.17 with the fit scale (Good fit) and the B & B 

method had a mean value of 6.17 with the fit scale (1). 

2. Front neck circumference (U = 2.00, P = 0.006 < 0.05) indicates that there is 

a significant difference between the two methods; since the proposed method 

had a mean value of 2.67 with the fit scale (-3) and the B & B method had a 

mean value of 3.83 with the fit scale (-1). 

3. Neckline position (back) (U = 4.50, P = 0.020 < 0.05) indicates that there is a 

significant difference between the two methods; since proposed method had 

a mean value of 5.67 with the fit scale (1) and the B & B method had a mean 

value of 4.50 with the fit scale (-1). 

4. Shoulder seam position (U = 0.00, P = 0.002 < 0.05) indicates that there is a 

significant difference between the two methods; since the proposed method 

had a mean value of 8 with the fit scale (3) and the B & B method had a mean 

value of 4.33 with the fit scale (-1). 

5. Armhole (U = 0.00, P= 0.003 < 0.05) indicates that there is a significant 

difference between the two methods; since proposed method had mean 

value 8.33 with fit scale (4) and B & B method had mean value 6.67 with fit 

scale (2). 

6. Waistline circumference (U = 6.00, P = 0.021 < 0.05) indicates that there is a 

significant difference between the two methods; since the proposed method 

had a mean value of 5 with the fit scale (Good fit) and the B & B method had 

a mean value of 5.83 with the fit scale (1). 

7. Shoulder slope (U = 6.00, P= 0.019 < 0.05) indicates that there is a significant 

difference between the two methods; since the proposed method had a mean 

value of 5.67 with the fit scale (1) and the B & B method had a mean value 

of 5 with the fit scale (Good fit). 
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The analysis shows that there were some fitting problems with both methods. This 

will be further discussed in the following sections. 

4.4.4. The limitations of the pattern-drafting methods 

In Phase 1, and prior to Phase 2, a preliminary analysis of the drafting methods in 

Section 4.2.2 was conducted to help suggest a new method. In this section, all the 

methods’ (existing and proposed) limitations are discussed, especially regarding the 

problems that appeared in the produced patterns for the sample.  

This section discusses how the methods of drafting patterns are determined for the 

bodice, in addition to the challenges that remain.  

4.4.4.1. The upper-bust and back-shoulder suppression (bust and back-

shoulder darts) 

Darts are necessary for a garment to provide a good fit to the curves and hollows of 

the human form. In addition, darts contribute to the shape of a garment (Bukhari, 

2007). The function of darts is to contour the fabric around the body shape smoothly 

without the fabric buckling, and the location of darts and the amount of fabric 

suppression vary between different body shapes and between different pattern-

drafting methods (Watkins, 2011). In the upper bust and back, the darts are usually 

redistributed at the bodice shoulder (see Figure 75).  

 

Figure 75: Upper-bust and back-shoulder suppression 

The tables (52 and 53) list how to determine the position, width, and length of the 

bust and back-shoulder darts. The dart is usually in the shape of an angle with two 

arms. For example, the bust point is to be replaced to correspond to the nipple. Bust-

point placement is the vertex that represents the point where the two lines of dart 
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meet. The distance between the side neck to the bust point represents the length of 

the angle arms (the length of dart). This situation is similar to the back-shoulder dart. 

The following tables present the range of formulas used when applying darts for the 

bust and back shoulders.  

Table 52: Comparative analysis of the draft-calculating formulae of the bust dart 

Bust dart  
Khalil 
1985 

Thatha 1995 
Holman 

1997 

Beazley 
& Bond 

2003 

Aldrich 
2015 

Armstrong 
2014 

Proposed 
method  

Bust-point 
placement  

Half-bust 
points 
width 

~(Bust\16)+3 
(X chest 
/4) +1  

Half-bust 
points 
width 

Across 
chest\4+ 

dart 
width/ 4 

Half-bust 
points 

width+ 0.6 

Half-bust 
points 
width 

Length 
(from side 

neck to 
bust point) 

Fr side 
neck to 

bust 
point 

msmnt 

-  -  

Fr side 
neck to 

bust 
point 

msmnt 

~Armscye 
depth+ 3 

 - 

Fr side 
neck to 

bust point 
msmnt 

Width (cm) Bust/12  - 4 4.5 cm  
 Standard 

msmnt 
-  

 Standard 
msmnt 

Table 53: Comparative analysis of the draft-calculating formulae of the back-shoulder dart 

Shoulders 
Khalil 
1985 

Thatha 
1995 

Holman 
1997 

Beazley & 
Bond 2003 

Aldrich 
2015 

Armstrong 
2014 

Proposed 
method  

Back-
shoulder dart 

width 
 - 1 -  1.5 1 1.2 

1 

Back-
shoulder dart 

length 
-  7 -  8 5 8 

Dart length 
msmnt 

Back-
shoulder dart 

placement 
-  

Centre of 
shoulder 

line 
-  

Centre of 
shoulder 

line 

Centre of 
shoulder 

line 

Centre of 
shoulder 

line 

Centre of 
shoulder 

line 

 

Either a fixed number or a proportion of the bust measurement is used to determine 

the width. This is an example of when assumptions are relied upon regarding how 

certain areas of the body and the pattern relate to a particular dimension (Heisey et 

al., 1988). Adopting a standardised approach not based on any theory about the 

human form means that no allowance is made for individual variations.  

There are difficulties deciding the width of the bust and shoulder darts because such 

measurements cannot be taken using a tape measure, and since darts introduce a 

third dimension, this further complicates matters. Therefore, it makes more sense 

for darts to be expressed in degrees rather than using a measurement in 

centimetres for the dart intake  (see Figure 76). By utilising a 3D body scanner, it is 

possible to analyse anthropometric features, body posture and the relationships 
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concerning the proportions of the human form on a case-by-case basis (Simmons, 

2002). Standardised procedures when taking body measurements automatically 

using a computer are applied to take approximately 100 measurements of an 

individual that are then utilised to adjust patterns and produce garments. However, 

there are relatively few standardised methods for assessing body posture, a 3D 

body computer model is required to analyse posture based on anatomical planes or 

a plane specified by the examiner, while particular indicators of body posture go 

undefined (Mahnic Naglic and Petrak, 2017). Three-dimensional body scanners can 

capture a person’s posture, and these details can then be used when designing 

garments that accommodate individual anthropometric features. Angles are 

calculated that can then be used to decide how many darts are required in a pattern 

(Mahnic Naglic and Petrak, 2017). However, this approach to determining the 

requirements for bust and back-shoulder suppression is highly complex, and it is 

advised that further research should be conducted to understand better the 

relationship between body shape and the size and the positioning of shoulder darts.  

 

Figure 76: Front- and side-body curve angles as posture indicators 

4.4.4.2. Waist suppression and darts  

The shape of the waist is typically determined by measuring the circumference of 

both the waist and the bust and calculating the difference, with this being distributed 

across the front and rear of the waist and the side seam. However, it is necessary 

to allow for the body shape when distributing, as well as allowing for the needs of 

each side differing (see Figure 77, below). It may also be that suppression is based 

on degrees to reflect the dimensions of the body (Shen and Huck, 1993).  
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Figure 77: Torso-dart distributions 

Table 54 shows the range of formulae used when applying darts for the waist. It is 

apparent from the established and the proposed methods that the width of the waist 

dart can be calculated in three ways. The first entails measuring the circumference 

of both the waist and the bust and distributing the difference across the front, back 

and side seams (Khalil, 1985; Aldrich, 2015). The second option is to apply 

standardised measurements or a fixed amount (Holman, 1997). The third method 

combines the first two methods  by using a fixed amount at the waist darts while 

distributing the differences between bust and waist at the side (Thatha, 1995; 

Beazley and Bond, 2003; Armstrong, 2014; see Figures 78, 79 and 80). In Thatha 

method, for instance, the width of waist dart for front and back is a fixed amount (2 

cm and 3 cm, respectively). While the whole difference between the bust and the 

waist circumferences is distributed at the side seam (see Figure 80). 

Table 54: Comparative analysis of the draft-calculating formulae of the waist dart 

Waist dart  
Khalil 
1985 

Thatha 
1995 

Holman 
1997 

Beazley & 
Bond 2003 

Aldrich 
2004 

Armstrong 
2006 

Proposed 
method  

Placement         

Fr Dart  
Half-bust 

points 
width 

(3\16 
bust)\2-1 

(X chest 
/4 ) +1  

Half-bust-
point 

widths 

Across 
chest\4+ 

dart 
width/ 4 

Half-bust 
points 

width+ 0.6 

Half-
bust-
point 

widths 

Bk Dart  X back /4 Bust /12   
X 

back\4+0.5 

Across 
back/4 
+0.25 

Dart 
placement 

back 
msmnt 

Bk waist 
arc\4 
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Waist dart  
Khalil 
1985 

Thatha 
1995 

Holman 
1997 

Beazley & 
Bond 2003 

Aldrich 
2004 

Armstrong 
2006 

Proposed 
method  

Length 
(cm) 

Fr Dart  
Under the 
BP by 3cm 

10 

Under 
the 

armhole 
line by 

3cm 

Under the 
BP by 3cm 

  
Under BP 
by 1.6cm 

Under 
the BP by 

2.5cm 

Bk Dart  

Under 
armhole 
line by 

about 3cm 

12 

From 
waist to 
armhole 
line on 
pattern  

At the 
depth of 
armhole 

level 

From 
waist to 
armhole 

line 

1" less 
than side-

seam 
length 

Bust-to-
waist 
depth 
msmnt 

Width (cm)         

Fr Dart  
(Bust- 

waist+4)/8 
2 3 4cm 

37.5% of 
waist-

shaping 
amount 

-  

37.5% of 
waist-

shaping 
amount 

Bk Dart  
(Bust- 

waist-4)/8 
3 3 4cm 

29.2% of 
waist-

shaping 
amount 

3.8 
(standard 
msmnt) 

29.2% of 
waist-

shaping 
amount 

Fr Side 
seam 

(Bust- 
waist+4)/8 

(Bust-
waist+6)\4 

1.5 
52.5% of 
half waist 
plus ease 

20.8% of 
waist 

shaping 
amount 

Fr Bust 
arc-bk 

waist arc 

Fr Bust 
arc-bk 

waist arc 

Bk Side 
seam 

(Bust- 
waist-4)/8 

(Bust-
waist+6)\4 

1.5 
47.3% of 
half waist 
plus ease 

12.5% of 
waist-

shaping 
amount 

Bk Bust 
arc-bk 

waist arc- 
1.3 

Bk Bust 
arc+1-bk 
waist arc 

 

 

Figure 78: Waist-shaping in Aldrich method, proportional application of bust-to-waist difference 

Source:(Aldrich, 2004, p.27) 
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Figure 79: Waist-shaping in Holman method, fixed integer method 

 

 

Figure 80: Waist-shaping in the Thatha method, combining the fixed amount and proportional distribution 

methods 
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However, neither method is particularly accurate because no allowance is made for 

the shape of the waist. Therefore, to achieve a good fit, it is necessary to measure 

the circumference of both the waist and the bust, but the difference should be 

distributed based on the shape of the waist rather than on speculation. For instance, 

it is possible to have a significant difference between the waist and bust 

measurements either because somebody has a particularly large bust or because 

their waist is especially narrow. If the person has a large bust, allocating the majority 

of the suppression to the side seam would ignore how the pattern relates to the 

shape of the body. In addition, it is important to ensure that one side is not over-

shaped because this could result in pulls, folds or creases (see Figure 80). 

Another significant drawback of shaping the waist in existing methods is apparent 

in the Armstrong method because it combines the waist and bust darts (see Figure 

81). The resulting single dart fails to distribute suppression appropriately around the 

breast and, instead, concentrates the dart in a single position. Another problem with 

this method concerns how to locate the side seam at the waist. The length of the 

pattern is based on the distance from the waist to the side neck, whereby the tape 

measure remains in line with the bust’s anterior protrusion. Meanwhile, the 

measurement from the side of the waist to the side neck makes no allowance for 

how prominent the bust is. Consequently, this could give rise to the problem 

illustrated in the following figure: 
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Figure 81: Waist-shaping in the Armstrong method 

Based on the above analysis, many principles can be determined as affecting the 

width of waist dart on bodice patterns: 

- differences between bust and waist arc sizes (for front and back) 

- percentage of depth Z dimension from the waist to the bust and X dimension 

from armpit to side waist  

It is advised, therefore, that the most appropriate distribution can be achieved by 

measuring the Z-dimension from the waist to the bust both at the front and the back. 

In addition, the X-dimension must be measured at the side seam (see Figure 81, 

below). The total figure can then be used to calculate the proportion of the individual 

darts dependent on the individual shape of the body. 

It is possible to demonstrate the practical implications using an example. If there is 

a 5 cm difference between the horizontal waist and bust circumferences at the front, 

a 3cm difference at the back and a 2 cm difference at the side seam, meaning the 

total amount we need for shaping is 10 cm, then the appropriate percentage of 
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suppression is as follows: 50%, 30% and 20%, respectively. This approach shows 

how suppression may be weighted by recognising where shaping is centred by 

relative changes in aspects of the body (see Figure 82). 

 

Figure 82: An example of the percentage of suppression 

Regarding the waist-dart number, the majority of the methods use a single waist 

dart to the front and another to the back. It is the shape of the abdomen that primarily 

determines the number of darts used. For instance, a relatively flat breast requires 

only a single dart, whereas a more pronounced bust would require two darts. A 

sizeable difference between the circumference of the waist and the circumference 

of the bust must be distributed across two darts in order for a smooth fit to be 

achieved.  

The waist darts at the front are positioned in line with the bust prominence, whereas 

at the back they are lined up with the protuberance of the shoulder blade. However, 

no consensus has been reached regarding the specific location of the protuberance 

of the scapula. Consequently, several methods are used to position the back large-

waist suppression.  

4.4.4.3. Divide arcs equally (side-seam division theory) 

Farmer and Gotwals (1982) indicated that the side should be located so that it 

creates a visual distance that is equal from the front, side and back (i.e., the side 

seams should be straight from the armhole to the waist and centred on the side of 

the body and should not be visible from the back and front). 

Arc divisions of the bust and waist can be used to locate the placement of side-

seam, which is the key dimension in the construction of garment patterns. The side 

seams divide the body (and the clothing) into front and back components along the 
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transverse axis. Appropriate placement of this landmark is essential to create 

balanced garments (Ashdown et al., 2008).  

This section addresses the analysis of how different drafting methods locate side-

seam placement. The analysis enabled the researcher to identify problems and 

limitations regarding establishing arc divisions and helped to propose some 

recommendations for the key required foundations to enable appropriate pattern 

automation when developing systems. 

The method for dividing the pattern was analysed using different methods, which 

are often divided based on the bust circumference size.  

In Table 55, the arc divisions are shown that are generally applied to bust 

circumferences during the pattern-drafting process in most methods rather than 

during measurement capture. Most methods rely on dividing arcs to create 

proportions: the pattern divisions of front and back in some methods are equal 

(Holman and Beazley & Bond). Other methods give the front a slightly higher 

proportion (Khalil and Thatha).  

Table 55: Comparative analysis of the draft-calculating formulae of bust arcs 

Distribution 
of bust in 

draft 

Khalil 
1985 

Thatha 
1995 

Holman 
1997 

Beazley 
& Bond 

2003 
Aldrich 2015 

Armstrong 
2014 

Fr (from CF to 
armhole side) 

Bust/4 +3 Bust\4+3 
Bust\4+ 
1.25-1.5 

Bust\4 
+1.5 

(X chest /2)+ 
(Dart 

width/2) + 
half armhole 

width 

Bust arc + 0.6 

Bk (from CB to 
armhole side) 

Bust/4 Bust/4 
Bust\4+ 
1.25-1.5 

Bust\4 
+1.5 

(X back /2)+ 
0.5cm +half 

armhole 
width 

Bust arc + 1.9 

 

Further analysis was undertaken to establish the percentage of arc divisions within 

the pattern compared with the overall pattern circumferences at the waist and bust. 

The approach was guided by the method adopted by Brownbridge et al. (2013). As 

shown in Tables 56 and 57, the percentages of dividing the arcs for different drafting 

pattern methods were calculated and compared with the actual measurements of 

arcs in dress-form size 12. 
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Table 56: Comparison of pattern arcs between methods 

 Alvaform  Armstrong Aldrich 
Beazley 

& Bond 
Holman Khalil Thatha 

Average 

between 

methods 

Fr waist arc 38.2 38.2 40 40 39 37.2 39.6 

 

54.32% 
Arc as a % of 

total 

circumference 

53.20 53.20 55.71 55.71 54.32 51.81 55.15 

Bk waist arc 33.5 34 38.2 35.8 39 33.8 31.6 

 

49.30% 
Arc as a % of 

total 

circumference 

46.66 47.35 53.20 49.86 54.32 47.08 44.01 

Fr bust arc 49.8 53.4 51.6 49.8 47.6 49.8 50.4 

 

56.16% 
Arc as a % of 

total 

circumference 

55.46 59.47 57.46 55.46 53.01 55.46 56.12 

Bk bust arc 39.8 45.4 46.2 44.2 46.6 44.2 44.4 

 

50.30% Arc as a % of 

total 

circumference 

44.32 50.56 51.45 49.22 51.89 49.22 49.44 

 

Table 57: Comparison of pattern arcs relative to size 12 UK dress form 

 
Fr Waist 

Arc 

Bk Waist 

Arc 

Fr Bust 

arc 

Bk Bust 

arc 

Dress-form total circumference 71.8 89.8 

Dress-form arc 38.2 33.5 49.8 39.8 

Arc as a percentage of total circumference 

for dress form 
53.20% 46.66% 55.46% 44.32% 
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Fr Waist 

Arc 

Bk Waist 

Arc 

Fr Bust 

arc 

Bk Bust 

arc 

Average arc as a percentage of total 

circumference among methods 
54.32% 49.30% 56.16% 50.30% 

St Dev 1.56 3.94 2.17 1.18 

Min 51.81 44.01 53.01 49.22 

Max 55.71 54.32 59.47 51.89 

 

Comparative analysis has previously confirmed that bodice patterns typically apply 

divisions across the entire circumference to achieve both front arcs and back arcs 

required for garment patterns. The only method that utilises the waist and bust 

measurements as arcs is the Armstrong method, but there is an important 

observation regarding the method of taking bust arc: she takes the measurements 

of arcs at different levels (see Table 58), which leads to   the  incorrect calculation of 

total bust circumference. Another point regarding Armstrong's method is that its 

measurements are taken from the dress form where the side seams are evident and 

predetermined, but there is no specifying the siting of the side seam for the individual 

wearer. Rather, manufacturers locate side seams based on what constitutes 

common practice, but approaches are likely to be arbitrary. Variation in 

manufacturing processes can also influence where side seams are placed 

(Brownbridge et al., 2013). This issue is further complicated by the creation of side 

seams being a manual process whereby the technician’s skill has a significant 

bearing on how reliably the side seams are positioned (Brownbridge et al., 2013).  

Table 58: Bust-arc measurement in the Armstrong method 
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Measurement 
Name 

Arm 
2015 

Measurement Definition 
Photo  

Bust 

Bust 
arc  

The measurement is taken 
horizontally around the fullest 
part of the bust (over right and 
left bust points), 2 inches below 

arm plate at side seam. 

 

 
 

Back 
arc 

The measurement is taken 
horizontally at bottom of arm 

plate level 

 

 
 

 

There is no agreed method regarding how best to position side seams at the waist, 

possibly due to the problems identified in the empirical literature regarding the 

placing of side seams (Ashdown, Choi and Milke, 2008). Therefore, careful attention 

must be paid to how a side is defined on the body.  

Even when using technology such as 3D body scan; there are some considerations 

and questions about how the bust circumference is balanced, so when it is unevenly 

split, on what basis the arcs are divided as a large back and small bust or small bust 

and large back. Each scan has a circumference, but it also has a front and back arc, 

how much variability are there between the arcs in terms of percentage of overall 

bust circumferences in the back and front arc.  

There is also considerable proportional variation in people’s bodies from the front to 

the back. Crucially, basic measures of the circumference of the torso cannot capture 

this variation. This issue complicates efforts to position the side seams on garments 

accurately. The problem is further complicated by the absence of clear body 

landmarks to assist in ensuring a balanced garment. Contrary to the majority of other 

body measurements, the arc measurement’s apparel construct does not have a 

natural placement regarding body configuration. It is evident from the empirical 
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literature that there is no consensus regarding the definition of side-seam placement 

and, therefore, the optimal approach for positioning side seams remains unresolved 

(Ashdown, Choi and Milke, 2008). 

4.4.4.4. The width and depth of neck  

When constructing a pattern, the first step is to agree upon the neckline because it 

starts at the front and back original points. In addition, because the entire garment 

hangs from the neck, it is necessary to ensure that it sits well, so the garment is 

comfortable to wear (Liao, 1997). As shown in Table 59, it is usually the case that a 

proportion of the base of the neck circumference is used to determine the width of 

the neck. Meanwhile, the measurement for the back-neck depth is fixed.  

Table 59: Comparative analysis of the draft-calculating formulae of the neckline 

Neck 
Khalil 
1985 

Thatha 1995 
Holman 

1997 

Beazley 
& Bond 

2003 

Aldrich 
2015 

Armstrong 
2014 

Proposed 
method  

Back-
neck 
width 

Neck 
circ/5 

(Bust/16) + 1  
Neck 

circ/5+ 
0.4 

Neck 
circ/5+ 

0.4 

(Neck 
circ/5) - 

0.2 

Back-neck 
curve msmnt 

Back-neck 
width 

msmnt 

Front-
neck 
width 

Neck 
circ/5 

(Bust/16) + 1  
Neck 

circ/5- 
0.6 

Neck 
circ\5- 

1.1 

Neck 
circ/5) - 

0.7 
- 

Front-neck 
width 

msmnt 

Back-
neck 

depth 
1.5 1.5 2 2cm 1.5 

Side neck to 
waist – CB 
length 

Back-neck 
depth 
msmnt 

Front-
neck 

depth 

Neck 
circ/5 

(Bust/16) + 1  
Neck 

circ/5+ 
0.9 

Neck 
circ/5+ 

0.4 

Neck 
circ/5 - 

0.2  

Side neck to 
waist – CF 
length 

Front-neck 
depth 
msmnt 

 

While scanned body measurements were applied in the current study to determine 

appropriate width and depth sizes for the neck, for certain patterns this did not work. 

This may be because of how the measurements were taken, using either the pre-

installed manual tools for scan measurements or the customised measurement 

creator. Distances were either measured or the difference between the side, front 

and back neck was used to arrive at the size. Yan and Kuzmichev (2020) employed 

a body scanner to measure the width and depth of the neck based on various 

mathematical calculations and theories that rely on measuring the distance between 

landmarks on the body and the sides of the neck. They demonstrated that the width 

and depth of the neckline could be approximated and then used to produce a pattern 

block (see Figure 83, below).  
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Figure 83: Modelling of neckline and its transformation into pattern block 

Source: (Yan and Kuzmichev, 2020) 

The study was used to demonstrate how it is possible to produce a man’s shirt that 

fits exceptionally well. However, it is unlikely that such an approach would be 

practical for application in the garment industry because it might be 

overcomplicated. One area of complexity is the mathematical processes required to 

automate the generation of the pattern block. Consequently, it is necessary to offer 

more practical and useful body-scanner measurements for the neck to use in 

pattern-drafting that would benefit both educators and practitioners alike. It is 

recommended to offer more suitable measurements of neck-support pattern-

drafting methods from body scanning, as this would significantly benefit apparel 

design educators and practitioners.  

4.4.4.5. Shoulder length and slope 

Table 60 shows how, when determining the slope of the shoulder, it is possible to 

apply either a fixed amount or a proportion of the depth of the armhole. However, 

such methods are unreliable because a reduction in the circumference of the bust 

causes the angle at which the shoulder slopes to increase. It is only the Armstrong 

method that utilises actual measurements taken from the landmark at the centre of 

the waist, rising diagonally over the bust to the tip of the shoulder. However, this 

approach can only be applied when there is no bust dart. If there were a dart, it 

would influence the angle of the slope. The current study used a scanner to take a 

shoulder drop measurement by measuring the distance between the shoulder tip 

and side neck and applying this information in the custom measurement creator. It 
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is sometimes the case that shoulders have a slope with a diagonal line pattern, but 

the time constraints imposed on the current study mean that tests were not 

conducted for the fit of the pattern. Consequently, it is advised that additional 

research is required to determine how accurate this approach is.  

Table 60: Comparative analysis of the draft-calculating formulae of the shoulder length and slope  

Shoulders 
Khalil 
1985 

Thatha 
1995 

Holman 
1997 

Beazley & 
Bond 
2003 

Aldrich 
2015 

Armstrong 
2014 

Proposed 
method 

Shoulder 
length 

Shoulder 
length 
msmnt 

Shoulder 
length 
msmnt 

Shoulder 
length 
msmnt 

Shoulder 
length 
msmnt 

Shoulder 
length 
msmnt 

Shoulder 
length 
msmnt 

Shoulder 
length 
msmnt 

Front-
shoulder 

drop 

Under 
centre-
front 
neck 

level by 
2cm 

- 

Same 
level as 

the 
middle of 
the front-

neck 
curve 

6cm (from 
front side-
neck level 

to the 
shoulder-
tip level) 

(Armhole 
depth/5) 

+ 2.3 

Shoulder 
slope 

msmnt 
+0.3 

Shoulder 
drop 

msmnt 

Back-
shoulder 

drop 
4cm - 4.5 

6cm (from 
back side-
neck level 

to the 
shoulder-
tip level) 

(Armhole 
depth/5) 
+ 0.8cm 

Shoulder 
slope 

msmnt 
+0.3 

Shoulder 
drop 

msmnt 

 

Yan and Kuzmichev (2020) sought to utilise a body scanner to measure the slope 

of the shoulders. It is evident in Figure 84 that it is possible to produce a 2D pattern 

by intersecting three circles with corresponding radius indexes (length of the 

shoulder and half of the width of the back shoulder and half of the width of the front 

shoulder). The intention is that the shoulder line featured in the pattern accurately 

replicates the shoulder of the wearer. The example in the figure was used to produce 

a man’s shirt and, therefore, a bust dart was not required. Had the method been 

applied to create a woman’s bodice, it would have been necessary to take the back-

shoulder darts and the bust darts into account.  
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Figure 84: Determined shoulder length and drop in the pattern 

Source: (Yan and Kuzmichev, 2020) 

4.4.4.6. Determine the armhole width, depth and drawing the curves 

Table 61 demonstrates that there are three methods to measure the width of the 

armhole for a pattern: taking direct measurements (Beazley and Bond, 2003); a 

proportion of the circumference of the bust (Khalil, 1985; Thatha, 1995); and the 

difference between the pattern width (the circumference of the bust with an 

allowance for ease) and the back and chest widths (Holman, 1997; Armstrong, 

2010; Aldrich, 2015).  

Table 61: Comparative analysis of the draft-calculating formulae of the armhole width and depth 

Armhole 
Khalil 
1985 

Thatha 
1995 

Holman 
1997 

Beazley & 
Bond 2003 

Aldrich 
2015 

Armstrong 
2014 

Proposed 
method  

Armhole 
width 

Bust\8 Bust\8   
Armhole 

width 
+ease 

Remaining 
distance 
between 

(chest 
width+ 

ease) and 
(upper back 
width+ease) 

 Remaining 
distance 
between 

(chest 
width+ease) 
and (upper 

back 
width+ease) 

Remaining 
distance 
between 

(chest 
width+ease) 
and (upper 

back 
width+ease) 

Armhole 
depth  

Half 
nape 

to 
waist 
+ease 

Half 
nape 

to 
waist 

Armhole 
depth 
+ease 

Armhole 
depth+ease 

Armhole 
depth+ease 

Side neck to 
waist side-

seam length 

Armhole 
depth +ease 

 

Utilising direct measurements does not necessarily entail relying on accurate 

drafting. For example, errors can occur when applying the Beazley and Bond 

method, which relies on the ability to measure accurately the width of the armhole 

because it is necessary to draw the curve of the armhole, but this may produce 
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inappropriate outcomes for larger people. The complexity of this process and the 

fact that it relies on several variables make it challenging to quantify this 

measurement. For instance, the measurement depends on the width of the chest, 

the width of the back, the choice of how much ease to allow and the width of the 

bust dart. If the person being measured has a full bust, the width will be greater, and 

this could necessitate an armhole dart to address any gaping at the armhole curve.  

Regarding the depth of the armhole, it is usually the case that the height of the back 

of the armhole is greater than the height of the front owing to the shoulder exhibiting 

a forward attitude. However, the majority of the methods determine the depth of the 

front armhole depth based on measurements of the depth of back armhole or the 

distance from the nape to waist divided by two. This could prove to be problematic, 

however, because if the armhole is too deep then the position of the shoulder seam 

would fall too far back. Therefore, it is necessary to take care when measuring the 

depth, and the following Figure 85 illustrates how the various methods do this: 

 

 

Figure 85: Differences in the depth of the front armhole for the same person when using the various methods 

The curves for the armholes are drawn subjectively because there is severely limited 

advice regarding how they should be drafted. The French curve ruler can be used 

for drawing the armhole curve, but drawing it in this way is subjective. It is 

suggested, therefore, to take the measurements of horizontal cross-sections 

between the centre-back line and armhole line and vertical cross-sections between 

the centre-front neck and side-neck point (see Figure 86). A full-size digital image 
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can be taken for this part, and the curve traced using appropriate advanced 

technology. 3D analysis for armhole shape is possible when more cross-sections 

are built by using a 3D body scan. Modelling 3D cross-section of the armhole shape 

can be resolved when the scanned data is sufficient. 

 

 

Figure 86: Measurements of horizontal and vertical cross-sections for armhole line neck 

Usually, when drafting a pattern, the line for the back of the armhole is averagely 

shaped using a curve that is consistent and concave, whereas the front-armhole line 

is relatively hollow (Liao, 1997). However, the curve of the armhole should 

accommodate the shape of the body and the individual’s posture to ensure that it 

fits well. Hence, the differences between different shoulder slopes and body 

postures and movements should be considered. There are variations in the body 

posture and movements in the population related to normal differences between 

people: body proportions, ethnicity, age, geographic regions, as differences in the 

way different populations stand, sit and move are shaped by culture, environment 

and training (Ashdown, 2011).  

Regarding armhole and body movement, the degree of movement in the joints of a 

body is much greater than in other areas of the body. Especially with regard to the 

movements required from the hands, arms, and shoulders that are varied and 

constant in our lives. Which means, during movement, the body expands and 

contracts in the area around its joints, and clothing that fits the same patterns 

should accommodate the expansion and contraction the best (Lio, 2005). From the 

perspective of clothing pattern design, the armhole connects the sleeve and the 

bodice sections, it consequently affects the whole garment in respect of the 

movement function, fit and comfort. 
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From the above discussion, three principles can be determined as affecting the 

circumference of the armhole on bodice patterns: 

1- The width of the armhole 

2- The curvature of the armhole 

3- The depth of the armhole at the front and back (see Figure 87) 

 

Figure 87: the factors that control drafting armhole 

When reviewing the various experiments that have been conducted into the 

designing of patterns (Wang, 2008; Narang, 2015), it was apparent that following 

the guide points in these pattern systems was challenging, and this made it difficult 

to produce armholes with satisfactory lines. Therefore, it is suggested that a new 

theory needs to be devised that relies on the specific body dimensions of the wearer 

and the enhanced data afforded through technology like body scanning.  

To improve the pattern drafting technique or formulae of the armhole or any part of 

pattern, the designer should understand the relationship of each pattern parameter 

with its corresponding body shapes and measurements to determine the 

measurement equations involved (Yu et al., 2006). 

4.4.5. Patterns produced using JBlock for Beazley & Bond method 

Section 4.4.4 presented and discussed the problems that were found in different 

patterns produced when using the parametric tool in Lectra Modaris for the selected 

method, as well as the proposed method. This section specifically discussed the 
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problems that appeared in the produced pattern when using JBlockCreator for the 

Beazley and Bond method. 

The results of these patterns were presented independently because the approach 

and technique used in the two methods are different. The JBlockCreator software is 

built around a number of core packages and driven from a graphical user interface 

(GUI) based on the JFrame class (Harwood et al., 2020). This software provides the 

generation of digital pattern blocks automatically from sets of measurements. Even 

for hundreds of individuals, this procedure takes only seconds to complete. On the 

contrary, parametric drafting usually takes longer per individual (Harwood et al., 

2020). This is because parametrics can automatically produce only a unique 

bespoke pattern for a person by editing the measurements in the size chart. 

There are different ways that measurements can be taken depending on whether 

JBlockCreator (using measurements exported by scanning technology) or 

parametric draft patterns (whereby most measurements are arrived at manually 

using data from scans as there were few required sizes available in the scanner) 

are used. The differences between these methods can present different challenges 

with the resulting patterns. This is because body scanners produce measurements 

markedly different from those expected when applying manual methods (Gill et al., 

2017; Ahmed et al., 2019). 

The measurements for JBlock were driven from combinations of custom and default 

measurements exported from scanning software. The application requires input 

measurements of one or more individuals. When using JBlockCreator with the 

Beazley and Bond (B&B) approach, the 50 selected scans of the sample had a 

number of patterns made for them (see Appendix O). This step was done to achieve 

one of the study objectives, which was the evaluation of current pattern-drafting 

techniques of clothing, and for identifying key aspects that can be improved to 

advance pattern-drafting.  

The resulting patterns were critically assessed so that any problems could be 

identified, and the practical implications were contemplated. The researcher was, 

thus, able to understand the limitations of the current pattern-drafting methods that 

often seek to adjust a block post-draft to fit non-standard body variations, as is 

evident in existing pattern practice (Berry, 2011; McKinney et al., 2017). Below are 
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the most common problems in the Beazley and Bound method when using JBlock 

Creator software.  

For example, a particular problem area is the front-armhole curves because 

difficulties are often encountered regarding where they should be positioned. This 

issue is primarily because of challenges selecting an appropriate distance from the 

front-armhole side-seam to the front-shoulder end. The Beazley and Bond method 

requires the armhole width to be positioned according to the width across the back 

with an allowance for ease and then the addition of the size of the width. This method 

works by stacking the armhole based on body widths beginning at the centre back. 

However, this approach overlooks the width in the pattern being determined by the 

circumference of the bust with an allowance for ease. Consequently, the distance 

left after the armhole width from the top of the pattern is used for the front, but this 

could be excessively wide if the individual concerned has a particularly large bust 

and more so if they have a narrow back. A long distance may also result from the 

front-armhole side-seam to the end of the shoulder because of the fixed nature of 

the bust dart (4.5 cm), and this is particularly likely to be the case for those with large 

busts (see Figure 88, below); Methods flaws are also a significant issue for 

automation. Using fixed-width darts ignores the fact that women have different bust 

sizes, and this will present difficulties with patterns, it also means that individual 

pattern technicians will need to exercise judgement to distribute suppression during 

pattern fitting. Issues also arise with the front armhole because of difficulties locating 

the side seam when using the Beazley and Bond method. The side seam is 

positioned in the middle of the pattern, but the positioning of the armhole is dictated 

by the width of the back, resulting in an imbalance in the distribution of the armhole 

width. 
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Figure 88: Armhole problems in the Beazley and Bond method 

The majority of the issues encountered with patterns are evident at the level of the 

front waistline because of the length of the front pattern. No attempt was made to 

draft the front and back of the pattern independently. Rather, the length of the 

pattern is governed by the distance from the waist to the nape (CB length), keeping 

the side seam and armhole at the same level. It is the measurement from the waist 

to the side neck that then determines how the length at the CF needs to be altered. 

Making this alteration while leaving the front-waist side-seam at the same level as 

the back is responsible for the problems encountered with the curve of the waistline 

(see Figure 88, below). Further difficulties can be encountered because of mistakes 

with the positioning of the waist when relying on scans, especially when the 

individual concerned has a particularly large figure. In such cases, it can be difficult 

to locate the position of the waist accurately on the individual. Moreover, the manual 

method of measuring the distance from the waist to SN differs from that applied 

when using a body scanner. Ideally, the curved distance should be measured along 

various points.  
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Figure 89: Waistline problems in the Beazley and Bond method 

 

Issues were also apparent regarding the length of the shoulders. The body scanner 

and manual methods produced different measurements, and the result was a 

shorter shoulder in the block. Sometimes, the upper back was full, and this resulted 

in the width of the back being particularly wide, with consequences for the curve of 

the back armhole. On some occasions, this error was attributable to the scanner 

making mistakes when sitting the landmark.  

It is important to note that no issues were encountered with the slope of the 

shoulders in the patterns. The Beazley and Bond approach does not try to calculate 

the actual shoulder drop and, instead, applies a fixed amount. As such, this 

approach is highly likely to result in problems when the garment is test-fitted. 

Overall, using the JBlock-Creator to test these methods revealed several interesting 

results. The patterns produced using these methods are currently being tested by 

industrial partners. As reported by Harwood et al. (2020), the current study found 

that the JBlock-Creator identified certain aspects requiring attention to enhance the 

associated theory that a patternmaker would normally correct when applying manual 

methods (Harwood et al., 2020).  

Scanning clearly provides a more informed set of data that can allow for the 

development of pattern drafting theory, which in turn aids efforts towards informed 
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pattern creation automation (Gill et al., 2018). To assist the progress of pattern-

making, efforts should be made to develop analysis systems that take all of the 

measurements necessary for existing established pattern-making methods(Wren, 

2017; Gill et al., 2018). This will allow systems to integrate into existing methods 

used in industry and academics. 

4.4.6. Summary  

This section summarises the analysis and studies conducted in Phase 2 of this 

research. Based on the analysis and studies undertaken during the first phase, a 

new method was developed to enable bodice blocks to be produced for the range 

of various body types. The key findings presented below reflect the evaluation of fit 

and the analysis of the pattern problems that appeared in each of the following: the 

proposed newly developed methods for constructing bodices, the six selected 

methods of drafting, the JBlock software and the bodice parametric draft and 

creation of the bodice block for the selected scans.  

A series of processes need to be followed when planning the construction of a 

garment, and it is imperative that the measurements accurately reflect the human 

form. Numerous methods can be deployed, and these differ in terms of their use of 

actual measurements and derived measurements. These differences are 

attributable to the variation in body types, and the breadth of scope calls for an 

established theory regarding how to make patterns for each body type. Currently, 

there is a lack of standardisation regarding body-to-pattern associations, and this is 

an area requiring additional research in future.  

Considerably more body measurements are needed to produce a pattern using 

direct systems. It is widely understood that all measurements used in patterns 

produced through direct systems are based on body measurements. This implies 

that direct systems do not rely on assumptions about the body’s dimensions, as is 

the case with proportional systems. However, this is not the case, because while 

direct systems make greater use of body measurements when producing patterns, 

the pattern does not rely entirely on the shape of an individual. Body measurements 

are the basis for only a few plotted points on the pattern. A combination of straight 

and curved lines is then used to connect these plots, creating the finished pattern. 

Therefore, the choice of line (curved or straight) between the plots is based on 

implicit assumptions (which can be easily observed when drawing armhole curves) 
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(Bukhari, 2007). Statements in the empirical literature that direct systems do not rely 

on assumptions stem from the mistaken understanding that such assumptions are 

not significant or may be attributable to researchers failing to recognise that implicit 

assumptions are applied (Heisey et al., 1988).  

The way that drafting systems are classified means much thought has been devoted 

to how the data are obtained and especially the number of measurements required 

for pattern-drafting. In contrast, how the data are used has received remarkably little 

attention. As such, there is a need for further research into how data are utilised and 

theories developed regarding the process for drafting certain aspects of the pattern. 

Classification schemes should not be based on the volume of data but the type of 

processes involved. The classification could be process-based in much the same 

way as applied regarding producing maps. The classification of processes 

associated with mapmaking is based on the choice of mathematical transformation 

applied when portraying 3D features on 2D paper (Heisey et al., 1988).  

Furthermore, the methods are inconsistent in terms of the number of measurements 

required and the means by which patterns are constructed. Moreover, they are 

governed by the primary dimensions, and certain dimensions are determined by 

calculating proportions of the original measurements. Consequently, if errors are 

made when taking the primary measurements, these mistakes will affect the 

subsequent steps when calculating proportions. The vast majority of people cannot 

rely on patterns with the same primary dimensions to ensure a good fit because 

dimensions vary considerably from one person to the next. The first step when 

drafting a pattern is to take the necessary measurements, and this is the most 

important step because all other steps directly or indirectly involve these 

measurements. Therefore, any mistake when taking the measurements will result 

in errors throughout the subsequent steps.  

This inconvenience results in a greater likelihood of patterns being damaged or 

adjustments being required to ensure a good fit. Furthermore, the main findings of 

the current study confirm that no theory regarding the principles of the methods has 

been established, and this is apparent from the results for pattern development that 

do not tally with what had been anticipated. The existing knowledge base has not 

expressly sought to enhance practice, particularly with the awareness that 

standardised practices are ill-suited to the customisation of garments (Wren and 

Gill, 2010). As such, the current study makes a valuable contribution to the present 
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body of knowledge by highlighting the limitations of the methods for pattern-drafting, 

as well as attempting to improve the drafting methods in terms of accuracy, speed, 

and the reliability of customised computer-based pattern-drafting. The intention is to 

improve methods to deliver the mass customisation of garments.  

4.5. Findings and discussion of Phase 3: Analysing the required 

measurements for pattern-drafting methods and those produced by 

a body-scanner 

This phase establishes the suitability of body-scanner measurements for the design 

and construction of bodice block patterns. Although manual techniques of 

measurement were the basis for garment development in the 20th century, body 

scanning is now widely regarded as the new benchmark for recording the 

measurements that will be employed in the development of body-worn products in 

the 21st century (Bye et al., 2006). However, to date, there are no commercially 

available methods for developing patterns driven directly by data from body 

scanners. Commercial pattern block construction is still mostly based on 

documented methods gained from published sources based on manual methods or 

blocks developed from these sources (Gill et al., 2017). Within the context of product 

development, the common assumption is that manual and scanner measurements 

are directly comparable (Gill, 2015). Previous research has sought to understand 

better the theories associated with pattern-drafting (McKinney et al., 2012), to 

determine ease (Gill and Chadwick, 2009), or to show how approaches can better 

understand the individual size, shape, and proportions used in the process 

(McKinney et al., 2017). Importantly, few efforts have been made in the empirical 

literature to clarify how body-scanning technology directly informs the conventional 

pattern-drafting methods. Although the current study focuses on the bodice draft, 

there are general similarities that will ensure the findings are relevant to the drafting 

of patterns for other types of clothing.  

This phase began with an analysis of existing 2D pattern-construction methods, as 

well as the various outputs of body-scanning systems, to determine how well body 

scanning may enhance existing pattern-drafting methods (see Section 3.11.2). 

Pattern-making approaches for bodices were assessed, and the measurements 

required for these methods and ISO standards were compared to the data produced 

by a body-scanning technology.  
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This phase determined how effectively 3D body-scanning technology can produce 

the measurements needed for various drafting methods. The results of this analysis 

will allow body scanners to provide more suitable measurement support for pattern-

drafting approaches. This may highlight a difference between measurements for 

sizing, as opposed to those required for developing products. It is also evident that 

there are discrepancies between the measurements produced by the body scanner 

and those needed for drafting. Additionally, the insight gained from analysing pattern 

constructions in the first two phases of this study made it possible to suggest 

alternative measurements that could be used to produce patterns that are better 

fitted.  

The main findings of Phase 3 are divided into five categories. First, there are certain 

required measurements for pattern-drafting methods available, and these can be 

considered comparable to those produced by the body scanner. However, some 

available measurements differ between the manual (pattern) and body-scanner 

methods regarding how they are taken. In a few cases, there are also some 

measurements unavailable via scanners but required when drafting patterns. 

Nevertheless, scanners offer some useful measurements not used in standard 

drafting methods, but it would be beneficial to use them. Furthermore, some 

measurements are not used in drafting and are unavailable in scanners but are 

worth creating and can be captured by a scanner. Further details and examples of 

the measurements analysed are presented in the following sections. 

4.5.1. Measurements required for pattern-drafting methods that are 

comparable to those produced by the body scanners 

For all six methods some measurements were collected in a manner comparable to 

that available from the body scanner. In the following cases, there is broad 

alignment between the pattern practice, scanner measurements and standard 

measurements.  

4.5.1.1. Bust circumference/girth 

When using the six methods, measurements for the girth of the bust were collected 

and found to be comparable to those of the body scanner (see Table 62). One 

exception is Armstrong (2010), because this approach requires the measurements 

to be taken as arcs. In some respects, this technique is more closely related to how 

the measurement is used in the pattern (Gill, 2015). This point raises issues 
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associated with the placement of side seams, as referred to in the empirical 

literature (Ashdown, Choi et al., 2008; Brownbridge et al., 2013). Figure 90 shows 

the methods of taking this measurement and its application in the pattern. 

Table 62: Bust measurements 

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size Stream 
Msmnt 

Bust 
Bust 
arc  

Bust 
girth 

Bust 
Bust 
girth 

Bust 
girth 

Front bust 
arc  

Bust 
  

 Bust girth 
(5.3.4) 

Chest / Bust 
Circumference 
(Fr Arc) 

  
Back 
arc 

        
Back bust 

arc  
  

Chest / Bust 
Circumference 
(Bk Arc) 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization. 

   

Arc divisions of the bust and waist, can be used to determine the side-seam 

placement, which represents key dimensions in the construction of clothing patterns. 

However, it is not easy to create a valid and reliable process of pattern creation 

without the development of a robust theory for side-seam placement (Brownbridge 

et al., 2013). 

It is also necessary to recognise that ISO 8559 (ISO, 2017) uses the most anterior 

(forward) projection  from the lateral view as the bust point (Appendix T). A similar 

approach is used by the body scanner, but traditionally the nipple has been used to 

define the bust which may not coincide with the most forward projection of the bust. 

This is just one way the use of body scanners has brought about improvements 

because it is now recognised that the most forward projection is more appropriate 

as this is where a pattern is shaped to fall against conical bust theory. This is the 

case as the fabric is shaped around the bust with suppression starting from the most 

forward projection. In terms of dividing into arcs, there is a need for further research 

into this area to ensure that the division is compatible with the measurement 

application in creating a well-fitted pattern. The mid armpit is often understood to be 

the upper side seam division, though there is little consideration of how this relates 

to the varied body. 
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Manual method of taking the measurement  
Measurement on the Size Stream scanner, 

red landmarks show bust points and arc 

division at the underarms 

  

Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 90: Bust-girth measurement images 

4.5.1.2. Waist girth:  

There is a similar situation with the waist, regarding accepting the side-seam division 

into arcs in accordance with Armstrong’s requirements (see Table 63). In this case, 

a manual approach to measuring produces results broadly the same as those when 

using the body scanner. If measurements cannot capture the arc division, it is 

generally imposed within the draft process (Ahmed et al., 2019). 
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Table 63: Waist measurement 

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt  
name 

ISO 8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size 
Stream 
Msmnt 

Waist 

Front
-

waist 
arc 

Waist Waist Waist Waist 
Front-waist 

arc 
Waist 

  

Waist girth 
(5.3.10) 

OPT Waist 
Circ & Fr 
Arc 

  
Back 
waist 
arc 

        
Back waist 

arc 
  

OPT Waist 
Circ Bk 
Arc 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization.   

There is a variety of waist measurements in the Size Stream Standard Measurement 

list. The measurement OPT Small of Back Waist Tape Measurement is comparable 

to those required to draft patterns, and is located as the smallest circumference in 

a region of the small of the back point to 2cm above this. However, the ISO (ISO, 

2017), in their size designation of clothes version, differs in determining the waist 

placement: waist is located halfway between the lowest point on the rib and the 

highest hip bone point on the side of the body (see Figure 91). This method of 

determining the waist level is close to the pattern-drafting methods. Comparative 

analysis of body scans and the ISO waist has illustrated that the small of back plus 

2cm is close to this midway point (Gill et al., 2014).  

 

Figure 91: Waist level 

Source: (ISO, 2017) 
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Manual method of taking the measurement SS measurement on the Size Stream scanner 

  

Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 92: Waist-girth measurement images 

4.5.1.3. Back-neck point to waist (nape to waist):  

This measurement is very important because it governs where the waist is 

positioned in relation to the back of the neck in the control region (Hulme, 1945; Gill, 

2015) of a garment worn on the upper body (see Figure 93). The definition of this 

measurement is consistent across all sources, albeit that it is sometimes given a 

different name (see Table 64).  
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Table 64: Back neck to waist measurements 

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt  
name 

ISO 8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size 
Stream 
Msmnt 

Nape 
to 

waist 

CB 
length  

Nape 
to 

waist  

Centre-
back 

bodice 

 Back 
length  

 Back 
length  

Centre-
back neck 

to waist 

Centre-
back neck 

to waist 

Back-neck 
point to 
waist 
(5.4.5) 

Half Back 
Centre 
Tape 
Measure 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization. 

 
  

Manual method of taking the measurement 
Measurement on the Size Stream 

scanner 

 

Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 93: Back neck to waist measurement images 

It was previously noted in this study (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.3) that the waist level 

in the produced pattern that used scan measurements was higher than the 

placement used in pattern-drafting methods. The researcher measured and located 

the waistline on three dress forms (sizes 12, 24 and M) based on the scanner 

information (see Figure 94). Figure 93 shows where the green line is the waist 

placement on the scanner, and it can be seen that it is higher than dress-form 

waistlines in three dress forms that have been tested. Thus, care must be taken 
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when determining the location of the waist when using a body scanner so that the 

measurements are comparable (Gill et al., 2014). However, the dress forms do not 

have a definable small of back point, which might lead to errors that would not occur 

in a population. 

 

Figure 94: Waist-level placement in Alavanon dress forms of different sizes 

4.5.1.4. Full neck-base measurement   

A tape measure is positioned at the base of the neck to take this measurement. It 

passes through the seventh cervical vertebra, touching lateral landmarks on either 

side of the neck and passing over the centre-front neck. Most methods require this 

measurement to be taken so that the width and depth of the neck can be established 

(see Table 65). The same method of measuring is used by the body scanner (see 

Figure 95). It is time-consuming to take this measurement accurately using manual 

processes, so the body scanner is more efficient in this respect. 

Table 65: Full neck-base measurement 

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 
8559-

1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size Stream 
Msmnt 

Neck 
size 

  
Neck 
girth 

Neck 
Neck 

circumf
erence  

  
  

  
  

Neck-
base  

  

Neck-
base 
girth 
(5.3.3) 

Neck 
Circumference 

  
Back 
neck 

        
  

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization. 
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Manual method of taking the measurement 
Measurement on the Size Stream 

scanner 

Figure 95: Full neck-base measurement images 

4.5.1.5. Armhole/scye depth:  

Most methods require this measurement to be taken so the depth of the armhole 

level can be established (see Table 66 and Figure 96). This is the measure along 

the contour of the back to the lowest part of the armpit and is relatively difficult to 

measure manually. In contrast, a body scanner can quickly take the necessary 

measurements. It is easier to use the body scanner to take this measurement rather 

than relying on manual methods, and the body scanner also achieves a better fit for 

the bodice, helping to reduce error (Gill and McKinney, 2016). The Size Stream 

measurement is taken to the chest level. However, the armpit level differs from the 

chest level. Armhole depth is located by placing a finger under the arm-back skin 

folds where the arms connect to the torso (Armstrong, 2010; see Figure 97). 

Table 66. Armhole-depth measurements 

Ald 2015 
Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 
8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size 
Stream 
Msmnt 

Armscye 
depth 

  
Armhole 

depth 
Armhole 

depth 
    

Armhole 
depth 

Armhole 
depth 

Scye 
depth 
length 
(5.4.6) 

Back 
Neck to 
Back 
Chest 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization. 
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Manual method of taking the 
measurement 

Measurement on the Size Stream scanner 

 

Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 96: Armhole-depth measurement images 

 

Figure 97: Armhole-depth level 

Source: (Armstrong, 2010) 

4.5.1.6. Across front- and back shoulders  

The only method that uses the shoulder width for front and back is the Armstrong 

method: shoulder width and shoulder slope measurements are used in 
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combination to locate the shoulder tip. However, the method does not explain why 

1.3 cm were subtracted from the width of the front shoulders measurement when 

used in drafting when she does not subtract it from back width. This could be 

because the curve in the cervical (neck) spine has a natural 43-degree arc (Bogduk, 

2016), which means the length between the shoulder tips will be longer. For back 

measurements, the full direct measurement is used.  

This measurement is taken and based on the distance of the shoulders between 

the left and right tips (Beazley, 1997). The measurement helps to determine the 

actual position of the shoulder tips on the pattern. Both measurements are 

available in the scanner (see Table 67). Regarding across front shoulders, the 

measurement is taken from the right shoulder tip to the left shoulder tip across the 

front (see Figure 98).  

For back-shoulder width, there is a variety of across back-shoulder measurements 

in the Size Stream Standard Measurement list: back-shoulder width horizontal, 

back-shoulder width at 45-degree angle, back-shoulder width through the back of 

the neck. Although there are different measurements available in the Size Stream 

system for shoulder widths, the characteristics of the body dimensions measured 

with 3D body scans differ from those measured manually for several reasons. 

Measurements from scanners are purely surface measurements, whereas with 

manual measurements, it is difficult to take them without compressing the flesh, and 

it is not easy to hold a tape measure horizontally to the floor. Therefore, scanned 

and manual measuring should be considered two separate measuring systems, and 

the data from the two should not be combined (Association of Suppliers to the British 

Clothing Industry, 2015). 

Table 67: Across front- and back-shoulder measurements  

Ald 
2015 

Arm  
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha  
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 8559-
1:2017 

Msmnt 

Size Stream 

Msmnt 

  
Across 

shoulder 
(front) 

          

Centre-
front neck 

to 
shoulder  

  
Front-
Shoulder 
Width 

  
Across 

shoulder 
(back) 

    
Shoulder 

width from 
nape 

   

Centre-
back neck 

to 
shoulder 

Back-
shoulder 
width 
(5.4.2) 

Back-
Shoulder 
Width 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization. 
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Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 98: Across front- and back-shoulder measurement images 

4.5.2. The analysis of variation between the measurements used in pattern 

practice and those derived from body scanning 

The analysis of the measurements required for pattern drafting and those produced 

by body scanners have shown that they are different in some cases. The following 
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are examples of measurements for which there is variation between the 

measurements used in pattern practice and those derived from body scanning. 

4.5.2.1. Across front and back: 

These measurements are taken horizontally across either the front or back at the 

height of the armhole so that armhole curves can be drawn. The across front 

measurement differs considerably depending on the choice of method for pattern-

drafting (see Table 68 and Figure 99). The approach taken by the body scanner is 

the same as some of the pattern-drafting methods (see Table 68). Size Stream does 

not provide front- and back-armpit landmarks (similar to the axilla folds required for 

the manual methods); thus, there may be insufficient points to replicate the 

traditional methods.  

Comparisons of the various methods reveal three levels of front measurement, but 

Size Stream only offers one measurement option. Five of the methods require a 

measurement to be taken across the back. Two of these methods involve a 

measurement akin to that of ISO 8559 (ISO, 2017), whereas three use a method 

similar to that of Size Stream. When a measure across the back is taken in Size 

Stream, this is at a lower point of the body than when a manual approach is used . 

However, this approach achieves a similar result to when measuring at a point 

halfway through the armhole depth. The resulting curves across the back determine 

the width of the pattern between the armholes. Therefore, while there are 

discrepancies between the definitions in terms of height, the resulting measurement 

can be utilised to inform the pattern methods.  

Table 68: Across front measurements 

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size Stream 
Msmnt 

Back 
width 

    
Cross 
back 

  

  
  

Across 
back Across 

back 
  

Across 
back width 
(5.4.4)   

  
Across 
back 

Across 
back 

  
Half 
back 
width 

    
Across Back 
Tape 
Measurement 

Chest       

  
  
  

  
  
  

  

Across 
front 

  
  

    

  
Across 
chest 

  
Cross 
chest 

Across 
chest 

  
  

    
Across 
front 

    
Across 
front width 
(5.4.7) 

Across Chest 
Arm to Arm 
Length 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization. 
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Manual method of taking the 
measurement 

Measurement on the Size Stream scanner 

 

Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 99: Across front and back measurement images 
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4.5.2.2. Shoulder length right: 

In all selected methods the shoulder length of pattern based on the actual 

measurement of the body (see Table 69 and Figure 100). Table 69 shows that all 

the definitions use the same measurement for the shoulder length, albeit the body 

scanner selects a more central position for the side-neck point. Traditional manual 

methods use the intersection of the neck column and trapezius as the site of the 

side-neck point (Gill, 2009). However, this site is usually located by observing an 

area of soft tissue, but this is difficult to detect when relying on only surface 

geometry.  

Table 69: Shoulder-length measurements 

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 
8559-

1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size 
Stream 
Msmnt 

Shoulder 
Shoulder 

length 
Shoulder 

length 
Shoulder 

length 
Shoulder 

length 
Shoulder 

length 
Shoulder 

length 
Shoulder 

length 

Shoulder 
length 
(5.4.1) 

Shoulder 
Length 
Right 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization. 

 
 

Manual method of taking the 
measurement 

Measurement on the Size Stream scanner 

 

Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 100: Shoulder-length measurement images 
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The traditional approach takes the shoulder line from the mid-shoulder to the neck, 

with a resulting uneven division between the front and back. In accordance with 

various methods of pattern-drafting, the depth of the back neck is typically 1.5-

2.0cm. The front neck is usually estimated at 20% of the total neck circumference. 

Using the shoulder measurement should not present a problem in terms of pattern 

dimensions, but the other measures concerning the side-neck point could present a 

source of error.  

There is a need to reconcile definitions of landmarks associated with manual 

anthropometry and automatic measurement methods to ensure consistency when 

interpreting shapes, measurements and postures (Chen, 2011).  

4.5.2.3. Side-neck point to bust point 

This is the measurement between the landmark at the side-neck point and the bust 

prominence. It is required for both the Khalil method and the Beazley and Bond 

method (see Table 70). By taking this measurement, it is possible to position the 

bust point in the pattern, enabling the vertex of the bust dart angle to be established 

(see Figure 101). The same measurement can also be used to establish the length 

of the bust dart. Size Stream can take this measurement, but the body scanner 

positions the side-neck point in a different location to the traditional method, which 

may lead to error in the length of measurement.  

Table 70: Side-neck point to bust-point measurement 

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size Stream 
Msmnt 

    

Front-
neck 
point 

to 
bust 
point 

  
Bust-
point 

length 
  

Side-neck 
point to 

bust point 

 Side-neck 
Point to BP 

Side-neck 
point to bust 
point (5.4.10) 

Side Neck to 
Bust Length 
Right 

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization.   
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Manual method of taking the 

measurement 
Measurement on the Size Stream scanner 

 

Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 101: Side-neck point to bust-point measurement images 

4.5.2.4. Bust width 

This measurement is used in some methods to locate the bust point in the pattern 

which helps to determine the vertex of the bust dart angle (see Table 71 and Figure 

102). Difficulties in locating the bust point can present problems when measuring 

the bust width. The nipple would normally be used in manual methods, but the 

scanner uses the greatest forward projection, and this is considered to provide 

better results. However, the measurements generated by Size Stream require 

modifications because there is too great a distance between the landmarks.  
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Table 71: Bust-width measurements 

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 2003 
Hol 

1997 
Kha 1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 
8559-

1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size 
Stream  
Msmnt 

  
Bust 
span 

Bust-
prominence 

width 
  

Bust-
prominence 

width 
  Bust width 

Bust 
width 

Bust-
point 
width 
(5.2.3) 

Bust-to-
Bust 
Length 
(Custom) 

*Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization. 

 
 

Manual method of taking the 

measurement 
Measurement on the Size Stream scanner 

 

Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 102: Bust-width measurement images 

4.5.3. Measurements not available in scanners but required for drafting 

patterns  

Body scanners are incapable of taking the following measurements: 
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4.5.3.1. Side-neck point to back/front waist  

Methods such as Armstrong and Holman require this measurement to establish the 

length of the pattern from front to back (see Table 72 and Figure 103). This contour 

provides information about how the waist relates to the side-neck point, but 

scanners are incapable of taking this measurement. Taking this measurement is 

highly problematic, but without it, the scanner struggles to inform the pattern-

construction process.  

Table 72: Side-neck to front- or back-waist measurements 

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 1997 
Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 
8559-

1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size 
Stream 
Msmnt 

  
Full 

length 
(front) 

  
Shoulder 
to waist 

    
Side neck to 

Fr waist 

Side-neck 
point to front 

waist 
  

  

  
Full 

length 
(back) 

  
Back 

shoulder 
to waist 

 Back 
length  

   
Side-neck 

point to back 
waist 

  

  

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization. 

 

  

  

Manual method of taking the 
measurement 

Measurement required for the pattern 
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Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 103: Side neck to front- or back-waist measurements 

4.5.3.2. Shoulder tip to centre-front and back waist  

Starting at the landmark at the centre-front waist, this measurement extends 

diagonally over the bust to the shoulder-tip point. Certain methods require this 

measurement when determining the slope of the shoulder and the location of the 

shoulder tips (Armstrong, 2014; see Table 73). If this measurement is not taken, the 

point must be located by modifying the draft. The Size Stream body scanner cannot 

automatically take this measure. However, it is possible to take this measurement 

by utilising the manual tools offered by the body scanner. When using Size Stream, 

this measurement can be determined by taking a multi-point line and following the 

contoured body surface (see Figure 104). Figure 104 illustrates the measurement 

between the centre front CF waist and shoulder, and although this can be freely 

placed, better results will likely be achieved by relying on the automated positions 

of the measurements for the bust, waist and shoulder so it can be placed using the 

manual tools. As such, manual extraction in the software assumes that the definition 

is reliable, and appropriate guidance is offered by other measurements so that it is 

reliably placed. 
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Table 73: Shoulder tip to centre-front and back waist 

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size Stream 
Msmnt 

  
Shoulder 

slope 
(front) 

         
Shoulder tip 
to CF waist  

  
  

  
Shoulder 

slope 
(back) 

         
Shoulder tip 
to CB waist  

  
  

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization. 

 

 

 

Manual method of taking the measurement 

 

 

 

Measurement required for the pattern 

 

Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 104: Shoulder tip to centre-front waist measurement images 
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4.5.3.3. Centre-front neck to waist: 

To ensure that the tape measure remains in line with the bust’s anterior protrusion, 

paper or adhesive tape should be applied over the prominence of the bust prior to 

measurement. Starting at the centre-front neck landmark, the measurement extends 

over the bust prominence to the waist landmark (Armstrong, 2014). This is an 

important measurement because it establishes where the waist is positioned relative 

to the centre-front neck in the control region of garments worn on the upper body 

(see Figure 105). Table 74 and Figure 105 demonstrate that a body scanner cannot 

be used to take this measurement owing to the need for the measurement to be in 

line with the bust’s anterior protrusion and follow the contoured surface of the body. 

It is a curve and not a straight line. It would only be possible to measure the distance 

using the body scanner if it were possible to place points in space and not just on 

the surface of the body.  

Table 74: Centre-front neck to waist measurement 

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size Stream 
Msmnt 

  
CF 

length 
  

Centre-
front 

bodice 
    

Centre-
front neck 
to waist 

Centre-front 
neck to 
waist 

Front-neck 
point to 
waist (5.4.8)   

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization 

 
 

Manual method of taking the 

measurement 

Measurement on the Size Stream 

scanner 
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Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 105: Centre-front neck to waist measurement images 

4.5.3.4. Waist-dart placement (front and back) 

The only method that requires these two sizes is the Armstrong method (see Table 

75). The waist-dart placements should be equal to the princess lines on the dress 

form (see Figure 106). However, most methods locate the front-waist dart in line 

with the bust point because the function of it is shaping the bust; therefore, this size 

may not be necessary to measure, especially since it is difficult to locate the princess 

line on a person without existing divisional lines.  

Table 75: Waist-dart placement measurements  

Ald 
2015 

Arm 2014 
B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 
8559-

1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size 
Stream 
Msmnt 

  
Dart-

placement 
front 

          
Waist-dart 
placement 

(front) 
  

  

  
Dart-

placement 
back 

         
Waist-dart 
placement 

(back) 
  

  

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization 
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Manual method of taking the measurement Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 106: Waist-dart placement measurement image 

4.5.3.5. Side-neck point to waist (pass bust-point)  

This measurement is taken from the landmark at the side-neck point over the bust 

point to the waist landmark (see Figure 107). The measurement determines the 

position of the waist level relative to the side neck in the Beazley and Bond method, 

while it is used in the Khalil and Thatha methods to locate the side neck on a pattern. 

As shown in Table 76, this measurement is not available in the Size Stream 

measurement list (even if the measurement is taken manually by the software, the 

landmarks of the side-neck point and bust points need to be adjusted to be 

comparable to traditional landmark definitions). 
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Table 76: Side-neck point to waist (pass bust-point) measurement  

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size 
Stream 
Msmnt 

    

Front-
neck 

point to 
waist 

  
Bust 

length 
Bust 

length 

Side-neck 
point to waist 

(pass BP) 

Side-neck 
point to 
waist 

(pass BP) 

Side-neck 
point to 
waist level 
(5.4.11)   

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization 

 

 

Manual method of taking the 

measurement 
Measurement on the Size Stream scanner 

 

Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 107: Side-neck point to waist (pass bust-point) measurement 

 

4.5.3.6. Side-neck point to waist side-seam 

This measurement is used by Armstrong to locate the waist side-seam level (see 

Table 77 and Figure 108). This measurement is useful if the bust dart is manipulated 

in the waistline, as Armstrong does. 
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Table 77: Side-neck point to waist side-seam measurement  

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size 
Stream 
Msmnt 

  Strap           
Side-neck 

point to side 
seam  

  
  

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization 

 

 

 

Manual method of taking the measurement 
Measurement application in the pattern 

Source: (Armstrong, 2010) 

Figure 108: Side-neck point to waist side-seam measurement 

4.5.3.7. Side-seam length 

This measurement is taken from the midpoint at the underarm to the waist landmark 

at the side seam (see Figure 109). Some methods use this measurement to draw 

the actual measurement for side-seam length (see Table 78). Appropriate 

placement of this measurement is essential to determine the level of armhole depth 

and, consequently, the creation of well-fitted garments. Unfortunately, this 

measurement cannot be taken in the scanner as it should be between the landmarks 

of the middle-right armpit to the right waist, following the contoured body surface. 

Skin folds in most scans caused some landmarks to be difficult to select. If the 

software had a tool to enable us to choose the landmarks needed to measure the 

distance over the surface of the body between any selected points, that would be 

an improvement. 
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Table 78: Side-seam length measurement  

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size Stream 
Msmnt 

  
Side 

length 
        

Side-seam 
length 

Side-
seam 
length  

Side-waist 
length 
(5.4.9)   

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 

THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization 

 

 

Manual method of taking the measurement 

 

Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 109: Side-seam length measurement 

4.5.3.8. Armhole width  

Over the right arm of the person being measured, callipers are held horizontally. 

The arms of the calliper are then positioned in the crease of the muscle at the front 

and back of their arm (Beazley, 1997; ISO, 2008) (see Figures 110 and 111). The 

width of the armhole is determined by this measurement (Beazley and Bond, 2003) 

(see Table 79). As mentioned, Size Stream does not provide front- and back-armpit 

landmarks similar to the axilla folds required for the manual methods; therefore, 

even using the body scanner's manual tools, there may be insufficient points to 

measure it. 

Table 79: Armhole-width measurement  

Ald 
2015 

Arm 
2014 

B&B 
2003 

Hol 
1997 

Kha 
1985 

Tha 
1995 

Proposed 
method 

Msmnt 
name 

ISO 8559-
1:2017 
Msmnt 

Size Stream 
Msmnt 

    
Width 
of 
armhole 

       Width of 
armhole 

Armscye 
front to back 
width (5.2.4)   

* Abbreviations: ALD = Aldrich, ARM = Armstrong, B&B = Beazley and Bond, HOL = Holman, KHA = Khalil, 
THA= Thatha, Msmnt = measurement, ISO= The International Standards Organization. 
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Figure 110 : Horizontal distance between back and front armscye fold points 

Source: (ISO, 2017, p.31) 

 

Manual method of taking the measurement 

 

Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 111: Armhole-width measurement images 

4.5.4. Measurements available in scanners but not used in drafting  

It is apparent from studying the measurement and pattern-construction processes 

that a significant proportion of the measurements required for calculating block 

dimensions are determined using a selection of the primary dimensions (Gill, 2015; 

Gill et al., 2017). Since the measurement and construction processes are not 

correlated, it is not possible to simply use existing size charts to help guide the 

construction of patterns. Furthermore, it is apparent from the pattern-construction 

process that there are only a few isolated measurements required for the draft. In 

the majority of cases, measurements relate to other measurements. Consequently, 

there is usually a need for a link between the various measurements. It becomes 

considerably easier to create pattern-construction methodologies directly if the 

required distance to another measurement is known (Ahmed et al., 2019). 

Nevertheless, a combination of existing pattern-construction methods and body 

scanners can be used to derive certain prerequisite measurements.  
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4.5.4.1. Armhole curves:  

Curves such as armhole curves are typically drawn subjectively owing to the very 

limited guidance offered regarding how curves should be drafted. The scanner 

software includes an armhole circle measurement that can be used to establish how 

long a curve should be (see Figure 112). A detailed discussion of armhole curves 

was provided in Section 4.4.4, under the armhole heading. 

 

 

Measurement application in the pattern 

 

 

Measurement on the Size Stream scanner 

Figure 112: Armhole-circumference measurement images 

4.5.4.2. Shoulder drop 

None of the selected methods in the study used the actual angle or drop of 

shoulders. Instead, they determine this amount either using a fixed (Beazley and 

Bond, 2003) amount or a proportion of the depth of the armhole (Aldrich, 2015). 

However, technology means this measurement might be taken easily and accurately 

by measuring the shoulder angle or the drop of the shoulder from the side-neck point 

to the shoulder tip via a 3D body scan (see Figure 113).  
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Figure 113: Shoulder-drop measurement 

4.5.5. Measurements not used in drafting and not available in scanners but 

valuable to pattern drafts responding to the body 

Certain measurements cannot be taken using a body scanner and are not used in 

drafting yet offer notable benefits if they are provided by scanners and then 

effectively used in drafting a pattern. Experimental researchers have attempted to 

devise alternative methods of taking a measurement to adjust the blocks (Lesko, 

1982; Shen and Huck, 1993). These efforts have sought to incorporate graphing 

techniques, conventional body measurements and measures of body angles. These 

studies were conducted several decades ago, however, and there have not been 

many recent attempts to understand angles, body shapes and how they relate to 

patterns. Modern body scanners mean it is no longer necessary to rely on 

photographs, greatly simplifying the process of capturing these angles and 

dimensions.  

The human body is shaped mainly in two areas: the side of the body and the  body's 

depth(Anand, 2011). The shape on the side of the body is addressed by suppressing 

the extra volume of fabric on the side seam of the pattern in order to bring the 

garment closer to the body on the side. The front of the body has depth around the 

bust and waist, whereas the back has depth around the shoulder and small of the 

back (Anand, 2011). With a woman's body, this shaping is more prominent, and it 

should be addressed by folding in excess fabric to shape the contours of the body. 

As a result, the style content of block patterns is relatively basic, with required 

suppression parts, such as darts, carefully located to guarantee the block pattern 

accurately follows the curves of the human figure. 
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Figure 114 illustrates the measurements that define the greatest prominence 

regarding body angles. Measurement A is of particular importance because it helps 

to distribute suppression for the bust across the surrounding area. As such, the 

greatest prominence enables the depression under the bust to be calculated, as well 

as the volume of suppression for both breasts. The depth of suppression is known 

because this measurement is required to have an appreciation of bust-shaping.  

Measurement B provides details of the shaping that results at the rear as a result of 

the shoulder blade projecting. This enables the curvature extending from the 

shoulder blade over the shoulder to be mapped. In practical terms, Measurement B 

enables the darting requirements for the shoulder to be calculated, and also helps 

with shaping.  

Measurement C does not help with the shaping of darts at the rear; rather, the 

difference between the waist measurement and back measurement is used for this 

purpose. Using this approach provides insight into the curvature between the 

backup point of the waist and the shoulder blade, providing the means to determine 

how to distribute shaping.  

Measurement D provides details of the shape of the waist in proportion to the 

shoulder, offering useful information regarding the side pressure. This is especially 

useful when utilising a draft such as the Bunka (2009) draft, which has two darts on 

the front of the garment. This would also be useful when using ESMOD (2009), 

whereby one dart fits to the bust and there is another between the side seam and 

the bust point to give the side of the body shape.  

This approach provides insight into the curvature of the body between the waist and 

shoulder, ensuring that suitable darting can be applied. However, there is a need 

for additional bodily cues if the suppression is to be effectively balanced by 

responding to the body. 

Interpreting features of the upper body by taking angle measurements enables the 

production of close-fitting patterns for garments. Angle measurements are useful for 

calculating curved seams and darts used with block patterns, as well as helping to 

select an appropriate thickness for shoulder pads (Chen, 2011). So, when producing 

garments for the upper body, it is advisable to measure bust angles because these 

can be used to calculate the volume of the breast (Chen, 2011).  
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A B C D 

Figure 114: The greatest prominence of women’s bodies in relation to angles of the body 

Source: (Lesko, 1982) 

4.5.5.1. Back- and front-neck width and depth 

Most methods use a proportion of the base-of-neck circumference (one fifth plus a 

specific amount of ease) to derive the back-neck and the front-neck widths. The 

back-neck depth measurement is a fixed amount (1.5–2cm) for all sizes. The error 

in determining the beck-neck width and depth could affect the position of other body 

measurements, such as the centre front, back point, side-neck point, shoulder-tip 

point, etc. Accordingly, taking a neck-width and -depth measurement using the 

actual dimensions of the body will help locate them accurately. Figure 115 shows 

how to take the width and depth measurements for back and front neck. It also 

shows how to apply them when drafting patterns. 

Front-neck depth Back-neck depth 
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Front-neck width Back-neck width 

Manual method of taking the measurement 

 

 

Measurement application in the pattern 

Figure 115: Back- and front-neck depths and widths 

4.5.6. Summary  

Techniques for taking one’s body measurements have improved significantly over 

the years with various increasingly accurate methods being adopted. Nonetheless, 

the relationship between body measurements and garment fit continues to be 

problematic. A key issue with the existing measuring techniques employed in the 

construction of clothing patterns is the abstraction of the shape of the garment to 

offer comfort and fit rather than reflect the true shape of the body. It is necessary to 

go beyond the body measurements and determine the ideal relationship between 

the garment and the body, as advocated by Bye et al. (2006). 
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It is apparent that there are significant differences between the landmarks and 

measuring methods when using pattern-drafting or a body scanner. Moreover, these 

methods yield measurements that differ in terms of the detail they provide. 

Similar observations have been made in the empirical literature (Gill and Chadwick, 

2009), and comparing the guides reveals that they employed different 

measurement-naming conventions. Therefore, it should not be assumed that all 

measurements with the same names are interchangeable when using a different 

method because they may not be measuring the same things. Moreover, some 

measurements do not have a clear definition, and, in some instances, there is no 

methodology for proportional measurement. In such cases, it was necessary to 

consult previous editions for certain guides.  

Not only did the manual measurements differ among themselves and the scanner, 

but also different scanners differed among themselves, as confirmed by previous 

studies (Simmons and Istook, 2003; Gill et al., 2017). Simmons and Istook (2003) 

confirm that the measuring methods employed by body scanners are not 

comparable. A growing number of body scanners is commercially available, but it is 

now apparent that the measurements they generate vary considerably. One way 

this problem could be addressed is to standardise the terminology used in the 

industry regarding individual measurements for body scanners and manual 

methods. However, this would only be possible if the various manufacturers of body 

scanners agreed to share their data (Simmons and Istook, 2003).  

Over time, advances have been made that enable additional data to be derived from 

body scanning, but there remain certain measurements required for existing pattern-

construction methods that cannot be calculated using these scanners. However, 

some of the measurements produced by body scanners are directly comparable to 

those taken manually. Nevertheless, certain measurements required for pattern 

drafts are known to vary and, therefore, these cannot be defined using body-

scanning software. Furthermore, some measurements are simply unavailable, such 

as the measurement from the waist to the tip of the shoulder (sometimes used to 

site the position of the shoulder point). In such cases, it is necessary to amend the 

draft if the measurement is unavailable so that this location can be confirmed. 

Overall, 3D body scanning is yet to achieve its full potential and has failed to produce 

the results that many stakeholders had expected (Januszkiewicz et al., 2019). 
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Stakeholders should increase collaboration to realise the relative benefits of 3D 

body scanning (Januszkiewicz et al., 2017). In order for a garment to meet the 

desires and needs of the consumer, body dimensions as well as ease and comfort 

preferences should be translated into clothing measurements. Researchers in the 

apparel industry should continue to focus on improving body measuring method that 

take advantage of new point-to-volume data and translate it into clothing (Bye et al., 

2006). Although the development of the technology of 3D body-scanning has 

potential, there are still challenges in applying this method for body measurement 

and garment sizing (Wren, 2017; Ahmed et al., 2019). If body-scanner technology 

is to serve the industry well, it must be possible to verify where and how 

measurements were taken, as well as ensuring that the measures are reliable. In 

addition, it must be possible to obtain all the measurements required to achieve a 

good fit (Almalki et al., 2020). 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion  

5.1. Introduction  

This chapter summarises the achievements of this study, including the methods 

applied, the main findings, a discussion of the outcomes with reference to the extant 

literature, the empirical research and the practical implications for the industry going 

forward. In addition, the limitations of this study are recognised, and advice is offered 

for those conducting similar research in future. The objectives of this study were 

achieved in different sections of the thesis, which are listed in Table 80. 

Table 80: outcomes against objectives 

Objectives of the study 

Section 

number in 

Thesis 

To understand the clothing experience among consumers who have a body figure 

type considered to be ‘non-standard’, including their needs, requirements and 

satisfaction 

Section 2.2 

Section 2.4 

Section 2.7 

Section 

3.2.9 

To determine the applicability of current pattern drafting techniques of clothing 

and identify key aspects that can be improved to advance pattern drafting 

Section 3.9 

Section 4.2 

To create and evaluate a suitable apparel product development system for those 

with non-standard body dimensions, utilising appropriate advanced technologies 

Section 

3.10.5 

Section 

3.10.6 

Section 

3.10.7 

Section 

3.10.8 

Section 4.4 

To determine if body scanning can be used to inform existing techniques of 

pattern-drafting and highlight areas where measurements are needed, or whether 

a more consideration of measurement definitions would enable the body 

scanners to provide more appropriate measurements to help pattern drafting 

methods 

Section 

3.11 

Section 4.5 

5.2. Major findings of the study 

There are few empirical studies in the literature concerning designing suitable, well-

fitting garments for women that have focused on drawing out a pattern block for 

women with unique builds so their garments balance properly and have a proper fit 

(Tsakalidou, 2016; Hong et al., 2017). Though there are more recent efforts to 

address this (Kim et al., 2020), they still rarely go beyond the basic mechanics, with 

little consideration of theory and body to pattern relationships. The area of focus for 

this study was based on the affirmation that within the clothing industry, a pattern is 
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usually designed according to a measurement system that has proportional 

expectations. Hence, the final product is likely to require some adjustments and not 

necessarily be fitted individually, particularly for those whose figures diverge from 

the standard form. The fashion industry requires block patterns to offer a good fit 

because such patterns are essentially the basis for the construction of the vast 

majority of garments. Moreover, the ability of a garment to fit well is largely governed 

by how well the pattern reflects and responds to the body it was developed to fit. 

This study devised a novel approach to pattern block creation for women’s garments 

to be worn on the upper torso. This entailed a three-stage process, the first of which 

established how applicable the current methods of pattern-drafting are. This phase 

began with the selection of six commonly used methods of producing pattern blocks 

for women’s bodices and the conducting of comparative analysis. The findings from 

this initial process made it possible to develop a new method of drafting by 

understanding the relationship between patterns and the human form to ensure that 

the final patterns produced are well balanced and well-fitting. The second phase 

entailed testing this innovative approach using a sample of participants. Finally, the 

third phase involved analysing and comparing the measurements produced by the 

body scanner and those required for pattern-drafting methods. It was then possible 

to identify the measurements that body scanners must take for direct application 

when constructing patterns. The following is a summary of the methods and findings 

for each phase. 

5.2.1. Phase 1: The applicability of current pattern-drafting techniques 

The main aim of the first phase was to determine the applicability of current pattern-

drafting techniques and to improve recorded knowledge on these methods. The 

researcher reviewed and explored six methods of pattern-drafting for women’s 

bodice blocks. Evaluation, comparison and analysis of the methods were 

undertaken for several aspects. The number of direct measurements required, and 

the drafting methods of bodice patterns were analysed and compared (see Section 

3.9). The researcher also reviewed the empirical literature relating to the most 

common issues in fitting bodice patterns for different figure faults in women’s bodies 

and then analysed the different clothing alterations required to resolve these issues 

(see Appendix A). The objective of these procedures was to establish existing 

method limitations and then suggest measurements that might help to avoid these 

problems when developing a new method of drafting. Analysis and comparisons 
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were also made for each of the drafting formulae for bodice patterns, as well as the 

additional ease amounts in pattern blocks. 

The appearance of the garments produced using the different methods was also 

evaluated. Six bodice patterns were cut and sewn for the body form size 12. 

Photographs were taken and a bodice evaluation questionnaire was developed to 

distribute to experts with experience of garment construction and fit. This helped to 

determine the limitations of the existing pattern-drafting methods. 

A key finding of the first phase in this research was that pattern-drafting methods 

are heavily standardised, and they rely on extensive post-draft development to suit 

individual variations. Evaluating the appearance of the bodices revealed that all the 

patterns required modification. It was also noted that there is excessive use of a 

specific proportion of the primary measurements or, sometimes, using a fixed 

amount to draft certain body dimensions on a pattern (see Section 4.2). 

The dimensions of the pattern are based on a number of points drawn on the pattern. 

A combination of straight and curved lines is then used to connect these plots, in 

order to create the finished pattern. However, these points are placed based on 

specific measurement (either a direct measurement or a proportion), which means 

that any step when drawing the pattern will affect the shape and size of the 

subsequent steps. There is a need to understand that pattern drafting method is a 

linear sequence process and its steps cross-cut each other. Any mistakes that occur 

in the primary stages can easily, and often, lead to further inaccuracies in the 

following steps when pattern-drafting. Hence, the final product is likely to require 

adjustment and not necessarily be fitted individually, particularly for those whose 

figures diverge from the standard form. 

 

The different pattern-drafting methods vary not only in terms of the number of direct 

measurements required, but also regarding the amount of ease added to the pattern 

dimensions. Although the drafting method for the circumferences (e.g., bust and 

waist circumferences) was to apply the actual size when drafting all six pattern-

drafting methods, the functionality and fit may not be relevant, and this is governed 

by the size of the allowance for ease. There is, therefore, a need to apply an 

appropriate ease allowance when developing a new method for drafting a bodice 

(see Section 4.2.4).  
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Having reviewed the published texts, it was apparent that each has its own method 

for producing a block bodice pattern. Consequently, each result in a slightly different 

block for the same person. These pattern shapes cannot possibly reflect individual 

variation in the proportion or balance of dress forms or the different figures used. 

Using these methods, it would be difficult to predict the fit of computer-generated, 

customised patterns for a variety of body measurements and shapes (McKinney et 

al., 2017). In general, the pattern-drafting process makes determining the final 

dimensions more difficult, meaning that pattern alterations and restricting the 

possibilities of computer-aided custom pattern-drafting are required (Gill and 

Chadwick, 2009; McKinney, Bye, and LaBat, 2012; McKinney et al., 2017). 

5.2.2. Phase 2: Developing a new pattern-drafting method 

Based on the analysis and studies undertaken during the first phase, a new method 

was developed to enable bodice blocks to be produced for the range of various body 

types. New methods were suggested for constructing bodice blocks, drafting and 

utilising the JBlock system, as well as the parametric draft function in Lectra Modaris 

for certain scans. Then, the evaluation of fit, modifications and adjustments needed 

were made, and any issues identified with the pattern were analysed (see Section 

3.10). 

This study revealed that the established methods of pattern-drafting are highly 

standardised, and any attempt to ensure that garments offer a close fit that reflects 

the wearer’s body shape requires considerable post-draft modification. Therefore, 

based on thorough experimentation guided by analysis, the researcher sought to 

reduce error by increasing the context of the body data in the initial draft to ensure 

that the final garments produced are well balanced and well-fitting, especially for the 

upper body, as this reflects the figure variations of women. This study focused 

entirely on the bodice draft, but the research findings are applicable to pattern-

drafting procedures for other types of garments because the novel pattern-drafting 

principles and process are the same, only the areas the garment fits differ. For 

instance, basic patterns are produced by considering the main landmarks of the 

human form, which act as starting points when creating a draft. In addition, 

measurements are used with an allowance for the desired ease. This information is 

fed into mathematical equations to determine the measurements separating the 

sketch lines. Hence, the parallels between the various pattern-drafting methods 
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ensure that the results can be applied to alternative methods for different types of 

garments. 

Although the researcher tried to apply actual sizes as much as possible, this was 

insufficient due to the lack of theories. As mentioned above, creating a pattern is 

subject to a variety of factors,  such as the ease amounts added and measurements 

that convert into algorithms applied to draft-pattern dimensions.  

The results of the proposed method in this study, as well as the comparative analysis 

performed to understand current methods and features of existing pattern 

construction for bodices and other block types, revealed there are only a few 

theories regarding the key principles of methods (see Section 4.4.4). Among the 

most notably lacking theories are those concerning arc divisions and how 

proportions are used to position side seams. In addition, how the depth of the 

armhole is used in patterns is not apparent and has no relevance to the body size 

of the wearer. There remain issues regarding deciding upon the ideal width and 

number of darts, as well as how best to distribute the waist and bust suppression. 

Finally, there is no consistency in the allowance for ease applied in block patterns.  

5.2.3. Phase 3: The measurements required and three-dimensional body-

scanning technology 

This phase described the challenges associated with matching the measurements 

produced by a Size Stream body scanner with those necessary to create garment 

patterns, and how these can be addressed. The analysis and comparison were 

undertaken for the selected pattern-drafting methods, as well as the proposed 

method.  

Initially, the various measurements needed to draft patterns were analysed to 

identify which were required for each of the pattern-drafting methods. Comparisons 

were then made with the measurements defined in the latest ISO standard, and a 

categorisation was made to the measurements. Subsequently, the measurements 

produced by the Size Stream body scanner and the measurements required for the 

six methods were compared (see Table 11 in section 3.11.2).  

The main findings and conclusions of Phase 3 are summarised as follows. There 

are certain required measurements for pattern-drafting methods available, and 

these can be considered comparable to those produced by the body scanner. 
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However, some available measurements differ between the manual (pattern) and 

body-scanner methods regarding how they are taken. In a few cases, there are also 

some measurements unavailable via scanners but required when drafting patterns. 

Nevertheless, scanners offer some useful measurements that are not used in 

standard drafting methods, but it would be beneficial to use them, such as armhole 

curves, which are often drawn subjectively. It was also found that some 

measurements are not used in drafting and are unavailable in scanners but are 

worth creating, such as certain body angles that are difficult to obtain manually but 

can easily be captured by a scanner. To enhance the pattern blocks, the feasibility 

of incorporating further measurements was assessed. These results enabled 

suggestions to be made to amend how measurements are taken by body scanners 

so they are better suited to the needs of pattern-drafters (see Section 4.5 for details).  

5.2.4. Summary  

The main finding of this study is that the existing established methods are 

problematic due to limited measurements and the prevalence of proportions in 

drafting. The methods vary, and there is a lack of consistency or a single pattern to 

conform to, which explains why there is a difference in the measurements provided. 

Pattern-drafting involves subsequent steps being followed to design a plan for 

garment construction, and the measurements taken should align with the body form. 

The divergence of measurements is explained by the finding that people have 

different body types, and such a broad scope creates the need to develop a theory 

of pattern-drafting methods to suit individual needs. Hence, there is no 

standardisation in the body-to-pattern associations, and no single relationship 

between the two can be relied upon in garment construction. The variation of body 

types and patterns explains why there are limitations in present pattern-drafting 

methods. Therefore, this area presents a potential gap for future research to 

explore.  

This study further established that because the body-to-pattern relationship has no 

ideal form or a standard outlook expected of different garments, the physical 

characteristics of an individual may not meet the imposed standards or the perfect 

body form. Although standards can be developed as guides for manufacturers, it is 

unlikely that agreement will be reached regarding a sizing standard for garments. 

This is because many retailers use their sizing as a means of promotion and 

marketing, and such producers have no ‘standard’ commercial practice and sizing 
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(Labat, 2007). Classifying body shapes based on similarities across a sample of 

people is problematic because this fails to represent accurately the breadth of 

differences that exist in the human form from one person to another. Previous 

research has established that information about the variety of body types reveals 

that there is no consistency in terms of body size and categorisation (Alexander et 

al., 2005). 

People of the same body size may not fit into the ideals of a drafted pattern for the 

same type of garment because their physical characteristics are likely to be different. 

The number of actual measurements and the processes of pattern construction are 

inconsistent for the majority of methods. The fundamental dimensions of each 

person differ and, from the results of the study, these differences, as illustrated by 

their physical characteristics, explain why most individuals cannot have their 

garments designed using patterns with the same primary dimensions because their 

accuracy is likely to be lost in the process. It could be argued that a pattern drafter 

needs more than one science or knowledge in order to produce well-fitted garments; 

it requires a combination of experiences in anatomy, geometry, and mathematics. 

The first phase of drafting a pattern is taking measurements, which is the most 

critical step because it is the basis for other processes. Hence, an error in the 

primary step translates into even worse errors in the subsequent steps due to 

inaccurate measurements and inconsistencies within the process. The 

consequences of such inconvenience are a higher possibility of patterns being 

damaged or the continual need for adjustment so the garments fit as required and 

the visualised pattern can align with the final product. Based on this study's principal 

findings, there is no theory regarding the vital principles of the methods implemented 

in practice, as evidenced by the outcomes in pattern development that do not align 

with the expected results. However, current knowledge does not focus on improving 

practice, especially when knowing that apparel customisation should not be based 

on a standardised approach.  

This study also confirmed the viability of using measurements taken by body 

scanners when producing pattern blocks for women’s bodies. Body scanners enable 

measurements that were previously notoriously difficult to take, such as body 

angles, to be easily taken. Moreover, body scanners provide scope to examine the 

shape of the human form and take measurements that were not previously possible. 

Similarly, this technology enables certain dimensions to be defined for the very first 

time. With access to these data, it is now possible to challenge the conventional 
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methods and propose new means of producing patterns. This research has also 

made it possible to recognise the most important pattern theory themes, including 

objective and subjective aspects of pattern-drafting, and it offers a firm basis for 

developing new theories that will help to modernise and improve the efficiency of 

how patterns are cut.  

This study researched the conventional methods of producing 2D patterns and the 

wide array of outputs generated by body scanners to help determine how such 

scanners can improve upon the traditional methods. Six methods for producing 

bodice patterns were evaluated, and comparisons of the measurements required 

for each method were made with reference to the measurements derived from the 

body scanner. More specifically, comparisons were made between the 

measurements required when using these methods and those generated by the 

Size Stream body scanner. Additional analysis was conducted into the customised 

measurements that the different scanning systems can produce to establish whether 

additional measurements could either replicate those needed or improve upon the 

data applied when drafting. Despite extensive previous research into automating the 

pattern-drafting process (Huang et al., 2010; Sayem et al., 2012), the relationship 

between patterns and the wearer is still not well understood, which has prevented 

such systems becoming widely adopted and fully exploited.  

Body-scanning technology has yet to realise its full potential, and the benefits 

expected by certain stakeholders have not come to fruition. If this is to be achieved, 

there must be greater collaboration (Januszkiewicz et al., 2019). In addition to 

appreciating the need for appropriate measurements produced by scanners to help 

advance pattern-drafting, additional measurements should also be utilised to help 

ensure that patterns better reflect the specific shape, size and proportions of the 

individual. It is evident from this present study that not all the measurements utilised 

in pattern-drafting can currently be generated using body scanners. Having 

identified the key measurements and landmarks, this study demonstrated how body 

scanners can contribute to advances in pattern development.  

5.3. Research contributions  

The main purpose of this research was to develop an improved method to create a 

bodice block that will provide a base for new styles without requiring to create 

individual garment patterns each time a variation is attempted. The other key goal 

was to improve the recorded knowledge and theory concerning pattern-drafting, 
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focusing on the bodice block. The significance of this study and its position among 

the prevailing literature is summarised as follows.  

In the absence of formal research, pattern-drafting has evolved slowly, with 

traditional methods being passed on from one generation to the next. Pattern-

drafting methods incorporate heuristic statements about the relationship between 

patterns and the human form. The common statements in published pattern-drafting 

texts were identified in this study, and it was apparent that there is no universally 

recognised consensus regarding how pattern blocks should be produced. 

Consequently, pattern blocks produced for a particular person could vary to some 

extent depending purely on the choice of text referred to. This issue further 

illustrates that the relationship between patterns and the human form is not well 

defined.  

In order to develop a more in-depth understanding in this area, this research started 

by providing a comprehensive overview of pattern-drafting and its limitations. Having 

a better theoretical grasp of the relationship between patterns and the human form 

is important as this enables the production of better-fitting garments, benefiting 

practitioners, teachers and students. A pattern-development system that 

consistently offers an established relationship between body and garment would 

represent a significant step forward towards the practical realisation of automated 

apparel mass customisation (Song and Ashdown, 2012; McKinney et al., 2017) 

helping the industry to evolve in a positive way. Employing such results making it 

less time-consuming, more efficient, more reliable and more accurate by utilising 

computer technology when taking body measurements and drafting the patterns 

(Kim et al., 2020).  

This study contributes to the existing body of knowledge by using a novel 

methodology that enhances the present pattern-drafting system to enable quicker, 

more accurate and highly reliable computer-controlled custom-garment pattern-

drafting techniques. The goal is to advance current practices that support mass-

customisation procedures for apparel and enable them to be better adopted across 

the apparel sector.  

Few studies have analysed the bodice pattern with as much in-depth scientific rigour 

as this current study (see Section 4.2 and 4.4.4). Hence,  this research can be 

considered a scientific foundation for future research in this field. The results of this 
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research are of great value to those developing and enhancing applications linked 

to pattern construction methods and can be applied directly by them and pattern 

practitioners. This study evaluates and quantifies the limitations of existing pattern-

drafting methods and lists theories that need to be developed to reduce variation in 

processes and the duration of the product development cycle. Further development 

of these innovative theories will lead to the development of pattern-bodice blocks 

that offer a good fit, thereby reducing the time needed for production, waste due to 

poor fit and increased wearer satisfaction. 

This research identified the areas requiring measurements when creating patterns, 

and these are regarded as the necessary outputs from body scanning and 

measurement extraction. A key finding from the research is that even with scanning 

technology, which has enabled plenty of measurements, the complexity of the body 

surface in the upper body requires yet more details than those which are currently 

available to facilitate better fitting garments across a broad range of bodies. For 

instance, how to distribute suppression for the bust areas is one area that clearly 

requires further development and has little suitably developed theory to support.  

The research recommendations of this study make several contributions. If these 

are followed to improve pattern-drafting systems, the recommendations can 

facilitate accurate, quick and reliable computer-aided custom-garment pattern-

drafting as well as the advancement of apparel mass customisation. Improving the 

accuracy of pattern-drafting methods could reduce the time spent adjusting 

garments to achieve a good fit or even eliminate the need for any alterations. It is 

believed that CAD pattern-drafting could become highly accurate if the pattern-

drafting methods are identified, in addition to the necessary darts, rules and ease. 

By developing the underlying theory, it will be possible to save considerable time 

and help the sector to progress (McKinney et al., 2017).  

Parametric pattern blocks were produced for the upper torsos of women using the 

six approaches, as well as the suggested approach developed using Lectra Modaris 

Expert. The parametric method enables bespoke patterns to be created for a 

particular person by amending the details in the size chart directly linked to the 

pattern dimensions. How the pattern blocks have been devised means that bespoke 

patterns can be created in just a matter of minutes, and the result is a pattern almost 

identical to that produced manually with personal measurements. This new 

approach saves considerable time and money by avoiding the need for laborious 
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trial-and-error processes. If parametric pattern blocks are drafted and created, and 

the body measurements and mathematical formulae needed are added on Chart 

Manager, you only have to do those processes once; they no longer have to be 

drafted. The only necessity is changing the measurement according to the individual 

body. If more reliable pattern-drafting methods are adopted, this would significantly 

reduce the time required for such processes. These methods also allow for 

exploration of other variables coded into the parametric draft, for instance, modifying 

dart intakes, or ease allowances for the drafts. 

This study developed a new, innovative method of drafting bodice blocks for women, 

with greater consideration of the individual body and with a clear appreciation of 

pattern theory. The proposed method is an attempt to  understand and formalise  

relationships between human dimensions and clothing products as much as 

possible. This method would be beneficial in terms of creating well-fitted garments 

using a pattern block that creates the desired silhouette. It is widely recognised that 

block drafting is the most efficient means of mass-produced patterns (Narang, 

2015). The research makes a number of contributions to the theory that are 

summarized in Table 81. 

Table 81: Summary of contributions derived from this thesis 

Contribution to theory in this study 

Section 

number in 

thesis 

Providing a comprehensive overview of existing pattern-drafting methods  
Section 4.2 

 

Investigate the issues of existing pattern-drafting methods and highlighting the 

limitations  

Section 4.2 

Section 4.4 

Identifies requires areas where theories need to be developed when creating 

patterns to ensure they can respond to different individual bodies.  

Propose solutions to methods and approaches and makes a clear logical 

argument for why they are necessary, which is a contribution that others can 

more easily build from 

Developing a new method of drafting bodice blocks for women, with greater 

consideration of the individual body and with a clear appreciation of pattern 

theory. 

Section 4.4 

Parametric pattern blocks were produced for the female bodice using different 

pattern drafting methods by the Lectra Modaris Expert, which would 

significantly reduce the time required for such processes. Drafts can be 

adopted by other users and provide a basis for future research to build from. 

Section 3.10.7 

Analysing and comparing the measurements produced by the body scanner 

and those required for pattern-drafting methods 
Section 4.5 

Identify the areas requiring measurements when creating patterns and the 

further measurements necessary to better link patterns to individual bodies. 

Section 4.5.2 

Section 2.5.3 

Section 4.5.5 

https://context.reverso.net/%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%AC%D9%85%D8%A9/%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A5%D9%86%D8%AC%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%B2%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B9%D8%B1%D8%A8%D9%8A%D8%A9/is+an+attempt
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5.4. Limitations and recommendations for further study 

The limitations of the proposed research concern its scope and methodology. The 

current method for producing block patterns entails drawing upon knowledge about 

anthropometric research, pattern-drafting, the fit and construction of garments, the 

constraints imposed by the properties of the chosen textiles, and the ability to 

develop the resulting garments. Concerning the empirical literature and 

experimentation, it was possible to define pattern-drafting methods. Furthermore, 

this research was limited to studying block patterns for the bodices of garments for 

females. However, this is a crucial aspect of garment design because the torso 

connects with all other limbs of the human body.  

Regarding the study’s scope, the research is based on data from 13 female 

participants, none of whom had a standard body shape. Although samples were not 

large enough to generalise the results, the analysis shows the potential for 

considering unique bodies and can be considered as a valuable source of 

information for ongoing development. Future research should consider using a 

larger sample and utilise participants from different regions. All the data used in this 

research were obtained using a 3D body scanner.  

The proposed method involved comparing six conventional pattern-drafting 

methods. Therefore, future research could consider using different methods of 

pattern-drafting with a larger sample, including different body types and people who 

have problems with their posture. Fully developing the basic pattern block for 

alternative figures and body shapes will greatly extend its application in industrial 

processes.  

Although this study focused primarily on the bodice draft, the similarities between 

the different methods for creating other patterns (skirts, trousers, sleeves etc.) mean 

that the findings are applicable to pattern-drafting techniques used for other garment 

types.  

It is evident that reliably defining measurements would make a valuable contribution 

to the development of garments. There are existing standards regarding governing 

body measurements (ISO, 2017) but they lack the detail that those devising 

innovative technologies require. Instead of merely agreeing on standardised 

measurements, a better approach could be to standardise the data required when 

using measurements. Therefore, each measurement should be assigned a 
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particular name, descriptions of how measurements should be taken, and precise 

specifications for the siting of landmarks and their definition. Providing such detail 

would mean that measurements become transferable, irrespective of whether 

manual or automated approaches are applied. Moreover, definitions and 

standardised practices enhance people’s understanding and make it easier to 

employ various technologies. By specifying the key information, it would become 

easier to account for different means of measuring while also synchronising how 

measurements are used.  

Insights were provided into the knowledge of those with expertise in fitting bodice 

blocks using the various approaches. Even when producing garments of the same 

size, the experts allowed different amounts of ease, and this prompted the question 

of what constitutes an appropriate allowance for ease for different regions of the 

human form, measurement’s locations and styles of garment. Further research is 

required to establish how the garment industry applies ease because it plays a 

significant role in determining consumer perceptions of how well garments fit. There 

is no consensus regarding suitable ease allowances for given areas of the body and 

style of garment. In addition, there is a need for a single, universal-fit system so 

manufacturers, retailers and consumers all have a similar notion of how well 

something fits (Ashdown and Loker, 2010). This system would enable the creation 

of common terms relating to the fit of garments, as well as how measurements are 

taken and the fit described for application by consumers and industry alike (Miell et 

al., 2018).  

This study was limited to a single, non-stretch fabric and a 2D design. In future, it is 

advised that additional types of fabric be evaluated in addition to a more extensive 

range of ease and darts to suit the characteristics of the fabric being used and the 

shape of the human form for which the pattern is being produced.  

Finally, there is a need to devise superior systems to produce the desired shape of 

garments, and these must be directly linked to the specific details of the human 

form. Innovative pattern-drafting methods must be based on detailed analyses of 

the human form and integrate seamlessly with current production methods to ensure 

a smooth transition to automation. These innovative methods must be underpinned 

by a sound grasp of the associated theory regarding how size, shape and fit are 

related. Further research is needed to develop the theory behind methods of 

garment production. Some would regard this approach as re-engineering garment 
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manufacture, and the best way for this to become established would be to develop 

the theory further so practitioners can acquire a better appreciation. At present, the 

development of garments continues to combine elements of science and art. Only 

when a viable theory is developed and adopted, with practice being suitably 

documented, will it be possible to realise the full benefits afforded by modern 

technology.  

5.5. Summary 

The objectives of the current study were achieved. The applicability of current 

pattern-drafting techniques for clothing was determined, and these methods were 

evaluated. A new method was designed that created and developed the drafting of 

a bodice pattern for the female torso for those with non-standard body dimensions, 

utilising appropriate advanced technologies. This study also examined how suitable 

the use of body-scanner measurements is for current methods of pattern-drafting. 

Therefore, it was possible to recommend several additional measurements that 

body scanners can take to improve the fit of garments for specific body shapes.  

The empirical literature review confirmed the paucity of research focusing on the 

drafting of pattern blocks for the female form and considering how fit is affected by 

the wearer’s build. This study contributes to existing research by identifying the 

measurements needed when producing a pattern. Based on this, it will be possible 

for body scanners to assist in the pattern-drafting process. Currently, there is no 

theory of key principles regarding the approaches applied in practice. This study 

enhanced current pattern-drafting methods for women’s garments by incorporating 

computer-aided processes to improve accuracy and reduce the time required to 

achieve a good fit when producing mass-customised garments.  
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Chapter 6 Appendix 

Appendix A: List of figure problems 

Garment 

part 

Fitting problems Measurement 

required to 

avoid these 

problems 

Measurement description from LR 

Neckline  Width of 

(front/back) neck is 

too (tight/loose) 

(Minott, 1978; 

Elizabith et al., 

1992; Armstrong, 

2014) 

Width of 

(front/back) 

neck  

Back neck width: The plastic square is 

positioned horizontally over the nape 

landmark and adjusted to touch both right 

and left neck-point landmarks at an 

equidistant point. This width measurement 

between the neck points is recorded(Minott, 

1978; Beazley, 1997).. 

Front neck width: The adjustable plastic 

square is positioned horizontally over the 

centre front neck base landmark and 

adjusted to be equidistant from both neck-

point landmarks. The width measurement is 

recorded between the neck points (Minott, 

1978; Beazley, 1997). 

 

Source: (Beazley, 1997) 

Depth of 

(front/back) neck is 

too (high/low) 

(Minott, 1978; 

Elizabith et al., 

1992) 

Depth of 

(front/back) 

neck  

Back neck depth: The vertical measurement 

from the nape level to the side neck points 

is recorded (Minott, 1978; Beazley, 1997).. 

Front neck depth: The vertical measurement 

from the centre front neck level to the side 

neck points is recorded (Minott, 1978; 

Beazley, 1997). 
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Source: (Beazley, 1997) 

Shoulders    Shoulders are 

(broad/narrow) 

(Minott, 1978; 

Elizabith et al., 

1992) 

Length of 

shoulder  

Shoulder length: This measurement is taken 

from the side neck point and the shoulder tip 

on both sides of the body (Khalil, 1985a; 

Thatha, 1995; Beazley, 1997; Beazley and 

Bond, 2003; Armstrong, 2014; Aldrich, 

2015). 

Width of 

(front/back) 

shoulders  

Centre front 

neck to 

shoulder 

Centre back 

neck to 

shoulder 

width of front shoulders: The measurement 

taken is based on the distance between the 

left and right tips of the shoulders (Beazley, 

1997). 

width of  back shoulders: The measurement 

taken is based on the distance between the 

left and right tips of the shoulders  (Beazley, 

1997). 

Centre front neck to shoulder: This 

measurement is taken from the centre front 

neck to the tip of the shoulder (Armstrong, 

2014). 

Centre back neck to shoulder: This 

measurement is taken from the  centre back 

neck  to the tip of the shoulder (Khalil, 

1985a; Beazley, 1997; Armstrong, 2014). 

 

Shoulders are 

(square/sloping) 

(Minott, 1978; 

Elizabith et al., 

1992; Beazley and 

Shoulder tip to 

centre 

(front/back) 

waist 

(shoulder 

slope) 

Shoulder tip to centre front waist: This 

measurement is taken on the front, from the 

landmark at centre front waist, diagonally up 

over the bust to each shoulder point, on both 

sides of the body (Armstrong, 2014). 
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Bond, 2003; Bunka, 

2009)  

Angle of 

shoulder slope 

Width of 

(front/back) 

shoulders  

 

Shoulder tip to centre back waist: This 

measurement is taken on the back, from the 

landmark at centre back waist, diagonally up 

over the blades, to each shoulder tip point, 

on both sides of the body (Armstrong, 2014). 

The shoulder slope angle: Measure the 

angle of the shoulder from the base of the 

neck to the shoulder tip (Lesko, 1982) 

 

Source : [ Lesko, p. 43] 

Shoulders are 

uneven (Thatha, 

1995; Armstrong, 

2014; Aldrich, 

2015) 

Shoulder slope 

and length; 

measurements 

should be 

taken on both 

sides of the 

body  

Mentioned previously.  

Armhole  Armhole depth is 

too (shallow/ deep) 

(Elizabith et al., 

1992) 

Armhole depth  Armhole depth measurement: The tape 

measure is positioned at the nape and 

placed vertically down the centre back to the 

armhole level (Beazley, 1997; Beazley and 

Bond, 2003). 

Armhole width is 

(narrow/ wide) 

Armhole width  Armhole width measurement: The callipers 

are held horizontally above the subject’s 

right arm. The calliper arms are placed at 

the muscle crease of the front and back of 

the top of the subject’s arm (Beazley, 1997). 

There is gape 

above (front/back) 

mid-armhole 

(Minott, 1978; 

Armstrong, 2014) 

Shoulder slope  

Shoulder width  

Mentioned previously. 
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There is gape 

below (front/back) 

mid-armhole 

(Minott, 1978; 

Armstrong, 2014) 

Armhole depth  

Side seam 

length 

Across chest  

Across back 

width 

Across back 

midway 

between 

centre back 

neck and 

armhole level 

Side seam length: This measurement is 

taken from the midpoint at the underarm to 

the waist landmark at the side seam 

(Armstrong, 2014). 

Across chest measurement: This 

measurement is taken horizontally between 

the centre front neck and bust level. The 

width is gauged at the skin folds where the 

arms connect to the torso (Beazley and 

Bond, 2003). 

Across back width: This measurement is 

taken horizontally and gauged just above 

the skin folds where the arms connect to the 

torso (Khalil, 1985a; Beazley and Bond, 

2003; Armstrong, 2014). 

Across back midway between nape and 

armhole level: This measurement is taken 

horizontally across the back, midway 

between the nape landmark and armhole 

level, and over the shoulder blades (Aldrich, 

2015). 

Chest  Chest width is too 

(narrow/wide) 

(Elizabith et al., 

1992) 

Across chest  Mentioned previously. 

Hollow chest 

(Minott, 1978; 

Elizabith et al., 

1992) 

Front shoulder 

width 

measurement 

Across chest  

Mentioned previously.  

The upper portion 

of the sternum is 

rounded and 

protrudes beyond 

the surface of the 

ribs (prominent 

sternum/rounded 

chest) (Minott, 

Width of front 

shoulders  

Across chest  

Side neck to 

bust point BP 

measurement 

Side neck point to BP: This measurement is 

taken from the landmark at the side neck 

point to the bust prominence (Khalil, 1985a; 

Beazley, 1997; Beazley and Bond, 2003). 

Others mentioned previously. 
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1978; Elizabith et 

al., 1992) 

Bust The bust point 

position is 

(low/high) (Minott, 

1978; Elizabith et 

al., 1992) 

Side neck to 

BP  

 

The bust point width 

is (narrow/wide) 

(Minott, 1978; 

Elizabith et al., 

1992) 

Bust width  Bust width: This measurement is taken 

horizontally from one nipple to the other 

(Khalil, 1985a; Beazley, 1997; Beazley and 

Bond, 2003; Armstrong, 2014). 

The bust is 

(small/full) (Minott, 

1978; Elizabith et 

al., 1992; Bunka, 

2009; Veblen, 

2012; Armstrong, 

2014) 

Bust 

circumference 

The bust dart 

angle 

The front waist 

dart angle 

Front bust arc 

Bust radius 

Front width 

under bust   

Bust circumference: This measurement is 

taken around the fullest part of the bust 

(over right and left bust prominence) under 

the arms and vertically at the centre back 

(Khalil, 1985a; Thatha, 1995; Beazley, 

1997; Beazley and Bond, 2003; Aldrich, 

2015). 

The bust dart angle: Measures the angle of 

the bust from the bust point to the side neck 

point (Lesko, 1982) 

 

Source : [ Lesko, p. 42] 

The front waist dart angle: Measures the 

angle of the waist from the bust point to the 

waist level (Lesko, 1982) 
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Source : [ Lesko, p. 42] 

Front bust arc: Centre front, over bust point, 

ending 2 inches below armplate at side 

seam (Armstrong, 2014).  

Bust radius: Measured from bust point 

ending under bust mound to rib above 

(Armstrong, 2014). 

Front width under bust: Measured across 

the front, at under-bust level, measuring 

horizontally towards both sides (left/right) 

(Tsakalidou, 2016). 

Bust prominence 

(Minott, 1978; 

Elizabith et al., 

1992) 

Side neck to 

BP 

measurement 

Bust arc 

Bust radius 

 

Upper 

back 

Upper back is 

rounded (Minott, 

1978; Elizabith et 

al., 1992) 

Side neck over 

the scapulae 

to bust level 

Upper back 

width 

Back shoulder 

width 

Angle of back 

shoulder dart 

Side neck over the scapulae to bust level: 

Angle of back shoulder dart: The length of 

the line drawn from the side neck point to the 

back shoulder curve, minus one and one-

half inches (Lesko, 1982).  
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Source: (Lesko, 1982) 

Others mentioned previously.  

Upper back width is 

too (narrow/wide) 

(Minott, 1978; 

Elizabith et al., 

1992) 

Width across 

back 

Mentioned previously.  

Dowager hump 

(Elizabith et al., 

1992) 

Back shoulder 

width  

Back neck 

curve  

Angle of back 

shoulder dart 

Back neck curve measurement: Measured 

from centre back neck to side neck point at 

the base of the neck (Armstrong, 2014). 

Others mentioned previously.   

Erect upper back 

(Elizabith et al., 

1992) 

Back shoulder 

width  

Angle of back 

shoulder dart 

Mentioned previously.  

Prominent shoulder 

blades (Minott, 

1978; Elizabith et 

al., 1992; Beazley 

and Bond, 2003) 

Width of the 

shoulder blade 

tips 

Back shoulder 

width  

Angle of back 

shoulder dart 

Width of the shoulder blade tips: Measured 

from blade to blade (Elizabith et al., 1992). 

Others mentioned previously.  

Flatter shoulder 

blades (Minott, 

1978; Elizabith et 

Back shoulder 

width  

Mentioned previously.  
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al., 1992; Beazley 

and Bond, 2003) 

Width across 

back 

Under 

bust  

 

Rib cage is 

(wide/narrow) 

(Minott, 1978; 

Elizabith et al., 

1992; Beazley and 

Bond, 2003) 

Circumference 

under bust 

  

Under bust circumference: The tape 

measure is placed horizontally around the 

torso under the breast, under the arm, then 

to the back. The tape measure is positioned 

parallel to the floor (Beazley, 1997). 

 

The front of the rib 

cage slopes 

outward 

excessively from 

the chest to the 

lower edge (flared 

lower rib cage) 

(Elizabith et al., 

1992) 

Front waist 

dart size 

Side seam 

angle 

Waist dart 

angle 

 

Side seam angle: Measures the angle of the 

side seam from the end point of the side 

seam to the waistline (Lesko, 1982) 

 

Source : (Lesko, 1982) 

Others mentioned previously.  

Waist  The waist is 

(small/large) 

(Elizabith et al., 

1992; Beazley and 

Bond, 2003) 

Waist 

circumference 

Front and back 

waist arcs 

Waist circumference: The waist elastic sits 

comfortably on the natural waist position, 

which is around the narrowest part of the 

abdomen. The tape measure should hold 

firmly (but not indent) over the waist level 

elastic (Thatha, 1995; Beazley, 1997; 

Beazley and Bond, 2003; Aldrich, 2015). 

Front waist arc: Centre front waist to side 

waist seam (Armstrong, 2014).  

Back waist arc: Centre back waist to side 

waist seam (Armstrong, 2014). 
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Centre 

front 

length  

Centre front length 

is (short/long) 

(Beazley and Bond, 

2003) 

Centre front, 

neck to waist 

Centre front neck to waist: A piece of paper 

or adhesive tape is placed over the bust 

prominence to keep the tape measure in line 

with the anterior protrusion of the bust. The 

measurement is taken from the centre front 

neck landmark over the bust prominence to 

the waist landmark (Armstrong, 2014). 

Centre 

back 

length  

Centre back length 

is (short/long) 

(Beazley and Bond, 

2003) 

Centre back, 

neck to waist 

Centre back neck to waist: This 

measurement is taken between the nape, 

vertically down the centre back to the waist 

landmark (Khalil, 1985a; Thatha, 1995; 

Beazley, 1997; Beazley and Bond, 2003; 

Armstrong, 2014; Aldrich, 2015). 

Side neck 

to waist 

length 

The length from 

side neck point to 

bust level is too 

(short/long) 

(Elizabith et al., 

1992) 

Side neck 

point to BP  

Mentioned previously. 

The length from 

bust to waist level is 

too (short/long) 

(Elizabith et al., 

1992) 

Side neck 

point to waist  

Side neck point to front waist measurement: 

This measurement is taken from the 

landmark at the side neck point over the 

bust point to the waist landmark (Khalil, 

1985a; Thatha, 1995). 

Side seam 

length 

Side seam length is 

too (short/ long) 

(Beazley and Bond, 

2003) 

Side seam 

length  

Side seam length measurement: This 

measurement is taken from the midpoint at 

the underarm to the waist landmark at the 

side seam (Armstrong, 2014). 

Side seam position 

is too far towards 

the (front/ back) 

Bust and waist 

arc  

Mentioned previously.  
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Appendix B: Measurements required for the different pattern construction 

methods 

Measureme

nt Name 
Ald 2004 Arm 2010 B&B 2003 Hol 1997 Kha 1985 Tha 1995 

Bust 

Bust 

Measure the 

figure at the 

fullest point 

of the bust, 

do not allow 

the tape to 

fall at the 

back. 

Bust arc  

Centre front, over 

bust point, ending 2 

inches below arm 

plate at side seam 

Bust girth 

The 

measuremen

t is taken 

horizontally 

around the 

fullest part 

of the bust 

and 

approximate

ly parallel to 

the ground 

to 

incorporate 

the shoulder 

blades. 

Bust 

Measure the 

figure at the 

bust level. 

Bust girth 

Measure the 

figure 

around the 

bust. 

Bust girth 

Measureme

nt is taken 

horizontally 

around the 

fullest part 

of the bust 

and 

approximate

ly parallel to 

the ground 

to 

incorporate 

the shoulder 

blades. 

  

  

Back arc 

Centre back to 

bottom of arm plate. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Waist 

Waist 

Measureme

nt is taken 

around the 

waist, make 

sure it is 

comfortable. 

Front waist arc 

Centre front waist to 

side waist seam. 

Waist 

The tape 

measure is 

held firmly, 

but not 

indenting, 

over the 

waist level 

elastic. 

Waist 

Measure the 

figure at the 

waist level.  

Waist 

Measure the 

figure 

around the 

waist. 

Waist 

measuremen

t is taken 

horizontally 

around the 

narrowest 

part of the 

waist  

Back waist arc 

Centre back waist to 

side waist seam. 

Across Back 

Back width 

Measure the 

back width 

15 cm down 

from the 

neck bone at 

the centre 

back. 

Measure 

from 

armscye to 

armscye. 

  

  

  

  

Cross Back 

Measureme

nt is taken 

horizontally 

across the 

back at the 

middle of 

back 

armhole 

level 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Across back 

Centre back to the 

mid-armhole level 

at ridge of pinhead. 

Across back 

It is taken 

horizontally 

and gauged 

just above 

the skin 

folds where 

the arms 

connect to 

the torso. 

  

Half back 

width 

It is taken 

horizontally 

from centre 

back to the 

skin fold 

where the 

arms 

connect to 

the torso. 

  

  

Across 

Front 

Chest 

Measure the 

chest 7 cm 

down from 

the neck 

point at the 

centre front 

(armscye to 

armscye).  
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Measureme

nt Name 
Ald 2004 Arm 2010 B&B 2003 Hol 1997 Kha 1985 Tha 1995 

  

  

Across chest 

Centre front to mid-

armhole level 

(pinhead mark) 

  

  

Cross Chest 

Measureme

nt is taken 

horizontally 

across the 

front at the 

middle of 

front 

armhole 

level. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Across front 

It is taken 

horizontally 

between the 

centre front 

neck and 

bust level. 

The width is 

gauged at 

the skin 

folds where 

the arms 

connect to 

the torso. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Shoulder 

Length 

Shoulder 

Measure 

from the 

neck to the 

shoulder 

bone. 

Shoulder length 

Shoulder tip to 

neck. 

Shoulder 

length 

The highest 

part of the 

shoulder is 

located and 

measured 

from the 

base of the 

neck to the 

bone at the 

end of the 

shoulder. 

Shoulder 

length 

Shoulder tip 

to neck. 

Shoulder 

length 

Shoulder tip 

to side neck 

point. 

Shoulder 

length 

Shoulder tip 

to side neck 

point. 

Neck Base 

Measureme

nt 

Neck size 

Measure the 

base of neck 

touching 

front collar 

bone. 

  

  

Neck girth 

The base of 

the neck 

should be 

measured in 

a suitable 

position for 

a close-

fitting 

collar. 

Starting 

from the 

nape 

position 

place a 

narrow cord 

or chain 

around the 

base of the 

neck. When 

this is 

straightened 

the distance 

is measured 

against a 

tape 

measure.  

Neck 

Measure the 

base of neck 

circumferen

ce. 

Neck 

circumferen

ce  

Measure the 

base of neck 

circumferen

ce. 

  

  

  

  

Back neck 

Centre back neck to 

shoulder at neck. 
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Measureme

nt Name 
Ald 2004 Arm 2010 B&B 2003 Hol 1997 Kha 1985 Tha 1995 

Centre Front 

Neck to 

Waist 

  

  

CF length 

Measure from 

clavicle bone at 

centre front to waist 

over bridge. (For 

dress form, clavicle 

bone is 3/8" below 

CF neck). 

  

  

Centre Front 

Bodice 

Measure 

from the 

centre front 

neck to 

waist level. 

  

  

  

  

Centre Back 

Neck to 

Waist 

Nape to 

Waist 

Measure 

from the 

neck bone at 

the centre 

back to the 

string tied 

around the 

waist. 

CB Length  

Measure from nape 

e to waist. 

Nape to 

waist  

The top of 

the tape 

measure is 

positioned at 

the nape and 

placed 

vertically 

down the 

centre back 

to the lower 

edge of the 

waist level 

elastic tape. 

Centre Back 

Bodice 

Measure 

from the 

nape to 

waist. 

 Back length  

Measure 

from nape e 

to waist 

level. 

 Back length  

Measure 

from nape e 

to waist 

level. 

Bust Width 
  

  

Bust span 

Place tap across 

bust points; divide 

in half for 

measurement.  

Bust 

prominence 

width 

Measureme

nt 

horizontally 

between the 

most 

prominent 

part of the 

left and right 

breasts. 

  

  

Bust 

prominence 

width 

Measureme

nt 

horizontally 

between the 

most 

prominent 

part of the 

left and right 

breasts. 

  

  

Centre Front 

Neck to 

Shoulder 

  

  

Across shoulder 

(front) 

Shoulder tip to 

centre front neck. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Centre Back 

Neck to 

shoulder 

  

  

Across shoulder 

(back) 

Shoulder tip to 

centre back neck 

(nape). 

  

  

  

  

shoulder 

width from 

nape 

measure 

from nape 

to shoulder 

tip 

  

  

Waist Dart 

placement 

(front) 

  

  

Dart placement 

front 

Centre front waist to 

side front (princess 

line) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Waist Dart 

placement 

(back) 

  

  

Dart placement 

back 

Centre back waist to 

side back (princess 

line) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Side Neck 

Point to BP 

  

  

  

  

Front neck 

pint to bust 

point 

The tape 

measure is 

poisoned 

from the 

right 

shoulder at 

neckline, 

then 

  

  

Bust point 

length 

The tape 

measure is 

poisoned 

from the 

side neck 

point, then 

diagonally 

to the 

prominence 
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Measureme

nt Name 
Ald 2004 Arm 2010 B&B 2003 Hol 1997 Kha 1985 Tha 1995 

diagonally 

to the 

prominence 

of the right 

Brest. 

of the right 

Brest. 

Side Neck 

Point to 

waist (pass 

BP) 

  

  

  

  

Front neck 

pint to waist 

Measure as 

"front neck 

point to bust 

point" and 

continue the 

tape 

measure 

from the 

bust 

prominence 

vertically 

down to the 

lower edge 

of the waist 

level tape. 

  

  

bust length 

Measure as 

"bust point 

length” and 

continue 

down to the 

waist level. 

bust length 

Measure 

from the 

side neck 

point over 

the bust 

point to 

waist level. 

Side Neck 

Point to 

Front Waist 

  

  

Full length (front) 

Measure from 

shoulder at neck to 

waist level, parallel 

with centre line. 

  

  

Shoulder to 

Waist 

Measure 

from 

shoulder at 

neck to 

waist level, 

parallel with 

centre line. 

  

  

  

  

Side Neck 

Point to 

Back Waist 

  

  

Full length (back) 

Measure from 

shoulder at neck to 

waist level, parallel 

with centre line. 

  

  

Back 

shoulder to 

waist 

Measure 

from 

shoulder at 

neck to 

waist level, 

parallel with 

centre line. 

 Back length  

Measure 

from 

shoulder at 

neck to 

waist level, 

parallel with 

centre back 

line. 

  

  

Side Neck 

Point to 

Side Seam 

  

  

Strap 

Place metal tip of the 

measuring tape at 

corner of 

shoulder/neck to 

bottom of the waist 

band at the side 

seam and record. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Middle 

Shoulder to 

Waist 

Front 

shoulder to 

waist 

Measure 

from the 

centre of the 

front 

shoulder 

over the 

bust point to 

waist. 
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Measureme

nt Name 
Ald 2004 Arm 2010 B&B 2003 Hol 1997 Kha 1985 Tha 1995 

Armhole 

Depth 

Armscye 

Depth 

The tape 

measure is 

positioned 

at the nape 

and placed 

vertically 

down the 

centre back 

to the 

armhole 

level. 

  

  

Armhole 

Depth 

The tape 

measure is 

positioned at 

the nape and 

placed 

vertically 

down the 

centre back 

to the 

armhole 

level.  

Armhole 

Depth 

Measure 

from 

shoulder tip 

to armhole 

level. 

  

  

  

  

Shoulder 

Tip to CF 

Waist 

  

  

shoulder slope 

(front) 

Measure from centre 

line at waist to the 

shoulder tip. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Shoulder 

Tip to CB 

Waist 

  

  

shoulder slope 

(back) 

Measure from centre 

line at waist to the 

shoulder tip. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Shoulder 

Tip to BP 

  

  

Bust depth 

Measure from 

shoulder tip to bust 

point. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Side Seam 

Length 

  

  

side length 

Pin mark below arm 

plate at side seam to 

side waist (pin mark: 

for dress form, 

measure 1.9 cm 

down from the 

armhole plate. For 

model, place finger 

under the arm where 

back muscle and 

arm articulate) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Width of 

Armhole 

  

  

  

  

Width of 

Armhole 

Horizontal 

distance 

between the 

back and 

front 

armscye 

fold points 
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Appendix C: Figures of the measurements required for the different 

methods 

 

 

(Aldrich, 2004, p.171) 
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(Holman, 1997, p.38) 

 

(Beazley and Bond, 2003, p.33) 
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(Khalil, 1985b, pp.145–160) 
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(Thatha, 1995, pp.18–30) 
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(Armstrong, 2014, pp.30–35)   
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Errors and Comments on the Methods 

Appendix D: Drafting Instructions for Thatha (1995) Method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The book provides no details of a logical relationship 

between the method of determination of the width of the bust 

dart and the distance from the nape to the depth of the front 

armhole. Without this support it is difficult to see how it 

remains true for a varied population. 
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Appendix E: Drafting Instructions for Holman (1997) Method 

 

 

 

The figure does not clearly 
illustrate how to take this 
measurement. It appears as if it is 
a horizontal measurement. 
Therefore, researcher was 
guided by Aldrich’s method. 

There is no definition for this measurement 

and it is not clear how to take it. Moreover, 

this measurement will not be used or 

mentioned during the drafting phases. 
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Steps 2-15 are unclear. 

The guide for drafting the 
curve of armhole is not 
clear. The amount 
(1.75cm) should be taken 
from angle bisects. 
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Appendix F: Drafting Instructions for Aldrich (2004) Method 

 

 

 

 

 

The measurement in instructions 3-4 is 

not applicable to the draft because, if it is 

followed, the point would be too high.  

The measurement in instructions 3-4 is 

actually asking the drafter to apply the 

measurement used from 6 to 4.  
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The waist shaping instructions are confusing 

because the way of distributing the amount of 

waist shaping is unclear. The researcher tried 

and analysed the amount of shaping   

distributed as following: 

(29.2%) for back dart, (12.5%) for back side 

seam, (20.8%) for front side seam, and (37.5%) 

for front dart. 
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Appendix G: Drafting Instructions for Beazley & Bond (2003) Method 

 

 

 

 

 

The bust measurement of the example is 88 cm, which 

means ¼ of the body bust is 22. 

After having calculated the equation using the 
example, it turned out that there was a mistake (22+ 1= 
23 not 23.5). This means it is should be +1.5 cm rather 
than +1 cm (22+1.5=23.5). 
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The waist shaping instructions are confusing 

because the way of distributing the amount of 

waist shaping is unclear.  

After having calculated the equation using the example, it 

turned out that there was a mistake. 

This should be +1.5 cm instead of +1 cm. Analysis of the 

waist shaping step in the instructions clarifies that this is 

where the error is. 
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Appendix H: bodice patterns that drafted manually and by CAD for the 

selected method 
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Appendix I: The comparison of additional ease amounts in different methods 

 

Common 
Msmnt 
Name 

Alvaform 
AVF1993

2 
Measure

ments   
15/03/18 

Pattern 
Measure

ment 
Armstro

ng 

Pattern 
Measure

ment 
Aldrich 

Pattern 
Measure

ment 
Beazley 
& Bond 

Pattern 
Measure

ment 
Holman 

Pattern 
Measure

ments 
Khalil 

Pattern 
Measure

ments 
Thatha 

 
Common 
Msmnt 
Name 

Armst
rong 

Aldr
ich 

Beaz
ley 
& 

Bon
d 

Hol
man 

Kh
alil 

Tha
tha 

 
Common 
Msmnt 
Name 

Averag
e Ease 

in 
Centim
etres 

Posit
ive  

only 

Across 
Chest 

middle of 
front 

armhole 
level. 

33.2 34.4 34 35 35.4 34 35.4  

Across 
Chest 

middle of 
front 

armhole 
level. 

1.2 0.8 1.8 2.2 0.8 2.2  Across 
Chest 

1.50 1.5 

Across 
back 

midway 
between 
nape and 
armhole 

level 

36 36.6 34.4 36.8 36.6 34 34.6  

Across 
back 

midway 
between 
nape and 
armhole 

level 

0.6 -1.6 0.8 0.6 -2 -1.4  Across 
back 

-0.50 0.67 

Fr Waist 
Arc 

38.2 38.2 40 40 39 37.2 39.6  Fr Waist 
Arc 

0 1.8 1.8 0.8 -1 1.4  Fr Waist 
Arc 

0.80 1.45 

Bk Waist 
Arc 

33.5 34 38.2 35.8 39 33.8 31.6  Bk Waist 
Arc 

0.5 4.7 2.3 5.5 0.3 -1.9  Bk Waist 
Arc 

1.90 2.66 

Fr Bust arc 49.8 53.4 51.6 49.8 47.6 49.8 50.4  Fr Bust arc 3.6 1.8 0 -2.2 0 0.6  Fr Bust arc 0.63 2.00 

Bk Bust arc 39.8 45.4 46.2 44.2 46.6 44.2 44.4  Bk Bust arc 5.6 6.4 4.4 6.8 4.4 4.6  Bk Bust arc 5.37 5.37 
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Armhole 
Depth 

20.5 22.2 20.9 23.5 22.9 21.3 22  Armhole 
Depth 

1.7 0.4 3 2.4 0.8 1.5  Armhole 
Depth 

1.63 1.63 

Shoulder 
Length 

12.9 12.9 12.9 12.9 12.9 12.9 12.9  Shoulder 
Length 

0 0 0 0 0 0  Shoulder 
Length 

0.00 0.00 

Centre 
Back Neck 
to Waist 

41.6 41.6 41.6 41.6 42.5 41.6 41.6  
Centre 

Back Neck 
to Waist 

0 0 0 0.9 0 0  
Centre 

Back Neck 
to Waist 

0.15 0.90 

C7 - Side 
neck point 

8.3 9.8 7.8 8 8.5 8 6.9  C7 - Side 
neck point 

1.5 -0.5 -0.3 0.2 
-

0.3 
-1.4  C7 - Side 

neck point 
-0.13 0.85 

Side neck 
point - CF 
neck point 

9.7 10.4 11.4 12.6 12.3 12 10.5  
Side neck 
point - CF 
neck point 

0.7 1.7 2.9 2.6 2.3 0.8  
Side neck 
point - CF 
neck point 

1.83 1.83 

Bk Neck 
width 

7.4 8.8 7.6 7.7 8.2 7.7 6.6  Bk Neck 
width 

1.4 0.2 0.3 0.8 0.3 -0.8  Bk Neck 
width 

0.37 0.60 

Fr Neck 
Width 

6.5 6.3 7 6.7 7.2 7.7 6.6  Fr Neck 
Width 

-0.2 0.5 0.2 0.7 1.2 0.1  Fr Neck 
Width 

0.42 0.54 

Bk Neck 
Rise 

3.2 2.8 1.5 2 2 1.5 1.5  Bk Neck 
Rise 

-0.4 -1.7 -1.2 -1.2 
-

1.7 
-1.7  Bk Neck 

Rise 
-1.32 - 

Fr Neck 
Rise 

5.8 6.8 7.6 8.2 8.7 7.7 6.6  Fr Neck 
Rise 

1 1.8 2.4 2.9 1.9 0.8  Fr Neck 
Rise 

1.80 1.80 

Side Seam 
Length 

20 20 21.2 18.5 18.2 21 20.7  Side Seam 
Length 

0 1.2 -1.5 -1.8 1 0.7  Side Seam 
Length 

-0.07 0.97 

Side neck 
point to 

bust point 
26.5 25.7 25.3 26.5 28 26.5 26.2  

Side neck 
point to 

bust point 
-0.8 -1.2 0 1.5 0 -0.3  

Side neck 
point to 

bust point 
-0.13 1.50 

Bust point 
to CF 

9.6 10.2 10 9.6 9.7 9.6 8.9  Bust point 
to CF 

0.6 0.4 0 0.1 0 -0.7  Bust point 
to CF 

0.07 0.37 
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Centre 
Front Neck 

to Waist 
37.2 37.2 36.5 36 35.8 36.1 37.8  

Centre 
Front Neck 

to Waist 
0 -0.7 -1.2 -1.4 

-
1.1 

0.6  
Centre 

Front Neck 
to Waist 

-0.63 0.60 

armhole 
width 

11.6 13.6 12.2 13.1 10 11.1 11.2  armhole 
width 

2 0.6 1.5 -1.6 
-

0.5 
-0.4  armhole 

width 
0.27 

1.3
7 
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Appendix J: Garment appearances with code 
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Appendix K: Bodice Evaluation Questionnaire 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSESSORS 

 

Please read the instructions on the evaluation cover sheet before completing your 

assessment. 

Instructions 

The purpose of rating each section of the bodice (front, back, and sides) is to assess 

the overall impression of fit for six methods of pattern-making women’s bodices that 

were cut and sewn in cotton fabric for the same body form size 12. This will help 

work out how skilled practitioners rate the suitability of the fit of each drafting 

method. 

Your response will be anonymised for reproduction in academic publications. You 

may withdraw from the assessment at any time without prejudice. 

For each item, nine responses are possible, ranging from one extreme of a fit 

criterion to the other (i.e. ‘too tight’ to ‘too loose’). The middle position for each fit 

criterion indicates a ‘good’ fit (i.e. the garment was not ‘too tight’ or ‘too loose’). 

Please fill in every item.  

The specific areas to be evaluated are indicated on the form, and you should please 

rate the bodices based on the criteria. 

Each bodice to be evaluated is marked with a number: 

Please record the bodice number (e.g. 1, 2) at the top of your evaluation scale. You 

need to return to the image files for evaluation. 

Scoring bodices for fit 

For each item, nine responses are possible, ranging from one extreme of a fit 

criterion to the other (i.e. ‘too tight’ to ‘too loose’). The middle position for each fit 

criterion indicates a ‘good’ fit (i.e. the garment was not ‘too tight’ or ‘too loose’). 

Please fill in every item. An example is given below in Table.
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Measurement definitions  

The specific areas to be evaluated are indicated on the form, and you should please 

rate the bodices based on the following criteria: 

Garment Part Description of Perfect Fit 

Neckline  Necklines should fit the curve around the base of the neck without 

wrinkling or gapping(Brown and Jannett, 2014; Armstrong, 2014). A 

basic neckline should cross the base of the centre back neck point (BNP) 

and about 0.9 cm below the centre front neck point (FNP) (Armstrong, 

2014) 

Shoulder  The shoulder seam should start from the side neck point (SNP), which is 

located at the intersection of the shoulder and the base of the neck, and 

should end at the shoulder tip (Narang, 2015). The seams should lie flat 

on top of the shoulder and should appear to bisect the neck so that they 

are not visible from the wearer’s front or back (Brown and Jannett, 2014).  

Shoulder 

slope 

The shoulder slope is the angle the shoulder seam makes as it slopes 

away from the neck. The shoulder slope of the bodice should match the 

angle of the dress form from the base of the neck to the shoulder tip. 

If the angle is too square, the shoulder seam will be high at the end of 

the shoulder. If the shoulder seam is too sloped, the bodice will appear 

pulled at the end of the shoulder (Brown and Jannett, 2014). 

Shoulder dart For a good fit, a shoulder dart is needed in the back of a garment to 

smoothly fit the shoulder blade area to the body. A lack of sufficient dart 

intake causes wrinkles to emerge from the neckline or armholes because 

the fabric is dropped from these areas to accommodate the curve of the 

shoulder blades (Brown and Jannett, 2014) 

Armholes  Armholes should be large enough to allow easy movement without 

cutting into the arm, binding or gaping (J Fan et al., 2004; Narang, 2015). 

They should lie about 2.5 cm below the armpit of  a person (J Fan et al., 

2004; Brown and Jannett, 2014). Regarding the dress form, the armhole 

depth should be below the armhole plate (a proxy for the underarm) by 

about 1.9 cm (Armstrong, 2014). 

Upper front 

(bust/chest) 

Upper front areas should lie smooth, without wrinkles or strain at the 

armhole seams. There should be no horizontal wrinkle, bubble or bulge 

below the neckline.  

The average ease that should be added to the bust circumference for a 

close fitting garment is about 8 cm based on analysis of methods and 

theory related to ease (Lesko, 1982; Gill, 2015). 

Across chest should be about 8 cm below the centre front neck and 

should have no extra ease (Lesko, 1982) 
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Darts 

(bust/waist) 

A well-fitted dart should point toward the fullest part of the crown, or body 

curve intended to fit. The tip of the dart should end about 2.5cm before 

the fullest part of the body curve or crown (Lesko, 1982; Brown and 

Jannett, 2014). 

Considering traditional methods of bodice suppression, the waist dart 

placements should be equal to the princess lines on the dress form. 

Upper back 

areas  

The upper back areas should lie smoothly, without wrinkles or strain at 

the armhole seams. There should be no horizontal wrinkle, bubble or 

bulge below the neckline (Narang, 2015). 

Centre front 

and back  

The centre, front and back should be centred on the body and fall straight 

and vertical to the floor (J Fan et al., 2004; Narang, 2015). They should 

start from the FNP or BNP, and end at the waistline. 

Side seams The side seams should extend from the centre of the underarm straight 

down to the waist, vertical to the floor. They should not shift or pull to the 

front or back. Side seams should appear to intersect the waistline at a 

90º angle (Lesko, 1982; J Fan et al., 2004; Narang, 2015). 

Waistline The waistline should not be so tight that it binds or rolls, and should allow 

plenty of room for breathing and eating. It should not be so loose that it 

drops, stands away from the body or adds excess bulk when a top is 

tucked under another garment (Brown and Jannett, 2014). 

The waistline seam should fall at the natural waistline and be horizontal 

to the floor (Lesko, 1982).   

the average ease that should be added to the waist circumference is 

about 6.5 cm (Gill, 2015)  
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RATING SCALE FOR EVALUATING FIT OF BODICE APPEARANCE 

YOUR NAME:   

DATE:  (DD/MM/YY) 

   

BRIEFLY, HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR EXPERIENCE WORKING IN THE CLOTHING/ 

FASHION FIELD? 

 

 

Now please open the image files and the table of good fit criteria. As you go through 

the form you will notice there are specific areas on the dress form that should be 

evaluated. Please circle only one number for each statement.  

Front view 

Front bodice circumferences 

 

T
o
o
 t

ig
h
t 

   

G
o

o
d

 f
it
 

   

T
o
o

 l
o
o

s
e
 

Image showing area to 

be evaluated

 

Does the bust 

circumference fit 

comfortably at the 

bust level? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Does the waist 

circumference fit 

comfortably at the 

waistline? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
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Chest width 

 

T
o
o
 n

a
rr

o
w

 

   

G
o

o
d

 f
it
 

   

T
o
o

 w
id

e
 Image showing area to 

be evaluated

 

Is the width of the 

chest (8 cm down 

from the centre 

front neck point) 

sufficient? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

 

Front neck fit 

 

T
o
o
 t

ig
h
t 

   

G
o

o
d

 f
it
 

   

T
o
o

 l
o
o

s
e
 

 

 

Image showing area 

to be evaluated 

 

Does the neck 

circumference fit 

comfortably 

around the base of 

the neck? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

 

T
o
o

 l
o
w

 

   

G
o

o
d

 f
it
 

   

T
o
o

 h
ig

h
 

Does the centre 

front bodice neck 

match the base of 

the centre front 

neck of the dress 

form? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
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Front bodice length at centre front 

 

T
o
o

 s
h

o
rt

 

   

G
o

o
d

 f
it
 

   

T
o
o

 l
o
n

g
 Image showing 

area to be 

evaluated

 

Does the front 

bodice length at 

centre front 

come to the 

waistline? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

 

Bust darts 

 

T
o
o

 s
h

o
rt

 

   G
o

o
d

 f
it
 

   T
o
o

 l
o
n

g
 

Image showing area 

to be evaluated

 

Does the bust 

dart length 

point to the 

fullest part? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

 

Front waist dart placements 

 

T
o

o
 f

a
r 

o
u

t 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 f

a
r 

in
 Image showing 

area to be 

evaluated

 

Do the waist 

darts sit 

where 

expected (at 

the princess 

lines)? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
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Front waist dart length 

 

T
o

o
 s

h
o

rt
 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 l
o

n
g
 

 

Does the waist dart 

length point toward the 

body curve it is 

intended to fit? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

 

Side view 

Shoulder seam length 

 

 

T
o

o
 s

h
o

rt
 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 l
o

n
g
 Image 

showing area 

to be 

evaluated

 

Is the shoulder 

length sufficient at 

the side neck 

point? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Is the shoulder 

length sufficient at 

the shoulder end? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
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Shoulder angle 

 

T
o

o
 S

q
u

a
re

 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 s

lo
p
e

d
 Image showing 

area to be 

evaluated 

 

Does the 

shoulder slope 

(angle) match 

the shoulder of 

the dress form? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

 

Shoulder seam placements 

 

T
o

o
 

fa
r 

to
w

a
rd

s
 

th
e

 f
ro

n
t 

  

G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

  

T
o

o
 

fa
r 

to
w

a
rd

s
 

th
e

 b
a

c
k
 

 

Image showing area 

to be evaluated

 

Does the 

shoulder seam at 

the neck match 

the shoulder of 

the dress form? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Does the 

shoulder seam at 

the shoulder end 

match the 

shoulder tip of the 

dress form? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
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Side seam length 

 

T
o

o
 s

h
o

rt
 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 l
o

n
g
 

Image showing 

area to be 

evaluated

 

Is side seam 

length 

sufficient at 

waistline? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Is side seam 

length 

sufficient at 

underarm? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

 

Side seam position 

 

T
o

o
 

fa
r 

to
w

a
rd

s
 

th
e

 f
ro

n
t 

  

G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

  

T
o

o
 

fa
r 

to
w

a
rd

s
 

th
e

 b
a

c
k
 

Image showing area 

to be evaluated

 

Does the side 

seam of the 

bodice match the 

side seam of the 

dress form at 

waistline? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 4 3 

Does the side 

seam of the 

bodice match the 

side seam of the 

dress form at 

underarm? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
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Armhole  

 

T
o

o
 s

h
a

llo
w

 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 d

e
e

p
 

Image showing 

area to be 

evaluated

 

Is the 

armhole 

depth 

sufficient? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

 

T
o

o
 n

a
rr

o
w

 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 w

id
e
 

Is the 

armhole 

width 

sufficient? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

 

Back view 

Back bodice circumferences 

 

T
o

o
 t

ig
h

t 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 l
o

o
s
e
 

Image showing 

area to be 
Does the bust 

circumference fit 

comfortably at 

the bust level? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
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Does the waist 

circumference fit 

comfortably at 

the waistline? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 evaluated

 

 

Back bodice width 

 

T
o

o
 n

a
rr

o
w

 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 w

id
e
 Image showing 

area to be 

evaluated

 

Is the width of 

the upper back 

(about 13 cm 

down from the 

centre back 

neck point) 

sufficient? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

 

Back bodice length at centre back 

 

T
o

o
 s

h
o

rt
 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 l
o

n
g
 

Image showing 

area to be 

evaluated

 

Does the back 

bodice length 

at the centre 

back come to 

the waistline? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
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Back neck fit 

 

T
o

o
 t

ig
h

t 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 l
o

o
s
e
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image showing 

area to be 

evaluated 

 

Does the neck 

circumference 

fit comfortably 

around the base 

of the neck? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

 

T
o

o
 l
o

w
 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 h

ig
h
 

Does the centre 

back neck 

bodice match 

the base of the 

centre back 

neck of the 

dress form? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

 

Shoulder darts 

 

T
o

o
 s

m
a
ll 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 b

ig
 

Image showing 

area to be 

evaluated

 

 

Is the size of the 

shoulder dart 

sufficient to 

accommodate 

the curve of the 

shoulder blades? 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
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Back waist dart placements 

 

T
o

o
 f

a
r 

o
u

t 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 f

a
r 

in
 

Image showing 

area to be 

evaluated

 

Do the waist 

darts sit 

where 

expected (at 

the princess 

lines)? 

-4 -3 -

2 

-1 0 1 2 3 4 

 

Back waist dart lengths 

 

T
o

o
 s

h
o

rt
 

   G
o

o
d
 f

it
 

   T
o

o
 l
o

n
g
 

 

Does the waist dart length point 

toward the body curve it is 

intended to fit? 
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Finishing remarks  

If you have any additional comments about the fit of the bodice (or anything else 

related to your experience) please write them below: 

 

 

Thank you very much for participating in this study, your help is greatly appreciated! 

 

 

Maryam Ahmed 

PhD student | School of Materials | The University of Manchester 

Sackville Street Building| Room: F5b 

Maryam.ahmed-5@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk 

 

  

mailto:Maryam.ahmed-5@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk
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Appendix L1: The experiments that were tested proposed method of the 

bodice block for diverse figure types in different techniques to find a more 

appropriate method 
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Test fitting and appearance of the proposed method on different 

body forms 
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Appendix L2: Pilot study of bust dart and conical theory 

Empirical test of the conical theory  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some previous studies 

established a conical theory to 

formulate equations and to apply 

equations to certain areas in 

patterns that can be modelled as 

cones (such as the bust area)  

 

p is the peak 

r is the radius 

h is the height 

l is the length of side of the cone. 

 

 

 

 

If we were to cut the cone up one 

side and roll it out flat, it will be 

circle sector.  

This sector is actually part of a 

larger circle that has a radius of 

(l), and Its centre is the peak of 

the cone. 
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This means if we know the cone 

surface area, we can take away 

this area from the total of circle 

area. Then the area of dart and 

its angle can be obtained.  
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       lateral surface area of the 

cone : 𝜋 𝑟 𝑙 

   +       Area of the circle:  

𝜋 radius2    →     𝜋  𝑙2 

    the bust dart area =area of the 

circle - lateral surface area of the 

cone 

Bust dart angle (b°) = 

Area of sector

  π r2
 × 360° 
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It is apparent that the bust might 

be more accurately defined by 

two half cones, one above and 

one below the bust point. The 

degree of angle involved in the 

upper cone corresponded to the 

angle of the dart at the shoulder 

of the front bodice pattern and 

the degree of angle in the lower 

cone corresponded to the angle 

of the dart at the waist of the front 

bodice pattern, using angles 

determined from side view 

photographs of each subject 

(Shen and Huck, 1993) 
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The degree of the angle is very large in some plus size cases, which makes the 

dart too big in one location 
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Distribute the dart width into two darts 
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Appendix L3: Test the initial version of the proposed method by a 

professional 
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Appendix M1: Scanner Information Sheet 
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Appendix M 2: Participant Consent Form 
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Appendix M3: Weight Measurement 

 

Appendix M4: Height Measurement 
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Appendix M5: Head Circumference 

 

Appendix M6: Min/Max Hand Girth 
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Appendix M7: Hand Length 
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Appendix N: Selection of sample 
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1 F A - White  160.9 60.8 101.91 104.26 11.97 11.85 1.41 29.43 0.92 0.43 4.24 5.25 23.40 2 

2 F A - White  162.7 65.3 97.91 100.82 12.95 7.59 1.03 3.26 0.94 0.34 4.85 5.94 21.40 3 

3 F A - White  169.2 84.9 113.65 116.30 12.48 11.59 1.05 5.47 0.86 0.43 6.37 6.10 25.00 1 

4 F A - White  161.3 60.2 99.95 103.43 12.05 11.01 1.36 26.20 0.84 0.46 5.27 4.52 21.50 2 

5 F A - White  160.6 53.3 99.76 102.52 13.19 11.88 1.44 30.44 0.80 0.45 4.35 4.15 23.80 2 

6 F A - White  163.5 121.5 128.12 131.27 15.18 13.56 1.06 7.79 1.00 0.46 6.46 6.78 26.70 4 

7 F A - White  156.2 127.3 140.10 136.86 16.15 12.77 0.96 -5.16 1.15 0.50 6.37 6.04 27.50 8 

8 F L - Asian 166.6 117.5 130.42 131.89 14.57 12.44 1.12 14.14 0.93 0.39 7.26 6.90 24.10 3 

9 F R - Chinese 167.5 41.9 72.77 84.97 9.25 9.55 1.24 13.94 0.83 0.40 3.43 3.49 14.20 2 

10 F R - Chinese 152.4 37.1 73.44 86.82 10.48 9.99 1.29 16.61 0.98 0.48 4.71 4.62 15.70 2 

11 F A - White  167.7 44.1 77.86 94.99 12.30 11.72 1.30 17.93 0.85 0.42 6.06 5.03 15.60 2 

12 F A - White  171.0 46.6 80.48 88.06 11.05 9.63 1.17 11.73 0.78 0.35 3.44 2.89 17.80 4 

13 F A - White  159.0 57.8 96.01 105.40 10.75 9.11 1.40 27.28 0.92 0.43 4.69 4.55 20.00 2 

14 F A - White  163.0 57.3 95.47 98.23 8.73 8.87 1.41 27.67 0.85 0.45 4.37 4.29 23.20 2 

15 F A - White  173.6 73.6 95.09 114.09 12.82 11.81 1.09 7.49 0.87 0.40 6.79 5.66 19.40 1 

16 F A - White  160.0 59.1 91.06 98.81 13.19 7.85 1.07 6.02 0.94 0.42 5.33 5.34 17.90 2 

17 F L - Asian 154.3 42.5 80.19 86.04 9.20 9.91 1.27 17.22 0.93 0.44 2.81 4.03 16.10 2 

18 F A - White  177.6 72.1 97.41 107.02 11.37 10.68 1.07 6.13 0.98 0.38 6.43 6.53 21.30 2 

19 F A - White  168.4 94.9 112.38 118.09 12.84 13.08 1.11 11.07 0.86 0.44 6.92 6.04 24.40 1 

20 F A - White  157.0 59.3 96.92 98.21 8.53 9.43 1.17 13.92 0.86 0.50 3.98 2.79 19.60 3 

21 F A - White  169.3 125.5 133.58 125.52 14.30 15.57 1.16 18.66 0.91 0.43 7.61 6.56 28.70 6 

22 F A - White  160.7 60.3 92.26 98.37 12.15 12.60 1.24 18.02 0.91 0.45 8.68 7.39 19.10 2 
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23 F D - Mixed White and Black  167.7 100.5 113.06 123.24 16.57 17.28 1.20 18.46 0.79 0.40 8.59 7.46 21.40 6 

24 F A - White  172.1 78.7 104.37 104.55 15.47 14.61 1.24 19.99 0.91 0.44 7.87 8.24 23.50 4 

25 F A - White  161.3 98.8 122.51 119.67 13.30 11.26 1.16 16.65 0.95 0.43 5.57 5.82 24.70 3 

26 F P - Black 169.3 73.9 93.19 102.49 13.18 12.24 1.20 15.48 0.71 0.52 5.42 4.43 21.50 2 

27 F P - Black 156.0 78.6 120.64 115.42 12.95 15.42 1.12 13.01 0.81 0.45 7.35 6.14 27.70 4 

28 F A - White  169.6 60.7 88.49 98.47 8.17 8.04 1.19 14.01 0.92 0.45 3.69 2.81 17.00 3 

29 F R - Chinese 163.0 74.4 101.20 108.81 10.91 7.22 1.20 16.63 0.93 0.44 2.63 5.52 20.20 2 

30 F R - Chinese 168.0 60.1 89.98 99.44 15.43 14.47 1.15 11.59 0.87 0.42 5.58 6.53 19.00 2 

31 F A - White  180.5 68.1 90.60 105.20 13.71 11.57 1.23 17.22 0.79 0.45 7.73 7.41 19.30 3 

32 F A - White  172.6 77.8 100.36 114.36 13.08 13.41 1.21 17.26 0.88 0.43 7.66 5.68 20.60 1 

33 F A - White  172.0 78.4 105.13 121.86 16.02 14.86 1.31 24.94 0.91 0.47 6.31 7.66 30.50 5 

34 F A - White  166.0 86.4 112.99 118.77 15.46 14.78 1.22 20.21 0.84 0.45 5.23 6.32 25.50 4 

35 F A - White  172.8 92.9 119.17 115.40 15.05 15.25 1.24 23.07 0.91 0.45 6.53 7.30 22.60 3 

36 F A - White  166.5 98.7 125.38 117.91 16.09 12.03 1.17 18.44 0.99 0.44 6.43 6.35 25.50 4 

37 F A - White  156.2 92.3 118.83 117.85 14.67 13.13 1.07 7.80 0.88 0.40 6.78 6.31 22.20 1 

38 F A - White  170.0 102.8 114.64 115.87 12.59 11.15 1.19 18.55 0.89 0.42 7.20 7.19 28.20 2 

39 F A - White  176.8 58.7 83.92 99.68 15.55 12.64 1.23 15.72 0.86 0.39 6.59 8.58 18.60 2 

40 F A - White  174.5 95.4 116.08 111.58 14.07 12.21 1.15 14.92 0.90 0.44 5.84 6.46 22.60 1 

41 F A - White  166.4 98.1 124.72 124.30 15.82 13.84 1.17 17.91 0.96 0.47 5.92 7.26 26.80 5 

42 F R - Chinese 152.0 41.3 84.54 90.14 8.17 10.60 1.34 21.27 0.93 0.37 3.64 2.89 18.70 3 

43 F A - White  160.0 93.5 118.66 117.63 13.74 12.44 1.17 17.51 0.88 0.45 5.21 5.08 25.60 1 

44 F A - White  161.0 59.6 88.20 98.01 8.63 8.46 1.17 13.11 0.93 0.49 3.29 3.19 19.60 2 

45 F L - Asian 167.0 52.8 85.70 88.86 8.57 8.26 1.19 13.63 0.97 0.35 3.75 3.38 17.40 4 

46 F R - Chinese 159.4 42.0 79.01 90.82 10.53 7.26 1.20 13.08 0.94 0.47 4.23 4.12 13.60 2 

47 F R - Chinese 167.7 46.8 84.89 96.19 12.22 11.22 1.28 18.49 0.93 0.41 2.78 2.75 14.00 3 

48 F R - Chinese 163.7 57.8 93.34 97.76 11.20 11.36 1.40 26.61 0.90 0.47 3.39 3.26 18.20 2 

49 F A - White  167.4 49.4 85.27 96.32 10.46 10.46 1.29 19.16 0.77 0.45 3.13 2.67 17.50 3 

50 F A - White  169.4 64.5 91.80 104.72 13.02 12.89 1.14 10.93 0.91 0.36 7.52 7.73 20.40 3 

…………. 
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Appendix O: patterns of sample using JBlock for the Beazley and Bond 

method  
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Appendix P: parametric bodice blocks for the selected scans 

Participant code A1 

 

 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A1 by Aldrich method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A1 by Armstrong method 

         

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A1 by Beazley and Bond 

method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A1 by Holman method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A1 by Khalil method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A1 by Thatha method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A1 by developed method  
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Participant code A2 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A2 by Aldrich method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A2 by Armstrong method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A2 by Beazley and Bond 

method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A2 by Holman method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A2 by Khalil method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A2 by Thatha method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A2 by developed method 
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Participant code A3 

 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A3 by Aldrich method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A3 by Armstrong method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A3 by Beazley and Bond 

method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A3 by Holman method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A3 by Khalil method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A3 by Thatha method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A3 by developed method  
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Participant code A4 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A4 by Aldrich method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A4 by Armstrong method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A4 by Beazley and Bond 

method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A4 by Holman method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A4 by Khalil method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A4 by Thatha method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A4 by developed method  
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Participant code A5 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A5 by Aldrich method 



 

 

 

430 
 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A5 by Armstrong method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A5 by Beazley and Bond 

method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A5 by Holman method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A5 by Khalil method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A5 by Thatha method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A5 by developed method  
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Participant code A6 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A6 by Aldrich method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A6 by Armstrong method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A6 by Beazley and Bond 

method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A6 by Holman method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A6 by Khalil method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A6 by Thatha method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A6 by developed method 
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Participant code A7 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A7 by Aldrich method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A7 by Armstrong method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A7 by Beazley and Bond 

method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A7 by Holman method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A7 by Khalil method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A7 by Thatha method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A7 by developed method  
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Participant code A8 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A8 by Aldrich method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A8 by Armstrong method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A8 by Beazley and Bond 

method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A8 by Holman method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A8 by Khalil method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A8 by Thatha method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A8 by developed method  
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Participant code A9 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A9 by Aldrich method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A9 by Armstrong method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A9 by Beazley and Bond 

method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A9 by Holman method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A9 by Khalil method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A9 by Thatha method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A9 by developed method  
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Participant code A10 

 

   

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A10by Aldrich method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A10 by Armstrong method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A10by Beazley and Bond 

method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A10by Holman method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A10 by Khalil method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A10 by Thatha method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A10 by developed method  
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Participant codeA11 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant codeA11 by Aldrich method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant codeA11 by Armstrong method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant codeA11 by Beazley and Bond 

method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant codeA11 by Holman method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant codeA11 by Khalil method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant codeA11 by Thatha method 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant codeA11 by developed method 
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Participant code A12 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A12 by Aldrich method 



 

 

 

462 
 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A12 by Armstrong method 



 

 

 

463 
 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A12 by Beazley and Bond 

method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A12 by Holman method 



 

 

 

465 
 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A12 by Khalil method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A12 by Thatha method 



 

 

 

467 
 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A12 by developed method 
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Participant code A13 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A13 by Aldrich method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A13 by Armstrong method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A13 by Beazley and Bond 

method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A13 by Holman method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A13 by Khalil method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A13 by Thatha method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code A13 by developed method  
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Appendix Q: Rating scale for evaluating fit of bodice appearance by 

experts 

 

RATING SCALE FOR EVALUATING FIT OF BODICE APPEARANCE 

Participant code:   

Date:  (DD/MM/YY) 

   

Briefly describe your experiences/qualification in pattern making and fit? 

 

 

 

As you go through the form you will notice there are specific areas on the dress form 

that should be evaluated. Please circle only one number for each statement. 

 

Bodice front 

Strain/ looseness at bust level  

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Front is too tight 

cause strain 
  Good fit   

Front is too loose 

cause folds 

Neck circumference (front) 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Neck circumference  

is too tight 
  Good fit   

Neck circumference  

is too loose 

Neckline position (front) 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Neckline is too high    Good fit   Neckline is too 
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 low 

Bodice length (front) 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Bodice front is too 

short 
  Good fit   

Bodice front is too 

long 

 

Bodice back 

Strain/ looseness at the upper back  

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

back is too tight 

cause strain 
  Good fit   

back is too loose 

cause folds 

Neck circumference (back) 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Neck circumference 

is too tight 
  Good fit   

Neck circumference 

is too loose 

Neckline position (back) 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Neckline is too high    Good fit   

Neckline is too 

 low 

Bodice length (back) 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Bodice back is too 

short 
  Good fit   

Bodice back is too 

long 
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Bodice side 

Shoulder seam position  

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Shoulder seam falls 

too far towards the 

front of the body  

 

  Good fit   

Shoulder seam 

falls too far towards 

the back of the 

body 

Armhole   

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Armhole is too 

small 
  Good fit   

Armhole is too 

  big 

 

Overall fit 

Bustline circumference  

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Too tight 

at bust level 

  Good fit   

Too loos 

at bust level 

waistline circumference  

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Too tight 

at waist level 

  Good fit   

Too loos 

at waist level 

Shoulder slope   

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Too sloped    Good fit   Too square 
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Finishing remarks  

If you have any additional comments about the fit of the bodice (or anything else 

related to your experience) please write them below: 

 

 

Thank you very much for participating in this study, your help is greatly appreciated! 
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Appendix R:  Bodice blocks evaluated by experts 

 

Participant code B1 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code B1 by developed method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code B1 by JBlock for Beazley and 

Bond method 
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Participant code B2 

 

 

Front and back bodice blocks for participant code B2 by developed method 
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Front and back bodice blocks for participant code B2 by JBlock for Beazley and 

Bond method 
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Testing B&B and proposed methods session 
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Appendix S: The LSD results 

 

Multiple Comparisons 

LSD   

Dependent Variable 

(I) 

Method 

(J) 

Method 

Mean 

Difference 

(I-J) 

Std. 

Error Sig. 

95% Confidence 

Interval 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

BustCirc Bodice 1 Bodice 2 -1.833- .961 .066 -3.80- .13 

Bodice 3 -.667- .961 .493 -2.63- 1.30 

Bodice 5 -1.000- .961 .307 -2.96- .96 

Bodice 5 1.500 .961 .129 -.46- 3.46 

Bodice 6 .167 .961 .864 -1.80- 2.13 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 1.833 .961 .066 -.13- 3.80 

Bodice 3 1.167 .961 .234 -.80- 3.13 

Bodice 5 .833 .961 .393 -1.13- 2.80 

Bodice 5 3.333* .961 .002 1.37 5.30 

Bodice 6 2.000* .961 .046 .04 3.96 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 .667 .961 .493 -1.30- 2.63 

Bodice 2 -1.167- .961 .234 -3.13- .80 

Bodice 5 -.333- .961 .731 -2.30- 1.63 

Bodice 5 2.167* .961 .032 .20 4.13 

Bodice 6 .833 .961 .393 -1.13- 2.80 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 1.000 .961 .307 -.96- 2.96 

Bodice 2 -.833- .961 .393 -2.80- 1.13 

Bodice 3 .333 .961 .731 -1.63- 2.30 

Bodice 5 2.500* .961 .014 .54 4.46 

Bodice 6 1.167 .961 .234 -.80- 3.13 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -1.500- .961 .129 -3.46- .46 

Bodice 2 -3.333-* .961 .002 -5.30- -1.37- 

Bodice 3 -2.167-* .961 .032 -4.13- -.20- 

Bodice 5 -2.500-* .961 .014 -4.46- -.54- 

Bodice 6 -1.333- .961 .176 -3.30- .63 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -.167- .961 .864 -2.13- 1.80 

Bodice 2 -2.000-* .961 .046 -3.96- -.04- 

Bodice 3 -.833- .961 .393 -2.80- 1.13 

Bodice 5 -1.167- .961 .234 -3.13- .80 

Bodice 5 1.333 .961 .176 -.63- 3.30 

WaistCirc Bodice 1 Bodice 2 1.000* .344 .007 .30 1.70 

Bodice 3 .000 .344 1.000 -.70- .70 
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Bodice 5 -.833-* .344 .022 -1.54- -.13- 

Bodice 5 -.667- .344 .062 -1.37- .04 

Bodice 6 .500 .344 .157 -.20- 1.20 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -1.000-* .344 .007 -1.70- -.30- 

Bodice 3 -1.000-* .344 .007 -1.70- -.30- 

Bodice 5 -1.833-* .344 .000 -2.54- -1.13- 

Bodice 5 -1.667-* .344 .000 -2.37- -.96- 

Bodice 6 -.500- .344 .157 -1.20- .20 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 .000 .344 1.000 -.70- .70 

Bodice 2 1.000* .344 .007 .30 1.70 

Bodice 5 -.833-* .344 .022 -1.54- -.13- 

Bodice 5 -.667- .344 .062 -1.37- .04 

Bodice 6 .500 .344 .157 -.20- 1.20 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .833* .344 .022 .13 1.54 

Bodice 2 1.833* .344 .000 1.13 2.54 

Bodice 3 .833* .344 .022 .13 1.54 

Bodice 5 .167 .344 .632 -.54- .87 

Bodice 6 1.333* .344 .001 .63 2.04 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .667 .344 .062 -.04- 1.37 

Bodice 2 1.667* .344 .000 .96 2.37 

Bodice 3 .667 .344 .062 -.04- 1.37 

Bodice 5 -.167- .344 .632 -.87- .54 

Bodice 6 1.167* .344 .002 .46 1.87 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -.500- .344 .157 -1.20- .20 

Bodice 2 .500 .344 .157 -.20- 1.20 

Bodice 3 -.500- .344 .157 -1.20- .20 

Bodice 5 -1.333-* .344 .001 -2.04- -.63- 

Bodice 5 -1.167-* .344 .002 -1.87- -.46- 

ChestWidth Bodice 1 Bodice 2 -.167- .682 .809 -1.56- 1.23 

Bodice 3 .667 .682 .336 -.73- 2.06 

Bodice 5 -.500- .682 .469 -1.89- .89 

Bodice 5 1.667* .682 .021 .27 3.06 

Bodice 6 .833 .682 .231 -.56- 2.23 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 .167 .682 .809 -1.23- 1.56 

Bodice 3 .833 .682 .231 -.56- 2.23 

Bodice 5 -.333- .682 .628 -1.73- 1.06 

Bodice 5 1.833* .682 .012 .44 3.23 

Bodice 6 1.000 .682 .153 -.39- 2.39 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -.667- .682 .336 -2.06- .73 

Bodice 2 -.833- .682 .231 -2.23- .56 

Bodice 5 -1.167- .682 .097 -2.56- .23 

Bodice 5 1.000 .682 .153 -.39- 2.39 

Bodice 6 .167 .682 .809 -1.23- 1.56 
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Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .500 .682 .469 -.89- 1.89 

Bodice 2 .333 .682 .628 -1.06- 1.73 

Bodice 3 1.167 .682 .097 -.23- 2.56 

Bodice 5 2.167* .682 .003 .77 3.56 

Bodice 6 1.333 .682 .060 -.06- 2.73 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -1.667-* .682 .021 -3.06- -.27- 

Bodice 2 -1.833-* .682 .012 -3.23- -.44- 

Bodice 3 -1.000- .682 .153 -2.39- .39 

Bodice 5 -2.167-* .682 .003 -3.56- -.77- 

Bodice 6 -.833- .682 .231 -2.23- .56 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -.833- .682 .231 -2.23- .56 

Bodice 2 -1.000- .682 .153 -2.39- .39 

Bodice 3 -.167- .682 .809 -1.56- 1.23 

Bodice 5 -1.333- .682 .060 -2.73- .06 

Bodice 5 .833 .682 .231 -.56- 2.23 

NeckCirc Bodice 1 Bodice 2 .000 .473 1.000 -.97- .97 

Bodice 3 -.833- .473 .089 -1.80- .13 

Bodice 5 -.667- .473 .169 -1.63- .30 

Bodice 5 .000 .473 1.000 -.97- .97 

Bodice 6 2.000* .473 .000 1.03 2.97 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 .000 .473 1.000 -.97- .97 

Bodice 3 -.833- .473 .089 -1.80- .13 

Bodice 5 -.667- .473 .169 -1.63- .30 

Bodice 5 .000 .473 1.000 -.97- .97 

Bodice 6 2.000* .473 .000 1.03 2.97 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 .833 .473 .089 -.13- 1.80 

Bodice 2 .833 .473 .089 -.13- 1.80 

Bodice 5 .167 .473 .727 -.80- 1.13 

Bodice 5 .833 .473 .089 -.13- 1.80 

Bodice 6 2.833* .473 .000 1.87 3.80 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .667 .473 .169 -.30- 1.63 

Bodice 2 .667 .473 .169 -.30- 1.63 

Bodice 3 -.167- .473 .727 -1.13- .80 

Bodice 5 .667 .473 .169 -.30- 1.63 

Bodice 6 2.667* .473 .000 1.70 3.63 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .000 .473 1.000 -.97- .97 

Bodice 2 .000 .473 1.000 -.97- .97 

Bodice 3 -.833- .473 .089 -1.80- .13 

Bodice 5 -.667- .473 .169 -1.63- .30 

Bodice 6 2.000* .473 .000 1.03 2.97 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -2.000-* .473 .000 -2.97- -1.03- 

Bodice 2 -2.000-* .473 .000 -2.97- -1.03- 

Bodice 3 -2.833-* .473 .000 -3.80- -1.87- 
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Bodice 5 -2.667-* .473 .000 -3.63- -1.70- 

Bodice 5 -2.000-* .473 .000 -2.97- -1.03- 

CentreFrontNeck Bodice 1 Bodice 2 .167 .788 .834 -1.44- 1.78 

Bodice 3 .333 .788 .675 -1.28- 1.94 

Bodice 5 .500 .788 .530 -1.11- 2.11 

Bodice 5 -.333- .788 .675 -1.94- 1.28 

Bodice 6 -.167- .788 .834 -1.78- 1.44 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -.167- .788 .834 -1.78- 1.44 

Bodice 3 .167 .788 .834 -1.44- 1.78 

Bodice 5 .333 .788 .675 -1.28- 1.94 

Bodice 5 -.500- .788 .530 -2.11- 1.11 

Bodice 6 -.333- .788 .675 -1.94- 1.28 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -.333- .788 .675 -1.94- 1.28 

Bodice 2 -.167- .788 .834 -1.78- 1.44 

Bodice 5 .167 .788 .834 -1.44- 1.78 

Bodice 5 -.667- .788 .404 -2.28- .94 

Bodice 6 -.500- .788 .530 -2.11- 1.11 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -.500- .788 .530 -2.11- 1.11 

Bodice 2 -.333- .788 .675 -1.94- 1.28 

Bodice 3 -.167- .788 .834 -1.78- 1.44 

Bodice 5 -.833- .788 .298 -2.44- .78 

Bodice 6 -.667- .788 .404 -2.28- .94 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .333 .788 .675 -1.28- 1.94 

Bodice 2 .500 .788 .530 -1.11- 2.11 

Bodice 3 .667 .788 .404 -.94- 2.28 

Bodice 5 .833 .788 .298 -.78- 2.44 

Bodice 6 .167 .788 .834 -1.44- 1.78 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 .167 .788 .834 -1.44- 1.78 

Bodice 2 .333 .788 .675 -1.28- 1.94 

Bodice 3 .500 .788 .530 -1.11- 2.11 

Bodice 5 .667 .788 .404 -.94- 2.28 

Bodice 5 -.167- .788 .834 -1.78- 1.44 

FrontBodiceLength Bodice 1 Bodice 2 -.833-* .378 .035 -1.60- -.06- 

Bodice 3 -.333- .378 .384 -1.10- .44 

Bodice 5 -1.000-* .378 .013 -1.77- -.23- 

Bodice 5 1.000* .378 .013 .23 1.77 

Bodice 6 .333 .378 .384 -.44- 1.10 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 .833* .378 .035 .06 1.60 

Bodice 3 .500 .378 .195 -.27- 1.27 

Bodice 5 -.167- .378 .662 -.94- .60 

Bodice 5 1.833* .378 .000 1.06 2.60 

Bodice 6 1.167* .378 .004 .40 1.94 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 .333 .378 .384 -.44- 1.10 
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Bodice 2 -.500- .378 .195 -1.27- .27 

Bodice 5 -.667- .378 .088 -1.44- .10 

Bodice 5 1.333* .378 .001 .56 2.10 

Bodice 6 .667 .378 .088 -.10- 1.44 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 1.000* .378 .013 .23 1.77 

Bodice 2 .167 .378 .662 -.60- .94 

Bodice 3 .667 .378 .088 -.10- 1.44 

Bodice 5 2.000* .378 .000 1.23 2.77 

Bodice 6 1.333* .378 .001 .56 2.10 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -1.000-* .378 .013 -1.77- -.23- 

Bodice 2 -1.833-* .378 .000 -2.60- -1.06- 

Bodice 3 -1.333-* .378 .001 -2.10- -.56- 

Bodice 5 -2.000-* .378 .000 -2.77- -1.23- 

Bodice 6 -.667- .378 .088 -1.44- .10 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -.333- .378 .384 -1.10- .44 

Bodice 2 -1.167-* .378 .004 -1.94- -.40- 

Bodice 3 -.667- .378 .088 -1.44- .10 

Bodice 5 -1.333-* .378 .001 -2.10- -.56- 

Bodice 5 .667 .378 .088 -.10- 1.44 

BustDartLength Bodice 1 Bodice 2 .167 .683 .809 -1.23- 1.56 

Bodice 3 -.667- .683 .337 -2.06- .73 

Bodice 5 -.833- .683 .232 -2.23- .56 

Bodice 5 -1.000- .683 .154 -2.40- .40 

Bodice 6 .000 .683 1.000 -1.40- 1.40 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -.167- .683 .809 -1.56- 1.23 

Bodice 3 -.833- .683 .232 -2.23- .56 

Bodice 5 -1.000- .683 .154 -2.40- .40 

Bodice 5 -1.167- .683 .098 -2.56- .23 

Bodice 6 -.167- .683 .809 -1.56- 1.23 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 .667 .683 .337 -.73- 2.06 

Bodice 2 .833 .683 .232 -.56- 2.23 

Bodice 5 -.167- .683 .809 -1.56- 1.23 

Bodice 5 -.333- .683 .629 -1.73- 1.06 

Bodice 6 .667 .683 .337 -.73- 2.06 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .833 .683 .232 -.56- 2.23 

Bodice 2 1.000 .683 .154 -.40- 2.40 

Bodice 3 .167 .683 .809 -1.23- 1.56 

Bodice 5 -.167- .683 .809 -1.56- 1.23 

Bodice 6 .833 .683 .232 -.56- 2.23 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 1.000 .683 .154 -.40- 2.40 

Bodice 2 1.167 .683 .098 -.23- 2.56 

Bodice 3 .333 .683 .629 -1.06- 1.73 

Bodice 5 .167 .683 .809 -1.23- 1.56 
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Bodice 6 1.000 .683 .154 -.40- 2.40 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 .000 .683 1.000 -1.40- 1.40 

Bodice 2 .167 .683 .809 -1.23- 1.56 

Bodice 3 -.667- .683 .337 -2.06- .73 

Bodice 5 -.833- .683 .232 -2.23- .56 

Bodice 5 -1.000- .683 .154 -2.40- .40 

WaistDarts Bodice 1 Bodice 2 -.333- .479 .492 -1.31- .65 

Bodice 3 -.500- .479 .305 -1.48- .48 

Bodice 5 .000 .479 1.000 -.98- .98 

Bodice 5 -.833- .479 .092 -1.81- .15 

Bodice 6 -.667- .479 .174 -1.65- .31 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 .333 .479 .492 -.65- 1.31 

Bodice 3 -.167- .479 .730 -1.15- .81 

Bodice 5 .333 .479 .492 -.65- 1.31 

Bodice 5 -.500- .479 .305 -1.48- .48 

Bodice 6 -.333- .479 .492 -1.31- .65 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 .500 .479 .305 -.48- 1.48 

Bodice 2 .167 .479 .730 -.81- 1.15 

Bodice 5 .500 .479 .305 -.48- 1.48 

Bodice 5 -.333- .479 .492 -1.31- .65 

Bodice 6 -.167- .479 .730 -1.15- .81 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .000 .479 1.000 -.98- .98 

Bodice 2 -.333- .479 .492 -1.31- .65 

Bodice 3 -.500- .479 .305 -1.48- .48 

Bodice 5 -.833- .479 .092 -1.81- .15 

Bodice 6 -.667- .479 .174 -1.65- .31 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .833 .479 .092 -.15- 1.81 

Bodice 2 .500 .479 .305 -.48- 1.48 

Bodice 3 .333 .479 .492 -.65- 1.31 

Bodice 5 .833 .479 .092 -.15- 1.81 

Bodice 6 .167 .479 .730 -.81- 1.15 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 .667 .479 .174 -.31- 1.65 

Bodice 2 .333 .479 .492 -.65- 1.31 

Bodice 3 .167 .479 .730 -.81- 1.15 

Bodice 5 .667 .479 .174 -.31- 1.65 

Bodice 5 -.167- .479 .730 -1.15- .81 

WaistDartLength Bodice 1 Bodice 2 .000 .820 1.000 -1.67- 1.67 

Bodice 3 .667 .820 .423 -1.01- 2.34 

Bodice 5 -.500- .820 .547 -2.17- 1.17 

Bodice 5 -.833- .820 .318 -2.51- .84 

Bodice 6 2.167* .820 .013 .49 3.84 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 .000 .820 1.000 -1.67- 1.67 

Bodice 3 .667 .820 .423 -1.01- 2.34 
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Bodice 5 -.500- .820 .547 -2.17- 1.17 

Bodice 5 -.833- .820 .318 -2.51- .84 

Bodice 6 2.167* .820 .013 .49 3.84 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -.667- .820 .423 -2.34- 1.01 

Bodice 2 -.667- .820 .423 -2.34- 1.01 

Bodice 5 -1.167- .820 .165 -2.84- .51 

Bodice 5 -1.500- .820 .077 -3.17- .17 

Bodice 6 1.500 .820 .077 -.17- 3.17 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .500 .820 .547 -1.17- 2.17 

Bodice 2 .500 .820 .547 -1.17- 2.17 

Bodice 3 1.167 .820 .165 -.51- 2.84 

Bodice 5 -.333- .820 .687 -2.01- 1.34 

Bodice 6 2.667* .820 .003 .99 4.34 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .833 .820 .318 -.84- 2.51 

Bodice 2 .833 .820 .318 -.84- 2.51 

Bodice 3 1.500 .820 .077 -.17- 3.17 

Bodice 5 .333 .820 .687 -1.34- 2.01 

Bodice 6 3.000* .820 .001 1.33 4.67 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -2.167-* .820 .013 -3.84- -.49- 

Bodice 2 -2.167-* .820 .013 -3.84- -.49- 

Bodice 3 -1.500- .820 .077 -3.17- .17 

Bodice 5 -2.667-* .820 .003 -4.34- -.99- 

Bodice 5 -3.000-* .820 .001 -4.67- -1.33- 

ShoulderLengthNeck Bodice 1 Bodice 2 -.833- .543 .135 -1.94- .27 

Bodice 3 -1.833-* .543 .002 -2.94- -.73- 

Bodice 5 .000 .543 1.000 -1.11- 1.11 

Bodice 5 -.167- .543 .761 -1.27- .94 

Bodice 6 -2.333-* .543 .000 -3.44- -1.23- 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 .833 .543 .135 -.27- 1.94 

Bodice 3 -1.000- .543 .075 -2.11- .11 

Bodice 5 .833 .543 .135 -.27- 1.94 

Bodice 5 .667 .543 .229 -.44- 1.77 

Bodice 6 -1.500-* .543 .010 -2.61- -.39- 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 1.833* .543 .002 .73 2.94 

Bodice 2 1.000 .543 .075 -.11- 2.11 

Bodice 5 1.833* .543 .002 .73 2.94 

Bodice 5 1.667* .543 .004 .56 2.77 

Bodice 6 -.500- .543 .364 -1.61- .61 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .000 .543 1.000 -1.11- 1.11 

Bodice 2 -.833- .543 .135 -1.94- .27 

Bodice 3 -1.833-* .543 .002 -2.94- -.73- 

Bodice 5 -.167- .543 .761 -1.27- .94 

Bodice 6 -2.333-* .543 .000 -3.44- -1.23- 
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Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .167 .543 .761 -.94- 1.27 

Bodice 2 -.667- .543 .229 -1.77- .44 

Bodice 3 -1.667-* .543 .004 -2.77- -.56- 

Bodice 5 .167 .543 .761 -.94- 1.27 

Bodice 6 -2.167-* .543 .000 -3.27- -1.06- 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 2.333* .543 .000 1.23 3.44 

Bodice 2 1.500* .543 .010 .39 2.61 

Bodice 3 .500 .543 .364 -.61- 1.61 

Bodice 5 2.333* .543 .000 1.23 3.44 

Bodice 5 2.167* .543 .000 1.06 3.27 

ShoulderLengthEnd Bodice 1 Bodice 2 1.500* .710 .043 .05 2.95 

Bodice 3 1.667* .710 .026 .22 3.12 

Bodice 5 -.167- .710 .816 -1.62- 1.28 

Bodice 5 1.167 .710 .111 -.28- 2.62 

Bodice 6 2.167* .710 .005 .72 3.62 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -1.500-* .710 .043 -2.95- -.05- 

Bodice 3 .167 .710 .816 -1.28- 1.62 

Bodice 5 -1.667-* .710 .026 -3.12- -.22- 

Bodice 5 -.333- .710 .642 -1.78- 1.12 

Bodice 6 .667 .710 .355 -.78- 2.12 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -1.667-* .710 .026 -3.12- -.22- 

Bodice 2 -.167- .710 .816 -1.62- 1.28 

Bodice 5 -1.833-* .710 .015 -3.28- -.38- 

Bodice 5 -.500- .710 .487 -1.95- .95 

Bodice 6 .500 .710 .487 -.95- 1.95 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .167 .710 .816 -1.28- 1.62 

Bodice 2 1.667* .710 .026 .22 3.12 

Bodice 3 1.833* .710 .015 .38 3.28 

Bodice 5 1.333 .710 .070 -.12- 2.78 

Bodice 6 2.333* .710 .003 .88 3.78 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -1.167- .710 .111 -2.62- .28 

Bodice 2 .333 .710 .642 -1.12- 1.78 

Bodice 3 .500 .710 .487 -.95- 1.95 

Bodice 5 -1.333- .710 .070 -2.78- .12 

Bodice 6 1.000 .710 .169 -.45- 2.45 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -2.167-* .710 .005 -3.62- -.72- 

Bodice 2 -.667- .710 .355 -2.12- .78 

Bodice 3 -.500- .710 .487 -1.95- .95 

Bodice 5 -2.333-* .710 .003 -3.78- -.88- 

Bodice 5 -1.000- .710 .169 -2.45- .45 

ShoulderSeamNeck Bodice 1 Bodice 2 .167 .568 .771 -.99- 1.33 

Bodice 3 .667 .568 .249 -.49- 1.83 

Bodice 5 -.167- .568 .771 -1.33- .99 
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Bodice 5 -.333- .568 .561 -1.49- .83 

Bodice 6 .333 .568 .561 -.83- 1.49 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -.167- .568 .771 -1.33- .99 

Bodice 3 .500 .568 .385 -.66- 1.66 

Bodice 5 -.333- .568 .561 -1.49- .83 

Bodice 5 -.500- .568 .385 -1.66- .66 

Bodice 6 .167 .568 .771 -.99- 1.33 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -.667- .568 .249 -1.83- .49 

Bodice 2 -.500- .568 .385 -1.66- .66 

Bodice 5 -.833- .568 .152 -1.99- .33 

Bodice 5 -1.000- .568 .088 -2.16- .16 

Bodice 6 -.333- .568 .561 -1.49- .83 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .167 .568 .771 -.99- 1.33 

Bodice 2 .333 .568 .561 -.83- 1.49 

Bodice 3 .833 .568 .152 -.33- 1.99 

Bodice 5 -.167- .568 .771 -1.33- .99 

Bodice 6 .500 .568 .385 -.66- 1.66 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .333 .568 .561 -.83- 1.49 

Bodice 2 .500 .568 .385 -.66- 1.66 

Bodice 3 1.000 .568 .088 -.16- 2.16 

Bodice 5 .167 .568 .771 -.99- 1.33 

Bodice 6 .667 .568 .249 -.49- 1.83 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -.333- .568 .561 -1.49- .83 

Bodice 2 -.167- .568 .771 -1.33- .99 

Bodice 3 .333 .568 .561 -.83- 1.49 

Bodice 5 -.500- .568 .385 -1.66- .66 

Bodice 5 -.667- .568 .249 -1.83- .49 

ShoulderSeamEnd Bodice 1 Bodice 2 1.500* .411 .001 .66 2.34 

Bodice 3 .333 .411 .423 -.51- 1.17 

Bodice 5 .000 .411 1.000 -.84- .84 

Bodice 5 .500 .411 .233 -.34- 1.34 

Bodice 6 1.500* .411 .001 .66 2.34 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -1.500-* .411 .001 -2.34- -.66- 

Bodice 3 -1.167-* .411 .008 -2.01- -.33- 

Bodice 5 -1.500-* .411 .001 -2.34- -.66- 

Bodice 5 -1.000-* .411 .021 -1.84- -.16- 

Bodice 6 .000 .411 1.000 -.84- .84 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -.333- .411 .423 -1.17- .51 

Bodice 2 1.167* .411 .008 .33 2.01 

Bodice 5 -.333- .411 .423 -1.17- .51 

Bodice 5 .167 .411 .688 -.67- 1.01 

Bodice 6 1.167* .411 .008 .33 2.01 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .000 .411 1.000 -.84- .84 
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Bodice 2 1.500* .411 .001 .66 2.34 

Bodice 3 .333 .411 .423 -.51- 1.17 

Bodice 5 .500 .411 .233 -.34- 1.34 

Bodice 6 1.500* .411 .001 .66 2.34 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -.500- .411 .233 -1.34- .34 

Bodice 2 1.000* .411 .021 .16 1.84 

Bodice 3 -.167- .411 .688 -1.01- .67 

Bodice 5 -.500- .411 .233 -1.34- .34 

Bodice 6 1.000* .411 .021 .16 1.84 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -1.500-* .411 .001 -2.34- -.66- 

Bodice 2 .000 .411 1.000 -.84- .84 

Bodice 3 -1.167-* .411 .008 -2.01- -.33- 

Bodice 5 -1.500-* .411 .001 -2.34- -.66- 

Bodice 5 -1.000-* .411 .021 -1.84- -.16- 

ShoulderSlope Bodice 1 Bodice 2 -2.167-* .682 .003 -3.56- -.77- 

Bodice 3 -.833- .682 .231 -2.23- .56 

Bodice 5 -.667- .682 .336 -2.06- .73 

Bodice 5 -2.333-* .682 .002 -3.73- -.94- 

Bodice 6 -1.833-* .682 .012 -3.23- -.44- 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 2.167* .682 .003 .77 3.56 

Bodice 3 1.333 .682 .060 -.06- 2.73 

Bodice 5 1.500* .682 .036 .11 2.89 

Bodice 5 -.167- .682 .809 -1.56- 1.23 

Bodice 6 .333 .682 .628 -1.06- 1.73 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 .833 .682 .231 -.56- 2.23 

Bodice 2 -1.333- .682 .060 -2.73- .06 

Bodice 5 .167 .682 .809 -1.23- 1.56 

Bodice 5 -1.500-* .682 .036 -2.89- -.11- 

Bodice 6 -1.000- .682 .153 -2.39- .39 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .667 .682 .336 -.73- 2.06 

Bodice 2 -1.500-* .682 .036 -2.89- -.11- 

Bodice 3 -.167- .682 .809 -1.56- 1.23 

Bodice 5 -1.667-* .682 .021 -3.06- -.27- 

Bodice 6 -1.167- .682 .097 -2.56- .23 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 2.333* .682 .002 .94 3.73 

Bodice 2 .167 .682 .809 -1.23- 1.56 

Bodice 3 1.500* .682 .036 .11 2.89 

Bodice 5 1.667* .682 .021 .27 3.06 

Bodice 6 .500 .682 .469 -.89- 1.89 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 1.833* .682 .012 .44 3.23 

Bodice 2 -.333- .682 .628 -1.73- 1.06 

Bodice 3 1.000 .682 .153 -.39- 2.39 

Bodice 5 1.167 .682 .097 -.23- 2.56 
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Bodice 5 -.500- .682 .469 -1.89- .89 

ShoulderDartSize Bodice 1 Bodice 2 -1.000- .796 .219 -2.63- .63 

Bodice 3 -.167- .796 .836 -1.79- 1.46 

Bodice 5 -.667- .796 .409 -2.29- .96 

Bodice 5 -1.000- .796 .219 -2.63- .63 

Bodice 6 -1.167- .796 .153 -2.79- .46 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 1.000 .796 .219 -.63- 2.63 

Bodice 3 .833 .796 .303 -.79- 2.46 

Bodice 5 .333 .796 .678 -1.29- 1.96 

Bodice 5 .000 .796 1.000 -1.63- 1.63 

Bodice 6 -.167- .796 .836 -1.79- 1.46 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 .167 .796 .836 -1.46- 1.79 

Bodice 2 -.833- .796 .303 -2.46- .79 

Bodice 5 -.500- .796 .535 -2.13- 1.13 

Bodice 5 -.833- .796 .303 -2.46- .79 

Bodice 6 -1.000- .796 .219 -2.63- .63 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .667 .796 .409 -.96- 2.29 

Bodice 2 -.333- .796 .678 -1.96- 1.29 

Bodice 3 .500 .796 .535 -1.13- 2.13 

Bodice 5 -.333- .796 .678 -1.96- 1.29 

Bodice 6 -.500- .796 .535 -2.13- 1.13 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 1.000 .796 .219 -.63- 2.63 

Bodice 2 .000 .796 1.000 -1.63- 1.63 

Bodice 3 .833 .796 .303 -.79- 2.46 

Bodice 5 .333 .796 .678 -1.29- 1.96 

Bodice 6 -.167- .796 .836 -1.79- 1.46 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 1.167 .796 .153 -.46- 2.79 

Bodice 2 .167 .796 .836 -1.46- 1.79 

Bodice 3 1.000 .796 .219 -.63- 2.63 

Bodice 5 .500 .796 .535 -1.13- 2.13 

Bodice 5 .167 .796 .836 -1.46- 1.79 

SideSeamLengthWaistline Bodice 1 Bodice 2 .500 .443 .268 -.40- 1.40 

Bodice 3 1.333* .443 .005 .43 2.24 

Bodice 5 -.167- .443 .709 -1.07- .74 

Bodice 5 .333 .443 .458 -.57- 1.24 

Bodice 6 1.333* .443 .005 .43 2.24 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -.500- .443 .268 -1.40- .40 

Bodice 3 .833 .443 .070 -.07- 1.74 

Bodice 5 -.667- .443 .143 -1.57- .24 

Bodice 5 -.167- .443 .709 -1.07- .74 

Bodice 6 .833 .443 .070 -.07- 1.74 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -1.333-* .443 .005 -2.24- -.43- 

Bodice 2 -.833- .443 .070 -1.74- .07 
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Bodice 5 -1.500-* .443 .002 -2.40- -.60- 

Bodice 5 -1.000-* .443 .031 -1.90- -.10- 

Bodice 6 .000 .443 1.000 -.90- .90 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .167 .443 .709 -.74- 1.07 

Bodice 2 .667 .443 .143 -.24- 1.57 

Bodice 3 1.500* .443 .002 .60 2.40 

Bodice 5 .500 .443 .268 -.40- 1.40 

Bodice 6 1.500* .443 .002 .60 2.40 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -.333- .443 .458 -1.24- .57 

Bodice 2 .167 .443 .709 -.74- 1.07 

Bodice 3 1.000* .443 .031 .10 1.90 

Bodice 5 -.500- .443 .268 -1.40- .40 

Bodice 6 1.000* .443 .031 .10 1.90 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -1.333-* .443 .005 -2.24- -.43- 

Bodice 2 -.833- .443 .070 -1.74- .07 

Bodice 3 .000 .443 1.000 -.90- .90 

Bodice 5 -1.500-* .443 .002 -2.40- -.60- 

Bodice 5 -1.000-* .443 .031 -1.90- -.10- 

SideSeamLengthUndererarm Bodice 1 Bodice 2 .167 .702 .814 -1.27- 1.60 

Bodice 3 1.000 .702 .165 -.43- 2.43 

Bodice 5 1.667* .702 .024 .23 3.10 

Bodice 5 -.667- .702 .350 -2.10- .77 

Bodice 6 -.833- .702 .244 -2.27- .60 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -.167- .702 .814 -1.60- 1.27 

Bodice 3 .833 .702 .244 -.60- 2.27 

Bodice 5 1.500* .702 .041 .07 2.93 

Bodice 5 -.833- .702 .244 -2.27- .60 

Bodice 6 -1.000- .702 .165 -2.43- .43 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -1.000- .702 .165 -2.43- .43 

Bodice 2 -.833- .702 .244 -2.27- .60 

Bodice 5 .667 .702 .350 -.77- 2.10 

Bodice 5 -1.667-* .702 .024 -3.10- -.23- 

Bodice 6 -1.833-* .702 .014 -3.27- -.40- 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -1.667-* .702 .024 -3.10- -.23- 

Bodice 2 -1.500-* .702 .041 -2.93- -.07- 

Bodice 3 -.667- .702 .350 -2.10- .77 

Bodice 5 -2.333-* .702 .002 -3.77- -.90- 

Bodice 6 -2.500-* .702 .001 -3.93- -1.07- 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .667 .702 .350 -.77- 2.10 

Bodice 2 .833 .702 .244 -.60- 2.27 

Bodice 3 1.667* .702 .024 .23 3.10 

Bodice 5 2.333* .702 .002 .90 3.77 

Bodice 6 -.167- .702 .814 -1.60- 1.27 
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Bodice 6 Bodice 1 .833 .702 .244 -.60- 2.27 

Bodice 2 1.000 .702 .165 -.43- 2.43 

Bodice 3 1.833* .702 .014 .40 3.27 

Bodice 5 2.500* .702 .001 1.07 3.93 

Bodice 5 .167 .702 .814 -1.27- 1.60 

SideSeamWaistline Bodice 1 Bodice 2 -1.000-* .404 .019 -1.82- -.18- 

Bodice 3 1.500* .404 .001 .68 2.32 

Bodice 5 2.000* .404 .000 1.18 2.82 

Bodice 5 .833* .404 .048 .01 1.66 

Bodice 6 -.333- .404 .415 -1.16- .49 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 1.000* .404 .019 .18 1.82 

Bodice 3 2.500* .404 .000 1.68 3.32 

Bodice 5 3.000* .404 .000 2.18 3.82 

Bodice 5 1.833* .404 .000 1.01 2.66 

Bodice 6 .667 .404 .109 -.16- 1.49 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -1.500-* .404 .001 -2.32- -.68- 

Bodice 2 -2.500-* .404 .000 -3.32- -1.68- 

Bodice 5 .500 .404 .225 -.32- 1.32 

Bodice 5 -.667- .404 .109 -1.49- .16 

Bodice 6 -1.833-* .404 .000 -2.66- -1.01- 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -2.000-* .404 .000 -2.82- -1.18- 

Bodice 2 -3.000-* .404 .000 -3.82- -2.18- 

Bodice 3 -.500- .404 .225 -1.32- .32 

Bodice 5 -1.167-* .404 .007 -1.99- -.34- 

Bodice 6 -2.333-* .404 .000 -3.16- -1.51- 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -.833-* .404 .048 -1.66- -.01- 

Bodice 2 -1.833-* .404 .000 -2.66- -1.01- 

Bodice 3 .667 .404 .109 -.16- 1.49 

Bodice 5 1.167* .404 .007 .34 1.99 

Bodice 6 -1.167-* .404 .007 -1.99- -.34- 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 .333 .404 .415 -.49- 1.16 

Bodice 2 -.667- .404 .109 -1.49- .16 

Bodice 3 1.833* .404 .000 1.01 2.66 

Bodice 5 2.333* .404 .000 1.51 3.16 

Bodice 5 1.167* .404 .007 .34 1.99 

SideSeamUndererarm Bodice 1 Bodice 2 .167 .258 .524 -.36- .69 

Bodice 3 1.167* .258 .000 .64 1.69 

Bodice 5 1.500* .258 .000 .97 2.03 

Bodice 5 .000 .258 1.000 -.53- .53 

Bodice 6 -.167- .258 .524 -.69- .36 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -.167- .258 .524 -.69- .36 

Bodice 3 1.000* .258 .001 .47 1.53 

Bodice 5 1.333* .258 .000 .81 1.86 
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Bodice 5 -.167- .258 .524 -.69- .36 

Bodice 6 -.333- .258 .207 -.86- .19 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -1.167-* .258 .000 -1.69- -.64- 

Bodice 2 -1.000-* .258 .001 -1.53- -.47- 

Bodice 5 .333 .258 .207 -.19- .86 

Bodice 5 -1.167-* .258 .000 -1.69- -.64- 

Bodice 6 -1.333-* .258 .000 -1.86- -.81- 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -1.500-* .258 .000 -2.03- -.97- 

Bodice 2 -1.333-* .258 .000 -1.86- -.81- 

Bodice 3 -.333- .258 .207 -.86- .19 

Bodice 5 -1.500-* .258 .000 -2.03- -.97- 

Bodice 6 -1.667-* .258 .000 -2.19- -1.14- 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .000 .258 1.000 -.53- .53 

Bodice 2 .167 .258 .524 -.36- .69 

Bodice 3 1.167* .258 .000 .64 1.69 

Bodice 5 1.500* .258 .000 .97 2.03 

Bodice 6 -.167- .258 .524 -.69- .36 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 .167 .258 .524 -.36- .69 

Bodice 2 .333 .258 .207 -.19- .86 

Bodice 3 1.333* .258 .000 .81 1.86 

Bodice 5 1.667* .258 .000 1.14 2.19 

Bodice 5 .167 .258 .524 -.36- .69 

ArmholeDepth Bodice 1 Bodice 2 -.833- .487 .097 -1.83- .16 

Bodice 3 -1.333-* .487 .010 -2.33- -.34- 

Bodice 5 -1.667-* .487 .002 -2.66- -.67- 

Bodice 5 .667 .487 .181 -.33- 1.66 

Bodice 6 .500 .487 .313 -.49- 1.49 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 .833 .487 .097 -.16- 1.83 

Bodice 3 -.500- .487 .313 -1.49- .49 

Bodice 5 -.833- .487 .097 -1.83- .16 

Bodice 5 1.500* .487 .004 .51 2.49 

Bodice 6 1.333* .487 .010 .34 2.33 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 1.333* .487 .010 .34 2.33 

Bodice 2 .500 .487 .313 -.49- 1.49 

Bodice 5 -.333- .487 .499 -1.33- .66 

Bodice 5 2.000* .487 .000 1.01 2.99 

Bodice 6 1.833* .487 .001 .84 2.83 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 1.667* .487 .002 .67 2.66 

Bodice 2 .833 .487 .097 -.16- 1.83 

Bodice 3 .333 .487 .499 -.66- 1.33 

Bodice 5 2.333* .487 .000 1.34 3.33 

Bodice 6 2.167* .487 .000 1.17 3.16 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -.667- .487 .181 -1.66- .33 
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Bodice 2 -1.500-* .487 .004 -2.49- -.51- 

Bodice 3 -2.000-* .487 .000 -2.99- -1.01- 

Bodice 5 -2.333-* .487 .000 -3.33- -1.34- 

Bodice 6 -.167- .487 .734 -1.16- .83 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -.500- .487 .313 -1.49- .49 

Bodice 2 -1.333-* .487 .010 -2.33- -.34- 

Bodice 3 -1.833-* .487 .001 -2.83- -.84- 

Bodice 5 -2.167-* .487 .000 -3.16- -1.17- 

Bodice 5 .167 .487 .734 -.83- 1.16 

ArmholeWidth Bodice 1 Bodice 2 -.500- .888 .578 -2.31- 1.31 

Bodice 3 .500 .888 .578 -1.31- 2.31 

Bodice 5 .000 .888 1.000 -1.81- 1.81 

Bodice 5 1.500 .888 .102 -.31- 3.31 

Bodice 6 .167 .888 .852 -1.65- 1.98 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 .500 .888 .578 -1.31- 2.31 

Bodice 3 1.000 .888 .269 -.81- 2.81 

Bodice 5 .500 .888 .578 -1.31- 2.31 

Bodice 5 2.000* .888 .032 .19 3.81 

Bodice 6 .667 .888 .459 -1.15- 2.48 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -.500- .888 .578 -2.31- 1.31 

Bodice 2 -1.000- .888 .269 -2.81- .81 

Bodice 5 -.500- .888 .578 -2.31- 1.31 

Bodice 5 1.000 .888 .269 -.81- 2.81 

Bodice 6 -.333- .888 .710 -2.15- 1.48 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .000 .888 1.000 -1.81- 1.81 

Bodice 2 -.500- .888 .578 -2.31- 1.31 

Bodice 3 .500 .888 .578 -1.31- 2.31 

Bodice 5 1.500 .888 .102 -.31- 3.31 

Bodice 6 .167 .888 .852 -1.65- 1.98 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -1.500- .888 .102 -3.31- .31 

Bodice 2 -2.000-* .888 .032 -3.81- -.19- 

Bodice 3 -1.000- .888 .269 -2.81- .81 

Bodice 5 -1.500- .888 .102 -3.31- .31 

Bodice 6 -1.333- .888 .144 -3.15- .48 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -.167- .888 .852 -1.98- 1.65 

Bodice 2 -.667- .888 .459 -2.48- 1.15 

Bodice 3 .333 .888 .710 -1.48- 2.15 

Bodice 5 -.167- .888 .852 -1.98- 1.65 

Bodice 5 1.333 .888 .144 -.48- 3.15 

BustCircBustLevel Bodice 1 Bodice 2 .333 .684 .630 -1.06- 1.73 

Bodice 3 .333 .684 .630 -1.06- 1.73 

Bodice 5 .333 .684 .630 -1.06- 1.73 

Bodice 5 .833 .684 .233 -.56- 2.23 
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Bodice 6 .667 .684 .338 -.73- 2.06 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -.333- .684 .630 -1.73- 1.06 

Bodice 3 .000 .684 1.000 -1.40- 1.40 

Bodice 5 .000 .684 1.000 -1.40- 1.40 

Bodice 5 .500 .684 .471 -.90- 1.90 

Bodice 6 .333 .684 .630 -1.06- 1.73 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -.333- .684 .630 -1.73- 1.06 

Bodice 2 .000 .684 1.000 -1.40- 1.40 

Bodice 5 .000 .684 1.000 -1.40- 1.40 

Bodice 5 .500 .684 .471 -.90- 1.90 

Bodice 6 .333 .684 .630 -1.06- 1.73 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -.333- .684 .630 -1.73- 1.06 

Bodice 2 .000 .684 1.000 -1.40- 1.40 

Bodice 3 .000 .684 1.000 -1.40- 1.40 

Bodice 5 .500 .684 .471 -.90- 1.90 

Bodice 6 .333 .684 .630 -1.06- 1.73 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -.833- .684 .233 -2.23- .56 

Bodice 2 -.500- .684 .471 -1.90- .90 

Bodice 3 -.500- .684 .471 -1.90- .90 

Bodice 5 -.500- .684 .471 -1.90- .90 

Bodice 6 -.167- .684 .809 -1.56- 1.23 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -.667- .684 .338 -2.06- .73 

Bodice 2 -.333- .684 .630 -1.73- 1.06 

Bodice 3 -.333- .684 .630 -1.73- 1.06 

Bodice 5 -.333- .684 .630 -1.73- 1.06 

Bodice 5 .167 .684 .809 -1.23- 1.56 

WaistCircWaistline Bodice 1 Bodice 2 .333 .282 .247 -.24- .91 

Bodice 3 .500 .282 .087 -.08- 1.08 

Bodice 5 -1.000-* .282 .001 -1.58- -.42- 

Bodice 5 .833* .282 .006 .26 1.41 

Bodice 6 .167 .282 .559 -.41- .74 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -.333- .282 .247 -.91- .24 

Bodice 3 .167 .282 .559 -.41- .74 

Bodice 5 -1.333-* .282 .000 -1.91- -.76- 

Bodice 5 .500 .282 .087 -.08- 1.08 

Bodice 6 -.167- .282 .559 -.74- .41 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -.500- .282 .087 -1.08- .08 

Bodice 2 -.167- .282 .559 -.74- .41 

Bodice 5 -1.500-* .282 .000 -2.08- -.92- 

Bodice 5 .333 .282 .247 -.24- .91 

Bodice 6 -.333- .282 .247 -.91- .24 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 1.000* .282 .001 .42 1.58 

Bodice 2 1.333* .282 .000 .76 1.91 
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Bodice 3 1.500* .282 .000 .92 2.08 

Bodice 5 1.833* .282 .000 1.26 2.41 

Bodice 6 1.167* .282 .000 .59 1.74 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -.833-* .282 .006 -1.41- -.26- 

Bodice 2 -.500- .282 .087 -1.08- .08 

Bodice 3 -.333- .282 .247 -.91- .24 

Bodice 5 -1.833-* .282 .000 -2.41- -1.26- 

Bodice 6 -.667-* .282 .025 -1.24- -.09- 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -.167- .282 .559 -.74- .41 

Bodice 2 .167 .282 .559 -.41- .74 

Bodice 3 .333 .282 .247 -.24- .91 

Bodice 5 -1.167-* .282 .000 -1.74- -.59- 

Bodice 5 .667* .282 .025 .09 1.24 

UpperBackWidth Bodice 1 Bodice 2 1.000 .661 .141 -.35- 2.35 

Bodice 3 1.167 .661 .088 -.18- 2.52 

Bodice 5 1.333 .661 .053 -.02- 2.68 

Bodice 5 2.167* .661 .003 .82 3.52 

Bodice 6 1.333 .661 .053 -.02- 2.68 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -1.000- .661 .141 -2.35- .35 

Bodice 3 .167 .661 .803 -1.18- 1.52 

Bodice 5 .333 .661 .618 -1.02- 1.68 

Bodice 5 1.167 .661 .088 -.18- 2.52 

Bodice 6 .333 .661 .618 -1.02- 1.68 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -1.167- .661 .088 -2.52- .18 

Bodice 2 -.167- .661 .803 -1.52- 1.18 

Bodice 5 .167 .661 .803 -1.18- 1.52 

Bodice 5 1.000 .661 .141 -.35- 2.35 

Bodice 6 .167 .661 .803 -1.18- 1.52 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -1.333- .661 .053 -2.68- .02 

Bodice 2 -.333- .661 .618 -1.68- 1.02 

Bodice 3 -.167- .661 .803 -1.52- 1.18 

Bodice 5 .833 .661 .217 -.52- 2.18 

Bodice 6 .000 .661 1.000 -1.35- 1.35 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -2.167-* .661 .003 -3.52- -.82- 

Bodice 2 -1.167- .661 .088 -2.52- .18 

Bodice 3 -1.000- .661 .141 -2.35- .35 

Bodice 5 -.833- .661 .217 -2.18- .52 

Bodice 6 -.833- .661 .217 -2.18- .52 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -1.333- .661 .053 -2.68- .02 

Bodice 2 -.333- .661 .618 -1.68- 1.02 

Bodice 3 -.167- .661 .803 -1.52- 1.18 

Bodice 5 .000 .661 1.000 -1.35- 1.35 

Bodice 5 .833 .661 .217 -.52- 2.18 
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BackBodiceLength Bodice 1 Bodice 2 .833* .272 .005 .28 1.39 

Bodice 3 1.667* .272 .000 1.11 2.22 

Bodice 5 -.333- .272 .230 -.89- .22 

Bodice 5 .667* .272 .020 .11 1.22 

Bodice 6 2.500* .272 .000 1.94 3.06 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -.833-* .272 .005 -1.39- -.28- 

Bodice 3 .833* .272 .005 .28 1.39 

Bodice 5 -1.167-* .272 .000 -1.72- -.61- 

Bodice 5 -.167- .272 .545 -.72- .39 

Bodice 6 1.667* .272 .000 1.11 2.22 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -1.667-* .272 .000 -2.22- -1.11- 

Bodice 2 -.833-* .272 .005 -1.39- -.28- 

Bodice 5 -2.000-* .272 .000 -2.56- -1.44- 

Bodice 5 -1.000-* .272 .001 -1.56- -.44- 

Bodice 6 .833* .272 .005 .28 1.39 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .333 .272 .230 -.22- .89 

Bodice 2 1.167* .272 .000 .61 1.72 

Bodice 3 2.000* .272 .000 1.44 2.56 

Bodice 5 1.000* .272 .001 .44 1.56 

Bodice 6 2.833* .272 .000 2.28 3.39 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -.667-* .272 .020 -1.22- -.11- 

Bodice 2 .167 .272 .545 -.39- .72 

Bodice 3 1.000* .272 .001 .44 1.56 

Bodice 5 -1.000-* .272 .001 -1.56- -.44- 

Bodice 6 1.833* .272 .000 1.28 2.39 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -2.500-* .272 .000 -3.06- -1.94- 

Bodice 2 -1.667-* .272 .000 -2.22- -1.11- 

Bodice 3 -.833-* .272 .005 -1.39- -.28- 

Bodice 5 -2.833-* .272 .000 -3.39- -2.28- 

Bodice 5 -1.833-* .272 .000 -2.39- -1.28- 

NeckCircBase Bodice 1 Bodice 2 -2.667-* .428 .000 -3.54- -1.79- 

Bodice 3 -.500- .428 .252 -1.37- .37 

Bodice 5 -1.167-* .428 .011 -2.04- -.29- 

Bodice 5 -1.833-* .428 .000 -2.71- -.96- 

Bodice 6 .333 .428 .442 -.54- 1.21 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 2.667* .428 .000 1.79 3.54 

Bodice 3 2.167* .428 .000 1.29 3.04 

Bodice 5 1.500* .428 .001 .63 2.37 

Bodice 5 .833 .428 .061 -.04- 1.71 

Bodice 6 3.000* .428 .000 2.13 3.87 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 .500 .428 .252 -.37- 1.37 

Bodice 2 -2.167-* .428 .000 -3.04- -1.29- 

Bodice 5 -.667- .428 .130 -1.54- .21 
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Bodice 5 -1.333-* .428 .004 -2.21- -.46- 

Bodice 6 .833 .428 .061 -.04- 1.71 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 1.167* .428 .011 .29 2.04 

Bodice 2 -1.500-* .428 .001 -2.37- -.63- 

Bodice 3 .667 .428 .130 -.21- 1.54 

Bodice 5 -.667- .428 .130 -1.54- .21 

Bodice 6 1.500* .428 .001 .63 2.37 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 1.833* .428 .000 .96 2.71 

Bodice 2 -.833- .428 .061 -1.71- .04 

Bodice 3 1.333* .428 .004 .46 2.21 

Bodice 5 .667 .428 .130 -.21- 1.54 

Bodice 6 2.167* .428 .000 1.29 3.04 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -.333- .428 .442 -1.21- .54 

Bodice 2 -3.000-* .428 .000 -3.87- -2.13- 

Bodice 3 -.833- .428 .061 -1.71- .04 

Bodice 5 -1.500-* .428 .001 -2.37- -.63- 

Bodice 5 -2.167-* .428 .000 -3.04- -1.29- 

CentreBackNeck Bodice 1 Bodice 2 .167 .457 .718 -.77- 1.10 

Bodice 3 -.333- .457 .472 -1.27- .60 

Bodice 5 .333 .457 .472 -.60- 1.27 

Bodice 5 .000 .457 1.000 -.93- .93 

Bodice 6 -.667- .457 .155 -1.60- .27 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -.167- .457 .718 -1.10- .77 

Bodice 3 -.500- .457 .283 -1.43- .43 

Bodice 5 .167 .457 .718 -.77- 1.10 

Bodice 5 -.167- .457 .718 -1.10- .77 

Bodice 6 -.833- .457 .078 -1.77- .10 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 .333 .457 .472 -.60- 1.27 

Bodice 2 .500 .457 .283 -.43- 1.43 

Bodice 5 .667 .457 .155 -.27- 1.60 

Bodice 5 .333 .457 .472 -.60- 1.27 

Bodice 6 -.333- .457 .472 -1.27- .60 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -.333- .457 .472 -1.27- .60 

Bodice 2 -.167- .457 .718 -1.10- .77 

Bodice 3 -.667- .457 .155 -1.60- .27 

Bodice 5 -.333- .457 .472 -1.27- .60 

Bodice 6 -1.000-* .457 .037 -1.93- -.07- 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .000 .457 1.000 -.93- .93 

Bodice 2 .167 .457 .718 -.77- 1.10 

Bodice 3 -.333- .457 .472 -1.27- .60 

Bodice 5 .333 .457 .472 -.60- 1.27 

Bodice 6 -.667- .457 .155 -1.60- .27 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 .667 .457 .155 -.27- 1.60 
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Bodice 2 .833 .457 .078 -.10- 1.77 

Bodice 3 .333 .457 .472 -.60- 1.27 

Bodice 5 1.000* .457 .037 .07 1.93 

Bodice 5 .667 .457 .155 -.27- 1.60 

WaistDartsPrincess Bodice 1 Bodice 2 .167 .546 .762 -.95- 1.28 

Bodice 3 -.667- .546 .232 -1.78- .45 

Bodice 5 1.000 .546 .077 -.12- 2.12 

Bodice 5 -.333- .546 .546 -1.45- .78 

Bodice 6 -.667- .546 .232 -1.78- .45 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -.167- .546 .762 -1.28- .95 

Bodice 3 -.833- .546 .137 -1.95- .28 

Bodice 5 .833 .546 .137 -.28- 1.95 

Bodice 5 -.500- .546 .367 -1.62- .62 

Bodice 6 -.833- .546 .137 -1.95- .28 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 .667 .546 .232 -.45- 1.78 

Bodice 2 .833 .546 .137 -.28- 1.95 

Bodice 5 1.667* .546 .005 .55 2.78 

Bodice 5 .333 .546 .546 -.78- 1.45 

Bodice 6 .000 .546 1.000 -1.12- 1.12 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -1.000- .546 .077 -2.12- .12 

Bodice 2 -.833- .546 .137 -1.95- .28 

Bodice 3 -1.667-* .546 .005 -2.78- -.55- 

Bodice 5 -1.333-* .546 .021 -2.45- -.22- 

Bodice 6 -1.667-* .546 .005 -2.78- -.55- 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 .333 .546 .546 -.78- 1.45 

Bodice 2 .500 .546 .367 -.62- 1.62 

Bodice 3 -.333- .546 .546 -1.45- .78 

Bodice 5 1.333* .546 .021 .22 2.45 

Bodice 6 -.333- .546 .546 -1.45- .78 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 .667 .546 .232 -.45- 1.78 

Bodice 2 .833 .546 .137 -.28- 1.95 

Bodice 3 .000 .546 1.000 -1.12- 1.12 

Bodice 5 1.667* .546 .005 .55 2.78 

Bodice 5 .333 .546 .546 -.78- 1.45 

WaistDartsLength Bodice 1 Bodice 2 1.000* .483 .047 .01 1.99 

Bodice 3 1.000* .483 .047 .01 1.99 

Bodice 5 .333 .483 .495 -.65- 1.32 

Bodice 5 .833 .483 .095 -.15- 1.82 

Bodice 6 2.833* .483 .000 1.85 3.82 

Bodice 2 Bodice 1 -1.000-* .483 .047 -1.99- -.01- 

Bodice 3 .000 .483 1.000 -.99- .99 

Bodice 5 -.667- .483 .178 -1.65- .32 
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Bodice 5 -.167- .483 .732 -1.15- .82 

Bodice 6 1.833* .483 .001 .85 2.82 

Bodice 3 Bodice 1 -1.000-* .483 .047 -1.99- -.01- 

Bodice 2 .000 .483 1.000 -.99- .99 

Bodice 5 -.667- .483 .178 -1.65- .32 

Bodice 5 -.167- .483 .732 -1.15- .82 

Bodice 6 1.833* .483 .001 .85 2.82 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -.333- .483 .495 -1.32- .65 

Bodice 2 .667 .483 .178 -.32- 1.65 

Bodice 3 .667 .483 .178 -.32- 1.65 

Bodice 5 .500 .483 .309 -.49- 1.49 

Bodice 6 2.500* .483 .000 1.51 3.49 

Bodice 5 Bodice 1 -.833- .483 .095 -1.82- .15 

Bodice 2 .167 .483 .732 -.82- 1.15 

Bodice 3 .167 .483 .732 -.82- 1.15 

Bodice 5 -.500- .483 .309 -1.49- .49 

Bodice 6 2.000* .483 .000 1.01 2.99 

Bodice 6 Bodice 1 -2.833-* .483 .000 -3.82- -1.85- 

Bodice 2 -1.833-* .483 .001 -2.82- -.85- 

Bodice 3 -1.833-* .483 .001 -2.82- -.85- 

Bodice 5 -2.500-* .483 .000 -3.49- -1.51- 

Bodice 5 -2.000-* .483 .000 -2.99- -1.01- 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 
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Appendix T: definitions of body landmarks 

Landmark 

name 

Description Figure 

Centre 

front 

neck 

point 

At the base of the neck 

there is a landmark in the 

hollow created by the 

suprasternal notch bones 

(Beazley, 1997). 

 

 Centre front neck point (ISO, 2017) 

The nape 

(7th 

cervical) 

It is possible to find the 

seventh cervical by 

lowering the head. Close 

to the zero on the tapes is 

a harness, and this falls 

under gravity to rest on the 

highest part of the 

cervical. The location is 

confirmed using the sticky 

circle. This serves as a 

reference point for 

subsequent 

measurements. 

Importantly, it is 

necessary to record 

whether the person being 

measured has a hunch 

(Beazley, 1997). 

 

(ISO, 2017, p.4) 
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The side 

neck 

point 

This location is sited 

where the base of the 

neck meets the trapezius 

muscle’s frontal border 

(Tsakalidou, 2016; ISO, 

2017) . 

 

 

(ISO, 2017, p.5). 

The 

shoulder 

tip point 

The tip of the shoulder is 

found at the top of the 

acromion (Hernández, 

2000). 

 

(ISO, 2017) 

Bust 

point 

The bust point marks the 

position of the nipple sited 

in the most bulbous area 

of each breast (ISO, 

2017). 

 

(ISO, 2017, p.7). 

The 

waistline 

The waist is identified on 

the side of the body as the 

midway point between the 

highest part of the hip and 

the lowest part of the rib 

(ISO, 2017). A cotton 

band is typically used to 

identify the waistline, and  
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this will normally be the 

smallest waist 

circumference (Thatha, 

1995). It is often 

challenging to identify the 

waist precisely. In such 

cases, the person being 

measured must position 

the band wherever they 

believe to be appropriate 

(Hernández, 2000). 

(ISO, 2017, p.12) 

 

The 

centre 

front line 

This is a vertical line 

extending from the waist 

to the neck pitch point. 

 

(ISO, 2017, p.50) 

The 

centre 

back line 

This is a vertical line 

extending from the waist 

to the nape of the neck. 

 

(ISO, 2017, p.49) 
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The side 

seam line 

This is a vertical line 

extending from the waist 

to the armpit. 

 

(ISO, 2017) 

Front and 

back 

armpit 

fold point 

 

A scale is positioned 

beneath the arm to identify 

the armpit’s fold points on 

the armscye line. To 

identify the level, a rule is 

positioned beneath the 

armpit and the location is 

at the rule’s upper edge 

(ISO, 2017). 

 

 

 

(ISO, 2017, p.8) 
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Appendix U: Final bodice blocks for the six selected methods 

 

Beazley and Bond (2003) 

 

Aldrich (2015) 

Thatha (1995) 

 

Holman (1997) 

 

Armstrong (2014) 
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Khalil (1985) 

 

 

 

 

 


